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CURRENCY EQUIVALENTS

US$1 = Kwacha 0.64
Kwacha 1 (K1) = US$1.56
Ngwee (n) 100 = Kwacha 1

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

1 hectare (ha) = 2.471 acres
.1 square. kilometer (km2) = 100 ha = 247 acres

= 0.386 square miles
1 kilometer (km) = 0.621 miles
1 kilogram (kg) = 2.2 lbs
1 metric ton (t) 2,204.6 lbs
1 liter (1) = 2.116 US pints

1 bag maize = 90 kg
1 bag groundnuts 80 kg

ABBREVIATIONS

AFC - Agricultural Finance Corporation
CIMMYT - International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center

(Centro Interracional de Mejoramiento de Ma±z et Trigo)
CSB - Cold Storage Board
IDZ - Intensive Development Zone
LANDSAT - Satellite undertaking program of land resource

photography (formerly ERTS)
MLNR - Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources
MRD - Ministry of Rural Development
NAMB - National Agricultural Marketing Board
SNDP - Second National Development Plan (1972-76)
RGA - Rural Growth Area
RGC - Rural Growth Center
RRP - Rural Reconstruction Program
TAZARA - Tanzania-Zambia Railway
UNIP - United National Independence Party
ZNS - Zambia National Service

This report is based on the findings of two missions which visited Zambia
in September/October and November/December 1974 composed of Messrs. J.H. 6
Cleave, C.R. Blitzer, H.M. Kim, W.A. McCleary, Miss F.F. Johansen, Messrs.
G.B. Nkojo, J.F.A. Russell, and M.A. Wolf (of the Bank) and Messrs. R.
Ambroggi (UNDP), W.O. Jones, R.C.E. Kapteyn, J.C.D. Lawrance (MOD), and
E.H. McCauley (Consultans).
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ZAMBIA

AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL SECTOR SURVEY

CQFA]ARATIVE DATA: ZAMBIA AND OTHER AFRICAN COUNTRIES (1973)

1 ~~~Population
Populatiol/ Ar PopaDensity GNP?-' GNP Per CapitaY Total Food Imports as
Total Urba ('000 (person/ Total Agric. as 5 Total Agricultura 2 31 Importsl./ percent of
(o0o)i lp 722) k2) (US$ '000) of Total (lis$) (us$) 1973 Total Imports

(us$ '000) 1975 V

Botswana 641 13 600 1.1 148,420 28.3 248 75.5 152 ,olg/ 9.)(72)
Burundi 3,580 2 28 127.9 286,780 62.4 72 51.1 31,380 n.a.
Ethiopia 26,080 11 1,222 21.3 2,507,160 54.7 S9 59.1 218,070 4.5(72)
Kenya 12,480 10 583 21.4 2,248,790 31.4 182 62.9 586,140o 6.9
Le sotho 977 1 30 32.6 96,980 n.a. 95 n.a. 61,780627.2(72)
Malawi 4,833 6 118 41.0 525,030 46.o 109 53.2 111,340 8.1(72)
Nigeria 71,262 23 924 77.1 6,530,130 35.3 152 42.0 811,1206., 8.1(71)
Rhodesia 5,900 n.a. 389 15.2 1,972,2702J 15.8 337! n.a. 404,420L-6- n.a.
Rwanda 3,980 3 26 153.1 267,140 63.4 69 44.0 34,480 9.5(72)
Somalia 3,024 n.a. 638 4.7 258,o50 n.a. 87 n.a. 113,890 20.8
Sudan 17,051 13 2,500 6.8 2,o67,53LY/ 38.2 127 53.1 97,920 8.5
Swaziland 459 8 17 27.0 138,360 33.0 257 / 107.9 n.a. n.a.
Tanzania 13,973 7 945 14.8 1,711,440 39.5 125 52.2 447,160J 5.6
tJganda 10,829 .7 236 45.9 1,715,570 52.7 123 89.9 97,340Ž! 6.2
Zaire 19,606 25 2,345 8.4 3,129,000 13.9 110 29.6 786,600oo 13.7(Y'0)
Zambia 4,646. 34 753 6.2 1,948,070 7.6 380 48.5 536 120P/ 9.2

All population figures are as of mid-year 1973.
GNP at current market prices. The percentage of Agriculture to GDP has been applied to the total GNP figures for each country in order
to derive estimates of Agriculture's share of GNP.
Agricultural GDP divided by the rural population.• SITC Classification "O", Food and Live Animals.

5/ SITC Classification "O" and "I".
Data refer to 1972.

Source:
W. Tims (IBRD memo) of March 20, 1975 on National Accounts Statistics of Bank Member Countries--"World Table I".

b UN Demographic Yearbook, 1973.
The World Bank Group, Trends in Developing Countries (Washington, LDOC. 1973); Table 1.1.
The World Bank Group, Atlas 1974.

i IMF, International Financial Statistics April 1975.
J UN Yearbook of International Trade Statistics 1972-3.

IBRD Report on the Economy of Botswana, 1974, Table 2.2 (text).
Eastern Africa~-Community-Annual-Trade--Report of Tanzania, Uganda and Kenya, 1973.
Economic Commission for Africa, Statistical Yearbook, 1973.

J Zambia, CSO, Monthly Digest of Statistics, July 1974.

July 21, 1975
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ZAMBIA

AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL SECTOR SURVEY

ECOLOGICAL ZONES AND RURAL GROWTH AREAS: POTENTIAL AND PROJECTS

Ecolpgical Zones and Agro-Economic Regions

2
1. Zambia covers an area of 750,000 km , and with a 2population of
only 4.7 million has a population density of only 6 per km , and a rural
population of about 3.6 per km2. Although it has only limited areas of
good soils, it has a reliable 4-5 months rainy season over most of the coun--
try, and thus has the ecological potential not only to feed itself but also
to be a net exporter of agricultural produce. For various reasons, particu-
larly government policies, rather low resource allocation to agriculture,
and organizational and institutional problems, Zambia is not even self-
sufficient in food.

2. Zambia can be broadly divided into four major ecological zones,
each with distinctive physical characteristics. The potential of any area
for agricultural development depends, however, not only on its physical
resources, but also on economic considerations, particularly of location
and access. In this annex, therefore, the ecological zones and their exist-
ing agriculture are first described and the agricultural potential of Zambia
is then outlined against a background of agro-economic regions which take
account of both physical and economic factors.

Ecological Zones and their Farming Systems

3. The four main ecological zones are'shown in Table 2.1 and on Map
IBRD 11631.
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Table 2.1: Major Ecological Zones

Area '000 Rural Population
'000 sq km Population per sq km

i) The Northern High
Rainfall Zone 350 1220 3.4

ii) The Western Semi-
arid Plains 208 500 2.4

iii) The Central, Southern
and Eastern Plateaus 94 810 8.6

iv) The Luangwa-Zambezi
Rift Valley 101 230 2.3

753 1760 3.6

4. The Northern High Rainfall Zone. This area, which comprises the
major parts of Northern, Luapula, Copperbelt and North Western Provinces is
characterized by higher rainfall than the rest of Zambia (1000-1500 mm on
average all falling between November and April) and generally poor leached
sandveldt soils. The 145 to 190 day mean length of the rainy season favors
annual crops with a long growing season, but with high rainfall, low sun-
shine hours, and cloud reducing temperatures to an average of 21 C, the zone
is less favorable for the optimum growth of crops grown elsewhere in Zambia
such as maize, and limits the possibility of cotton, virginia or burley to-
bacco production. The zone is, however, generally frost free, which gives
it an advantage over southern Zambia for horticultural production in the
cool season; however, high humidity in the wet season causes a danger of
rust and fungal diseases, and thus makes crop selection for disease resist-
ance particularly important.

5. The majority of the area is a gently undulating plateau varying
between 1200 and 1700 metres with a relatively dense cover of Brachystegia-
Is'berlinia 'miombo' woodland dissected by grass and sedge swamp along the
drainage lines. Most of the plateau soils are free draining with a poor
physical and chemical structure, heavily leached and of low fertility. The
total area of soils of good physical and chemical status is extremely small,
and are estimated to cover only 1% of the area. Various forms of shifting
cultivation (chitemene) have evolved, (see Appendix I). These are practised
throughout the region (Map IBRD 11631), to the soil characteristics of which
they are well suited. There are probably over 100,000 sq kms of the region
under each of block chitemene and large circle chitemene and some 30,000 sq
kms under small-circle chitemene, the simplest of the systems, in the NE of
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Central Province. Population pressure has led to the rest fallows for the
chitemene system becoming shorter and inadequate, but when adopting a new
more intensive settled agricultural system most soils require careful manage-
ment to maintain their fertility. Generally speaking the area appears to be
more favorable for the production of timber and perennial tree crops,! than
the types of annual crop grown elsewhere in Zambia. This was the major con-
clusion of a reconnaissance assessment of the Land Resources of the Northern
and Luapula Provinces of Zambia, in 1968-72.

6. In addition to shifting cultivation, on the plateau there are large
areas of river valley and lake basin agriculture, particularly in Luapula
Province bordering the Luapula River, and Lakes Bangweulu, Mweru-Wantipa
and Mweru. In the absence of tree cover on the partially water logged soils,
a semi-permanent hoe system of agriculture is practised based on cassava
cultivation, and in restricted locations rice is of minor importance. Streams
are generally perennial, and in many localities the construction of gravity
fed furrows for small irrigation enterprises is possible.

7. Tsetse fly which occur over the majority of the Luapula and North
Western as well as much of Northern Provinces limits cattle productiort.
However, cattle are important in an ecologically different tsetse free area
bordering Tanzania and Malawi stretching from Mbala to the Nyika Plateau.
In this area, with a more rugged topography and marginally better soils, a
settled system of hoe and ox plough cultivation exists, and a much denser
population is supported: 15 per sq km compared to 3.5 sq km for the region
as a whole.

8. The Western Semi-Arid Plains. This area includes the majority of
Western Province and Zambezi District of N.W. Province. It is the driest
area of Zambia with average rainfall varying from 600-1000 mm that decreases
southwards, and with a great diurnal range of temperature, and a danger of
frost in the cool season. The chief climatic limitations to plant growth
are the extremes of heat, frost and aridity in the southern and western
margins of the area. The rainfall gradually diminishes from Kasempa (1100
mm) in the north through Mongu (950 mm) and Senanga (800 mm) to Sesheke
(680 mm) and Katombora (600 mm) as you move south west. The character of
the soils rather than rainfall constitutes the boundaries between this re-
gion and the Northern High Rainfall Area.

9. In general, this region consists of an extensive sand-covered
Pliocene plain, which is cut from North to South east by the wide flood
plain of the Zambezi drainage system. The presence of a deep mantle of
Kalahari Sands, which:extend westwards through Angola and southward through
Botswana, with their own characteristic flora makes this region totally dis-
tinct from the rest of Zambia, and results in a quite different land use
potential. There is no marked relief, and the long straight shallow val-
leys of the tributaries of the Zambezi converge on the shallow depression
of the Central Barotse Plain, which is the most important feature of the
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region. The central and western plains are mainly grass covered and sea-
sonally waterlogged, the upland sands to the east support a Brachystegia -
Julbernardia woodland merging into different woodlands on varying sands
southwards in the drier Sesheke District. The majority of the region is
thus covered with infertile sands only suitable for grazing, and some more
fertile sands, which can support permanent agriculture and are confined to
the edges of plains and valleys, or form fertile peats in the river valleys
and pans which can be cultivated when drained.

10. The majority of the region is tsetse free, and a predominantly
cattle economy has evolved, with varying systems of semi-permanent hoe cul-
tivation intimately connected with flood plain geomorphology, and with sea-
sonal movements of the water table.

11. The Central, Southern and Eastern Plateaus. The plateau areas of
Southern, Central and Eastern Province form this region, and generally con-
tain the most fertile soils in Zambia, particularly the Upper Valley soils
which occur bordering the Kafue flats in Mazabuka, Mumbwa and Lusaka Dis-
tricts and also in Petauke, and to a lesser extent Katete and Chipata Dis-
tricts in Eastern Province. They generally are characterized by combretum
or acacia woodland. The other major group are the Southern and Eastern
Plateau Soils, which differ from their Northern counterparts by being less
leached and having a higher percentage of more fertile red earths or loams
especially in Eastern Province. Generally, they support open savannah
Brachystegia-Isoberlinia woodland. The sandvelts around Mkushi, Kabwe,
Choma, Kalomo, Katete and Chipata are best suited to a tobacco, maize, beef
economy while the red loams of Eastern Province in Petauke and Katete like
the upper valleys soils of Mumba, Mazabuka and Lusaka are more suited to cot-
ton and maize. Some of the traditional agricultural systems developed in
these areas based on permanent oxen or tractor cultivation are the most ad-
vanced in Zambia. Almost all the land alienated for expatriate settlement
during colonial days lies in this zone along the line-of-rail in Central
and Southern Provinces, and around Chipata and Katete in Eastern Province.

12. The Luangwa-Zambezi Rift Valley. The fourth ecological zone is
formed by the rift system along the Luangwa and the Zambezi Valley below
Livingstone. It has extensive broken escarpment hill country on either
side of the valley, and effectively cuts off the Eastern Plateau from the
rest of Zambia. The escarpment country is useless for agriculture except
for isolated pockets of good soil, and development is confined to the lower
valley soils, which occur in areas of varying size along the Luangwa Valley
and in the Gwembe Valley bordering the Zambesi and Lake Kariba. W4ith al-
titude down to 600 m, and a rainfall of less than 750 mm in the Gwembe
rising to 1200 mm in the north of the Luangwa Valley, the zone has a hot
humid climate for most of the year, though the majority of the rain falls
from December through March, as elsewhere in Zambia. Vegetation is generally
thicket, characterized by Commiphoras, with Euphorbias and Baobabs giving
way to desolate stretches of Mopane with a sparse ground cover of ephem-
eral grasses. The thicket vegetation is found on chestnut sands. These
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are deep, but with low rainfall are liable to drought and are mainly culti-
vated for sorghum and bullrush millet. The Mopane soils are generally shal-
low heavier clay loams, which are both impermeable and erosive, and of low
agricultural potential, though they have been found suitable for irrigated
rice. The most fertile soils are local areas of recent alluvium, which
support acacia vegetation, and which are most extensive on the larger east-
ern tributaries of the Luangwa Valley. Generally, however, this ecological
zone is of minor significance agriculturally.

The Agro-economic Regions

13. Zambia, with its copper wealth and land-locked position has seen
agriculture development respond mainly to the need to feed its urban popu-
lation, largely concentrated on the Copperbelt, or around the centres of
Lusaka, Kabwe and Kafue in Central Province. The ecologically most favored
areas lie in Central and Southern Provinces along the line-of-rail that links
the Copperbelt with areas to the South, from which the area was initially
developed. The Copperbelt itself lies in the middle of the Northern High
Rainfall Plateau, but in view of its immense market, a special type of peri-
urban agriculture emphasizing horticulture, pigs, poultry and dairying has
developed, as well as forestry for the timber needs of the mines. This area
is thus best discussed along with the Central and Southern Plateaus that
form what might be called the Central Line-of-Rail Region.

14. Likewise because of its distance from the markets, the Eastern
Plateau is best regarded as a separate region from the Southern and Central
Plateaus. Finally in view of their minor agricultural importance, and vary-
ing access to markets, it is more realistic to include the Luangwa Valley as
a peripheral area of the Eastern Plateau Region; and the Lower Zambezi
Gwembe Valley as a peripheral area of the Central Region. We thus arrive
at four major agro-economic regions:

a) The Northern Plateau Region which comprises the whole of
the Northern High Rainfall Zone except for the Copperbelt
area. It includes the administrative areas of the Northern
and Luapula Provinces, North Western Province except for
Zambezi District, and Serenje District in Central Province.

b) The Western Kalahari Region includes all the Western Semi-
arid Plains. It comprises the whole of the Western Province,
the Zambesi District of North Western Province, the Kafue
National Park (some of which lies in Central and Southern
Provinces) and the western part of Kalomo District in
Southern Province that borders Sesheke District.

c) The Central Line-of-Rail Region owes its identity to the
overriding economic attraction of the major urban markets,
and includes the Copperbelt area, which is ecologically
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part of the Northern High Rainfall Zone, the more at-
tractive agricultural areas of the Central and Southern
Plateaus and the Gwembe Valley area of the Lower Zambezi.
Administratively it includes all of Copperbelt, Southern
and Central Provinces apart from peripheral areas mentioned
as included in the other three regions.

d) The Eastern Region, which includes the relatively fertile
and densely settled Eastern Plateau, and the generally
inhospitable escarpment and valley areas of the Luangwa.
It comprises the whole of Eastern Province, and the western
Luangwa escarpment country on the east of Central and
Northern Province from Feira to Isoka.

15. The agricultural potential of Zambia is reviewed below in the
context of these four regions. Development efforts within them should be
concentrated on areas and under conditions which will make the greatest
possible impact on rural transformation, production and incomes. Particular-
ly, they should reach the poorest groups of the rural population to assist
them to develop by their own efforts. It is proposed that these efforts in
Zambia be developed in package programs to farmers in Rural Growth Areas
around defined Rural Growth Centers.

Rural Growth Areas (RGAs)

16. There are a number of key features of the Zambian rural scene
which suggest that rural investment in Zambia should and can be concentrated
in areas with good agricultural production potential, and towards which it
can be anticipated that the population will be prepared to move in response
to the lure of improved services and facilities:

(a) the rural population is typically widely dispersed in unnucleated
settlements, and the overall population density is low--about
4 per km2. It is therefore difficult and costly to reach people
with social and consumer services, extension advice and marketing
facilities.

(b) Because of migration to the major conurbations, population
in the rural provinces is virtually static. However, within
the rural provinces there is considerable voluntary popula-
tion mobility towards the rural urban centers and towards
major lines of communication, but there is little apparent
migration between provinces. This last is probably because
movements tend to be within tribal areas, and are possibly
even more restricted, unless the major step is taken to move
to a detribalized major city.

(c) soil and topographical conditions vary widely, and the areas
of best agricultural potential are scattered.
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17. It is therefore proposed that Provincial planning teams identify
Rural Growth Areas (RGAs) outside the immediate line-of-rail (but including
the rural areas of Southern, Central and Copperbelt Provinces), each of which,
in addition to agricultural potential, should have major communications links
and will probably already have a relatively concentrated population. In each
RGA there would be a nodal point or central place which could develop into
the major center for services to the RGA, analogous to the market town of
rural Europe. This node or Rural Growth Center (RGC) would be the main supply
point for equipment and inputs, have banking, postal and telecommunications
facilities, be a wholesale and retail center, the focus for transport, health
and educational facilities, and the major produce marketing center for the
RGA. It can be expected that in most cases RGCs will be existing rural
townships and administrative headquarters, but the historic accident of
selection by the former colonial government as a center should not override
other factors.

18. Secondary centers within the RGAs would be villages, to greater
or lesser extent nucleated according to the local tradition and the agricul-
tural systems of the area. For purposes of administration of agricultural
and other services an RGA could be considered as a number of divisions, perhaps
6-10, centered on these villages in which there would be a concentration of
farm level services and local social services and facilities. Villages would
also be the focus for Party activity and grass-roots planning. In fact, some
RGCs and some villages can be expected to grow more and faster than others,
indicative of their natural advantages. This is wholly desirable and planning
should be flexible to allow for this. In time a heirarchy of settlements of
different sizes will develop.

19. It is not proposed that there be organized resettlement into RGAs
or villages: the principal should be to encourage people to move of their
own accord to where they can receive the benefits of Government investments
and commercial facilities. Such movement can be expected to accelerate
gradually from present levels. Although planning would be necessary, it
should be kept to a minimum and be facilitative, covering such matters as
road development and the timing, scale and siting of water supplies, schools,
dispensaries and storage system, and the encouragement of banks, postal and
telecommunications authorities, and retailers to invest in the centers. A
Provincial planning team of about 5 people working within central guidelines
and able to call on Provincial technical staff as needed would be able to
provide adequate control. One area to which detailed attention should be
paid however is land allocation around RGCs and developing villages. It is
under conditions of growing population concentration and improved crop agri-
culture and livestock management that problems in traditional land tenure
arise and these should be anticipated and countered by controlled land
allocation on the basis of formal procedures. (Demarcation should be of a
nature that could be surveyed and centrally registered when the staff resources
become available). This question is discussed fully in the Land Tenure Annex.

20. The maximum incentive to move to RGAs would be if Government and
private investments and services were exclusively available within them
(other than for, e.g., inter-district roads). It is probably not possible
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to go to this extreme, for it implies the complete neglect of those who,
initially fortuitously, live outside RGAs; and also the rapid running down
of services already established outside them. However, Government should
be prepared to see most expenditures allocated to the population within
RGAs and be prepared to make a formal statement that this is its long-term
policy. The opportunity to receive social benefits remains open to all who
have the initiative to go to them and not to those who expect facilities to
be provided wherever they happen to be. Because of its copper wealth and
given a geographically concentrated investment program, Zambia is at present
in a position to make some social and production investments in anticipation
of population growth rather than having to rely on levies on local agri-
cultural production to finance developments. The population can thus respond
to the beckoning of services which are at least partly established rather than
to promise of future investment. However, this should not be overdone--not
only should the sequence and timing be carefully monitored to minimize
prior investments and ensure coordination between complementary inputs, but
also the maximum encouragement should be given to local participation in
infrastructure development to counter the tendency in Zambia to expect
Government to provide all.

21. Even within RGAs, however, there should be selectivity in the
provision of agricultural assistance. The scarce trained resources of the
extension service should not be used for encouraging subsistence farmers to
commercialize their farms: the initial mobilization of the population would
better rest with the Party which is well organized to reach the grass-roots
level and to take account of the total social and economic situation of the
families.

22. It might be anticipated that 70-80 RGAs would be identified.2
Initially, a RGA of 20,000 people (4,000 families) with about 1,000 km of
useable agricultural land--some 30 ha per farm family--might cover a radius
of 25 or 30 km round the RGC. This is an indicative figure. In the more
sparsely populated areas the typical RGAs would be widely separated from each
other and draw population from the intervening hinterland. In more densely
settled regions such as the plateau areas of Eastern, Central and Southern
Provinces, a series of RGAs could coalesce to cover the whole settled area.
The size of an RGA would clearly have to depend on the carrying capacity of
the land and the farming system. The typical RGA in the less populated areas
would expand as population moved in. Extensive grazing lands would be
demarcated outside the central agricultural, area. Within the RGA there might
be 6-10 village centers offering local services to farmers living in the
surrounding area. If the divisions of 300 - 400 km in area no part would be
more than 2 hours walk from the village center. Some 10-20% of the population
of an RGA might be expected to be living within the RGC or village centers.
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The Rural Reconstruction Program

23. In 1975 Government embarked upon a Rural Reconstruction Program
(RRP) which has a number of similarities to the RGA proposal. Detailed
information, which became available only after the Mission's report had been
drafted, is given in Appendix II to this Annex. It is there suggested that
the two proposals are complementary and that the Rural Reconstruction Centers
set up under RRP should normally be sited within RGAs and become divisions of
the RGA. Young School leavers and volunteers from the urban areas who under-
take the 2-3 year course in rural skills and political and military training
would then, on pass-out, settle as farmers within the RGA or as artisans in
its RGC, sharing in the project investments concentrated in these areas and
integrating with the rural community.

RGAs, IDZs and Provincial Plans

24. The basic idea behind RGAs is so logical that it would be surprising
if it had not been discussed before. Indeed, in his statement to the Rural
Development Seminar in Lusaka in March 1970, His Excellency President Kaunda
outlined a similar concept. Among ten principles set to guide future rural
development activities for which emphasis was to be placed on small to medium
sized family farms, (principle ix) was:

(a) Village re-grouping and resettlement will have to take
place in many cases, since a very scattered population
over wide areas does not permit the provision of services
required to stimulated development.

(b) The Ministry of Rural Development should establish
Intensive Development Zones.

(c) The reason for decentralizing Government services and
giving more responsibility to the Provinces and District
was the need to involve the people in planning and to
coordinate more efficiently all government services in the
rural areas.

Five years later it was clear that in its execution the policy for the creation
of Intensive Development Zones (IDZ) was not moving with any speed towards
its objectives.

25. In part the problems are linked to the original concept. It
implied central planning and control with formal resettlement and was to be
additional to Government's day-to-day program for capital and recurrent
expenditures. It was therefore competing with other, ongoing, activities
for policy attention, for finance, and for implementing staff. Moreover,
in the concept there is the basic contradiction that while IDZs were to
become the focal points for concentration of rural development resources,
the allocation of staff and resources was not to be at the expense of areas
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outside IDZs, i.e. by the transfer of resources (SNDP, pp. 65, 177-8, 201-2).
Clearly, if IDZs were to be distinguishable from other areas and to develop
with any speed, this concept could only be carried out in a situation of
long-term economic expansion and by major increased transfers from the urban/
mining sector. SNDP envisaged an initial selection of four IDZs and up to
ten to be implemented during SNDP. K 17.5 million (US$27.3 million) was
earmarked for the program, of which K 10.5 million (US$16.4 million) was
anticipated from external sources. In fact, three areas were designated,
one each in Eastern, Northern and North Western Provinces, but nearly all
planning was concentrated on one area, Eastern Province. Here with bilateral
assistance the planning effort has been massive with rather little local
participation and although the resulting project proposal which emerged
seems viable, its cost--over K 10 million (US$16 million)--and management
requirements would limit simultaneous similar development in other areas.
The central control within MRD has been minimal in quantity and quality and
appears to have failed even to consult with other Ministries let alone show
the capacity or will to coordinate all activities and develop towards a
supraministerial authority.

26. Although the objectives are similar, a number of critical differences
between IDZs and the proposed policy of RGAs should be recognized:

(a) the identification, planning and control of investment in
RGAs would be a Provincial responsibility, with maximum
participation from District, Ward and Village level, and
only guidelines and broad policy coordination from Lusaka;

(b) interministerial coordination of services would be at
Provincial level, and planning should be kept simple,
concentrating on ensuring a rational relationship between
population and the various social and productive inputs
rather than the production of formal blue-prints;

(c) the emphasis would be on facilitating and encouraging a
natural growth process: no formal resettlement or village
regrouping is envisaged;

(d) to this end, investments and services would be deliberately
concentrated in RGAs and their RGCs at the expense of areas
outside in which the level of services should gradually be
reduced. A clear policy statement to this end would be needed;

(e) because the RGA policy embraces rural and urban areas,
agriculture, commerce and industry, health, education,
medical services, power, transport and works, it must be
seen as a national policy involving all ministries, not as
an addition to ongoing programs but as the major component
of the programs. The task of ensuring ministries do
coordinate their policies and programs should from the outset
rest outside MRD, probably within State House;
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(f) because the RGA is a flexible concept which may be developed
to greater or lesser degree and at varying speed according
to local needs and resources, the policy can be initiated
in all parts of the country and, in particular, in every
District, simultaneously.

27. Ideas similar to RGAs have been expressed in the preparation of
a number of Provincial plans.. This is clearest in the North Western Province
Indicative Development Plan, May 1974, and is also found in the Regional
Study Indicative Plan of Westerni Province, May 1974. The Central Province
Regional Study and Outline Development Plan identifies urban growth points
and contains much data helpful for identifying RGAs but implicitly follows
the path of viewing population as static and providing services accordingLy.
An earlier plan--"Southern Province of Zambia - Prospects of Regional
Development" (1971)--emphasizes the need to identify priority development
areas and service centers for the rural population and makes proposals for
agricultural development. To varying degrees the information and principles
incorporated in these documents can and should be applied to fleshing out
details of a policy based on Rural Growth Areas: no purpose would however
be served in repeating or replicating the considerable effort which has gone
into these plans. The ideas developed in the Bank's 1974 Urban Sector Survey
also reflect the need for concentration of effort.

Agricultural Programs

28. Within the RGAs components of agricultural development projects
would be based on package programs which would typically include the following
activities:

a) intensified extension services from retrained Agriculture
Department extension staff, bringing to farmers improved
husbandry practices, involving, as appropriate ox culti-
vation, improved seeds, pesticides and fertilizer; and
demonstrating new farming systems involving in all areas
food crops and oilseeds (maize, groundnuts, sunflower) and
in suitable areas other cash crops (coffee, rice, burley
tobacco) integrated with livestock production (cattle or
sheep);

b) provision of access roads and improved feeder road
maintenance;

c) expanded farmer and staff training, making fuller use of
existing Farm Institutes and Farmer Training Centres,
and following a planned extension program of on-farm
demonstrations and field days;
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d) improved agricultural research, particularly in developing
suitable varieties of groundnuts, sunflower and rice for
the high rainfall areas. Much work is needed in the field
of small farm management economics, and the development of
crop systems;

e) improved links between research and extension workers
through a research extension liaison unit;

f) where necessary, short and medium term credit arrangements
for seed, fertilizers, pesticides, oxen and equipment;

g) improved input supply and marketing for crops, livestock
and fish, and encouragement of local growth of multi-
purpose cooperatives in RGAs and increased private
trading at primary level;

h) processing and storage facilities as needed for coffee,
tea, tobacco (through TBZ), fish and rice hulling;

i) improved water supplies for human and animal consumption.

In the following sections an average per family cost of K 200 (US$300) has
been assumed for initial development in the areas (except where irrigation
or other intensive development calls for greater capital inputs). This
sum is highly tentative, and is indicative for only a regular program. In
so far as individual benefits can be defined, the more receptive farmers
would attract more than the average in the early stages: thus the apparent
anomaly of, e.g. a smallholder dry-land cotton project within RGAs for
which costs of K 500 a family are assumed.

The Northern Plateau Region

29. Settled agricultural development in this Region of some 230,000
farm families has had a checkered history. Minor successes with a few
crops in particular areas have not been strong enough to offset the attrac-
tion of the Copperbelt for employment and the net out migration, especially
from Luapula and Northern Provinces, has resulted in a complete absence of
adult males between 18 and 35 in many villages in more remote plateau areas.

30. Development Framework. Because of the scattered settlement, a
first essential is that further development needs to be concentrated around
nuclei in areas with favorable conditions -- a blend of good soil and
water potential, access roads, and proximity to markets. Although no one
should be compelled to move to these centres, adequate services can only
be provided to farmers close to them, so if people chose to continue with
chitemene cultivation or take to settled farming outside these areas, the
onus should be on them to transport their inputs and produce.
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31. The first goal for produce that cannot be more cheaply imported
from other Provinces should be local self-sufficiency; the second goal,
export both within and without the country. The proximity of Solwezi Dis-
trict (with its new tarred link road) and Mansa District (with the new
tarred road and planned bridge over the Luapula River) to the Copperbelt
should not be lost sight of, as these places are nearer in time, and in
real freight costs to the Copperbelt than, for example, Southern Province.
The new TAZARA will also bring much of the Northern Province and Serenje
District in closer touch with the existing line-or-rail and will be an axis
for development. It will be a route for exports to Tanzania, to where
freight rates should be low, as Zambia imports more by volume than it exports,
and has spare freight capacity moving to Dar-es-Salaam. Other routes
for inter-regional trade, which need closer investigation, are Lake
Tanganyika linking Mbala District and Northern Province to the Kigoma Region
of Tanzania, the Albertville Region of Zaire, and to Burundi; and the Lobito
railway that passes through Zaire close to northwestern Zambia and which
might justify an additional rail link to Mwinilunga via Ikelenge from
Mutshatsha.

32. Potential for Perennial Tree Crops. Much of the area is suitable
for forestry development, but until now this has been concentrated near the
Copperbelt market. Faster growth rates for softwoods are achieved in
Mwinilunga, but forestry has not been developed there due to its remoteness,
although this area is not far from the Lobito Railway. With the construc-
tion of TAZARA, large scale industrial forestry development might be economic
in the Makasa area northeast of Kasama.

33. Both coffee and tea have grown well on trials in various parts
of Northern, Luapula and North Western Provinces. Coffee does best at high-
er elevations around Mbala and Nakonde, preferably with irrigation, but at
Nakonde a smallholder industry without irrigation has grown despite market-
ing problems and poor input supply. Plantations at Mbala that originated
in the late 1920s and 1930s offer good scope for new development with irri-
gation, as is evidenced from a government scheme at Chilwa and private
development near Mbala. A government direct production scheme also has 150
ha. under production at Ngoli, north of Kasama. With good research infor-
mation available from a ten year program at Kasama and Mbala, the ability
to grow good quality arabicas, and an unsatisfied home market as well as
export potential, the future for coffee is bright, and warrants more effort.
It would be wise to consolidate and expand developments at Nakonde, Nbala
and Ngoli before initiating development elsewhere. Sufficient coffee can
be produced here to fully satisfy the local market, and allow Zambia to ex-
plore the profitability of exporting. Tea also grows well with irrigation in
the three provinces: existing development is at Kawambwa in Luapula Province.
The climate, soils and water supply in this area are all suitable, but the
development of a nucleus estate has been slow due to government indecision and
calls for more rapid expansion, with the establishment also of outgrowers areas.
Because of the scale requirements of processing facilities and the small
size of the local market it would be wise to concentrate development in
this one area.
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34. Other perennial tree crops include citrus and other fruits, at
present under investigation in Zambia; as well as oil palms, which are
being considered for development in the Luapula Valley but which are
unlikely to be suitable for commercial production. A banana plantation
has been developed at Mununushi, and in view of expanding demand, possible
sites closer to the Copperbelt near Chembe on the Luapula River should be
investigated.

35. Potential for Annual Crops. The major food crops for development
in this region include maize, 'rice, groundnuts and beans (sugar and white

haricot). Other cash crops include burley tobacco and cassava. Maize,
groundnuts and beans would be developed as smallholder cash crops around
rural growth centres as part of regional development projects. Rice develop-
ment is already receiving attention and should be a component in suitable
rural growth areas, in the lower Luapula Valley, the Chambeshi Valley and
parts of Mwinilunga District. Burley tobacco would only be suited to areas
of the heavier red soils, which coincide with the lower rainfall areas of
this region including areas around Mpika, Serenje and Kasempa. Cassava,
for stock feeds and starch, requires a feasibility study. Demand for stock
feeds is increasing, and cost of alternative basic ingredients have
escalated. Cassava chips may have export markets and a suitable production
area would be close to the TAZARA in Serenje, Mpika or Kasama Districts if
these were proved.

Summary of project possibilities: Northern Plateau Region

(i) Northern/Central Province Development Project.

36. This would involve investment in several rural growth areas, espe-
cially along the TAZARA link, and might include the following areas of good
potential:

Nakonde : Coffee, Cattle, NGB (Maize,
Groundnuts, Beans)

Mbala/Mambwe/Nsokolo : Coffee, Cattle, MGB, Seed Potatoes

Senga Hill/Nondo/Ngoli : Coffee, Beans, Maize, Cattle

Kasama/Mungwi/Malole M MGB, Vegetables, Poultry, Pigs

Tungati/Chifwili : MGB, small stock

Chambeshi/Mulema/Chinsali : Rice, Cattle, MGB, Fish

Mpika/Mufubushi : Maize, Groundnuts, Burley Tobacco,
Fruit, Vegetables, Cattle

Kanona/Serenje . Maize, Burley Tobacco, Cattle,
Sunflower.
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A first phase project might involve 2500 farm families in each of ten growth
areas at K 200 (US$300) per farmer, would cost about K 5.0 million
(US$7.8 million) for the region and involve 25% of the farm families. This
proportion would increase as the move towards RGAs accelerated.

(ii) Luapula Development Project

37. Major Rural Growth Areas for this Province would probably include:

Nchelenge/Mununga . Fish, Groundnuts, Maize

Mwense/Kazembe . Fish, Rice, Bananas

Mushota/Chama : Rice, Onions, Potatoes, Maize

Chipili/Mansa Maize, Groundnuts, Cattle

Lubwe/Samfya/Kalasa : Rice, Fish, Maize, Small stock.

There are about 60,000 farm families in the province. Perhaps 20,000 could
be reached in a first phase program in six growth centres averaging 3300
farm or fishing families, at a cost of K 4 million (US$6.2 million). The
average population for a RGA would probably be larger in Luapula than
Northern Province as the population is more clustered in areas such as
the Luapula Valley and the Lake Bangweulu fringe.

(iii) North Western Development Project

38. The major RGAs for this province would probably be:

Ikelenge/Mwinilunga : Pineapples, Vegetables, Maize,
Rice, Honey, Cattle

Manyinga/Kabompo/Chizera : Maize, Cattle, Groundnuts,
Pigs, Honey

Kasempa/Mpungu : Maize, Burley Tobacco,
Groundnuts, Sunflower

Chafakuma/Solwezi : Maize, Groundnuts, Vegetables,
Fruit, Poultry, Pigs

St. Francis/Mujimanzovu MGB

Ntambu/Mumbezhi : MGB

There would also be peri-urban development for the Solwezi/Kansanshi mining
area based on vegetables, fruit, pigs and poultry. There are about 40,00,0
farm families in this Province. An initial program to reach 15,000 families
in six rural growth areas might cost K 3.0 million (US$4.7 million).
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(iv) Kawambwa Tea Scheme

39. The existing project should be developed much more rapidly,
preferably by government going into partnership with a company experienced
in tea development. Of the 2670 ha already reserved for tea, 600 ha should
be developed as a nucleus by 1980 and subsequent expansion based on out-
grower. The minimum estate and a factory would cost about K 650,000 (US$1
million).

(v) Other Schemes

40. If the soils prove suitable it is possible that irrigated sugar
or wheat development can be initiated on the Chambeshi Flats near TAZARA,
and both should be the subject of an immediate feasibility study. Feasi-
bility studies are also needed into cassava development and further large-
scale ranching in the region. A proposal for a Forestry Pulpwood Project
in the Makasa area north of Kasama on the TAZARA or in Mwinilunga District
also warrants investigation. These feasibility studies may cost a further
K 400,000 (US$625,000). Burley tobacco development at Kasempa, Mpika and
Serenje might evolve as a family farming type tobacco scheme, modelled on
the present virginia tobacco scheme.

The Western Kalahari Region

41. The area supports a population of 500,000 (100,000 farm families)
at an average density of 3 per sq km. However, there is dense settlement
along the periphery of the Zambezi flood plain and its tributaries: over
the rest of the area population is very sparse especially towards the more
arid south west. The Lozi and Luvale peoples of the region have a culture
rather distinct from the rest of Zambia. Traditionally emigration for work
was to the mines in S. Africa, but since such recruitment was banned after
Independence, out migration has been relatively small.

42. Development Framework. The people are predominantly pastoralists
or fishermen, though crops of sorghum, cassava, millet and sometimes rice
are grown on the flood plain fringes. Any development would have to give
special attention to communications, both by road and water; cattle and
fishing development should be the major features, while some crop develop-
ment should take place at suitable sites on the flood plain fringe or in
the Mangango Kaoma area. Forestry, with emphasis on valuable hardwoods is
important in the Sesheke area. Development should concentrate on the areas
of high.potential with denser population but since cattle are the major
enterprise, and transhumance is practised the nature of development to be
encouraged in Rural Growth Areas needs adaptation for Western Province
conditions.

43. Project Development. Growth points have already been broadly
identified in the Regional Study and Plan of Western Province put out in
May 1974, and (for Zambezi District) in the Indicative Plan for North Western
Province also produced in 1974. The following are the probable major Rural
Growth Areas that should be included with appropriate enterprises for their
area:
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Chavuma/Dipalata rice, fruit, cattle, fish

Zambezi/Chitokeloki cattle, rice, fish

Lukulu cattle, fish, fodder, rice

Kalabo cattle, fish, fodder, rice, mangoes

Mongu/Namashukende cattle, fish, fodder, cashew, fruit,
hides and bone meal

Kaoma/Mangango maize, virginia tobacco, groundnuts,
cattle, honey

Senanga cattle, rice, fodder, fish

Sesheki/Mulobezi cattle, forestry, fish, maize,
groundnuts.

44. Particular features with regard to cattle development would be
fodder conservation, improved marketing, training of animal health and
extension staff. For fishing, improved communications by road or canals are
needed to link the best fishing areas to markets, and extension assistance
is required. Swamp rice would be the major crop in most areas, and maize/
groundnuts in Kaoma and Sesheke Districts. Special components would be
included for cashew nuts in the Mongu area, and forestry in Sesheke. A
research component would be largely directed at rice breeding and agronomy
including further experiments with floating varieties, conservation tech-
niques for flood-plain fodder, animal husbandry and perennial fruit and
cashew tree crops. An initial project might aim at ten Rural Growth Areas
with a total of 25,000 families at a cost of K 5.0 million (US$7.8 million).

45. One component of the second phase Virginia Tobacco Family Farming
Scheme may be located in the Kaoma area. Reaching a further 800 farm fami-
lies, it would absorb K 1.5 million of project costs (US$2.3 million). A
feasibility study should be carried out by Indeco to investigate establishing
a hides and skins processing and bone meal production plant at Mongu to
complement the new abattoir.

The Central Line-of-Rail Region

46. The Southern and Central Plateaus support a rural population of
some 400,000 (about 80,000 farm families) at an average density of 8 per sq
km; while the Zambezi escarpment and Gwembe Valley have a population of,
130,000 (26,000 farm families) at an average density of nearly 5 per sq km.
The Tonga, Lenje and Soli peoples of the area all practise a settled form
of mixed farming. (The Lamba of Ndola Rural District on the Copperbelt are
traditionally shifting cultivators, and have been included under the totals
for the Northern Plateau.)
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47. Development Framework. This region includes the majority of large-
scale commercial farms on State Land, and the most advanced farming with
regard to small scale production in Reserve areas. It has much of the most
fertile soils, the best groundwater areas and considerable surface water in
the Kafue River. Coupling these features with proximity to the major mar-
kets, and good road and rail communications, it is not surprising that it
is the leading agricultural region, and has the best potential in the country.
It is from the Central Region that the most rapid production increases in
substitution for imports can be ,encouraged. Producers should include indi-
vidual commercial farmers, emergent farmers and smallholders as well as
state enterprises and large' scale company operations. The Rural Growth
Area concept should still apply to the Reserve areas of the region, and
other developments would include existing schemes -- the Bank-supported
Commercial Crops (Tobacco) Project, family farms settlement -- projects to
make fuller use of under exploited State Land and also peri-urban agricul-
tural developments. Outside RGAs, Government's major role should be to
mobilise existing resources. For the most part this involves establishing
sound price policies and other incentives to encourage private farmers and
companies to increase production, particularly of beef, dairy products,
oilseeds, wheat, cotton and fruit, and also to maintain tobacco production.
Maize production should shift to the periphery of the region and should be
encouraged in suitable areas.outside.

48. Sugar. In addition to planned expansion of Nakambala Sugar Estate
additional capacity will be required by 1982 to meet domestic demand and to
fulfil potential exports to S. Zaire. Thus new sites need investigation.
Although the best potential from a recent rapid feasibility study appears
to be on the Kafue River on State Land north of Mumbwa, both water require-
ments and the desire to spread development suggest a site outside this
region. A suitable area may be on the Chambeshi River in Northern Province
close to TAZARA.

49. Wheat. -Government has recently adopted a new price policy to
encourage irrigated dry season wheat growing by commercial farmers. In
addition projects are proposed for corporate development with or without
government participation, or with bilateral assistance, mostly for this
region. They include a 9,600 ha wheat scheme proposal, prepared by Zamanglo,
for irrigated production on the Kafue flats. An alternative scheme should
be studied with irrigation on the Kafue flat fringe, rather than embarking
on capital intensive and more technically difficult poldering. A scheme at
Munkumpu on the Upper Kafue which would irrigate 2600 ha of wheat in a
rot^tion with soya beans, navy beans and pulses is proposed by West German
Technical Assistance. The proposal is generally sound, but a more detailed
assessment of whether it is better to irrigate direct from the river on
lighter soils as now proposed or to move east onto loamier soils utilising
the limestone acquifer should be carried out. A third proposal by Canadian
Aid, is for growing rainfed wheat south of Kalomo.
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50. Fruit and Vegetables. The West German Munkumpu scheme in addition
to wheat would also establish 500 ha of citrus, and 800 ha of vegetables.
The former would be for fresh fruit sales and squash, and the latter to
supply a cannery for canned vegetables for import substitution. More
detailed feasibility studies are required, particularly for the vegetable
and cannery component.

51. Small-Scale Tobacco. Smallholder virginia flue cured tobacco schemes
exist at Gamela, Serenje, Mkushib Kabile and Mpongwe with a total of 500
growers. These schemes form part 6f the IBRD financed Integrated Family
Farming Project, which should be extended to new areas (most of which already
have pilot schemes) in a second phase project, aimed to settle 9-10,000 farmers
in about 9 years, each growing 0.5-1.0 ha of tobacco in rotation with maize.
The project, run by TBZ would include feeder roads, water supplies and other
social services, baling centers and nurseries; would provide credit for inputs
and credit. At a cost of K 15 million (US$23 million) at maturity the project
could add 8.5 million kg a year to national virginia tobacco production and
about 500,000 bags of maize.

52. Smallholder Development Schemes. There is considerable potential
in the relatively densely populated Reserve areas of Choma, Namwala, Monze,
Mazabuka, Lusaka, Keembe, Mumbwa, Kabwe and Mkushi Districts to foster
increased production from smallholder mixed farming systems. The areas
have been more exposed to commercial farming practices than other parts of
the country, and generally have better soils, but although many developments
have taken place on State Land areas of Central and Southern Province, these
reserve areas have been relatively neglected in recent development efforts.
Production response from improvements is likely to be rapid from these
areas, and they should receive high priority for development. Initial
emphasis should be on maize with cotton, sunflower, groundnut and bean
production included in the crop program in suitable areas. Particular atten-
tion should be given to cattle, for draught power and beef, and also, in
selected areas, for milk production supplied to milk collection centres.
The initial package program should aim to reach 50% of the 140,000 farmers
in the area, and might cost K 14 million (US$22 million).

53. Smallholder development should also be encouraged on small-and
medium-scale farms on State Land by subdivision of large-scale farms that
have been abandoned since Independence. At the same time squatters can be
absorbed into farm units suited to their abilities or directed to RGAs.
This type of scheme, pioneered by Family Farms Ltd., was to have been
expanded in the Bank-assisted Mixed Farming Development Project: and
although details of this Project have proved unsatisfactory at this time,
the basic concept remains appropriate for achieving fuller use of the State
Land in the region.
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54. Peri-urban Development. A project is proposed to develop small-
scale production of fruit, vegetables, pigs and poultry, and possibly dairy,
groundnuts and beans around the major conurbations of the Copperbelt and
Lusaka. This would build on the experience, good and bad, gained from past
projects such as the formerly Israeli-assisted Kafubu-Kafulafuta Schemes on
the Copperbelt which have settled 600 farmers since 1966 on 5-ha farms; the
Ipafu Scheme near Chingola (55 farmers on irrigated vegetable farms); and
-- a good example of a low profile self-reliant scheme -- the Chunga Scheme
near Lusaka, which has settled 32 farmers growing vegetables irrigating from
a small weir.

55. A prerequisite to a peri-urban project would be an adequate
inventory of land and water potential within a 50 km radius of Lusaka and
the major Copperbelt towns. At present a considerable amount of State
Land around these urban centers carries extensive farming systems with
land productivity perhaps one-tenth of what could be achieved with in-
tensive small-scale agriculture. The project components would include:
an improved network of rural roads with adequate provision for maintenance
through the peri-urban area (to bring the individual readily in reach of
his market); development of surface and groundwater potential for inten-
sive irrigated vegetable and fruit production for farms generally in the
range from 0.2 - 1.0 ha; the development of market links between individ-
uals and private traders or marketing cooperatives; improved extension and
training facilities for horticulture, pigs and poultry production, input
supply for fertilizers, pesticides and equipment and suitable credit provi-
sion; dairy extension to smallholders around collecting centers; and reform
of marketing in urban centers, including the prevention of collusion and
closed shop cartels in township markets.

56. This project would give impetus to a type of development which is
growing naturally, and should both encourage more part-time farming on very
small holdings adjacent to towns as a preferred alternative to the crowded
shanty townships, and assist full-time small-scale farmers further from the
urban centers. Detailed surveys might cost K 200,000 (US$300,000) and two
initial projects, one on the Copperbelt and one near Lusaka, each involving
500 farm families in 2 areas at a cost of K 1,000 (US$1,560) each, gives a
total program cost of K 2.0 million (US$3.2 million). These should be read-
ily replicatable.

57. Gwembe Valley Development. Utilizing water from the Kariba Dam
or from tributaries flowing down the escarpment growth nucleii have been
developed.in the Gwembe Valley based on irrigation. These pilot schemes
need a few more years to develop satisfactory farming systems and could
be expanded as Rural Growth Areas under the umbrella of a valley develop-
ment project, which would foster irrigated and dryland development by
smallholders in the area which has regular famine problems due to marginal
rainfall and high population pressure. Dryland cultivation would be based
on cotton, improved bullrush millet, maize and sorghum; and irrigated devel-
opments would include bananas, other fruit and vegetables for the Lusaka
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ma,rket, rice (which probably can be double cropped) and other crops, at
present under trial. Detailed project preparation is needed: a project
of K 5.0 million (US$7.8 million), affecting 10,000 families, might be en-
visaged.

The Eastern Region

58. This region comprises the Eastern Plateau, which supports a popu-
lation of 400,000 (80,000 farm families) at an average density of 15 per
sq km, and the Luangwa Valley, which has a population of 100,000 (20,000
farm families) at an average density of only 1.5 per sq km. There is thus
a contrast between the relatively fertile plateau, and the inhospitable
valley of the Luangwa, whose steep escarpments form a substantial barrier
with the rest bf the country. The Chewa and Angoni peoples have a settled
form of agriculture utilizing cattle, except where tsetse, constantly
advancing from the valley eastwards, prevents their use. The plateau
area has a long history of commercial agricultural development.

59. Development Framework. A framework for agricultural development
in this area was incorporated in the Eastern Province Intensive Development
Zone (IDZ) Project, prepared with the assistance of RMEA staff. It envi-
saged a package program that would increase production from crop and live-
stock enterprises with improvements in extension, input supply, marketing,
credit provision and road communications. It was proposed that over an
eight year period this would spread over the whole plateau area, while
development in the valley would concentrate around a few growth points,
with relatively good potential, on the lines envisaged in this report. The
project assumed further decentralization of administration, and placed em-
phasis on coordination of work programs at the grassroots level through new
functional ward committees. It provided for the gradual establishment of
multipurpose cooperative societies to engender greater local participation
in development and take over some of the responsibilities of the national
marketing agencies.

60. Government has decided not to pursue the IDZ Project. In four
years of planning and project preparation, however, much data have been
generated and it is considered that as Project components remain appro-
priate for the Eastern region and are compatible with the Rural Growth
Area concept, a simplified program for the area should be drawn up and
could be developed quickly. Major project components should include in-
creased production of cotton, groundnuts, burley tobacco, beef and sun-
flower. through the price mechanism, maize production should be reduced
to provincial self-sufficiency (plus a reserve) in favor of the other
crops. Measures to strengthen and lengthen the tsetse barrier should be
included as well as East Coast Fever control measures. A package of im-
provements should be made in extension, input supply, marketing and credit.
A modified program, drawing on IDZ experience, might initially embrace 10
RGAs, reaching 25,000 farmers, at a cost of K 5.0 million (IJS$7.8 million).
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Area Development: Summary

61. On the basis of average initial development costs of K 200 per
family 1/ an initial program in 75 Rural Growth Areas to reach nearly 1
million people could involve K 40 - K 50 million:

Rural Numbers
Growth Reached Development Costs
'Areas (families) K million US$ million

Northern Plateau Region

(i) Northern/Central Province 10 25,000 5.0 7.8

(ii) Luapula 6 20,000 4.0 6.2

(iii) North-Western 6 15,000 3.0 4.7

Western Kalahari Region 10 25,000 5.0 7.8

Virginia Tobacco - 800 1.5 2.3

Central Line-of-Rail 24 72,000 14.4 22.5

Peri-Urban Development 4 2,000 2.0 3.1

Gwembe Valley 5 10,000 5.0 7.8

Eastern Region 10 25,000 5.0 7.8

75 194,800 44.9 70.0

1/ K 500 in Gwembe and K 1,000 for Peri-urban developments.
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THE CHITEMENE SYSTEMS

1. "Chitemene" is a Bemba word derived from the verb "to cut" and
denotes a group of systems in which an area of woodland is felled, or, more
usually, pollarded, and the cut wood gathered into the center of the clearing,
stacked and allowed to dry. It is burnt just before the rains break. With
the onset of the rains, seed is broadcast in the ash and the crop--typically
finger millet, probably with sorghum or cassava--receives little attention
until harvest. The area will probably be planted with mixed crops of ground-
nuts, beans or sweet potatoes for two or perhaps three more years before being
abandoned in favor of a new site. The resting period needed before the same
land can be used again depends on the type of vegetation and soil but is
likely to be around 25 years. The system is therefore suited only to low
densities of population. It has been estimated that 7-9 people per km is a
maximum if the land is not to deteriorate.

2. Chitemene systems are found mainly, but not exclusively, on the
plateaux (Map IBRD 11631). They are differentiated principally by whether
the trees are felled and the wood stacked and burnt in many small circles,
as is done by the Lala and Bisa; or whether trees are pollarded and the
branches burnt in a single large circle, the more developed form practiced
by the Lungu, Mambwe, Inamwanga, Bemba and Iwa. Preparation is more labor-
intensive in the large-circle systems but fencing against wild animals is
easier and, because the burnt area can be used more effectively and the
vegetation probably regenerates faster, they are rather less land demanding.
A variant form of chitemene is practiced on the Northern Plateau of North
Western Province: in this "block" system the branches are not heaped so
systematically.

3. The Chitemene systems appear to be limited only to Zambia and
parts of southern Zaire and are among the most primitive forms of agriculture
in Africa. Although well adapted to areas of poor soils with spare popula-
tions they do not readily lend themselves to improved techniques or new crops
as may be needed with changed land/man ratios, and offer at best only a
subsistence living for the cultivators. Where they are in contact with
lowland systems new crops (as, for example cassava in the Western Chitemene
systems of Northern Province) and improved agricultural techniques are
adopted, but the more advanced hoe-and-plough systems are practiced on the
alluvial and upper valley soils, will probably be restricted to areas of
good soil and these often require improved access before they can be
exploited. Elsewhere in Zambia the chitemene lands should probably give
way to extensive cattle rearing and forestry rather than to improved annual
crop cultivation.
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A NOTE ON THE RURAL RECONSTRUCTION PROGRAM
OF THE ZAMBIA NATIONAL SERVICE ( ZNS)

1. In the Preface to the "Green Cover" draft of the Sector Survey
Report it was recorded that although the broad principles of a rural recons-
truction program had been announced during the Mission's visit to Zambia it
had not been possible, up to the time of publication (August 11, 1975), to
assemble information on its development in practice.

2. Furthex information was provided in September/October 1975, however,
and although this is insufficient for a critical appraisal of the program,
enough is known to envisage the relationship of the Rural Reconstruction
Program (RRP) and the Rural Growth Area (RGA) proposal for rural development.

3. RRP is organized under the Zambia National Service and consequently
comes under the Ministry of Defense. It is designed to provide discipline
and training to young people drawn primarily from the swelling ranks of school-
leavers and the urban unemployed, with the objective of fitting them for life
in the rural sector. Less clearly, the Program is also regarded as a "crash"
action to boost food supplies. The youths who are volunteers, at least 16
years of age, are posted to centers, typically in their home districts, where
they undertake a course comprising political education, military training and
instruction in rural skills including agriculture, animal husbandry, carpentry,
brick making and a range of basic handicrafts. The period of training is
still not settled but is expected to be 24-36 months, after which graduates
would be expected to settle on new land preferably on the periphery of the
center, either in cooperative groups or as individuals, where they can receive
continuing advice from the center. They would be permitted to settle as
farmers elsewhere, however, if they so wished.

4. The first rural reconstruction centers (RRC) were established in
April 1975: 50 of the scheduled 53 (one per District) were opened in the
following few months and currently are reported to average 200 trainees.
Target size is variously reported as 400-1,000 with 800 as a likely average.
The trainees are outfitted with uniforms, given bedding and necessary tools,
and provided with food until the centers can become self-sufficient. The
first intake is engaged on building quarters and clearing the brush from the
unsettled land in which the centers are sited. Sites are selected through the
District Development Committee with the District Secretary consulting the rural
councils and chiefs. Instrucrs are military and ZNS personnel who were
themselves given 5 months special training before the first trainees were
enrolled. In addition an economist from MRD has been seconded to ZNS to assist
in planning the centers, and extension staff of the Ministry will provide
technical guidance. Too little is known about RRP to justify-comment on its
progress, and it is anyway too early to gauge its impact. (Even now there is
an aura of secrecy about its operations which presumably stems from its
administration by the military. The secrecy does not seem either justified
or desirable--branches of Government which should be deeply involved are
apparently kept in the dark.)
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5. It is, however, possible to speculate on the possible relationship
of RRP to the RGA proposals. The two ideas appear to be complementary. The
RGA proposal aims to reach a large cross-section of the entire settled rural
population and to facilitate more effective provision of productive and
social services with the immediate objective of raising agricultural produc-
tion and incomes in these areas and thereby reducing the relative attractive-
ness of the towns (Annex 2, paras 16-27). The RRP aims to reach a much
smaller--but key--group and specifically provide them with skills and the
means to settle in the rural areas. The RGAs should embrace about one million
people initially, mainly in family units, and incorporate over 3 million after
about 10 years. A feasible rate of development for RRP would seem to be about
10,000 peoplA in 1975, mostly unmarried youngsters; perhaps 30,000 in 1976 and
settle to 70-80,000 thereafter with an outturn of 25-30,000 trainees a year. 1/
An RRC aims to incorporate 2-4,000 ha for 800 people. A typical RGA would
encompass 10-20,000 people or 50-100,000 ha, but its subdivisions would be
close to the size envisaged for a Rural Reconstruction Center. Thus it would
seem logical for an RGA program to embrace, as an important component, the
existing centers of the rural reconstruction program: as long as they are
sited in the high potential areas of the country 2/, RRCs could be developed
as geographical parts of an RGA. The training function of ZNS might well be
enhanced, so that in effect all or nearly all RGAs have an agricultural and
rural training element aimed directly at the youth, whilst settlement, instead
of being somewhate isolated from the larger farming commuty could be through-
out the RGA area-giving ZNS graduates a much wider choice of farm or rural-
urban conditions in which to establish themselves, access to a broader range
of social services, and a surer, integrated place within the rural community.
In this way the two programs complement and enhance each other rather than,
as might appear at first glance, conflict.

1/ Altiough there have been demands for 5 centers a district by 1976,
implying over 200,000 youths in centers in 1978, high-level thinking
seems to be more realistic and cautious. The figures given here are
the Mission's own interpretation however.

2/ It should be borne in mind that criteria proposed for the selection
of RGAs include agricultural potential and communications. RRCs should
conform to these criteria, or be contiguous to areas which do, and
Government should be prepared to re-site any that are not appropriately
located.
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ZAMBIA

AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL SECTOR SURVEY

MIGRATION, URBANIZATION, AND EMPLOYMENT:
PATTERNS AND PROSPECTS

The Pattern of Migration

Distribution of Population, Production, and Employment

1. Zambia is already the most urbanized of African nations. At pre-
sent about 35% of the total population lives in urban areas; by 1980, it is
anticipated that this proportion will rise to over 40%, an increase in urban
population of over one million persons since 1969. Most of the existing urban
population, as well as expected future increases in urban population, is
centered in eight urban centers along the line-of-rail mainly in the mining
centers of Copperbelt Province and the industrial and commercial centers of
Central Province and to a lesser extent in the Southern Province as well.
The three line-of-rail Provinces contribute 85% of Gross Domestic Product
although they contain about one-half of the total population. Formal sector
employment is centered in these three Provinces as well. About 95% of private
sector wage employment (including agricultural wage employment) is centered
there, 85% in the Copperbelt and Central Provinces alone. The three Provinces
account for 97% of all manufacturing employment and almost 100% of all mining
and private transportation employment. The three areas account for approxi-
mately 63% and 55% of central and local government employment but over 92%
of the employment of public corporations.

Migration Before and After Independence

2. Prior to Independence, African long-term migration to urban areas
was virtually impossible; employment contracts for the mines were short-term,
workers were settled in labor camps, and the terms of land sale and lease
made it difficult for Africans to acquire property in the urban areas. Thus
African migration to the cities was essentially short-term in character; work
in the cities was obtained for a few years at a time, women were left at home,
and migrants returned to their home areas.

3. gy 1964, the Zambian economy was characterized by extreme inequal-
ities in the distribution of income. The disparities between expatriate and
African incomes in mining and industry along the line-of-rail were very large
as were the disparities between Africans on the line-of-rail and outside
rural areas. The demand for food on the line-of-rail was satisfied by ex-
patriate farmers and a few African farmers living nearby whose access to
fertile land and transportation facilities gave them locational advantages
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by which they could dominate the market. Social services in the form of
education, health facilities, etc. were also concentrated in that area. After
Independence, the response to unequally distributed economic opportunities
was a massive migration to the major line-of-rail urban centers; population
in these areas grow very rapidly while rural population stagnated.

4. Table 3.1 shows clearly the migration from the outer Provinces
to the line-of-rail. While the population of Zambia grew at a 2.6% annual
rate between the 1963 and 1969 censuses, the populations of the Central and
Copperbelt Provinces grew at rates of 6.3% and 7.6%; the non-line-of-rail
Provinces grew at only 0.4% as a group. The populations of Luapula and
Northern Provinces actually declined over the period, their (negative) net
migration exceeding their natural population increases. The net migration
was negative in all non-line-of-rail Provinces and in Southern Province
for the 1963-69 period; the loss in population due to migration in the non-
line-of-rail provinces was equal in magnitude to approximately 14% of their
combined 1963 population. It follows, that net population change in Central
and Copperbelt Provinces due to migration was positive and equalled about
one-third of their combined 1963 population. This pattern of migration is
projected to hold for the 1969-76 period also although population movements
seem likely to slacken both absolutely and relatively.

Growth of Urban and Rural Areas

5. The data also clearly indicate that the rate of population growth
in urban areas exceeds that for rural areas both in the line-of-rail and
in the outlying provinces. Table 3.2 shows that urban population grew at
10% per annum during 1963-69 while rural population grew only at 0.5%.
Table 3.3 shows the population increases that occured in the major towns
in each Province during the six-year period between the two censuses; the
evidence is that rates of population increase far exceeded probable natural
rates, implying a substantial movement of population to towns throughout
the country over the period. Table 3.4 shows that for a selected sample
of towns this major population movement has continued during the 1969-1973
period although the rates of increase appear somewhat lower than for the
preceeding period; the rate of population growth for all the towns in the
sample was 7.3%.

6. It is possible to obtain a partial picture of interregional
migration pattern by comparing census respondent's place of residence in
1969 with his place of birth. These comparisons are shown separately for
males and females in Tables 3.5 and 3.6. Central and Copperbelt show the
largest proportions of respondents born in other provinces. The largest contri-
bution to Copperbelt population comes from the Northern Province with smaller
but still significant contributions coming from Eastern, Luapula, Central,
and Northwestern Provinces. Central Province receives the greatest contribu-
tion to its population from Eastern Province with smaller shares coming!from
Northern and Southern Provinces. Migration between provinces outside the
line-of-rail appears quite small except for cases of migration between adjacent
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provinces such as from Northern to Luapula and Western to Southern Provinces.
These "lifetime migration" figures must be interpreted with some caution,
however, since they do not record any migration where migrants have returned
to their place of birth after either a short or prolonged period of residence
in another province nor do they pick up other Movements between birth and
1969; it is not clear that year-to-year migration patterns would be the same
as those revealed in Tables 3.5 and 3.6.

Causes of Migration

7. The propensity to migrate is clearly affected by a range of socio-
economic factors such an income and employment differentials between dif-
ferent geographical areas and the sex, age and educational attainment
characteristics of migrants.

Social Characteristics of Migrants

8. Sex. During the colonial period males dominated the migration
flows as laws militated against permanent African settlement in the line-
of-rail and married males left their families at home. Following Independ-
ence, the migration pattern was more balanced with large numbers of both
men and women migrating to the urban areas and the flows of women exceeding
those for men in absolute size for the 1963-69 period (see Table 3.7).
Nonetheless, the migration rates for males are generally higher than for
females for the 1968-69 period (See Table 3.8); the higher short-term
migration rate for males conforms to the "lifetime migration" patterns in
Tables 3.5 and 3.6 which show a lower proportion of males than females
still residing in the Province of their birth. Migration in the 1963-69
period seems to have corrected to some extent the skewed provincial distribution
of male and female population.

9. Age. Census data do not provide direct evidence on the age of
migrants. However, aggregate data for rural areas on the proportion of
each age group living in the same area in which they were born in 1969 can
be used to draw some general conclusions. Up to age 15 the proportion of
each age group living in the same area in which they were born slowly
declines at which point the rate of decline increases (more sharply for
males than for females) and the decline continues to about age 25 for
females and 30 for males after which the proportion begins to rise again
leveling off at between ages 45-50 for females and age 55 for males. The
general pattern is consistent with the view that during the early years in
a person's life his (or her) migration will be dominated by parental
migration decisions but that after age 15 when most children have left
school migration sharply increases with the largest proportion of migration
occuring between the ages of 15 and 22, after age 25 for women and 30 for
men, migration back to the villages tends to dominate out-migration, with
the greatest return movement occuring at about age 45-50 for men.
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10. Education. M.E. Jackman has analyzed the educational character-
istics of in-migrants to various districts during the 1968-69 period. A
sample of her results are shown in Table 3.9. Her conclusions may be
stated as follows: (a) Migrants to towns on balance have attained a higher
level of education than migrants to rural areas. Migrants with no educa-
tion constitute roughly 35% of the in-migrants to towns but up to 65% of
the in-migrants to rural districts. A greater proportion of migrants to
towns have acquired upper primary or secondary education than is the case
for migrants to rural districts. .(b) Rural districts east of the line-of-
rail (e.g. Isoka and Mporqkoso) tend to have a lower proportion of uneduca-
ted in-migrants than do districts to the west of the line-of-rail (e.g.
Solwezi and Kaoma).

11. Further, there is some fragmentary evidence that it is the better
educated persons who have a greater tendency to migrate. Data from the
Tracer study shows that 70-90% of all secondary school leavers in rural
areas migrate to urban areas within a year after leaving school. Table
3.10 shows that the proportion of migrants with no schooling is much lower
than that for the general population, while a proportion of migrants have
obtained a higher education level than in the total population. However,
because of the expansion of educational opportunities in Zambia in the
past decade, there is a tendency for younger persons in the population to
be better educated than older persons and younger persons have a greater
tendency to migrate than older persons. Hence, it is not clear to what
extent people migrate becuase they are young or because they are better
educated; experience from other countries suggests that both factors play
an important part.

Economic Causes of Migration

12. Economic models of migration stress the point that migration rates
depend upon income differentials between different geographical areas and
the probability of finding employment. Taken together, the two factors
means that migration depends on expected income differentials and the models
hypothesize that the migration rate between two areas will be larger the
greater are the differentials in expected income between them.

Urban Incomes

13. In the absence of comprehensive surveys of household incomes in
different areas and in different time periods, a picture of household
incomes can only be pieced together from scattered and fragmentary evidence.
Evidence from 1972 and 1973 surveys of low cost housing and squatter
settlements in Lusaka and Kitwe point to median incomes of K 50-60 per
month, with a substantial portion of households receiving less than K 30
per month in the squatter areas (See Table 3.11). However, surveys of
squatter settlements and low-cost housing areas tend to overemphasize low
income families and undercount higher income families while those for sites
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and services areas emphasize more "middle class" families underemphasizing
those with lower and higher incomes. Thus the surveys as they stand do not
estimate median or average incomes in the urban sector nor do they give an
accurate picture of the distribution of urban incomes.

14. Summary data from the Household Budget Survey of 1966-68 for low
income housing areas in selected cities of Zambia reveal that during this
period median and average monthly household incomes were K 53.56 and 59.68
respectively (Table 3.12) and that the average incomes in most cities fall
within approximately 10% of the overall mean (Table 3.13). There is a
strong suggestion that the money incomes of households in the low income
housing areas have not changed substantially over the period 1966-8 to
1972-3 and that given the rise in the low income consumer price index
between 1967 and 1973 (about 38%), real incomes may actually have fallen.

15. African wage earnings rose extremely rapidly from 1964-68 and
steadily but less rapidly during the following 1968-70 and 1970-72 periods
(Table 3.14). The annual rates of increase of the low income consumer
price index for the three sub-periods were 8.6%, 2.5%, and 5.7% and so it
is clear that real wages in all sectors rose over the whole period and in
most cases in each of the sub-periods as well. The period of the most
rapid real wage increases, 1964-68, overlaps considerably the period between
the two population censuses over which a very high level of migration to
urban areas was recorded. The somewhat slower rise in real wages from
1968-72 corresponds with fragmentary evidence that migration to urban areas,
while still rapid, has slowed somewhat in the post-1969 period. A defini-
tive statement on this matter would have to await more complete evidence
however.

Rural Incomes

16. It is clear that real incomes in the urban sectors were consider-
ably higher than those in the rural sector during the past decade. More-
over, Fry (1974) and Fry and Maimbo (1971) 1/ have shown that the net
barter terms of trade (the ratio of prices at which African sell their
products to the prices they pay for purchased products) for African farmers
has fallen by about 20% over the period 1964-1973 or at approximately a 2%
per annum rate; this means that the typical African farmer would have to
have increased his real output by 2% per year merely to keep his real in-
come from falling. Since this large an annual increase seems unlikely, it
is possible that their real incomes have in fact fallen over the period.
The fall in real incomes is in large part the result of government pricing

1/ James Fry: An analysis of Employment and Income Distribution in Zambia:
Unpublished doctoral thesis, University of Oxford, 1974. James Fry and
F.J.N. Maimbo: "An Investigation into the Change in the Terms of Trade
between the Rural and Urban Sectors of Zambia." African Social Research,
Lusaka, 1971.
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policies for agricultural products. This fall in real incomes (or at best
a failure of real incomes to rise) in combination with rising real incomes
in the urban sectors no doubt contributed to rapid migration.

17. Data on rural household incomes (cash and in kind) is fragmentary.
There can be no doubt, however, that they are low. In 1973, the CSO made
a small pilot study for 260 households in three districts. This study
reveals that: (a) in Western province, which, except for some areas in
which cattle raising has good potential, is probably the poorest agricul-
tural area in Zambia, roughly one-third of households have an income below
K 10 per month and the median monthly income is about K 18. High population
density and poor soil fertility lead to very low income, but the existence
of some large farms leads to a somewhat skewed distribution of income.
(b) In Northern Province, better soils and a lower population density than
Western Province, lead to somewhat higher incomes at the low end of the
scale and the absence of large farms to a more evenly distributed income.
Nonetheless monthly median incomes are still only about K 21. (c) In
Southern Province farms are relatively large, greater tractor and trained
oxen inputs are used and substantially greater yields obtained. Median
income is K 70 which is in the same range as that for urban areas. However,
the distribution of farm incomes is considerably skewed with 20% earning
income below K 35. Overall, the results for the three provinces support
the general impressions that rural incomes are in the main very low and
that substantial numbers of cultivators produce little more than is needed
for the subsistence, and have few sources of non-farm cash income.

Employment

18. The growth of employment of wage and salaried workers between
1961 and 1972 based on data from the employment surveys is shown in Table
3.15. Over the 11 year period, wage employment grew by approximately
125,000 or by 3.5 percent per annum. If agricultural and domestic services
employment (both of which fell slightly over the period) are eliminated and
account is taken of the fact that expatriate employment fell over the
period, African urban employment in formal sector related activities grew
from 163,000 to 300,000 over the period representing an annual growth rate
of 5.7%. This expansion of urban sector employment, combined with a decline
in opportunities for wage employment in the agricultural sector, no doubt
contributed to the migration to urban areas.

19. Rapid migration to cities and the consequent rapid rates of urban
population growth do not seem to have been accompanied by very high unem-
ployment rates that have plagued other LDC's. Reported rates of unemployment
have been below 10% in virtually all cases. The 1966-68 Household Budget
Survey reveals that 2.8% of household heads in the areas studied were un-
employed, ranging from 1.2% in Kabwe to 4.2% in Mongu. 1972/73 surveys of
Lusaka squatter settlements reported a range of unemployment from 4.8% to
9.1%. Similarly a 1973 survey of various townships in Kitwe showed unem-
ployment rates below 10% with one rather significant exception: in the
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mining township unemployment reached 20.2%. Generally, given the large
differentials between urban and rural incomes, it is clear that urban
unemployment rates were not high enough to act as a deterrent to
migration. 1/

20. It is possible to get a broader view of employment in Zambia
by extending our analysis beyond wage and salaried employment. The 1969
census revealed that 1.16 million persons were in the labor force or 29%
of the total population and 54% of the population over 15 years of age
(Table 3.16). Of the labor force, roughly 75% were reported as working
at the time of the census, with about 45% of the Africans in this number
employed in agriculture. The figures undoubtedly overstate the proportion
of the labor force not working and understate the proportion of agricultural
workers in the labor force because of the seasonal downturn in agricultural
activity at the time of the census. From Table 3.16 two interesting
conclusions can be drawn. First, the percentage of the over-fifteen popu-
lation in the labor force runs at about 58% for the three line-of-rail
provinces but only about 42-48% for the outside provinces. In part, this
is due to the skewed sex and age distributions that have resulted from
migration, but it may also in large part be due to lower job opportunities
in the rural areas which reduces the participation rate. That this may be
so is suggested by a comparison of columns (3) and (5); if the age specific
labor participation rates in each province were equal to the national ave-
rage, labor force participation rates in the line-of-rail provinces would
be altered only slightly but those for the outside provinces would be raised
significantly. Second, while the 1969 census shows 34.3% of the total
labor force as "seeking work" (in the sense of seeking more hours of work
and better work as well as in the sense of being unemployed), the proportions
are considerably higher outside the line-of-rail indicating a lack of
meaningful employment opportunities in these areas.

Future Prospects

Urbanization

21. African population is projected to grow at 2.9% p.a. during the
period of the Second National Development Plan (SNDP 1972-76) and at just
over 3% p.a. thereafter. At these rates, the total population of Zambia
will reach 5.6 million in 1980 and 8.9 million in 1995 (Table 3.17).
Urban population is expected to grow at a 7.2% rate during SNDP (a lower

1/ Note that because of differences in the coverage of the various surveys
and in the definitions of the unemployment rates (e.g., unemployed
household heads versus unemployed workers), one should be cautious
about concluding from the above evidence that urban unemployment rates
are rising.
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rate than previously) and at 5.9% thereafter. If these rates of urban
growth hold, the urban population of Zambia will reach 5.3 million persons
in 1995 or 59.1% of the total population.

Employment

22. The 1969 estimates of labor force participation showed rates of
44.1% for males and 21.3% for females. Both rates are expected to grow
over time to levels of 49% for 'males and 29% for females in 1983. On this
basis, the total labor force is projected to grow at 4.2% p.a. in 1971-76,
with male and female participation growing at 3.6% and 5.3% per year
(Table 3.18). Thus there will be 332,000 new entrants to the labor force
over the period, or roughly 66,000 per year. SNDP projects that the urban
labor force will grow from 426,000 to 609,000, an annual rate of 7.4%.
Since the male labor force participation rate is expected to fall slowly
from 48.4 to 46.5% over SNDP while the female rate rises from 15.3 to 19.1%
the male and female urban labor forces are projected to grow at 5.8% and
12.5% rates.

23. SNDP projected that wage employment will grow by 100,000 from
405,000 to 505,000 of which 90,000 new jobs will be outside of the agri-
cultural sector. Further, using the 1969 census as a guide, 104,000 persons
will be absorbed as the self-employed and unpaid family workers of the
traditional agricultural sector. Given these projections for job creation
and the projections for labor force growth, there is a gap of 128,000
persons for whom no new positions will be created. The gravity of this
problem looms much larger when the fact that to date real growth in GDP
has been at only a 3.5% rate, far lower than the 6.8% annual growth proj-
ected in SNDP. Thus, it is evident that considerable slack is developing
in Zambian labor markets, slack that would continue to exist even at aggre-
gate growth rates substantially higher than those thus far. To be sure,
as noted in SNDP (p. 52), redundant workers can always be absorbed in the
traditional agricultural. However, this can hardly represent a solution
for the prospect of absorbing more workers in a low income sector is not
a happy one, and it is unlikely that all of the excess workers slack will
result in the following: (a) a faster expansion of urban informal sector
employment at low rates of remuneration and/or low numbers of hoursvworked;
(b) rising open unemployment in urban areas; (c) a decline in migration
rates to urban areas; and (d) a decline in labor force participation rates
(or smaller increases than forecast in SNDP). Forecasting how the labor
market slack would work itself out is obviously a formidable task. However,
it is evident that the Government must take steps to improve the ability of
the economy to absorb labor in remunerative employment.



Table 3.1: REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION AND GROWTH OF POPULATION,

1963-1969 and 1969-1976
(in thousands)

Population Net Increase Net Migration

Province 1963i/ 19691/ 1976?! 1963-691' 1969-762/ 1963-691/ 1969-762/

Luapula 366 345 383 - 21 + 38 - 82 - 38
Northern 578 560 622 - 18 + 62 -116 - 60
Eastern 492 520 578 + 28 + 58 - 55 - 56
Northwestern 216 236 266 + 20 + 30 - 16 - 22
Western 372 420 488 + 48 + 68 - 14 - 21

Sub-total 2,033 2,081 2,337 + 57 +257 -282 -201

Southern 477 503 563 + 26 + 60 - 54 - 50
Central 490 707 966 +217 +259 +135 +104
Conperbelt 520 809 1,133 +289 +324 +201 +147

Sub-total 1,1487 2,019 2,663 +532 +603 +282 +201

TOTAL 3,511 4,100 5,000 +589 +900 0 0

- Census Results

2 Projections

3/ Net migration over the period, or the total gain or loss of population in each area due to inflows and e
outflows of migrants, is measured by subtracting the natural population increase over the period from
the actual population increase. This method of measurement assumes that the natural rate of population x
increase is the same in all areas. W

Source: Zambia Census of Population, 1969
Second National Development Plan
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Table 3.2: ANNUAL NET MIGRATION, 1963-69

(in percent)

Annual Change Implied Annual
1963-69 Migration

Central: Urban +12.6 +10.0
Rural + 2.0 - 0.6

Copperbelt: Urban + 9.5 6.9
Rural - -

Southern: Urban + 5.7 + 3.1

Rural + 0.5 - 2.1

Total: Line-of-Rail + 5.3 + 2.7
Line-of-Rail +10.1 + 7.5
Line-of-Rail + 0.8 - 1.8

Eastern + 1.0 - 1.6

Luapula - 1.0 - 3.6

Northern - 0.5 - 3.1

Northwestern + 1.5 - 1.1

Western + 2.0 - 0.6

Zambia: Total + 2.6 0

Urban +10.0 +7.4
Rural + 0.5 - 2.1

Source: Zambia, Census of Population 1969
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Table 3.3 POPULATION DISTRIBUTION AND GRO14TH OF ZAMBL4N TOWNS LARGER THAN
4,000 PERSONS IN POPULATION: 1963-69

Increase Annual Rate
Province Town 1963 1969 1963-69 of Growth

Western Mongu 4,279 10,107 5,828 15.h

Central Lusak/ 123,510 262,182 138,672 13.1
Kabwe= 39,522 67,886 28,364 9.2
Kafue 2,003 12,500 10,h57 35.5
Serenje 3,112 4,241 1,129 5.3

Eastern Chipata 8,527 13,500 4,973 8.0

Luapula Mansa 5,228 9,012 3,784 9.5
Kawambwa 6,180 8,318 2,138 5.1
Samfya 1,161 5,656 1,095 5.2

Northern Kasama 6,734 8,924 2,190 h.8
Mbala 3,644 5,282 1,638 6.b
Isoka 3,361 4,5h5 1,184 5.2

Southern Choma 6,940 11,940 5,000 9.5
Mazabuka 5,h06 6,274 868 2.5
Kalomo 1,989 6,565 1,576 1.8
Livingstone 33,317 45,585 12,268 5.3
Monze 3,238 h,181 9043 4b

Copperbelt Chililab&mbwe 25,334 4h,862 19,528 10.0
Chingola 56,087 103,292 17,205 10.7
Kalalushi 16,560 32,272 15,712 12.1
Kitwe 114,985 199,798 8h,813 9.6
Luanshya 70,429 96,282 25,853 5.3
Mufulira 69,312 107,802 38,290 7.6
Ndola 88,999 159,876 70,877 10.3

1/
Municipality.

Source: Zambia Censuses of Population 1963 and 1969
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Table 3.4: POPULATION GROWTH IN SELECTED ZAMBIAN CITIES,

MUNICIPALITIES AND TOWNSHIPS: 1969-1973

Rate of Population Growth
Cities 1969 1973 1963-69 1969-73

(in thousands)

Cities
Lusaka 262.2 381.0 13.h 10.3
Ritwe 232.1 311.0 9.6 7.6
Ndola 159.9 220.01/ 10.3 8.3

Municipalities
Chingola 148.2 194.0 10.5 7.0
Kabwe 85.4 111.01/ 9.4 6.8
Livingstone 45.6 54.0 5.3 b.3
Luanshya 96.3 113.0 5.3 4.1
Mufulira 107.8 130.0 7.6 4.8

Townships
Chipata 13.5 18.0 8.0 7.5
Choma 11.9 1.0 9.5 4.1
Kasama 8.9 12.01/ '.8 7.7
Mansa 9.0 11.01/ 9.5 5-5
Mazabuka 6.3 7.0 2.5 2.5
Mongu 10.1 12.0 15.4 4-5
Monze 4.2 4.0 4.4 -

- Urban Sector Mission Estimate.

Source: Zambia, Census of Population 1969 and C.S.O.
Monthly Digest of Statistics



Table 3.5: ZAMBIA - PROPORTIONATE DISTRIBUTION OF PROVINCIAL
POPULATIONS BY PLACE OF BIRTH, 1969 (MALES)

Place of Birth Province of Residence

Western Central Eastern Luapula Northern N. Western Southern Copperbelt

Western Province 89.60 3.99 .11 .13 .15 1.42 S 6 .94 1.85

Central Province 0.39 53.30 1.26 .52 .90 .50 2.11 6.10

Eastern Province 0.20 13.1 90.05 .30 .50 .54 2.73 9.49

Luapula Province .09 1.20 .10 87.62 1.74 .33 .34 7.90

Northern Province .16 6.o5 .40 4.62 89.80 .99 1.14 13.96

N. Western Province 1.09 1.18 .05 .13 .11 90.00 .90 6.03

Southern Province .82 6.51 .40 .20 .30 .35 80.05 1.61

Copperbelt Province .30 3.29 1.20 3.09 2.82 1.56 .76 3.40O

Malawi .05 2.34 1.87 .16 .29 .10 .62 3.40

Rhodesia .36 4 .26 1.40 .05 .12 .10 1.32 1.33

Tanzania .01 0.53 .03 .10 1.53 .05 .2h 1.53

Rest of Africa 5.45 1.10 1.71 2.31 .50 3.30 .50 1.80

Europe .06 1.32 .10 .0o .14 .10 .66 1.67

Other Countries 1.48 2.38 1.33 .73 1.10 1.16 1.89 1.93

'Lotal 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Source: Computed from data supplied by C.S.O.



Table 3.6: ZAM£IA - PROPORTIONATE DISTRIBUTION OF PROVINCIAL
POP-ULATIONS BY PLACE OF BIRTH, 1969 (FEMALES)

Place of Birth Province of Residence

Western Central Eastern Luapula Northern N. Western Southern Copperbelt

Western Province 90.47 1.92 .09 .07 .10 1.03 3.95 1.39

Central Province .32 59.54 1.05 .44 .81 .40 2.02 6.39

Eastern Province .10 11.89 91.20 .20 .33 .39 2.12 6.72

Luapula Province .09 .84 .05 90.03 1.44 .21 .20 7.59

Northern Province .10 4.83 .30 3.52 91.70 .23 .74 12.60

N. Western Province .90 .70 .02 .10 .10 91.81 .43 5.23

Southern Province .80 6.20 .30 .12 .22 .26 85.80 1.4O

Copperbelt Province .29 3.25 1.09 2.93 2.68 1.30 .63 48.oo

Malawi .01 1.16 1.35 .06 .22 .02 .20 2.51

Rhodesia .40 4.90 1.29 .04 .12 .05 1.50 1.39

Tanzania .01 .26 .02 .05 1.01 .01 .10 1.31

Rest of Africa 5.10 1.06 1.90 1.74 .23 3.00 .41 2.00

Europe .08 1.23 *05 °o .08 .08 .30 1.70

Other Countries 1.43 2.21 1.29 .66 .96 1.21 1.80 1.82

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

Source: Computed from data supplied by C.S.O.
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Table 3.7: NET MIGRATION, 1963-69-/

Province Males Females
(in thousands)

Central +64.o +62.6

Copperbelt +91.2 +115.1

Southern -23.3 -23.0

Eastern -23.7 -29.9

Luapula -_ 4 .9 -38.5

Northern -56.3 -60.9

Northwestern - 6.0 -11.3

Western - 1.9_! -13.8

- Net Migration is measured as the difference between the
natural and actual changes in population during the Deriod.
The natural rate of population increase was higher for
females (2.84%) than for males (2.39%).

The low net migration figures for males in Western province
is apparently due to the rapid return flow of males from
"Other Africa Countries" notably South Africa (see Table 5).

Source: Zambia Census of Population 1963 and 1969.
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Table 3.8: MALE AND FiMAIE MIGRATION RATES FOR
TILL .UAL P.OVINCL;S, 1968-9

Province Males Females

(%) -t%) .

Southern 5 4 4 7

Eastern 4.4 3.8

Luapula )49 4.7

Northern 6.3 4 .

Northwestern 5.0 .7

Western 3.2 2.2

Source: Zambia Census of Population 1969.
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Table 3.9 EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMNTS OF

1968-9 IN-MIGRANTS TO VARIOUS AREAS
(in percent)

Lower Upper
Destination None Primary Primary Secondary Higher

Lusaka 32.9 25.7 24.7 11.8 o.6

Luanshya 32.6 27.0 23.3 9.2 0.2

Solwezi 51.4 2b.1 i.6 6.2 0.1

Kaoina 53.4 29.0 13.1 3.2

Isoka 41.9 23.5 14.1 6.7

Mporokoso L1.0 31.2 15.5 6.1 0.2

Source: M.E. Jackman Recent Population Movements in Zambia
(Lusaka: University of Zambia, Institute for African

Studies, 1972), pp. 48-49.
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Table 3.10: RELATIVE PROPENSITY TO MIGRATE BY MAJOR
EDUCATION GROUP, 1968-9

Relative
Propensity

Education Group Population Migrants to Migrate

No schooling 61 35 1.0

Lower Primary 2L 28 2.0

Upper Primary 12 25 3.6

Secondary 3 10 5.8

Source: Zambia, Census of Population, 1969.
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Table 3.11: REPORTED INCOMES./ IN LOW-COST AND SQUATTER
HOU6ING AREAS

Median Average Proportion
Monthly Monthly of Households with
House- House Reported Incomes

Location -hold -hold of less than K30
Income Income ($US47) per month

(K) (K)
Lusaka Squatte5,Settlements

George-3 / b8.7 n.a. 13.8

Chipata33 45.9 h7.5 17.0
Chaisa3/ h8.0 66.5 13.1
Nguluwe3/ L8.7 54.8 16.L

Lusaka Site and Service Schemes4 73.7 n.a. 5.6

Kitwe5/ Squatter Townships 39.2 46.9 24.3

Mining Townships 120.1 132.0 0.0

Council Townships 68.7 68.9 0.8
Contractor Townships 51.0 58.7 11.5
Site and Service Scheme 57.0 79.6 -.5

Lusaka Low Cost Residential Areas6/

Libala n.a. 131.3 n.a.
Chilenje n.a. 112.9 n.a.

Matero n.a. 97.2 n.a.

Mandevu n.a. 72.4 n.a.
Old Kanyama n.a. 66.1 n.a.

New Kanyama n.a. 6L.8 n.a.

Kamwala n.a. 59.9 n.a.
Chawama n.a. 55.7 n.a.

Ba uleni n.a. 57.3 n.a.

2 Reported income excluding housing allowances.

2/ Department of Town and Country Planning, Survey of George 1972/3.

-/ University of Wisconsin Survey of Squatter Settlements, 1973 (Preliminary).

-/ National Housing Authority, Survey of Site and Service Schemes, 1973.

6 Kitwe City Planning Department.

- National Food and Nutrition Commnission - Urban Feasibility Study, 1972.
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Table 3.12: HOUSEHOLD BUDGET SURVEY, 1966-68 SlIMRY

Percentage
Income Class of

(K/month) Households

0- 10 10.t4

10- 20 2.9

20- 30 8.3

30- 4O 13.3

40- 50 11.4

50- 60 10.4

60- 80 16.8

80-100 10.3

100-130 7.5

130-160 3.6

160+ 5.1

MIedian Household Income 53.56
Average Household Income 59.68

Source: C.S.0. Household Budget Survey, 1966-8.
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Table 3.13: HOUSEHOLD BUDGET SURVEY, 1966-68
Average Household and Per Capita

Incomes in Low Income Housing
Areas in Selected Cities

Average
Household Average Size Average Income

Town Income of Household Per Head
(K/month) (K/month)

Chipata 47.25 5.4 8.75

Choma 60.80 4.8 12.67

Kabwe 62.35 5.8 10.75

Kitwe 64.43 5.9 10.92

Livingstone 65.42 5.4 12.11

Luanshya 71.87 5.6 12.84

Lusaka 54.05 5.1 10.60

Mongu 60.13 4.7 12.79

Ndola 52.68 5.3 9.93

Total 59.68 5.14 11.05

Source: C.S.O. Household Budget Survey, 1966-68.



Table 3.14: AVEHAGE ANNUAL WAGES OF AFRICAN OLOYEES
IN Sr ECTED &XCTORS, 1964-72

Average Annual Increases
Sector 1964h 1968 1970 19721/ 1964-68 1968-70 1970-72 196L-72

(1Ti-kwacha-T

1Mining and Quarrying 732 1,365 1,543 1,553 +16.9 + 6.3 0.3 9.9

Transport and Communications 482 946 1,211 1,340 +18.4 +13.1 5.2 13.6

Manufacturing 406 635 802 906 +11.8 +12.1 6.3 10.6

Construction 286 6)9 609 719 +22.8 - 3.2 8.7 12.2

Agriculture 176 352 348 bo7 +19.0 - 0.5 8.2 11.1

Community, Personal, and
Social Services 392 720 756 870 +16.4 + 2.4 7.3 10.4

- Beginning in 1970 renorted data exclude earnings in kind, employee's contributions to Pension funds and
the like. To obtain a consistent ti-me series, we have generated data for 1972 by assuming that the oro-
portion of earnings in kind, etc. in total earnings is the same in 1972 as it was for 1970 (figures for
both the old and new definition of earnings are reported for 1970>.

- Excluding Domestic Services. t

{'M
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Table 3.15: EMPLOYMENT OF 'WAGS AND SALARY WORKERS, 1961-72

Net Increase
1961 1972 1961-1972

('000) ('000) ('000)

Agriculture, Forestry,
Fisheries 38.5 33.6 -b.9

Mining and Quarrying 50.2 57.5 7.3

Manufacturing 20.3 42.6 22.3

Electricity and Water 2.8 4.8 2.0

Construction and Allied
Repairs 32.5 68.9 36.b

Distribution 21.5 36.7 15.2

Transportation and
Communications 13.3 26.6 13.3

Services (excluding
Domestic) 55.5 89.3 33.8

Domestic Services 35.9 35.-0 -0.9

Totals 270.5 395.0 124.5

- Estimated

Sources: Yearbook of Statistics, 1970
Monthly Digest of Statistics, June 1973



Kcb> 3. ,i6 : L(YICLI, DIS"'I'iLUT104 uF s- :iJCi;
PC'FULA`ION A rI li LA3BOH FO:C,l T" 1`-

Population'1
Population] over 15 Recorded Labor Forcel! Estimated Labor Force Seeking Works

('000) ('000) % of (2) ('000) % of (2) ('000) a/ of (3)
(1) (2) (3) (LI) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Central 692.6 385.6 226.5 58.7 226.5 58.7 54.9 24.2

Copperbelt 787.5 411.6 236.8 57.5 238.9J 58.o 53.4 22.6

Southern 490.6 256 0 146.5 57.2 146.5 57.2 38.4 26.2

Total,
Line-of-Rail 1,970.7 1,053.2 609.8 57.9 611.9 58.1 146.6 24.0

Eastern 507.8 276.2 127.0 46.o 133.21 48.2 53.8 42.4

Luapula 335.2 173.4 82.7 47.7 87.6k 50.5 32.8 30.7

Northern 544.2 274.4 116.6 42.5 135-1 49.2 53.3 45.7

North-Western 231.3 136.9 66.1 48.3 68.5 50.0 31.4 47.5

Western 409.6 244.2 109.6 44.9 120. 149.5 64.0 58.4

Total, outside
Line-of-Pail 2,028.1 1,105.1 502.0 45.4 545.3 49.3 235.3 46.9

ZAMBIA, Total -3,998.8 2,158.3 1,111.8 51.5 1,157.2 53.6 381.9 34.3

2/ According to 1969 Census.

If the age specific labor force participation rates were equal to the national average. The difference between (5)
and (3) is an indication of the suppressed demand for meaningIul work.

3/' hccu±d.iig Go 1767 Ce,isUs. 2LlCSe aigures should not be interpreted as that these persons are "unemployed" but as
^n ind-c.-,.io,. o' Shr lack o roancing'ui ,AorK in eacn province.

Notes: Column 1 - 8: Calculated from 1969 census of population.
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Table 3.17 AFRICAN POPULATION AIQ ITS UJRBAN-RURAL
BR11IG)KDO414, SaFCT3D YEARS 1971-95

Urban!/ Rurall/ Total

1971 1,301 3,034 4,335
(30.0) (70.0)

1976 1,838 3,161 4,999
(36.8) (63.2)

1980 2,293 3,350 5,643
(40.6) (59.4)

1995 5,256 3,630 8,886
(59.1) (40.9)

1/ Proportion of total population in parenthesis (in percent).

Source: Central Statistical Office, Revised Figures (December 1972)
and projections.
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Table 3.18: TOTAL AND URBAN LABOR FORCE AND THEIa
SEX COMPOSITION, SELECTED YEAkRS, 1971-1976 1/

Total Labor Force Male Female
('000) (%) ( 000) (%) ('000) (%)

1971 1),454 (33-5) 963 (44.7) 49:L (22.5)

1976 1,786 (35.7) 1,150 (46.3) 636 (25.3)

Urban Labor Force Male Female
(1000) (%) 6 oo (% ) To) (%)

1971 426 (32.7) 331 (48.4) 95 (15-3)

1976 609 (33 1) 438 (46.5) 1 71 (19.1)

1/ Figures in parentheses are labor force participation rates.

Source: SNDP (Revised Figures).
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ZAMBIA

AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL SECTOR SURVEY

RECENT PERFORMANCE IN THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR

Introduction

1. The history of Zambian agricultural production during the first ten
years of independence is of success in the fields of poultry, sugar and, to a
lesser extent, pork production, checkered results in maize, cotton and horti-
cultural production, and poor performance in beef, dairy produce, tobacco and
groundnut production (see Table 4.1). In absolute terms the sector has shown
modest growth over the decade, but relative to the needs of the country and
Government's objectives it has lost ground. Agriculture's contribution to GDP
declined from 8.2% in 1964 to 7.6% in 1973, and it provides minimal exports,
which declined from 2.3% in 1964 to 1.1% in 1972 when they were valued at
only K 4.6 million. Food imports increased from K 18 million in 1964 to a
peak of K 50 million in 1971 and cost K 25 million in 1973.

2. This production history has to be viewed against the background of
Zambia's low rural population density, high urbanization, limited areas of
good soils, but reliable four-to five-month rainy season over most of the
country. In general, the country has the ecological potential not only to
feed itself but also to be a net exporter of agricultutal produce. Yet its
only major exports are tobacco and confectionery groundnuts: and whereas
12,300 tons of tobacco, valued at K 5.7 million, were exported in 1964,
only 5,000 tons, valued at K 4.8 million, were exported in 1973; while
confectionery groundnut production declined from 14,000 tons in 1963 to 3,000
tons in 1973. Zambia now imports the following percentages of its marketed
requirements:

Wheat and barley 100%

Rice 95%

Vegetable oils 85%

Dairy products 80%

Cotton 60%

Beef 55%

Potatoes 40%



Table 4 .1: QUANTITIES OF MARKETED AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

COZ4*NDITY UNIT 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974*

MAI7E Tons 204270 263000 348720 383080 233830 273990 135200 399950 616554 460480 450000

TCL,AC0:

FLUE-CURl,D Tons 10960 6600 6566 4950 6280 5020 4790 5910 5530 6230 7160

BUPLEY Tons 1703 1993 855 275 285 240 255 388 385 471 523

ORIENTAL Tons 297 526 213 131 114 75 8 4 - - -

SUGAR CANE Tons - - - - 183000 257000 322000 331000 397400 446350 500000

C'1-R\UNND,UTS Tons 3630 6740 11530 14810 5390 7820 3270 5970 6480 2960 5000

SUNFLOWER SEED Tons - - - - - - - 16 163 1050 3500

SOYA BEkA'S Tons - - - - - - - - - 173 400

SEED COTTON: Tons 1649 2273 2778 831 4252 6915 5606 11919 8453 5225 5600

SOrGHUM Tons - - 24 727 3545 1181 545 90 212 34 35?

FRUI'T Tons 2600 2400 2500 2600 2200 3100 4850 5600 5990 5500 6000

VE.GETABLES Tons 13500 13000 14100 15200 15500 17200 21000 24100 27700 20000 25000

CATTLE Head 71000 69000 63000 55000 47000 49000 68000 68000 72443 90"'00 n.a.

121 C. S Head 16000 17000 20000 22000 25000 27000 35000 34000 32000 36000 n.a.

CHIC.CENS 1000 llead 650 905 1410 2100 3200 3800 4000 4425 5500 6100 n.a.

TURiKY & DUCKS 1000 Hlead - - 17 35 40 46 50 25 40 30 n.A

EGGS Millions 17 22 27 36 54 93 99 108 115 123 n.a.

HILK Tons 20500 19770 19020 18330 18430 16260 15610 16000 16586 16700 n.a.

DAY-OLD CHICKS 1000 Head - - - - 280 440 665 910 1100 1250 n.a.

*Estimates.

Source: Planning Unit, Ministry of Rural Development.

Nt¼D
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Generally self-sufficiency has been maintained in the staple maize, the
supply of which remains a continuing concern of Government. Production
fluctuates, however, and whereas in 1970-75 356,000 tons were imported, two
years later about 110,000 tons were exported. The best growth rates in
agriculture have been in chickens and eggs, pig production and fruits arid
vegetables; consequently self-sufficiency has been reached in poultry, tomato,
onion and banana production, and is now also within reach for pig meat,
citrus and potatoes. Cotton was exported in 1972, but, with declining pro-
duction and increasing demand, some 60% of requirements are now imported.
About 20% of sugar consumption will be imported in 1975, but thereafter domes-
tic production will meet or exceed demand. It is noticeable that apart, from
sugar, grown on a single commercial estate that started production a few years
after Independence, the products for which growth rates have generally been
highest--poultry, pigs, fruit and vegetables--have been those least subjected
to Government control of prices, production and marketing.

Potentials and Constraints

3. Zambia's disappointing performance in the agricultural sector has
been caused by: factors arising from the dualistic nature of the economy and
from dualism in the agricultural sector itself, inherited at independence; its
landlocked situation; lack of a clear development strategy and consequently
conflicting development policies; weaknesses in the all-pervading Government
and quasi-Government institutions; manpower constraints; an inadequate research
base and, perhaps above all else, poor pricing policy, discussed in detail in
a separate annex.

The Dualistic Nature of the Economy

4. Zambia's economic development has depended almost entirely on
copper exports. On average, 98% of export earnings and an important part of
Government revenues are derived from copper. The paramount importance of the
mining sector has led to a high urban wage structure, and an ensuing drift
from rural to urban areas. Urban incomes have risen greatly in relation to
rural ones, and have also risen in real terms. Although Government's 'aim has
been to reduce the rural/urban imbalance, the gap has in fact widened,! often
helped by Government policies. A comparison between the mining/manufacturing
and agricultural sectors is shown in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MINING/MANUFACTURING
AND AGRICULTURAL SECTORS, 1970 AND 1973

Mining & Manufacturing Agriculture

1970 1973 1970 1973

% of GDP 47.6% 43.0% 8.0% 7.6%

% of Exports by value 98.5% 98.9% 0.5% 0.3%

% of wage earners 27.7% 27.5% 10.1% 9.9%

Average African wage
(excluding self-employed)

Mining K 1,480 K 1,491 K 322* K 376
Manufacturing K 755 K 853

* The average subsistence,plus cash incomes from all sources
for most rural cultivators fall in the range K 50 - K 150.

5. Ironically, Zambia's wealth has had several adverse effects on
agricultural development. First, the country always has had money to pay
for food imports when needed, and thus has not had strong incentive to de-
vote a high percentage of its resources to agriculture as have most neighbor-
ing African countries. Second, when it has devoted resources, it has had less
incentive to be cost effective, and a multiplicity of schemes have been imple-
mented with insufficient attention to economic principles, or which have
spoiled the relatively small numbers of participants by spoon-feeding them
instead of emphasising self-reliance. For example, ample credit, which was
made easily available to farmers in the period 1964-70 without sufficient
emphasis on repayment (in some areas only 6% of seasonal loans were repaid
at the end of a season), has damaged credit morality and credit worthiness
among large numbers of small-scale farmers. Widespread distribution of
tractor mechanization facilities through a Government service and to producer
cooperatives without imparting the technology to reach breakeven yields to
covcz mechanization costs has had adverse effects, including discouraging
the more economic use of oxen.

6. Furthermore, food prices have been kept down because of politically
vocal urban consumers: and what is justified in the budget as finance for
rural development is in reality mainly a subsidy to the urban sector. In
some instances, the local manufacturing industry has been able to exploit
agriculture by obtaining its raw materials at artificially low prices (for
example, Kafue Textiles for a time bought cotton from the National Agricultural
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Marketing Board (NAMB) at 44 n/kg, while importing at 90 n/kg), while farmers
have been charged higher prices for domestically manufactured products than
for comparable imports. Further damage has been caused by fluctuations in
copper prices. At times of high prices, ambitious schemes have been launched
and additional staff employed which could not be supported when the price
dropped. Typically, the result has been that, because it is difficult to
make staff redundant, due both to civil service procedures and political
reasons, the amount of cuts in the recurrent budget has fallen on field transport
and allowances and general operating funds, resulting in gross under-utilization
of permanent staff who become office-bound.

Dualism in the Sector

7. The second major factor has arisen from the dualistic nature of
agriculture itself at independence. In 1964, there was an advanced expatriate
commercial farm sector, numbering some 1,600 farmers who were settled generally
on most of the better soils, particularly those on the line-of-rail, close to
the major markets; this sector was, moreover, backed up by relatively efficient
marketing, extension and research service. It contrasted with a subsistence
sector which, apart from some peasant farming schemes in the Southern and
Eastern Provinces, that have good physical potential and where, traditionally,
more interest had been shown in settled agriculture, was generally neglected.
Since independence, there has been new interest in smallholder development,
but the mistake has been made of trying to transfer approaches that had proved
successful with large-scale commercial farmers directly to small-scale
cultivators. Examples include requesting subsistence farmers to complete
a five-page form in order to obtain credit; and the lack of recognition that
a system of stop orders to marketing boards which can work well with limited
numbers of farmers delivering large quantities of crops, can only lead to
confusion and excessive administrative expense with a multiplicity of
small-scale farmers, each with tiny loans--particularly when the institutions
set up are relatively weak and lack trained manpower.

8. Ten vears after independence, the number of large-scale commercial
farmers has been reduced from 1,600 to about 800, of whom 450 are non-citizens,
and 350 are Zambians (40 of whom are of non-Zambian origin). Of the other
800 farms, some have been acquired by remaining farmers who have enlarged
their holdings, some have been bought by large, private farming companies, such
as the Zambesi Ranching Corporation and the Anglo American Corporation, some
have passed into Government parastatals (Zambian Cattle Development Ltd.,
Zambia Farm Development Ltd.,:Kalola Farms, Nyama Farms, M{azabuka Farms),
some have been sub-divided for settlement (especially for Chipembi graduates,
and by Family Farms Ltd.), and some have been abandoned and virtually reverted
to reserve status, illegally settled by people from adjoining Reserves Land.

9. There has-been considerable resistance to making greater use of
the expertise of the former settlers. Government has preferred to initiate
costly state-run enterprises, which have been operated by imported, inexperienced
and, in some cases, incompetent management, and have consequently suffered.
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To make matters worse, emergent Zambian farmers who have taken over commercial
farms, and who should have spearheaded improvements in Zambian farming, have
not been given any assistance from Government. Whereas the expatriate has
had his previous experience to sustain him in difficult times, the emergent
Zambian, with no farm management advice and often insufficient capital, has
in many cases foundered or at best made a precarious living from commercial
farming. Probably only about 10% of the 350 Zambians on State Land farms
of over 100 ha have made a real success of farming. Consequently, a number
of emergent farmers are virtually subsisting on a corner of a large farm,
thus grossly underutilizing valuable developed land. At the same time, because
of poor and uncertain price policies and a lack of a sense of long-term security,
expatriate commercial farmers have tended to monocrop maize, and not invest
further for the production of beef, milk, oilseed or in irrigation development
that the country needs.

10. The recent tax changes, which permit a 100% allowance for capital
developments, are a most welcome improvement, but the problem is still not
wholly resolved. There is a need to restate policy vis-a-vis the commercial
sector, and to establish an able farm management advisory service for emergent
commercial farmers, and facilitate development of a farming ladder, which
would allow growth by stages from having, say, 15 ha of crops and 100 head
of cattle in a reserve area, to acquiring and running a 3000 hectare farm.
The example of a ladder now exists in Family Farms Ltd.

External Communications

11. Zambia's landlocked position, together with rerouting of supplies
connected with Rhodesia's Unilateral Declaration of Independence in 1965 and
subsequent closure of the border in 1973, has meant lengthy and expensive
routes for imported inputs and places Zambia at a disadvantage when exporting
her produce to competitive international markets, especially for those goods
with a high volume/value ratio; this is aggravated by high wages. On the
other hand, high transport costs for imported agricultural produce should
have given greater impetus to home production, but Government policies have
not enabled full advantage to be taken of this situation.

Development Policy

12. Conflicting development policies have discouraged agricultural
development. The constantly expressed intention to give top priority to
the rural sector has not been carried into practice. In fact, most sectors
appear to enjoy at least equal priority, and since it is more difficult to
make advances in agriculture, this sector has ended up with a smaller share
of the national cake. The ostensibly fair policy of equality in producer
prices (which is in fact inequitable), which has led to maize having the same
buying price tlhroughout the country, negates comparative advantage, and has
also retarded production of other crops. Production of confectionery ground-
nuts and cotton in the Eastern Province has fallen drastically, as has cotton
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in other provinces. A rational price policy could have been used to encourage
maize production in some areas and production of cotton and other crops in
other areas with no loss to the farmer and a real economic gain to the nation.
The situation is aggravated when, to operate its policy of providing farm
inputs and purchasing crops at identical prices throughout the country, Govern-
ment, on the one hand, has to subsidize parastatal institutions, which then
have little or no incentive to carry out the operation efficiently, and, on
the other hand, purports to encourage the formation of multipurpose cooperative
societies, which however are not given an adequate margin on marketing.

13. As yet no major action has been taken to improve the land tenure
system, discussed in detail in another Annex. Government policy of encouraging
the improvement of traditional livestock is hampered in some areas by the
system in Reserves and Trust Land by which all grazing land is held in common,
so that individuals or even groups of individuals have no incentive to protect
and improve the grazing and their stock.

14. A major problem is that whereas development objectives demand
emphasis on rural development to increase productivity, reach self-sufficiency,
develop exports, redistribute incomes by reducing the rural/urban imbalance
and slow urban drift, all policies are subservient to the need to keep the
urban consumer happy in the interests of national stability. The major
policy tool of increased producer prices as a production incentive is in con-
stant conflict with the need to keep consumer prices down, and in spite of
large subsidy bills incurred in an attempt to assist both producer and con-
sumer, there has been considerable downward pressure on producer prices,
while the subsidies have significantly reduced funds available for rural
investment. Consequently, little transfer of real resources to agriculture
and the rural areas has taken place.

Institutional Weaknesses

15. Zambia has a large civil service relative to its population, paid
for from its copper wealth. In the field of rural development, a large number
of departments and specialized agencies have evolved, and within departments
there are often numerous specialist sections to cater to almost every con-
tingency. This has led to a very great problem of coordination, a problem
which is further hindered by a dearth of skilled manpower and experienced
administrators. The problem is compounded by a centralized form of govern-
ment, physically remote in Lusaka. Although Government has recognized the
problems of over-concentration, the decentralization measures of 1968! which
created Provincial Cabinet Ministers with Provincial Permanent Secretaries,
Provincial Rural Development Officers, and District Governors, did not give
sufficient power to the Provinces vis-a-vis Central Ministries and Government
to provide effective coordination. This is highlighted in the Simmance
Report. Further decehtralization to provincial level is essential for effec-
tive rural development; but, in view of the extreme shortage of persons of
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sufficient caliber, decentralization to district level, as was proposed in the
September 1974 Rural Development Seminar, would in many cases be counter
productive and should only take place as a second phase when staff are avail-
able and in light of experience with decentralisation to the province.

16. Below district level, lack of coordination between the Party, the
W4ard Councillors, and Government departments has hampered development. For
example, the Party, which is well-organized and has demonstrated strong mobili-
zation ability, was able to encourage many people to form cooperatives and
to regroup villages in several areas. However, because assistance was not
sought from land-use planners, poor sites were chosen and the cooperatives
often failed or the regroupings broke up. Government departments, on the other
hand, have introduced programs, without enlisting Party or Councillor support,
which have consequently been stillborn or have never been fully effective.
Part of the problem is that areas of operation (Party constituency boundaries,
wards, agricultural camp areas, marketing cooperative catchment areas) all
vary. New initiatives to redraw functional ward boundaries that also would
be the Party constituency are welcome. Another weakness is that the strengthened
ward committees have a very weak link with the next link in the chain--the
District Development Committee (DDC). These problems are discussed more
fully in the Annex on Organization for Rural Development.

17. The relationship of parastatal boards to their parent ministries
needs clearer definition. In some instances, boards justifiably resent
ministry interference in day-to-day management activity; in other instances,
ministries find they do not have sufficient control over boards' policies,
and boards' activities may conflict with national policies. A related issue
is that Government's price and subsidy policy often gives the boards no margin
to operate commercially, and does not encourage efficient operation because
subsidies are not granted on the basis of clear formulae.

18. Institutional weaknesses are also apparent within Government de-
partments. After independence, the Cooperative Department was entrusted with
a massive program for encouraging communal producer cooperatives; and, within
a short period, several hundred societies were set up to engage in agricultural
production. The Departmental staff, however, consisting mainly of political
appointees with limited administrative ability and no technical agricultural
knowledge, was inadequate. A few technical staff were recruited at farm-manager
level, but there were no senior technical supervisors. Coordination with
other departments was poor: and the resultant allocation of tractors and
large loans to societies, often to work poor soils with little extension
advice and, in many cases, with cropping programs that were not economically
viaDle, was an object lesson in development that was doomed to failure from
its inception.

19. As another example, the Agriculture Department suffers from too
many specialist posts at all levels, and a lack of coordination amongst its
various branches. Although there are more staff than at independence, there
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are now fewer in general extension at the agricultural camp level, in touch
with the farmers, and they have generally less training. Empty houses and
semi-derelict camps bear witness to this, and are indicative of the low status.
and low morale of the Department's field workers. More specialists for
various crops and livestock enterprises congregate at national and provincial
levels, but, with cuts in recurrent funds for staff mobility, allowances and
operation expenditures, there is insufficient supervision of field staff in
contact with farmers. Specialization, while it enables staff to be better
trained in one sphere, necessitates the involvement of too many different
people with any one farmer, and often prevents the farm from being correctly
appraised and assisted as an integrated production unit. Too much specialization
has resulted in such errors as animal husbandry staff setting up collective
ranches on good, arable land and crop specialists creating settlement schemes
with no provision for farmers' cattle.

Manpower

20. A lack of trained manpower has been a key constraint to Zambia's
development, and it has been magnified by Zambia having the funds to embark
on a greater number of developments than comparable developing countries.
This weakness permeates the system, which suffers from inefficient adminis-
tration and rapid promotion leading to inadequate job performance and in-
ability to supervise junior staff. Partly in recognition of the manpower
shortage, heavy reliance has been placed on expatriates. However, because
of difficult working conditions and because the contract salary structure
does not give special recognition to people in second and later contracts,
most expatriates only stay for a 2-1/2- or 3-year contract, and they are of
limited use until they gain relevant experience. It is not necessarily sur-
prising to find that a man who has spent all his life running a consumer
cooperative in a totally alien environment is unable to give pragmatic advice
in running a multipurpose society in rural Zambia. This problem is present
in many developing countries, but seems acute in Zambia. Administrative
weaknesses lead to poor deployment and poor utilization of even existing
staff. Furthermore, as agriculture is a sector with a poor image, it is
extremely difficult to attract enough persons of sufficient caliber and quali-
fications even for the limited available training courses.

21. Another problem is poor continuity in staffing: the rapid staff
transfers at the more senior levels of departments and in district and pro-
vincial administrations is a severe handicap to development and should be
consciously avoided, as should the tendency to permit politically motivated
appointments of unqualified personnel to technical posts.

The Research Base

22. Zambia has benefited from a long history of agricultural research
and a comprehensive regional network of research stations. However, although
plant breeding, seed production and entomological problems have received
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thorough attention, insufficient adaptive research into small-farmer problems
and animal husbandry have been carried out. Attempts have been made to in-
augurate farm management and small implement research, but they have not been
followed through with continuity of staffing. The whole research program is
now faced with inadequate numbers of Zambian graduate staff (only 5), and
reliance on expatriates, who now tend to stay for one contract instead of ten
years or more; and it is proving difficult to man some of the regional re-
search stations adequately. At present in most spheres, Zambia has the
technical information needed to expand agricultural production, but it is
important to adapt this to extension needs.

23. For the longer term the need is for a clearer definition of
priorities which takes account both of the economic needs of the country
and present and prospective research capacity. Whilst it is essential to
maintain the continuity of existing priority research programs, their nature
and scope could be improved. In particular, consideration should be given
to a move away from the present disciplinary approach to research towards
commodity programs in which a selected crop or product is dealt with on an
integrated interdisciplinary basis. In the formulation of individual crop
research programs and through to the final adaptation of results for use by
the extension services, the farming systems within which the crop will be
grown need to be fully understood and should be a key consideration in the
program. It follows that a research team taking this approach should include
a production economist, and also that increasing the detailed knowledge of
Zambian farming systems--especially smallholder systems--is itself a key
area for research.

Summary

24. Despite the problems facing agricultural development in Zambia,
some progress has been made in the years since independence, and many lessons
learned. Zambia has great potential for agriculture. The major hurdle still
to be overcome is to translate the verbal commitment to rural development into
sound programs which will reach the masses, while at the same time making
fuller use of the large-scale commercial sector to supply the production needs.
Progress in the poultry and sugar industries, almost entirely without any
Government intervention, has demonstrated well what can be achieved, as also
have the integrated pig management and family farming tobacco schemes. With
greater and more effective decentralization, emphasis on improved coordination
between the Party, Government departments and the people at ward and village
level, and wise use of available resources, Zambia is in a position to achieve
a take off in production. The technical know-how is available and finance is
not short. The major problems that remain to be overcome are the need for
effective organization and management and a commitment to the development of
the agricultural and rural sector.
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ZAMBIA

AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL SECTOR SURVEY

ESTIMATES OF DEMAND AND SUPPLY FOR FOOD PRODUCTS

Introduction

1. In this annex, demand for food products in Zambia is estimated for
the short-term (1980) and long-term (1995) and supply estimates are developed.
The results are checked against implied nutrition levels; and resource require-
ments for meeting the projections are estimated. The annex draws heavily upon
a FAO Study, 1/ and uses its projections of population growth and migration,
current estimates of per capita food consumption in urban and rural areas, and
demand elasticities. However, the income per capita projections made in the
FAO Study appear to be high and have therefore been re-calculated, based on
recent economic performance.

2. The rapid increase in demand for food products in Zambia is attribut-
able mainly to population expansion in urban areas, income increase and con-
sequent changes in consumer tastes. During the last decade, the average
population growth in major cities was 1O4 per annum, while the overall yearly
growth rate was below 3%. The increase in demand for certain food products
has been accelerated by changes in consumption habits. For example, in
rural areas, there was a shift from home-pounded to hammer meals, and also
from hammer meals to roller meals; in urban areas, the shift was from roller
meals to breakfast food and further to bread use. A steady increase in urban
wages, coupled with rural-urban migration, generated upward pressure on demand
for products which have high income elasticities. Consequently, demand for
meat and meat products, rice and wheat flour has increased substantially.
These trends are expected to continue through this century.

Population Estimates

3. The first complete census of the indigenous population was not
taken until 1963. A subsequent census was conducted in 1969. These censuses
provide the basic information on population and its movement between towns,
cities and provinces.

1/ UNDP/FAO, National Food and Nutrition Programme: Zambia: The Food Economy
of Zambia (Rome, 1974). This report incorporates and synthesises the
Population Censuses of 1963 and 1969, the Urban Budget Survey 1966-67
and the FAO Survey, the National Food Consumption Survey, 1970-71.
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4. In the inter-censal period, 1963-1969, the Zambian population grew
at a moderate rate of 2.6% per annum. During this period, there was, however,
a high rate of migration to the Central and Copperbelt Provinces, and eight
cities (Mongu,Lusaka_, Kafue, Chililabombwe, Chingola, Kalulushi, Kitwe and
Ndola) showed a population growth of more than 10% per annum. Population in
other towns increased at rates ranging from 2.5% to 9.5%, and overall population
in 24 major towns increased at 9.7% per annum. During the same period,
population in two rural provinces, Luapula and Northern, actually declined by
5.7% and 3.1% respectively, and consequently the overall population in the
six rural provinces 1/ increased by only 0.6% per annum.

5. For the purpose of demand projections, total population is stratified
into urban and rural population, as suggested in the FAO Study. The urban
population is divided into two categories: African and non-African. The
rural population is also divided into two categories: the monetary and the
subsistence sector. The rural monetary group is further divided into either
township wage earners or agricultural wage earners. The five strata all
appear to have distinctive consumption habits.

6. The total population is assumed to grow at a rate of 3% per annum;
the urban population is expected to grow at a rate of 7.2% per annum until
1976, and 5.7% thereafter, as migration declines. The rural population is
assumed to grow at 0.9% in the subsistence sector and 3.5% in township areas.
The following table summarizes the resulting population projections which
are used in the demand projections.

Table 5.1: ESTIMATED POPULATION FOR 1974 AND PROJECTIONS TO 1995 /1
(in 1,000)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Wage-Earner, Wage-Earner,

Non-African Urban Township Agriculture Subsistence Total

1974 60 1,601 492 836 1,793 4,782
1980 60 2,293 555 1,030 1,758 5,696
1995 60 5,256 735 1,715 1,120 8,886

/1 Based on UNDP projections in The Food Economy of Zambia (Rome, 1974),
and the Urban Sector Survey, all of which assume 3% population growth.

As indicated in Table 5.1, current population is estimated to be 4.8 million,
and it is expected to increase to 5.7 million in 1980 and to reach 8.9 million
by 1995. Currently, urban population is about 35% of the total population.
By 1980 and 1995, urban population is estimated to increase to 40% and 60%
respectively of the total population.

1/ All provinces except the Central and Copperbelt Provinces.
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Projections of Income per Capita

7. Because the average urban income is so much higher than the average
rural income, and because the urban population is expanding so rapidly, even
moderately projected increases in income for urban population result in a
very high growth rate of the national average of per capita income. For
instance, the moderate income growth rate of 2.5% to 2.9% for urban incomes
projected by FAO resulted in 4.6% of average per capita growth. But this
seems unrealistic in the Zambian situation. Although reliable time series
data are not available, the recent performance of the Zambian economy suggests
a per capita GDP growth well below 5% to 6% per annum. The per capita private
consumption growth rate has been even lower. Table 5.2 gives a summary of
recent GDP and private consumption expenditure growth.

Table 5.2: ESTIMATES OF PER CAPITA GDP AND PRIVATE CONSUMPTION

Private Con- Per Capita
GDP at 1965 sumption at Growth Rates
Constant 1965 Constant Private Private Con-
Price Price Population GDP Consumption GDP sumption
(K million) (K million) (1,000) (K) (K) (%) (%)

1970 964.1 384.2 4,273 225.6 89.9
1971 827.8 375.1 4,395 188.4 85.3 -16.5 -5.1
1972 871.0 390.1 4,520 192.7 86.3 2.3 1.2
1973 1,025.6 396.6 4,649 220.6 85.3 14.5 -1.2
1974 1,049.4 418.0 4,782 219.4 87.4 -0.5 2.5

Source: GDP and-private consumption: Central Statistical Office, Lusaka
(Working Sheet, revised, January 1975).
Population: Calculated based on FAO Projection: The Food Economy
of Zambia (Rome, 1974).

Even if we remove as factors in the unsatisfactory recent economic performance,
both the mine disaster of 1972 and the 1973 border closure, and assume a
sustained increase in copper production of 5% in real terms and GDP growth
of between 5% and 6%, the average per capita income would grow only between
2% and 3% per annum. Given the relative population growth in urban and rural
aieas, this means that we can expect a per capita income growth of 1.5%
in the urban and rural monetary sectors, about a 1% growth in the subsistence
section, and a national average per capita income growth during the projected
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period of about 2.6%. 1/ Table 5.3 shows projections of per capita income of
the African population to 1995.

Table 5.3: PROJECTED PER CAPITA INCOME /1
(in Kwacha)

Rural Rural
Urban Monetary Sector /2 Subsistence Sector Average

1971 162 84 60 97
1974 169 88 62 106
1980 185 97 65 123
1995 231 121 76 181

/1 Calculated based on initial year 1971, estimated in FAO The Food Economy
of Zambia, and assuming the 1.5% growth in urban and rural monetary
sector; and 1% growth in subsistence sector.

/2 Includes wage earners in both townships and agriculture.

Current Consumption Estimates

8. A suimmary of current (1974) per capita consumption, total consumption
and marketed consumption is shown in Table 5.4. By weight, maize meal is
the major consumption item, estimated to be 541,000 tons (equivalent to
644,000 tons or 7.16 million bags of maize). The national average per capita
maize consumption is about 133 kg/year, providing 1,116 calories/day, or 60%
of the total calorific intake, excluding fish and beverages. The FAO Study
reports 148 kg/capita as the upper limit of maize meal consumption. Maize
meal, wheat flour and cassava, the major staples, comprise over 70% of the
daily diet. Animal products, mainly beef and milk, provide 4.5% of total
daily calories.

1/ The fact that growths of 1.5% and 1% lead to an overall rate of 2.6%
is, at first sight, surprising. It arises from the differences in
population growth rates of the rural and urban areas caused by migration
from the rural provinces and the large differences between average
incomes of the two. The figures disguise the fact that incomes of
established, employed, urban dwellers will probably continue to rise
at well above the national rate, while new migrants earn, on average,
incomes below the present urban average but above family earnings
in the rural areas from which they came.
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Table 5.4: TOTAL AND MARKIETED CONSUMPTION, 1974
(in 1,000 tons)

Maize Meal Wheat Flour Rice Cassava Pulses Beef Pork Poultry

Total 541.3 66.9 5.9 153.7 10.7 41.4 5.3 9.5

Marketed 308.1 66.9 5.9 4.7 4.8 38.4 3.2 4.8

Marketed % 57 100 100 3 45 93 60 51

Source: Tables 5.5 and 5.7.

Wheat flour and rice were almost entirely channeled through markets in 1974;
much beef and nearly half of the maize and poultry products were marketed, but
little cassava or pulses. About 60% of the pork products were marketed.

Consumption Projections for 1980 and 1995 -/

9. Consumption projections for 1980 and 1995 are based on 1974 consump-
tion estimates, and projected population and per capita income and expenditure
elasticities used by FAO. In projecting total consumption, per capita con-
sumption of non-Africans is assumed to be independent from income increases,
and per capita consumption is therefore constant. The per capita consumption
of Africans in urban and rural townships is assumed to be directly and entirely
related to their incomes, while only the purchased part of consumption of
agricultural wage earners and the remaining rural population is assumed to
be affected by income changes.

10. The demand elasticities used are expenditure elasticities rather
than income elasticities. The projected demand therefore reflects increased
family budget expenditure rather than increased quantities consumed. Accord-
ing to the FAO Study, the evidence suggests that increased expenditure reflects
quantity rather than quality changes, and, at the income levels under dis-
cussion, this is a reasonable assumption.

Total Consumption

11. For 1995, three estimates were made in order to capture the separate
effects on consumption of population, migration and income increase. In the
first, we assume constant per capita consumption and total demand increase in
proportion to the population increase. In the second, per capita consumption
is held constant and the proportion of urban population allowed to change.
Finally, in the third, demand elasticities are incorporated. In Table 5.5,
consumption estimates, the proportional changes for 1995, and the separate
effects of population growth, migration, and income range are shown.

1/ See Appendix I, Tables I-1 through 1-6 for complete consumption
projections.
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TABLE 5.5. PROJECTMD TOTAL CONSIUl{PTIOI FOR SELECT3D PRODUCTS
(in 1,000 tons)

Estimates for 1974 and Projections for 1980 and 1995

Maize 'Wheat
Meal Flour Rice Cassava Pulses Beef Pork Poultry Milk Veg. Oil

1974 541.3 66.9 *5.9 153.7 10.7 41. 5.3 9.5 41.7 13.5

1980 668.8 92.3 '.6 156.2 12.0 57.9 6.3 11.9 55.5 18.6

a)1995 1,005.8 124.4 11.0 285.5 19.9 77.0 9.9 17.6 77.5 25.0

b)1995 1,069.4 170.1 11.3 127.0 14.7 106.0 9.0 17.9 92.7 35.9

c)1995 1,144.4 208.6 15.3 128.0 15.6 135.2 10.0 22.4 120.9 41.7

Increase over 197T Consumption (%)

1980 24 . 38 "9 -1 12 40 19 25 33 3C

a)1995 86 86 86 86 86 86 86 86 86 86

b)1995 98 154 122 -7 37 156 70 88 122 166

c)1995 111 212 159 -7 46 227 89 136 190 209

Separate Effect over Population in 1995 Due to (%)

Migration 6 37 3 -55 -26 38 -9 2 20 44

Income 7 31 36 0 5 38 10 25 36 23

Migration &
Income 13 68 39 -55 -21 76 1 27 56 67

a.) By Powulation Increase
b3By pulation of Hi.gration Increase
c ]- Population, Migration and Income Increase

Source: Appr-d-. I, Table 5.

12. The table suggests that demand for wheat flour, rice, beef, pork
and vegetable oil could increase markedly, from 250% to 320% of 1974 levels,
while maize and poultry consumption may rise, to between 210% and 240% of
1974 levels. Because of migration, consumption of cassava, a rural staple
is expected to decline 7% by 1995 (Sales of cassava are expected to rise,
however.) There is a possibility that cassava consumption could be further
reduced and replaced by maize meal in the Northern and North Western Provinces.
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Marketed Supply Requirement

13. Projections of marketed consumption for 1980 and 1995 are presented
in Table 5.6. The marketed consumption of maize meal, wheat flour, rice,
sugar, beef, poultry, milk and vegetable oil is estimated to increase by 5%
to 6% per annum,-in contrast to the 3% population growth.

Table 5.6: SUMMARY OF PROJECTED MARKETED DEMAND
(in 1,000 tons)

Increment over 1974 (%)
1974 1980 1995 1980 1995

Maize Meal 308.1 423.7 917.4 37 198
Wheat Flour 66.9 92.3 208.6 38 212
Rice 5.9 7.6 15.3 29 159
Sugar 76.5 105.9 241.7 38 216
Beef 38.4 54.9 133.3 43 247
Pork 3.2 4.1 8.0 28 148
Poultry 4.8 6.8 16.6 42 247
Milk 36.9 50.8 117.9 38 220
Vegetable Oil 13.5 18.6 41.7 38 210

Source: Appendix I, Table I-7.

14. By 1995, the marketed consumptions of other major commodities,
except maize meal, rice and pork, are estimated to increase more than 200%
over the current level. Beef and poultry sales are expected to increase by
250% over present levels. The domestic market for human consumption of
maize meal, the most important staple food in Zambia, is estimated to reach
over 900,000 tons (about 10 millon bags) by 1995.

Nutritional Improvement

15. Estimated per capita consumption for 1974, 1980 and 1995, together
with the daily calorie consumption estimates for these years, are provided
in Table 5.7. Average current food consumption is inadequate in terms of
quantity, although of fair quality. The projections would allow satisfactory
quantity and quality of consumption by 1995. Average per capita calorie
consumption is estimated to increase by 17% (from 1,850 in 1974 to 2,171)
in 1995.' The relative share of products of animal origin is estimated to
increase from 4.5% in 1974 to 5.7% in 1995. (Beverages, vegetables and fish
products are omitted from these estimates.)
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Table 5.7: PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION, IN WEIGHT AND CALORIE /1

Per Capita Consumption (Kg/Year) Per Capita Calorie Consumption(Cal/Day)

1974 1980 1995 1974 1980 1995

Animal Origin 21.6 24.3 33.4 84.0 92.0 123.0

Other 199.4 202.1 211.8 1,766.0 1,834.0 2,048.0

Total 221.0 226.4 245.2 1,850.0 1,926.0 2,171.0

% of Animal
Origin 10.0 10.7 13.6 4.5 4.8 5.7

/1 Excluding vegetables, fish products and beverages.

Source: Appendix I, Table I-6.

Additional Resource Requirement to Meet the Projected Market Demand

16. Marketed consumption projections are compared with the current (1974)
level of domestic supply in Appendix I, Table I-8. If the country aims to be
self-sufficient in food, production will have to be increased substantially.
The estimates show the marketed consumption of maize could increase by 855,000
tons to reach 1.3 million tons (14.3 million bags) by 1995, including allow-
ances for beverage and feed. This means production would have to be increased
by 730,000 tons above present levels to meet domestic needs. Consumption of
wheat and rice, most of which have been imported, is expected to increase to
261,000 and 24,000 tons respectively. Sugar and vegetable oil consumption
could increase by 175,000 and 38,000 tons to reach 242,000 and 42,000 tons
by 1995. Almost 100,000 tons of additional beef would be required, while
demand for fresh milk is expected to increase from the current 37,000 tons
to 120,000 tons in 1995.

17. The implications of these demand increases in terms of land require-
ment are summarized in Table 5.8 and detailed in Appendix I, Table I-10.
Because the conversion into land requirement uses only simple average yields
per hectare and average carrying capacities for livestock, the estimates
should be considered as providing no more than an order of magnitude. The
underlying assumptions are:

(a) Average crop yields are as listed in Appendix I, Table I-10.
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(b) On average, beef cattle require four hectares of grazing land
under natural conditions and three hectares of grazing land
under improved conditions. Traditional farmers use natural
grazing land, while commercial farmers use improved grazing
land. (Currently 28% of marketed beef is supplied by
commercial farmers, 29%' by traditional farmers in the
line-of-rail provinces, and the remaining 43% by traditional
farmers in other provinces.) In 1995, the market share of
commercial farmers is expected to increase to, 43%, represen-
ting about 2% growth annually. This means that about 75% of,
marketed beef is expected to be supplied from the line-of-rail
provinces. By 1995, the offtake rate of traditional farmers
is expected to have increased from current levels of about
3.5% to about 7%, and that of the commercial farmers from
13% to 17%.

(c) Dairy cows require four hectares of grazing land and two tons
of concentrates (maize equivalent weight). The production of
a milk cow requires about three tons per year.

(d) It takes about five tons of concentrates (maize equivalent) to
produce one ton of pork; and a herd of 1,000 pigs produces
7,000 piglets per year.

(e) The weight/feed conversion factor for chickens is 1: 2.75, and
it is assumed that the country produces enough eggs for broilers.

(f) The cultivated land for wheat and sugarcane is assumed to be
irrigated.

Table 5.8: ADDITIONAL LAND REQUIRED FOR PROJECTED MARKET
DEMAND, 1980 AND 1995 /1

(1,000 ha)

1980 1995
High /3 Low /3 High /3 Low /3

Crop Land /2 266.9 183.0 1,425.8 765.5

Land for Oilseed 50.4 36.8 116.4 83.6

Grazing Land 17,090.4 15,245.2 28,920.0 26,632.4

/1 In addition to current cultivated and grazing land.

/2 Inlcudes feed requirements.

/3 High and low estimates are based on low and high yielding levels.

Source: Appendix I, Table I-10.
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18. The estimated land requirement for vegetable oil assumes full use
of cotton seed derived from a lint demand of 5,000 tons in 1980 and 7,700
tons in 1995.

Sources of Supply

19. Some insight into future supply sources can be gleaned from a
critical evalu-ation of land availability in the line-of-rail area. Of
the 2.3 million ha potential agricultural area of State Land, about 1.1 million
ha is under commercial and company farms. About 25% of this is classifiead
as arable land of which half has been cleared (Statistical Annex, Tables 1.4
& 1.6). Therefore, if the present average crop-to-fallow ratio of 1:1.1 is
maintained, a further 60,000 ha could be put into crops in any one year.
Intensification of land use would probably mainly be substitution of fallow
by leys on red soils for milk production. Only a marginal increase in
cropping area would be expected, say 5,000 ha, bringing the total to 65,000 ha.
In addition to commercial and company farms, parastatals and settlement schemes
on State Land occupy a further 370,000 ha. Fuller use is probably made of
these areas than on commercial farms, but perhaps 10,000 ha of additional
cropping could be developed. In total, then, an increase of 75,000 ha of
crop land on developed State Land appears to be a reasonable potential. A
further 0.8 million ha of State Land is neither included in established farms
nor alienated for non-agricultural use. Perhaps 40% of this 0.8 million ha
is remote from the line-of-rail (Map IBRD 11540). Excluding this, but making
the generous assumption that potential crop land is a similar proportionl of
the whole area to that on existing farms, there may be a further 60,000 ha
of cropping land, as yet undeveloped, available within State Land.

20. Comparing these figures with the broad estimates of land need in
Table 5.10 it seems that at average yield levels, all existing commercial,
company and parastatal farm land would be needed if Zambia were to satisfy
total domestic demand for crops (including oilseeds) by the early 1980's.
By 1995, for self-sufficiency, the increased demand for arable land could be
over four times that available on these farms. Additional crop production
for the market by new farmers on State Land and-on Reserve and Trust Land
in the rural areas would thus become an imperative. Sources of beef produc-
tion are even more speculative. A 105,000 ton incremental demand is projected.
Land on commercial farms may be enough to double annual production to 52,000
head, adding 4,700 tons or under 5% of the incremental demand. Other State
Land could account for a further 8%, leaving an offtake of 510,000 head of
cattle for the traditional sector. This is 10 times present levels and even
with improved offtake would imply a herd 4-6 times the present size. It is
clear that Zambia could not meet the total demand projected, implying either
an increase in consumer prices to reduce demand, or major imports, or both.
In Appendix II a production increase of 6% a year, taking traditional produc-
tion to 3 times present levels, has been assumed.
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21. Appendix II presents by sources a tentative indication of 1995
supply of major crops, based on the broad satisfaction of the goal of domestic
market self-sufficiency and likely exports. Of some 1.3 million ha of arable
land under production for the market over 80% would be in areas of Reserve
and Trust Land under smallholder production within RGAs. With land limiting
beef production on commercial farms the traditional sector would be expected
to provide nearly three-quarters of the 1995 supply, although this is still
short of demand projections.

22. Appendix II also assigns values to the production estimates. These
are based on constant 1974 world price projections, i.e., it is assumed that
agricultural prices in Zambia will then closely reflect international prices.
An exception is for meat products for which regional supplies are likely to
be the appropriate measure and therefore a value of 50% of world market
projections has been used. With somewhat lower yields and a larger proportion
of lower priced crops entering their production pattern, the share of total
returns going to smallholders--about 55%--is less than their proportion of
cultivated area, although smallholders would also share in production on
other State Lands as participants in settlements or as outgrowers in sugar
or tea developments. What is significant is that the share of commercial
and emergent farmers on State Land, in spite of a doubling of market produc-
tion, is estimated to drop from nearly 60% to under 25%.

23. Although it is hard to visualize domestic wheat demand projections
being satisfied because of the massive capital inputs needed for irrigated
production, and unlikely that beef projections can be met, given the natural
limits to herd build-up and improving offtake especially in the traditional
sector, with improved policies and investments in the direction suggested
by the mission, Zambia should be able to produce exportable surpluses in
several crops. There would include maize, tobacco, groundnuts, rice and cotton.
Opportunities may also exist for exports to Mozambique: rice, vegetables
and fruits are among needs which Zambia could supply. Sugar could be an
irregular export crop as the necessarily lumpy investments keep production
ahead of domestic need. It remains unlikely however that agricultural
produce will be a massive component in export earnings by 1995, because
simply closing the import gap and keeping up with domestic market demand
implies a high average real growth for the sector of 7% a year over the next
20 years.

24. The average gross cash income for traditional farmers from the crop
agriculture estimates is K 220 (US$340) per farm family by 1995. Beef produc-
tion could add a further K 140 (US$220) for a total of K 360 (US$560). The
implicit real per capita growth rate in these figures is about 8%, clearly
achievable only with a major effort to bring subsistance farmers into the
market economy.

25. The nature of shifts in production can be identified. The main maize
producing areas have been the Central and Southern Provinces, although maize
production in the Eastern Province has increased rapidly since 1971 and the
Province has emerged, at high economic cost, as a maize surplus area.
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Ninety-five percent of all marketed maize now comes from these three provinces
but over 40% from State Land. Maize production can be expected to move
increasingly out from the immediate line-of-rail and should be the key to the
development if improved smallholder farming systems. It is anticipated that
80%-90% of marketed production will be from Reserve and Trust Land by 1995.

26. It seems likely that future wheat production will be carried out
mostly by commercial farmers in the line-of-rail provinces under irrigation,
although irrigated production on the Chambeshi, and large-scale dry land
cultivation in Southern Province are also possible. On the other hand, rice
will probably cQntinue to be produced by small-scale farmers in the Luapula
and Northern Provinces with upland rice increasingly giving way to irrigated
production. Sugarcane production will continue on the Sugar Estate at
Nakambala, but a new full estate will be needed and could be established on
the Chambeshi with outgrowers in the early 1980's. Smallholder production
of groundnuts and cotton has a good future in the Eastern, Southern and
Central Provinces, where soils are suitable and small-scale farmers have
experience.

27. Beef production has greatest potential in the Western, Central
and Copperbelt Provinces. Currently, about half of the recorded slaughtered
cattle is produced by small-scale farmers. Fresh milk is nearly all produced
on the line-of-rail. Areas close to consuming centers are likely to dominate
the market, but an increasing proportion of total production should come from
RGA's close to urban centers in the rural provinces. Heretofore, most milk
production has been carried out by commercial farmers and state farms; large-
scale farmers are likely to continue to dominate in this field, but small-scale
production has scope in RGAs and peri-urban development.



Table I-1: iSSTII4YTIS OF TOT'L PEA CAPITA CONISUMPTION AlD
atKiTMD PA;A CAPITA CONSU YTICNI, 1974

(kg/person/year)

Non- Rural Rural Rural Rural Rural
African Urban To nshi Agricultuml Agriculture Subsistence Subsistence
(Total) (Ttal) Tota lJ (Total) (Purchased)

Maize Meal 120.58 136.39 133.95 55-15 94.33 1.03
Millet _- - 2.0 - 13.00 -

Sorghum - - - B.9 - 14.10 -

Wh-eat Flour 59.70 25.00 17.90 10.80 10.80 3.06 3.06
Rice 21.20 1.26 0.53 1.26 1.26 0.72 0.72

Cassava - 2.02 1.31 18.31 0.51 75.00 0.20
Sweet Potatoes 49.30 1.77 1.06 2.2 - 4.50 -

Sugar 34.23 27.59 21.19 9.84 9.84 6.49 6.49
Pulses 9.20 1.31 1.21 1.41 0.81 3.51 0.51
Groundnuts - ' .7 0,/1 0.61 0.61 5.51 0.21

Beef, Fresh 13.20 1]6.25 11.70 4-76 4.76 2.72 1.02
Beef, Canned, Dried 9.50 0.10 0.10 0.20 - 1.10 -

Pork, Fresh 9.10) 0.92 0.51 1.11 0.51 1.20 0.30
Pork, Dried - - - 0.20 - 0.20
Poultry 7.50 1.78 0.84 3.24 0.84 1.71 0.21 -
Eggs 8.60 0.42 0.21 0.51 0.21 0.20 _ .Q

Milk 103.10 13.23 8.86 3.5.4 3.54 3.93 1.23
Vegetable Oil L.00 5.51 4.49 1.74 1.74 O.L1 0.41

Source: Elstimates based on per capita consumption reported in UNDF/FAO, The Food Economy of Zambia
(.riome, 1974), and mission eetS.niates on per capita income and population.
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Table I-2: PROJECTED 1980 TOTAL CONSUMPTION PER CAPITA
(kg/person/year: daily calorie equivalents
for African population in parentheses)

Rural Rural Rural
Non-African Urban Township Agriculture Sub.

Maize 124.;61(1209) 140.72(1388) 139.41(1375) 94.43(931)

Millet - - 2.0 (19) 13.0 (121)

Sorghum _ _ 8.9 (84) 14.1 (132)

Wheat Flour 59.70 26.47 (254) 18.95 (182) 11.44 (108) 3.24 (30)

Rice 21.40 1.39 (14) 0.58 (6) 1.39 (14) 0.79 (8)

Cassava - 2.06 (6) 1.34 (4) 18.33 (55) 75.01(226)

Sweet Potatoes 49.30 1.91 (5) 1.19 (3) 2.2 (6) 4.5 (12)

Sugar 34.23 29.68 (315) 22.79 (241) 10.58 (112) 6.98 (74)

Pulses 9.20 1.34 (12) 1.24 (12) 1.44 (13) 3.54 (33)

Groundnuts - 0.73 (8) 0.63 (7) 0.63 (7) 5.53 (59)

Beef, Fresh 13.20 17.42 (37) 12.54 (63) 5.10 (25) 2.79 (14)

Beef, Canned,
Dried 9.50 0.11 (1) 0.11 (1) 0.2 (2) 1.1 (10)

Pork Fresh 9.10 0.96 (8) 0.53 (5) 1.13 (10) 1.21 (10)

Pork Dried - - - 0.2 (3) 0.2 (3)

Poultry 7.50 1.96 (7) 0.92 (3) 3.32 (11) 1.73 (6)

Eggs 8.60 0.46 (2) 0.23 (1) 0.53 (2) 0.2 (1)

Milk 103.10 14.37 (26) 9.62 (17) 3.814 (7) 40.4 (72)

Veg. Oil b.00 5.74 (139) 4.67 (113) 1.81 (40) 0.-3 (10)

(2093) (2046) (1897) (1752)

Source: Based on 1974 estimates, and projected income, demand elestacities
and population.
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Table 1-3: PROJECTED 1995 TOTAL CONSUMPTION PER CAPITA
(kg/person/year: daily equivalents for Afri-
can population in parentheses)

Rural Rural Rural
Non-African Urban Township Agriculture Suosistence

Maize Meal - 128.55(1268) l)18.0(1460) 148.0(1460) 94.74(934)

Millet - - 2.0 (19) 13.0 (121)

Sorghum - - 8.9 (84) 14.1 (132)

Wheat Flour 59.7 30.78 (295) 22.04(211) 13.30(127) 3.77 (36)

Rice 21.4 1.77 (17) 0.75 (7) 1.77 (17') 1.01 (10)

Cassava - 2.16 (7) 1.40 (4) 18.41 (55) 75-03(226)

Sweet Potatoes 49.3 2.33 (6) 1.56 (4) 2.20 (6) 4.5 (12)

Sugar 34-23 35$79 (379) 27.49 (291) 12.77(135) 8.42 (89)

Pulses 9.2 1.42 (13) 1.32 (12) 1.52 (14) 3.62 (34)

Groundnut - 0.78 (8) 0.68 (7) 0.68 (7) 5.58 (59)

Beef, Fresh 13.2 20.84 (104) 15.01 (75) 6.11 (30) 3.01 (15)

Beef, Canned,
Dried 9.5 o.12 (1) 0.12 (1) 0.2 (2) 1.1 (10)

Pork, Fresh 9.1 1.07 (9) 0.59 (5) 1.19 (1M) 1.25 (11)

1'ork, Dried - - - 0.2 (3) 0.2 (3)

Poultry 7.5 2.47 (8) 1.17 (4) 3.57 (12) 1.79 (6)

Eggs 8.6 0.57 (2) 0.29 (1) 0.59 (2) 0.2 (1)

;,i1k 103.1 17.70 (31) 11.85 (21) 4.74 (8) 4.35 (8)

Veg. Oil h.0 6.40 (155) 5.22(126) 2.02 (49) 0.48 (12)

(2303) (2229) (2040) (1720)

Sou't>* Pavd on 1974 estimatos and projected income, demand elasticities and
population.
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Wage Earner Wage Earner
Urban Township Agriculture Subsistence

Maize Meal 0.18 0.34 1.09 1.09

Wheat Flour 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63

Rice 1.11 1.11 1.11 1.11

Cassava 0.19 0.25 0.52 0.44

Sweet Potatoes o.86 1.29 - -

Sugar 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81

Pulses 0.23 0.25 0.37 0.59

Groundnuts 0.27 0.30 0.30 0.95

Beef, Fresh 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77

Beef, Canned 0.59 0.59 - -

Pork, Fresh 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44

Poultry 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06

Eggs 0.99 0.99 0.99

Milk 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92

Vegetable Oil 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44

bource: UNDP/kAo, Table 64, The rood lconomy oi Zambia (dtome, 1974).
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Tablq 1-5: ESTIMATES OF TOTAL CONSUMPTION FOR 1974 AND PROJECTIONS
FOR 1980 AND 1995

(in tons)

1974 1980 1995 Due to:
Population Population & Population,
Increase Migration Migration &

Income Incr.

Maize Meal 541,268 668,845 1,005,794 1,069,389 1,144,368
M;llet 24,981 24,914 46,420 17,990 17,990
Soybean 32,722 33,955 60,805 31,056 31,0o6
Wheat Flour 66,929 92,274 124,369 170,088 208,593
Rice 5,906 7,614 10,975 11,263 15,305

Cassava 153,661 156,215 285,536 126,982 127,989
Sweet Potato 16,221 18,175 30,142 21,853 25,164
Sugar 76,514 105,927 142,180 186,786 241,702
Pulses 10,717 12,019 19,915 14,676 15,647
Groundnuts 11,826 12,394 21,975 11,397 12,015

Beef, Fresh 41,421 57,854 76,969 106,011 135,209
Beef, Canned, Dried 2,919 3,023 5,424 2,744 2,864
Pork, Fresh 5,349 6,333 9,940 9,004 10,044
Pork, Dried 526 558 977 567 567
Poultry 9,488 11,915 17,631 17,895 22,420
Eggs 2,077 2,596 3,860 3,977 4,961
Milk 41,732 55,533 77,547 92,708 120,929
Veg. Oil 13,460 18,614 25,012 35,944 41,717
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Table I-6: AVERAGE PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION ESTIMATE FOR 1974 AtI
P4FJ.XCTIONS FOA 1980 AND 1995

Per Capita Consption Per Capita Calorie Consumption
(kg/year) Cal/Gr. (Calorie/Person/rDy)

197 1980 129G 1974 1980 1995

Maize 113.2 117.4 128.8 3.60 1,116 1,158 1,270
Millet 5.2 4.4 2.0 3.40 48 41 19
Sorghum 6.8 6.0 3.5 3.43 64 56 33
Wheat Flour 14.0 16.2 23.5 3.50 134 155 225
Rice 1.2 1.3 1.7 3.60 12 13 17

Cassava 32.1 27.4 14.4 1.10 97 83 43
Sweet Pot. 3.4 3.2 2.8 0.97 9 8 8
Sugar 16.0 18.60 27.20 3.87 170 197 288
Pulses 2.2 2.1 1.8 3.40 21 20 16
Groundnuts 2.5 2.2 1.4 3.88 27 23 15

Beef, Fresh 8.7 10.2 15.2 1.82 43 51 76
Beef, Canned,
Dried 0.6 0.5 0.3 3.33 6 5 3

Pork, Fresh 1.1 1.1 1.1 3.12 10 9 9
Pork, Dried 0.1 0.1 0.1 5.00 1 1 1
Poultry 2.0 2.1 2.5 1.22 7 7 8
Eggs 0.4 005 0.6 1.44 2 2 2
Milk 8.7 9.8 13.6 o.65 15 17 24
Veg. Oil 2.8 3.3 4.7 8.84 68 80 114

TOTAL: 221.0 226.4 245.2 - 1,850 1,926 2,171

Animal Origin 21.6 24.3 33.4 - 84 92 123

aigin (%)
Animal 10.0 10.7 13.6 - 4.5 4.8 5.7
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Table I-7: LESTIMATES OF MARKETED DEMAND

Increase over 1974 (%) Annual Increase from 1974 (%
1974 1980 1995 1980 129 i 1980 9
-- in Ttons---- -. % % -

Maize Meal 308,105 423,659 917,438 37 198 5.5 5-3

Wheat Flour 66,929 92,274 208,593 38 212 5.5 5.6

Rice 5,906 7,614 15,305 29 159 4.3 4.6

Cassava 4,664 6,382 13,686 37 193 55.3

Sweet Potatoes 6,313 7,998 16,351 27 159 4.0 4.6

Sugar 76,514 105,927 241,702 38 216 5.6 5.6

Pulses 4,836 6,127 11,257 27 133 4-. 4.1

Groundnute 2,323 3,077 6,079 32 162 4.8 4.7

Beef, Fresh 38,373 54,865 133,305 43 247 6.1 6.1

Beef, Canned,
Dried 779 883 1,289 13 65 2.1 2.4

Pork, Fresh 3,234 4,132 8,007 28 148 4.2 4.4

Poultry h,792 6,807 16,624 42 247 6.0 6.1

Eggs 1,467 1,935 4 ,222 32 188 4.7 5.2

Milk 36,891 50,786 117,905 38 220 5.5 5.7

Veg. Oil 13,460 18,614 41,717 38 210 5.6 5.5
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Table !-8: ESTIMATES OF MARKETED DEMAND AND'9UPPLY-DKUAND GAP
(in 1,000 tona)

1/
C(i-Prrnt Si1P Demand Estimated Supply-Demand Gap

i2tE~-U 1980 1929t 197 IWL 9

Maize 550.0 428.2 608.3 1,550.2 121.8 -58.3 4,000.2

Wheat 0 83.6 115.4 260.8 -83.6 -115.4 -260.8

Paddy 1.0 2/ 9.2 11.9 23.9 -8.2 -10.9 -22.9

Sweet Potato 6.3 6.3 8.0 16.4 0 -1.7 -10.1

Sugar 65.0 76.5 105.9 241.7 -11.5 -40.9 -176.7

Pulses 4.8 4.8 6.1 11.3 0 -1.3 -6.5

Groundnuts 4.8 2.3 3.1 6.1 2.5 1.7 -1.3

Beef 29.2 39.2 55.7 134.6 -10.0 -26.5 -105.4

Pork 2.4 3.2 4.1 8.0 -0.8 -1.7 -5.6
2/

Poultry 4.8 4.8 6.8 16.6 0 -2.0 -11.8

Eggs 1. 1.5 1.9 4.2 0 -0.4 -2.7

liilk 16.7 36.9 50.8 117.9 -20.2 -34.1 -101.2

Veg. Oil 2.2 13.5 18.6 41.7 -11.3 -16.4 -39.5

I/ Domestic supply in 1974 minus demand for year shown: negative sign means excess deriand
over 1974 supply level. Any exports in 1974 have been assumed arailable for domestic
use in calculating the gap for 1980 and 1995.

2/ Information on marketed supply of these products is scanty. Sources includiig the Census
of Agriculture, 1970-71, indicate a marketed supply in excess of estimated demand. However,
there is no reason to believe that the marketed supply would exceed consumption; and hence,
current supply has been equated with ^. -rent demard.

3/ The Planning UTnit of IRD reports 90,000 heads slaughtered in 1973, equivalent to 16,300 tons
cdir. Imports are thought to be about 10,000 tons and illegal slaughterings could account
for the remaining gap of 2,900 tons. (See the Food Economy of Zambia, p. 24 for i-ifoumation
on illegal slaughterings.)

4/ The pork imports between 1969-73 period fluctuated considerably, from 1,300 to 300 tons.
If n amount of 800 tons is assumed as the current level of imports, the estimated ron-
su.npt.ion of 3,200 tons implies domestic marketed production of about 2,400 tons. 'Ilhis is
nrther higher than recent-y reported productiLn.
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Table I-9: CONVERSION TO GRAIN EQUIVALENTS - MARKETED CONSUMPTION
(% ,- (00C) ons)

1. :a9ze 1974 1980 1999
1/--

iilai-ze 'eal Conslikption 2/ 308.1 :23.7 917.4
*z%G rrain Equivalen' 3 / 366.° 504.4 1,092.

vio-;-, Used in 2evern-. 33.0 58.5 357-3
zc, TJsed in Feed 428.2 608.3 1, 550 .2

''aL !iaizc JDmand

2 .:

.1:u i-olsumption 4/ 5.9 7.6 15.3
w L,y Lcuivalcnts 9.2 11.9 23.9

3. ________

.. .. ~~1/

Vimcart Flour Consumption 66.9 92.3 208.6
*•ic^ EquivalTnts E/ 33.6 115.4L 260.S

1/ Vstimated iiarketed (onsirrption, see Appendix 5
2,' ,o,-,rs.ion factor usecl: J.84,

B' 3ased on UNDP/FAO, Table 54, The Food Economy of Zambia (Rome, 1974).
5,/ .. don factor used: 0.6

,/ '9'!'O_ ion factor used: 0.80.

_n esifstnates made by FAO, The Food Economy of Zambia Table 82.



Table 1-10; ADrTTIclAL LAND RZQMM S S0 ITo HafR TM MlCTC!D HARKTR0 D D

Yield 1974 1901993
Additional SIpply Additio.l Lamd Required additio u y dtiol Ld Requird Additional Supply Additienal Land quIred

Required (1,000 taO) (1,000 ha) Required (1,000 ton) (1,000 ha) Required (1,000 ton) (1,000 he)

Maize I - 3 (too/he) - _ _ 58.3 58.3 19.4 1,000.2 1,000.2 335.4

Whet 3 - 5 (too/ba) 83.6 (27.9 (16.73- 115.4 (38.6 (23.13-/ 260.8 ,.6. - 02 2-/

26ddy 2 - 4 (too/ha) 8.2 4.1 2.1 10.9 5.5 2.7 22.9 11.5 5.7

seet Potatoe. 6 - 10 (ton/ha) - - 4.7 0.3 0.2 10.1 1.7 1.0

8ugar 10 - 15 (toUDb) 11.5 1.1 0.8 40.9 4.1 2.7 176.7 17.7 11.8

PoMae. 0.3 - 0.4 (ton/ha) - - - 1.3 4.3 3.3 6.5 21.7 16.3

Groundaut. 0.4 - 0.6 (ton/ha) - - - 1.7 4.3 2.8 1.3 3.3 2.

8ub-Total: _ 5.2 2.9 - 76.8 2 31.1-/ 1,478.5 1,056, t/ 370.42

1/
Beef 175 - 190 (t4/bhad) 6.8 2,978.1 2,745.8 U8.6 6,833.1 6,293.4 78.0 16,381. 13,980.8

175 - 190 C1/h.ad) 3.2 2,146.4 1,970.4 7.9 4,676.4 4,315.6 27.4 9,418.4 6,672.8

Pork 50 - 60 fhend) 0.8 (91.5)!' (74.0)A 1.7 (194.5)Q/ (161.53/ 5.6 (640.0)/ (533.0)!'

Poultry 0.9 - 1.1 (9/head) - _ _ 2.0 (6.1)U (5.0)1! 11.8 (3S.1)1 (29"5

89ge 0.05 -0.06 (kg/eSg - - 0.4 (D 1)/ (0.1) 2.7 (ze)Q (0.8)!'

milk 2.7 - 3.3 (ton/head) 20.2 30.0 24.4 34.1 50.4 41.2 101.2 64.0 52.4

2.7 - 3.3 (ton/head) 7.3 6.1 12.6 10.0 37.5 30.7

Sub-Total: GraDSn Lmd 3,54.5 4,740.6 '11,559.9 10,650.2 23,854.2 23,.15.0

5/
Veptable Oil 0.14 - 0,15 (tm/bef 0.7 7.9 7.3 1.1 12.1 11.3 2.0 22.6 21.1

0.40 - 0.60 (ta/h) 10.6 26.5 17.7 WS3 38.3 25.5 37.5 el a *1

TOTML: Cropled roquld 5.2 2.9 76.8 31.1 1,05b.1 370.4
0raaid lead requirad _ 1,154.5 4,740.6 11,559.9 10,650.2 2>,S64,2 23,815.0

In whicb fine of rail provinc.o 2.978.1 2,745.8 6,853.1 6,293.4 16,381.8 15,0a.8

/ Liae-of-reil prveincs, gazing land required.
2/ Ion-lir2-of-mil prevtace, greaing laud required.
P Grazig Iand required.
4/ Crup 1am~ reuirbd- for reed.
5/ Cotton seed: Cotton yield aaund 700-750 kg/he; seed 642 of seed cotton; and otl extraction rate 202 of seed.
j/ other olIseed Broundoute,.unflover, and soybeans.
7/ C1azl,t land for beef cattle only.

B/ Fvod retquircnt. in 1.000 ton.
9/ lWheat is to be grow eas winter crop after e.u r crop; thi, has not been included in the estimtes of land reotreinntm.



Table II1.: PRODUCTION, AREA AND CROP VALUES/, BY PRODUCER, 1995: INDICATIVE PROJECTIONS

Commercial Farms.' Smallholders in RGAs Other State Land 3J Totals
Production Value Area Production Value Area Production Value Area Production Exorts/

Crop '000 ton K '000 '000 ha '000 ton K '000 000 ha '000 ton K '000 '000 ha '000 ton R '000 ton K '000

Maize 11 11,000 60 1,413 89,420 942 62 3,800 31 1,656 104,220 164 9,970
Tobaccos 4 2,400 4 15 9,000 15 5 3,000 5 24 14,400 22 13,200
Groundnuts - - - 11 2,780 22 - - - 11 2,780 5 1,260
Seed Cotton - - - 22 4,100 55 - - - 22 4,100 5 930
Fruits, Vegetables 38 5,250 3 1g 4,625 2 19 4,625 2 76 14,500 - -
Pigs 5.9 10,550 - - - - 2.1 3,560 - 8 14,110 - -
Chickens 10.4 11,535 6.2 6,955 - 1.5 1,675 18.1 20,165 - -
Eggs 3.9 4,950 0.2 250 - 0.1 130 - 4.2 5,330 - -
Mi a52 80 7,490 40 16.1 1,340 8 11.8 980 6 107.9 9,810 - -
Sugar - - - - - - 250 43,200 20 250 43,200 8 1,-s)
Wheat/ 970 6,590 (18) - -- 34 3,200 (11) 104 %,790 - -
Paddy - - - 30 3,780 10 - - - 30 3,780 6 75a
Vegetable Oils. 21 7,320 21 15 5,200 30 6 2,080 12 42 14,600 - -
Roots - - - 8 1,600 8 8 1,600 8 16 3,200 - -
Pulses 3.3 405 3 8 980 20 - - - 11.3 1,385 -
Miscellaneous - 1,510 4 - 970 8 2,150 6 - 4,630 -

Total Crops - 69,0oo - 131,000 1,120 - 70,000 9 - 270.00o _ 30F03

Cattle 9.4 17,000 (800) 46.4 83,000 - 8.4 15,000 - 64.2 115,000 - -

Totals - 86,ooo - - 214,000 - 85,ooo - - 385,000 - 30,000

J World market projections at 1974 constant prices, except for meats taken at 50% of projected values.
E i.e., areas of existing commercial farms and emergent farms on State Land.
3/ Includes parastatal operations, sugar estates and outgrowers, and settlement schemes on State Land.

See text.
Area for feed. 'D

Assumed irrigated and grown as winter crop in rotation with oil seeds, etc.
Excludes cotton. X

Source: Table I-10, production and yield data from statistical annex, Bank Commodity Forecasts, and mission estimates,
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ZAMBIA

AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL SECTOR SURVEY

ORGANIZATION FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Introduction

1. The purpose of this annex is two-fold: (1) to examine the organi-
zational problems of rural development in Zambia; and (2) to offer viable
suggestions for the resolution of these problems. The focus of the annex
is on the decentralization of the Government and the fostering of partici-
patory democracy as the key to successful rural development. Decentralization
and the achievement of an efficient and effective administration with partici-
patory democracy have been official Government policy since 1969 when Cabinet
Circular No. 13 was issued. Although in this annex the emphasis is on the
transfer of power to the local level to facilitate economic and social develop-
ment, it should be stressed that Government's efforts in this direction are
aimed as much at political unification as at other developmental objectives.

The Organizational Pattern

2. Zambia has a Presidential-Parliamentary system. The President is
elected for five years, and is Head of State, Head of Government, and Head
of the Party. The parliamentary system works through a single house of
representatives, although the House of Chiefs could in a sense be considered
a second chamber, albeit it without decision-making powers.

3. Governmental machinery in Zambia follows a three-tier pattern of
Central, Provincial, and District Offices. The Central Government is divided
into 15 ministries, most of which have field offices in the 8 provinces and
40 rural districts. The provincial tier is administrative in nature and
lacks an elected political body. The provincial administration is headed by
a Provincial Minister who, as a member of the Cabinet, shares collective
parliamentary responsibility, and, as the personal political representative
of the Head of State, is also Government's coordinating minister for the
province, although without portfolio responsibility or directing powers.

4. At district level, the District Governor has a position similar to
the Provincial Minister, with some supervisory function. In addition to
supervision of Central Government field departments, as the Party leader in
the district, he also has responsibilities over the locally elected Rural
Council, a body which has a certain amount of political decision-making power
under the Local Government Act of 1965.
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5. Since the introduction of the one-party state in 1973, the Party
(United National Independence Party--UNIP) claims supreme leadership over
Government at all levels, although it formally has a separate hierarchical
organization. Thus, the Central Committee of the Party is superior to the
Cabinet. At the provincial level, the Provincial Political Committee, chaired
by the Provincial Minister with the Political Secretary as a full-time Party
official, controls Party work and supervises administration in the Province.
At the district level, the District Political Committee, chaired by the
District Governor with a Regional Secretary of the Party as a full-time
official, is responsible for the formation and supervision of Party work in
the district. In contrast to Government, the Party hierarchy has a firmly
established organization below the district level through constituencies
(comparable to wards) and branches in villages or groups of villages.

The Area Pattern

6. The provinces cover on the average an area of 100,000 km ,with a
population density in the rural provinces of about four per km . Apart
from the ten line-of-rail towns, there are only nine rural centers with more
than 5,000 inhabitants. From an administrative point of view, the division
into 40 rural districts with an average population of approximately 70,000
(the range is between 30,000 and 150,000) is a satisfactory balance of area
and population. Even so, within most districts services must be provided to
individuals who live over 200 kilometers from district headquarters.

7. The recently introduced Ward Development Committees (WDC) are
therefore a necessary administrative tool to reach the majority of the rural
poor. Their establishment has posed certain problems, however:

(a) Although the average ward population is fairly uniform
(about 4,000), ward size in low-density areas may be
well over 800 km2.

(b) The average number of wards per district is 20; with 40
districts, this means there are approximately 800 wards,
or far too many for Government to supply in the near
future the manpower needed for even modest administrative
organizations.

Because it has such a large area, low population density, and an inadequate
number of qualified staff, Zambia faces a dilemma and must decide whether to
select certain areas to be adequately served, or continue the present frag-
mented distribution of limited resources to the population as a whole.

The Structural Pattern

8. The three structural components involved in local leadership are:
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(a) The traditional structure of chief and headmen, which has
little formal authority, but which can be a strong force of
informal leadership at the grass-roots level, especially
through its control over land. This structure also has
the role of expressing the attitudes and values of the
rural population. Generally, traditional chiefs are
appointed members of the Rural Council (which covers the
district), and through an informal provincial council of
chiefs, they select representatives to the national House
of Chiefs.

(b) The Party structure is the modern organization with a
nation-wide network. Its authority is largely based on
the successful independence struggle. Because of its
origin and through its well-organized vertical hierarchy,
the Party has a crucial role to play in mobilizing the
local people for development.

(c) The administrative structure has three components: Central
Government field offices, parastatal bodies, and local
Government (Rural Council). Because of the lack of
effective local decision-making powers and the highly
centralized control over financial means and personnel,
the administrative machinery has become a bureaucratic,
imposed and remote force. When it is properly integrated
into a system of participatory democracy, however, it should
provide the technical services and advice for development
of the rural area, and thus be a major agent of change.

The Functional Pattern

9. One of the most distinctive aspects of the Zambian administration
is the high degree of division of work. This is due in part to technical
specialization, but also results from fragmentation of ministries and depart-
mental units, each of which tends to pursue its own programs through parallel,
vertically-controlled hierarchies. With the lack of a coherent set of policy
goals at the central level and little effective coordination at the executive
level, each unit tends to conceptualize development in terms of its own
programs and projects, with little reference to the overall objectives of
rural development.

Decentralization: An Overview

The Simmance Proposals

10. In December 1971, a working party, chaired by Mr. A.J.F. Simmance,
was established to review the decentralized system. The recommendations of
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this body, as put forth in the Simmance Report, 1/ were largely accepted by
the Cabinet. The major proposals are as follows:

(a) The creation of a unified Provincial Secretariat incorporating
all development departments, with the Provincial Minister
as its head and the Permanent Secretary as its executive head,
the latter individual to be responsible for the provincial
budget, transport and staff.

(b) The retention of the District Governor's post, and the
expansion of the responsibilities of this position so that
the DG controls all development departments and chairs the
District Council and the District Development Committee.
In each district, the District Secretary should remain as
the senior civil servant responsible for all departments,
and should be given additional responsibilities for admin-
istration, transport and accounts.

(c) The creation of Composite Provincial Accounting Units
(PACU), with the Permanent Secretary as controlling
officer, for all recurrent and increased capital funds,
and the preparation of comprehensive provincial budgets,
derived from proposals at village, ward and district
levels, covering capital and recurrent costs. At the
Central Government level, the merger of the Development
Planning and Finance portfolios.

11. A second working party, charged with preparing guidelines for
carrying out reforms, has been established, but the present position is that
few of the recommendations of the first group have been implemented. The
main changes being introduced are the merger of the portfolios for finance
and planning into a new Ministry of Planning and Finance, and the delegation
of limited disciplinary powers over departmental staff to the Provincial
Permanent Secretary and the District Secretary.

Organizational Requirements

12. The Simmance Report discerns two basic objectives for decentrali-
zation in Zambia:

(a) The development of popular participation in the decision-
making process of Government, not only at the central parlia-
mentary level, but at the grass-roots level as well.

1/ The official title of the Report is: The Report of the Working
Party Appointed to Review the System of Decentralized Administration
(Cabinet Office, May 1972). For purposes of easy reference, however,
its popular title--The Simmance Report--is used in this Annex.
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(b) In the interest of national development, the achievement
of greater efficiency and economy in the operations of the
Government.

While these two objectives are interrelated, an organizational pattern aimed
at improved popular participation does not necessarily promote a more effi-
cient and economical operation of Government.

13. Popular participation refers to a process in which every section
of the society is directly involved in all types of activities--political,
social and cultural. It is primarily aimed at political development and
mobilization, and requires an integrated and coordinated functioning of
local leadership structures. Constraints of distance, population density
and manpower make this type of grass-roots organization only practicable at
district, ward and village levels. To help develop popular participation,
there is a very real need for administrative staff with broad, general back-
grounds and the capacity for serving multi-purpose functions. Indeed, it
can be argued that an over-specialized, technical staff might well inhibit
individual participation and self-reliance at this early development stage in
the rural areas.

14. The efficient operation of the Government requires a different type
of organizational pattern. First, it calls for a high degree of professional-
ism so that quality assistance and technical services can help to bring about
economic production and make the programs embarked upon in the rural areas
effective. And secondly, to ensure that rural programs do function effective-
ly, it requires that managerial decisions be made as near to the actual site
of the operation as possible--not miles away in Lusaka. Because the districts
do not have the high-grade staff at present to handle these decisions, and,
because the present scope of activities in the districts does not justify
the input of high-level manpower, the provinces, which possess the profes-
sional and technical staff required for supervision, are at this stage the
level from which rural development programs can best be directed.

Recommendations

15. In the remainder of this report an attempt is made to frame recommenda-
tions on decentralization. In some cases Government is already moving in the
direction suggested, and many points have already been made in the Simmance
Report which has been under consideration by Government for three years. Such
cases are indicated. However, this review of organization has been made inde-
pendently and in many instances suggests approaches which differ from those of
the Simmance working party. The reader should appreciate that the mission's
main concern is with the broad principles of decentralization for rural develop-
ment. For clarity in presentation considerable detail is included, extending
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to such matters as staffing levels and procedures. Such specificacity is
indicative and is intended to avoid undue qualification to recommendations.
It is recognized that many details would have to be varied according to local
needs and conditions.

Summary

16. (a) Despite a firm policy to decentralize decision-making
power and machinery for policy execution, there is still
a high degree of centralized authority which lacks a
clear and consistent strategy for development of rural
Zambia.

(b) A large number of parallel structures and functionally
specialized units are involved in the process of develop-
ment without the necessary coordinating authority to weld
the efforts together. As a result, different and often
conflicting interpretations of development and sudden and
arbitrary changes of policy have engendered confusion and
skepticism among the rural population.

(c) The organizational pattern for reaching the rural poor
requires a more effective involvement of the existing
participatory structures (i.e., the Party and the
traditional leadership) at district and sub-district
levels, as well as an administrative apparatus that is
geared to organize and mobilize local participation.

(d) The provincial level should provide for specialist and
professional services to guide locally initiated programs
and projects. To this end, adequate coordinating and
executive authority should be vested in the province.

(e) The district level should be the meeting place for the
two types of organizational patterns and should, in the
long term, become the decentralized authority for rural
development. Until manpower and experience are built up,
however, decentralization should be concentrated in the
province, with a gradual increase of specialist and
professional staff only in a few districts with high
development potential.

(f) The Central Government should concentrate on national
objectives, priorities and strategies for marshalling
and allocating the nation's resources.
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The more important of these points are treated in greater detail below,
with a discussion in sequence of the proposals and procedures for provincial
organization, district organization, and the Central Government, with partic-
ular reference to the Ministry of Rural Development. Consideration is then
given to Parastatals and the organization for development in rural areas.

The Provincial Organization

The Existing Provincial Administration

17. The provincial administration is headed by a Cabinet Minister,
assisted by a Permanent Secretary (PS), who is head of the Civil Service.
The Minister chairs a Provincial Development Committee (PDC) which comprises
department heads and political leaders. The committee secretary is the
Provincial Development Officer. Other senior officers at the provincial
level are the Assistant Secretary (AS), who is deputy to the PS, the
Provincial Accountant, in charge of the Provincial Accounting Unit (PACU),
the Provincial Rural Development Officer (PRDO), the Provincial Commissioner
of Works, the Chief Education Officer and the Provincial Medical Officer.
These individuals form the executive committee of the PDC under the chair-
manship of the PS.

18. Apart from the Provincial Minister's Office and the Ministry of
Local Government, there are 23 specialist departments of the Central Govern-
ment, nearly all of which have their own separate organizations vertically
linked to their sectoral heads in Lusaka (see Appendix I). It is from the
center, not from the province, that staff obtain instructions and expect
promotions and other benefits.

Proposals for Decentralization

19. For several years after independence, qualified staff in the
provinces and districts were badly needed to establish an adequate central
administration. Now, however, with an improved manpower situation, it is no
longer the size of the public service but its quality and the efficient
distribution which is at issue (see Appendix II). It is timely therefore to
re-establish the decentralized provincial government and to assign it executive
and managerial powers. If decentralization is to be successful, supervisory
powers for planning, finance and personnel must be granted to the province.
It must be accepted that its functions would be primarily operational and
executive, as there should be no question of regionalism or of transferring
the task of national policy direction from the Central Government.

20. organizational Proposals

(a) The most important structural measure to effect
decentralization to the province is the establishment
of a strong secretariat to control all provincial depart-
ments involved in development. All matters of policy,
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finance, personnel and planning should be controlled by
this secretariat so that a definable, unified provincial
organization is created. In order to establish this
secretariat under the general direction of the Permanent
Secretary, the office should be strengthened by at least
two senior officers in finance and planning (preferably
at the AS level), and the present AS should, in addition
to his general duties, become the senior personnel officer.
Appendix III indicates the present number of senior posts
in the fields of planning (74 economists and 9 planners),
finance (39 at AS or SFO level), and personnel (22 at AS
and 156 at GA level) available for allocation between
central ministries and the provinces. 1/ By substantially
reducing the executive and administrative work of sectoral
ministries and provincial departments in these fields,
it should be possible to transfer to the secretariat senior
officers and their administrative and executive staff.

(b) As a result of this reorganization, specialist departments
will be in a position to concentrate more fully on the
professional and specialist aspects of their sector. Public
Works, Rural Development, Health and Education all have
senior officers in charge at the provincial level who, as
indicated by their status, are capable of running their
departments without direction from the center. A number
of other departments will benefit from the transfer of
capable senior staff from the center. Departments for
which adequate senior men cannot be immediately located
could temporarily be brought under the direction of the
secretariat. This might apply to such departments as
national registration, information, trade and industries.
A number of other departments, such as defense, police,
prison, immigration, income tax and post office are of
a security or other special and confidential nature.
While the provincial secretariat would not direct opera-
tions of these bodies, it could provide administrative and
accounting services for them.

(c) The delegation of executive authority for programs and
projects to the province requires the transfer of pro-
fessional and technical specialists from the center. W4here
specialists are in short supply, or where they would not
be fully occupied by the work load in any one province,
the specialists should be posted to the province that is
most in need of their services and should also be given

There are a number of vacancies at present, mostly because the
policy to fill these posts with qualified Zambia staff has not
been successful to date.
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additional responsibilities in another province. This
situation is likely to occur, for example, in the case of
architects, water specialists, medical specialists, and
certain agricultural specialists.

(d) Neither the PS nor his Minister should seek to interfere
in the professional and technical concerns of specialist
departments. Direct communication between provincial
heads and sectoral ministries should be preserved. The
existence of this kind of dual relationship is a normal
feature of modern government organization. As long as
responsibility lines to the provincial secretariat are
well maintained and the tools of management properly
used, problems are not likely to occur in this respect.

21. The provincial Development Committee (PDC) is the main instrument
for horizontal coordination and communication within the province. In order
to make this body more effective, its membership should be reduced from the
present maximum of 100 members to a maximum of 30 members. 1/ The PDC has
no legal decision-making authority and therefore requires a strong executive
machinery through which its resolutions can be put into effect. 2/ Under the
chairmanship of the Minister, its members should be the Permanent Secretary,
the provincial members of parliament and representatives of the districts.
Senior heads of provincial departments should also be in attendance.

1/ The Simmance Report, recommending a similar line of reform, describes
the present problems in the functioning of the PDC and recommends
that the numerous provincial committees with developmental functions
be amalgamated with the PDC.

2/ The Simmance Report proposes the following reformulation of the
functions of the PDC:

(a) to maintain overall responsibility for the planning and
implementation of development projects;

(b) to prepare, for submission by the PS to the'Ministry of
Finance (and Planning) a comprehensive annu2al capital
and recurrent budget; and

(c) to establish and maintain effective communication between
district and province to ensure adequate understanding at
each level of the needs and requirements of the other.
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22. The existing executive committee of the PDC should be formalized;
it should prepare PDC resolutions and supervise their execution, especially
in the area of budgets and planning. The executive committee might also
assume the functions of the Provincial Tender Board, 1/ and should be delegated
powers by the National Public Service Commission (NPSC). These powers should
include the appointment and dismissal of junior staff and disciplinary powers
over all Civil Service staff except provincial heads of departments, with
direct reporting to the NPSC instead of to the PS of the central ministry,
as at present. The NPSC should be restricted to monitoring the uniform
exercise of delegated powers and should be a body of appeal against all
decisions of the PS and his executive committee. Given a uniform local
government service, the provincial executive committee might well double
as the body responsible for district staff personnel matters.

23. Procedural Adjustments:

(a) Finance: Those subheads of central ministries that concern
provincial projects and programs 2/ should now come under
provincial control and be accounted for through the
composite PACU (the integrated Provincial Accounting Unit).
A similar procedure should be followed for recurrent funds,
so that all recurrent departmental charges and special
expenditures relating to the province would become part
of its recurrent expenditure accounts and voted directly
to the PS as controlling officer. Payment of personal
emoluments should continue to be handled centrally, but
all provincial estimates should be prepared by the
province for activities of a provincial nature. Ward
Development Committees could present proposals for their
areas to the district, where the technical staff, with
assistance and advice from provincial specialists, would
be responsible for evaluation and cost analysis. District
proposals should be submitted to the PDC, and the provincial
executive committee should be responsible for preparation
of the integrated provincial capital and recurrent expendi-
ture estimates. The provincial estimates should be submitted
directly from the province to the Ministry of Planning and
Finance, which would be responsible for any necessary
liaison with sectoral ministries and for ensuring national
policy priorities are given due weight. However, if

1/ In line with the recommendations in the Simmance Report, the
ceilings of discretion should be increased considerably.

2/ Containing considerably more than the present vote for "designated
projects" which concerns no more than 8% of the total national
capital budget.
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decentralization is to be a reality,,the provinces should
be given maximum discretionary powers. To this end, a
growing proportion of capital and recurrent expenditures
should be advanced, subject only to post-expenditure
accounting scrutiny by the center. It should be possible
to decentralize fully half of Government's annual expendi-
tures in this way.

(b) Planning Procedures will follow similar lines as the
budgeting process. Involvement of all participatory
levels--from the village on up--is even more important
in the case of planning, since it is this area which will
determine longer-term policy and which is especially
concerned with the inter-relationship between projects
and programs. This will mean that the provincial planning
officer should provide guidelines for and assistance in
planning preparations at the local level. As experience
with SNDP preparation has shown, realistic planning through
participatory procedures of village, ward and district
requires the advance determination of monetary ceilings per
planning level and area. 1/

Cc) Personnel. The PS is already the responsible officer in
terms of the Public Service Commission regulations. Now,
all provincial staff will be serving under him for the
purpose of these regulations. A substantial immediate
delegation by the Public Service Commission of its appointing
and disciplinary powers to the PS is required to make this
effective. The PS, possibly assisted by the executive
committee as a disciplinary body, should have powers to
dismiss any officer on probation and any junior officer,
subject to appeal to the Public Service Commission. 2/
Similarly, he should have authority to appoint, to a
declared vacancy in Division II and III posts, a candidate
who has passed the competitive entrance examination for
the Civil Service. Day-to-day personnel matters and staff
financial problems such as house rents, overtime payments,
leave, and salary reassessments should be handled by the
secretariat.

1/ This could prevent a situation that occurred in one province where
the draft provincial plan, as based on local proposals, had to be
cut by 90% when at a late stage the Ministry announced the amount
available for that province. The rejection of most local projects
that resulted was difficult to explain to the rural population whose
expectations had been raised almost a year earlier.

2/ Establishment of a provincial appeal commission could be considered
at a later stage.
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The District Organization

24. At independence, two significant administrative changes took place
at the district level. First, the system of local government was extended
by the introduction of elected Rural Councils. 1/ Second, the District Com-
missioner was replaced by a District Secretary who was to supervise the
functioning of Government departments within the district. Unfortunately,
this officer lacked many of the powers granted to his predecessor. 2/

Local Government Within the Existing Pattern

25. Rural Councils are the representative bodies of the districts; they
provide the platform from which local desires can be made known and grievances
can be aired. On average, the Councils consist of 20 elected ward council-
lors and 5 appointed chiefs. Councils enjoy a wide variety of statutory
functions, 3/ and are the only district institutions with their own budgets,
although these budgets are closely controlled by the center. The Councils
are equipped with administrative secretariats and some technical staff.

26. W4ith the establishment of local authorities under the Local Govern-
ment Act of 1965, it appears that Government intended that the Councils play
an increasingly dynamic and leading role in the development of the districts
and that their initial limited range of services be expanded as time went on.

1/ The Local Government Act of 1965 repealed the old Native Authority
Ordinance, amalgamated the small tribal authorities into more
viable District Councils, and defined the functions of Rural Councils
in modern local government terms (Simmance Report, p. 100).

2/ Responsibility for development programs was put in the hands of
remote and specialist departments, and District Secretaries became more
and more desk-bound, concentrating their energies on the performance
of residual functions. Their role was further relegated to the
sidelines when they were replaced as chairmen of the District Develop-
ment Committees, first by the Regional Secretaries of the Party and
then, in 1969, by the District Governors.

3/ Parts I and IV of the First Schedule of the Local Government Act
aet out a total of sixty items which in theory authorized the rural
local authorities to perform functions similar to those of their
urban counterparts.
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In fact, however, instead of assuming the role of a true local authority, the
typical Rural Council has seen its powers and responsibilities whittled away.
All activities, from capital projects to day-to-day management, are under
the scrutiny and control of the Ministry of Local Government, and many of the
functions given to the Councils by law have been taken over by Central Govern-
ment ministries, the district field offices of which have steadily increased
in number (to about 25 at present).

27. In 1969, in order to provide strong leadership, to re-establish
executive control at district level and to bridge the gap between Party and
Government, a District Governor, appointed by the Head of State, was posted
as political head of the district. This officer had no clearly defined
functional relationship with the District Secretary or with the political
leaders in the district--the Regional Secretary of the Party and the Rural
Council Chairman. Moreover, his coordinating task was not backed by legal
powers, and his political power to carry out his responsibilities was not
matched by authority to supervise the various departments.

Proposals for Decentralization

28. The first priority of the district organization should be the
mobilization and motivation of the rural population. Emphasis should be
placed on the role of the organization as an agent of change and on the
integration of local leadership in order to facilitate achievement of grass-
roots participation in the rural development process. To this end, it is
necessary to ensure that the main decision-making powers are granted to the
district, and to provide the executive machinery to unite central and local
development activities.

29. The measures necessary to achieve the latter two objectives have
already been provided for in the Local Government Act of 1965, the Decen-
tralization Circular of 1969 and the Registration and Development of Villages
Act of 1971. Wqhat is needed now, however, is a careful revision of this
legislation to remove ambiguities and contradictions and to define more
clearly the actural steps through which the change is to be effected.

30. Organizational Proposals. The following organizational steps
should be taken:

(a) New District Councils with full decision-making powers
and responsibilities, corporate status, and the authority
to enact bylaws for local application should take over the
function of the Rural Councils. 1/ Like the Rural Councils,

1/ The Simmance Report proposes that the nine minor township councils
be integrated in their surrounding District Councils. It appears
that this measure would promote a policy of selective growth in
those areas with the best potential. Proper maintenance of urban
services, like sewerage, fire, town planning and urban rating, will
then require a "special area" status for the township. The establish-
ment of sub-centers in the rural parts of the district should avoid
negligence of the more remote areas.
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the District Councils should collect local revenues; 1/
Council expenditure would, however, derive mainly from
Government subventions, based on the annual district esti-
mates and warranted by the Provincial Permanent Secretary
to the DG's office for administration. The District Governor
should become ex-officio chairman of the new Council, and the
District Secretary should become head of the Council's
secretariat and principal officer of sector departments.

(b) All administrative and general service functions should be
integrated in the Council secretariat, with three Assistant
District Secretaries heading an administrative section, an
accounts section (as a subsidiary unit of the PACU), and a
development section (which will also oversee Ward and Vil-
lage Development Committees). The integration of all
administrative district staff into one secretariat should
improve the use of upper-level staff. This measure may also
result in a saving of staff, thus enabling the posting of
administrative staff to sub-centers. 2/

(c) The range of district departments should be restricted to
those that will be at provincial level, i.e., Rural Develop-
ment, Works, Health and Education. They should come under
the general direction of the District Governor, and all
official correspondence should be routed through his
office (the secretariat). But neither he, nor the DS will
interfere in matters of purely professional or technical
concern. The rights of departmental heads to communicate
with and be guided by the provincial specialists in all
such areas must be carefully preserved. Police, prison
and other special services should, as at the provincial
level, not be similarly integrated. Although the District
Governor is already charged with maintaining law and order,

1/ Local revenues should be paid into general Government revenues, but a
major proportion should be fed back to the rural areas as an
identifiable incentive for development.

2/ Appendix 1V shows that the present staff situation in the district
is adequate to establish a strong, integrated secretariat. Measures
for improvement in the caliber and functioning of the technical and
extension staff are proposed in a separate annex of this report.
It should be noted that a number of Rural Councils already have
sub-centers staffed, though inadequately, with revenue collectors,
capitaos, administrative assistants and, sometimes, public works staff.
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he should not hold magisterial office, nor should he be
accorded powers of arrest. Since his position will remain
analogous to the Minister's, he should not exercise
disciplinary control over the staff. 1/

(d) The District Development Committee (DDC) should replace the
replace the present Rural Council Finance and Development
Committee. It should be composed of the chairmen of the
other Council committees, the DS and department needs, with
additional members appointed at the discretion of the
District Governor. An officer of the provincial secretariat
should attend DDC meetings, so as to link the Committee with
the executive committee of the PDC. The total membership of the
DDC should be under 15 (in many cases, it now exceeds 50). 2/
Other committees of the Council may be set up for the four
departmental sectors and for those Council functions that
require special attention..

The Central Organization

Decentralization and the Central Organization

31. The proposed delegation of executive and management responsibilities
to the province will reduce the long lines of command for non-policy matters
and allow for better and faster response to grass roots needs and ideas. It
will, moreover, make for more efficient use of top-level staff, and thus
strengthen the capacity of policy makers at the center to deal with the major
issues of planning, coordination and evaluation of national development
policies. The proposed transfer of staff from the center should result, of

1/ I%Whether all existing Rural Council staff should be transferred to
the Civil Service, as the Simmance Report suggests, or whether alL
district staff should be integrated into a Local Government Service,
requires further analysis. It appears that the distinctive nature
of the district organization may well necessitate the creation of
a National District Service, along the lines of the present Local
Government Service.

2/ The functions of the DDC, again in accordance with the Simmance
Report, should be:
(a) to maintain overall responsibility for the planning and

implementation of development projects within the district;
(b) to prepare for submission to the PDC a comprehensive annual

capital and recurrent budget for the district:
(c) to receive and assess development proposals from village

and ward levels; and
(d) to ensure effective communication on development issues

between district authorities and the Deople.
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course, in a reduction of both the size and number of ministries, thus making
these bodies more manageable and making communications between sectors more
efficient and easier. 1/

32. The increased number of wage earners in the provinces and districts
should serve the policy of redistribution of the national income. Local
production for the new consumers will stimulate rural productivity and money
circulation, and increased commercial and service activities will promote
the policy of setting up a hierarchy of rural service centers.

Organizational Proposals

33. Appendices II and III show the present number of staff and staff dis-
tribution over the three governmental levels. A careful analysis is required
to decide where and how transfer of staff can take place; it is not expected,
however, that the total number of staff needs to be increased. The transfer
of about 24 super-scale and professional staff in planning, finance and
personnel is likely to result in a total transfer of at least 250 staff from
the center. 2/ Appendix II indicates that the Ministries of Rural Develop-
ment, Works, Local Government, Land and Natural Resources, Education and
Health have over-centralized staffs at the present time.

34. Initially, lack of adequate housing will be a major constraint
on staff transfer. As the pressure on building programs in Lusaka eases,
however, the construction of houses and offices can be escalated at pro-
vincial level and subsequently in the districts. A first step in the imple-
mentation phase therefore requires a strengthening of the authority, staff
and funds of the Buildings Branch under the Provincial Commissioner of
Works. 3/ As a second step, the provincial secretariat should be delegated
authority over personnel, finance and planning by amalgamating the various
administrative sections at provincial level into the office of the PS, while
transfer of staff from the center should accompany the increased responsi-
bilities. A third step involves the transfer of staff and authority to the
specialist provincial departments. Although it may take several years
to complete the entire process, the end result should justify the time and
energy needed for the endeavor. 4/

1/ See Appendix V for a possible integration of certain ministries.

2/ The overall Zambian staff establishment indicates that a super-scale
or professional post is proportional to about ten administrative
executive or clerical posts.

3/ Appendix VI indicates the possibilities for required changes in the
Buildings Branch.

4/ A high-powered working committee should be established to deal with
the procedures for implementing and monitoring programs on the decentrali-
zation policy, since it appears that the group set uD for this purpose
after publication of the Simmance Report has not been very effective.
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35. Because the process will be such a lengthy one, an early start
should be made. Seminars for Party and Government leaders charged with
responsibility for effecting the new decentralized system should be conducted,
and high-grade staff selected for transfer should take induction courses
organized by the National Institute of Public Administration (NIPA). Local
training programs should be launched in every province for clerical and
supervisory staff.

The Ministry of Rural Development

36. Most of the departments considered to be closely connected with
rural productive sectors have been combined into the giant Ministry of Rural
Development (MRD). At the central level, the ministry has eight departments
with about 30 divisions, all of which have separate organizational units
which are for the most part duplicated in the provinces and districts. The
lack of a full and consistent policy at the center inhibits the development
of concrete, manageable and realistic short-term objectives at the executive
level. The appointment of a Provincial Rural Development Officer (PRDO) was
an attempt to improve this situation, but his petty administrative functions
have developed at the expense of coordination of the specialist sections.
His post should be retained as head of all services related to rural
production, but it should become much more directive in nature.1/ The
proposed integration of finance, personnel and planning matters in the
provincial secretariat should serve this aim.

37. The total of MRD staff and the distribution of the staff reveal
the size of this ministry and the concentration of personnel that has resulted
from the difficulty of posting specialists for each fragmented function in
the provinces. The distribution of MRD staff is as follows:

MRD STAFF DISTRIBUTION
(in %)

Center 8 Provinces 40 Districts

Superscale 70 30 -
Professional 40 50 17
Admin./Exec./Tech. 38 39 23

The pattern of vacancies, which is high for specialists, shows a similar
distribution picture: Only 4 of the 18 professional-level vacancies 2/ in
the Agriculture Department, for example, are in the center; the remainder are
in the provinces. A reversal of the present tendency to allocate profes-
sional competence to specialist divisions would improve distribution of staff,

1/ According to Government Paper No. 1 - 1975, issued in September 1975,
the post of PRDO is to be replaced by an Under Secretary post at
Provincial Centers.

2/ This figure represents 34% of the total number of professional posts
in this department.
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and a delegation of authority to the province in the areas of cooperative
development, marketing and extension services would reduce the size of
the central ministry and strengthen executive capacity at the local level.
In line with the Simmance Report, a Government review committee should be
established to make recommendations on the exact nature and scope of de-
centralization within this ministry.

38. A District Rural Development Officer (DRDO) should be posted as
senior MRD man in the district. This officer should have directing powers
analogous to those conferred on the PRDO. An improvement of the caliber and
status of agricultural extension staff below the district is particularly
important at the level of direct contact with the farmers. The agricultural
staff should be in charge of a specific area with a limited number of farmers,
rather than a specialist crop for a wide area, as is the case at present.

Parastatal Organizations

39. Humanism Part II describes the parastatals as interim structures
to concentrate the services of the scarce-skilled entrepreneurial managers
and accountants in the most effective way for economic development. They are,
however, not allowed to operate purely on commercial criteria; instead they
are also required to be service organizations. As a result, huge amounts of
public funds are spent annually to cover losses on their operations. Most
of the boards have a more or less monopolistic position in their respective
fields and escape to a large extent popular control. But they are compelled
to operate within a framework of producer and consumer prices set by the
Government.

40. A basic issue with regard to these organizations is that there is
no proper mechanism to solve the inevitable dilemma between the efficiency
goals of the marketplace and the welfare goals of the Government. A better
balance could be achieved by capable executives working with considerable
managerial freedom and a well-defined set of goals and operational criteria. 1/
In fact, the performance of the parastatals in terms of productive output
hardly seems better than most Government-operated services. Although the
more favourable conditions of service (including fringe benefits), as compared
with the Civil Service, make the parastatals large absorbers of poorly trained
personnel. Further, through their monopolistic position, the boards tend to
kill local initiative and put small entrepreneurs out of business or prevent
others from entering business.

1/ D. Williams and T. Wardale, Ford Foundation Consultants, Report on the
National Agricultural Marketing Board, (September 1971), and Capitalization
of NANBOARD, Cold Storage Board, Dairy Produce Board, (Anonymous),
(12 June 1973).
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41. There is no easy way to solve these problems, but if the present
boards are to be retained as statutory parastatal institutions, a clear dis-
tinction between commercial activities and welfare services should be main-
tained. 1/ In addition, the operation of marketing companies, like NAM Board,
should eventually operate only at national and provincial levels. At clistrict
level and below, licensed small businessman or cooperative societies should
be encouraged to become local agencies for marketing and supplying between
the farmer and the NAM Board wholesale depots. 2/

42. Provincial heads of agricultural parastatal bodies are members of
a MRD coordinating committee chaired by the PRDO. Coordination could be fur-
ther strengthened by giving this officer limited supervisory powers over the
operations of the parastatals. This might be effected by changing the present
committee into a subcommittee of the PDC. Decentralization of more executive
authority to the provincial level could then follow for those parastatals,
like Tobacco Board of Zambia (TBZ) and Rural Development Corporation (RDC)
subsidiaries, which are involved in agricultural production.

43. At the district level, the coordinating committee under the District
Agricultural Officer (DAO) has not been very effective. It would seem advis-
able, therefore, to follow the recommendations for the provincial level and
coordinate the maiiagers of the parastatal production schemes in a subcommittee
of the DDC. The general supervisory powers should be vested, however, in
the office of the District Governor, rather than in the DAO (or the proposed
DRDO). Closer supervision is justified at district level, because the
operations of a parastatal scheme can be of crucial importance to other devel-
opment programs or projects. 3/

1/ The reports cited in the previous footnote suggest that with regard to
the effect on operational costs, the service activities can be analyzed
and costed separately. By doing this, a basis would be established
on which the Board could invoice the Government for services rendered
at rates agreed upon between the two bodies. Thus, the boards would
have to calculate and budget an income from Government related to
performance, instead of depending on Government to cover operational
losses.

2/ It should be noted here that Rural Councils have authority (in
consultation with the DDC) to issue trade licenses within the district
area (Chapter 707, Zambian Acts).

3/ Such, a scheme may, for example, attract the best of the emerging
farmers from an area where a district program has been initiated, and
cause it to fail for lack of leadership among the local community.
Although the aim of parastatals is economic development, parastatal
programs, by their very nature, tend to be geared to quick results
and consequently good profits to participating local farmers, while
longer-term rural development programs may not offer the same
spectacular profits.
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Organization for Development in the Rural Areas

44. At the Rural Development Seminar of September 1974, President
Kaunda described Government's task as follows:

"The process of rural development is creation of an appro-
priate environment in which the masses of our people should,
largely by themselves, improve their standards of living.
We must assist-our people to raise their capacity to develop
themselves."

45. This objective is admirable, but there are problems in realization
of the goals. Patterns of good production and settlement vary even within
districts or chiefs' areas. Imposed change, as through village regrouping,
or changes of crop production, could result in high social and economic cost
to farmers unless carefully planned and prepared. Further, if social, poli-
tical and cultural attitudes or structures cannot keep pace with and absorb
economic and technical changes, the inputs may only benefit a small minority
or may be consumed without creating a stable foundation for sustained develop-
ment.

46. Government, the major stimulator of the money economy in rural areas,
is also a major employer. As a result, even the most illiterate villager
expects to be paid for work done in relation to Government programs. Self-help
is considered by some as a means of preventing the rural population from
earning in Government employment (e.g., on repairing a bridge or maintaining
a local dirt road). This attitude of the rural poor has created dependency on
Government and has also stifled local initiative.

47. Organizational Proposals. The organization at sub-district level
is crucial for obtaining the involvement of the rural poor in a process of
self-sustaining development. The creation of an organizational environment to
facilitate a long-term process of rural development requires an integration
at ward level of the three leadership structures--political, traditional and
administrative--in the Ward Development Committee (WDC). The WDC should be
flexible in its form and functioning so as to allow local variations and to
follow the existing communal pattern.

48. As t1ie only modern organization at that level, the Party should be
and is the main instrument to motivate and mobilize the people for parti-
cipatory development. Thie most important individual in this regard is the
rural councillor who, in many instances, is also the Party Constituency
Chairman and thus links the ward to the Council and the regional Party of-
ficials.

49. However, because of his traditional leadership role, the people
tend to look to the tribal chief for instructions; and his de facto powers
over land, through headmen (often family members), give him strong social and
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economic influence. At independence, tribal chiefs lost their formal govern-
mental and judicial power and, as a result, the administrative systems at the
sub-district level disintegrated. W4ith the introduction of the IDC and VPC
patterns, re-establishment of this system has now been started, and involve-
ment of the chiefs in the new process could preserve the valued aspects of
the old system, while integrating them into a modern organizational setup.
The fact that the more progressive headmen are also often political activists
at the lower level should be of help.

50. Government departments which have offices at district level provide
extension staff to the rural areas. 1/ But this staff operates almost in-
variably on internal departmental instructions without any formalized
coordination between departments or with the Ward Development and Village
Productivity Committees. In order to promote the effectiveness of their
operations in rural development, extension staff should participate actively
in W4DC meetings. 2/ It should be their job to assist and advise the IWDC on
its operations and on the formulation of programs and projects. The close
links between Party and traditional leaders, which would result from this
association, shouId also help the extension staff to execute their duties with
the backing of the-local leaders.

51. The WDC should for-the time being be the lowest organizational unit
for development. Although the act governing these committees designates the
Village Ptoductivity Committee as the basic administrative unit, the present
shortage of adequately skilled and experienced manpower suggests that it would
be better to concentrate on the ward organization.

52. The chief's area, which enjoys de facto, if not legal recognition
at the local level, is an important administrative unit which may grow in
significance. The de facto division of land into areas controlled by the
chief, and the tendency for settlement to develop around the chief's head-
quarters justifies a careful study of the possibilities of demarcating
chief's areas, wards, Party constituencies, and administrative service
areas to share common boundaries as far as their varying size allows.

1/ See Column 3 of Appendix IV.

2/ At present, some extension staff attend meetings. However their
participation should be on a more continuous and formalized basis.
It could be advantageous to allow such local staff to be
co-oDted as members of the W4DC when asked.
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53. This integrated organizational setup would allow for administrative
sub-centers to be established. These centers should be fully subsidiary to
the District Council; their size and number could vary according to local needs
and circumstances. The pattern would follow from the policy of establishing
a hierarchy of service centers in potential growth areas. A small nucleus of
administrative personnel exists in every chief's area, with a varying number
of staff from the following categories: primary school teachers, health
assistants, agricultural staff, community development assistants, court
assistants, road foremen, police, Rural Council revenue collectors and
messengers, mailmen, and fishery assistants. Numbers of staff depend on the
level of development, but in all cases they are dispersed over the area with-
out formal coordination. It would be impossible in the short run to bring
all staff members to one center, but for selected growth areas facilities
would be established at and staff posted to a carefully selected and planned
strategic place. Other staff in those areas could then gradually be con-
centrated on the same center. As the district governmental machinery succeeds
in pushing its staff towards the potential growth areas, the effect on rural
development will be considerable, and the creation of rural "urban centers"
will tend to make life in the rural areas more attractive.
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DISTRIBJTION OF HIGHER-GRADE STAFF, 1973

Total Central Provinces Districts

1. Ministry of Rural Development

a. Superscale 70 52 (70%) 18 (30%) -

b. Professional 166 66 (40%) 83 (50%) 17 (10%)
c. Admin./Exec./Tech. 489 183 (38%) 194 (39%) 112 (23%)

2. Power Transport and Works

a. 45 37 (82%) 8 (18%) -

b. 61 42 (69%) 19 (31%) -

c. 277 188 (68%) 77 (28%) 12 (4%)

3. Education

a. 49 40 (81%) 9 (19%)
b. 5 5 (100%) -

c. 198 79 (40%) -

4. Health

a. 106 51 (48%) 55 (52%) _
b. 200 93 (47%) 83 (41%) 24 (12%)
C. 2240 96 (40%) 111 (46%) 33 (14%)

5. Lands, Natural Resources

a. 28 27 (95%) - 1 (4%)
b. 32 22 (69%) - 10 (31%)
c. 168 99 (53%) - 69 (47%)

6. Labor/Social Services

a. 13 10 (77%) 3 (23%) _
c. 79 37 (46%) 26 (33%) 16 (21%)

Source: Based on Staff List, 1973.
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DISTRIBUTION OF PLANNING, FINANCIAL AND PERSONTEL STAFF
(Establishment Register, 1974)

Economist and Planning Posts

Chief Senior
Ministry Economist Econonist Economist Planners

N1ines and Industries 3 1
Foreign Affairs - 1 1
Zambia National Tourist

Bureau - - 1
Development Planning - 13 20
Deve'lopment Planning (not

paid from Personal
Emoluments) _ 5 -

Commerce - - 2
Finance 1 2 5
Fower, Transport and Works - 1 1
Lands and Natural Resources - - 1 (fish) 1
Rural Development - 3 12
Zambia/Danish Co-op Building
Training Scheme (not paid
from Personal Droluments) - 1 -

Cabinet Offices - - 5
Education _- - 3

Totals 1 29 44 9

Personnel Posts

Admin./Exec.
Mlinistry Superscale (GAl - GA6)

Personnel Division 20 44
Office of the President - 1
I'ines and Industry - 1
Ilome Affairs - 2
Legal Affairs - 4
Commerce - 1
Planning and Finance - 7
Labour and Social bervices - 1
Health - 8
Power, Transport, Works - 23
Education 1 45
Lands, Natural r.esources - 4
Rural Development I e
Local Government - 4
Foreign Affairs - 2

Total Ministries 22 156
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Financial Posts4*

Admin./Exec.
Yinistry/Department Superscale (GAi - GA6)

Finance, Planning 30 93
Ecd;ca tion 4 69
Tersonnel 1 8
Foreign Affairs 3 22
7ealth 2 41
1'ome Affairs 1 26
Frime r6inister - 16
Judicial 4
Labo-ar 3oc-a'i ervices - 4
Legal Affairs - 4
Lanls, 'hTatural Resources 1 17
Vines, Ind.lust r-y 7
Power, Transport, W,,Iorks 3 80
Local Government 5 24 (10 -Pi)
Rural Develornent 3 63
Courerce - 4

Provincial tinismtie- 62

Tot9l 554 14

* A considerable n-ixrber of vacancies do exist on these posts, according to
the staff list of 1973, in the ilinistry of Finance itself there were only
18 superscale staff, 5 professional staff and 31 GAl to GA6 staff.
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(a) (2) (3) (6) (5) (6) (fl
A B C A B C D E A B C D E A B C D A B A B C D E

FrOvinc1a4i & Local
Government

Rulral :iuncil 42 36 35 3 7 68 35 113 20 26 5 5 5 3 3 208 6 0 10 2 6 6 15 8 1

DC, Office 20 2 15 1 2 20 14 37 - - 9 1 3 0 7 15 3 0 2 15 4 0 o 1? 2 

nealtn 16 15 16 1 6 26 25 46 10 32 2 3 5 3 3 37 4 2 35 0 0 0 7 7 2

Folice 25 0 o 2 7 16 0 25 -- 0 4 5 5 11 2 7 7 9 70 50 1 21 3 0 0

Education 6 3 0 1 5 3 0 9 - - 0 0 2 1 2 0 2 0 3 15 16 0 0 4 0 1

Rural Development 27 59 5 6 16 63 6 91 -- 5 3 8 6 7 611 5 7 59 26 0 1 8 17 3
Agriculture 12 33 0 1 6 37 1 65 25 56 0 0 2 3 6 o 3 3 5 42

8 0 1 L 6 o

Communlty Development 9 6 1 7 b 1 13 538 2 0 4 3 0 2 4 2 1 11 7 0 0 2 6 1

Water Affairs
Co-Operatives
Marketing
Veterinary

Fower. Transport
& Works

MSB. PWD, Roads 9 c5 23 2 7 54 2 87 15 21 2 2 0 1 0 1 5 1 2 12 16 o 0 3 5 1

Fost Jffice 5 o 01 2 3 1 7 -- 2 2 0 1 0 1 3 0 1 6 o o o 41

Lands & Natural
Resources

Fisheries
Natural Resources 10 12 10 3 5 1 10 32 -- 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 5 1 18 11 2 0 4 2 0
Forestry

Other Department_

National Regis.
Information 6 3 0 0 4 2 1 7 0 1 2 1 0 0 2 0 2 3 22 0 0 0 0o
Traae, Indu:try

(Prices)

159 18S 103 20 59 253 115 447 80 24 23 19 31 32 39 67 b7 26 28 237 143 9 34 56 37 12

__._- `*!:.~.ni,atw.n for e_ral Development, Annex on Staff. NIPA, (Lusaka, 1972).
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Appendix V

TIE INTEGRATION OF CENTRAL MINISTRIES

1. With effective decentralization, the number of central ministries
could be reduced to twelve, namely: Office of the President, Office of the
Prime MIinister, Foreign Affairs, Planning and Finance, Mines and Industry,
Commerce, ilome Affairs, Legal Affairs, Rural Development, Education, Health,
and Power Transport and Wqorks.

2. Of the above ministries, six instead of nine would then be directly
involved in rural development:

(a) Education, Health, PTW, and MRD are specialist ministries
which are replicated at provincial and district level. Their
separate organizations should be maintained;

(b) Local Government would come under executive control of the
provincial secretariat for financing and planning. For per-
sonnel, it should be connected to the Office of the Prime
Minister, and it is proposed that Local Government be amalga-
mated with the Provincial Division of the Prime Minister's
Office. Housing policy and Town and Country Planning could
also be brought under this Office, or could be amalgamated
with one of the specialist ministries (probably PTW).

(c) The present integration of Community Development into the
Ministry of Labour and Social Services is unsatisfactory.
A decentralization of this ministry would reduce the role of
the center to setting policy and regulating nation-wide uni-
form rules of operation. An amalgamation with Local Government
seems desirable in view of the role of the new district
administration. Alternatively, it could be re-amalgamated
with MRD.

(d) With a drastic reduction in the size of MRD achieved through
the transferral of Coops, Marketing and Extension almost
entirely to the provincial level, it would then be possible
to amalgamate the headquarter elements of the closely related
departments of Lands and Natural Resources and Fisheries
with MRD, the total size of which would still be less than
at present.
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DECENTRALIZATION OF BUILDING STAFF AND STORES

1. Table I shows the present division of professional and technical
staff of the Buildings Branch of the Ministry of Power, Transport and Works
between lheadquarters and the provincial headquarters and districts of the
Eastern Province. It points up the dramatic over-centralization of the staff.

Table'I: BUILDINGS BRICH, MPTW

H.Q. Staff In Lusaka Staff in Eastern
Province

Prof. Tech. Prof. Tech.

Architects 32 32 - -
Engineers 17 17 1 1
Quantity Surveyors 14 15 - -
Clerks of Works - 82 - 4

Works Supervisors - 277 _ 5

TOTAL 62 423 1 9

2. It would be possible to transfer permanently a minimum of 10 pro-
fessional and over 50 technical staff to the provinces. During the period
that the building program is escalated in order to accomodate the staff
involved in the decentralization of the Government, a much greater number of
professional and technical staff should be seconded to the provinces.

3. The Simmance Report recommends that decentralized stores procedures
be adopted; it argues, on the basis of a cost-benefit analysis, that sub-
stantial savings will result. "Delays in stock procurement and inadequate
local holdings are among the potent bottlenecks to development in the field.
Projects stand incomplete, transport lies unused, and wages are paid to idle
hands for lack of an efficient supply system. In the interest of economy,
centrally based controls and procedures have been imposed even more strictly
than before. Decentralization has gone into reverse. The calculable savings
made, may well be at incalculable cost" (Simmance, p. 73).
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ZAMBIA

AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL SECTOR SURVEY

AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
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ZAMBIA

AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL SECTOR SURVEY

AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

1. The Agricultural Industry is serviced almost entirely by Govern-
ment or semi-government organizations, of which the main ones are the
departments of the Ministry of Rural Development (MRD), and its parastatals,
the Marketing Board (NAMB), the Cold Storage Board (CSB), the Dairy Produce
Board (DPB), 1/ the Tobacco Board of Zambia (TBZ) and the Rural Development
Corporation (RDC) and its subsidiaries. The INDECO companies also have
subsidiaries servicing the agricultural sector including the National
Milling Company (stock feeds), Kabwe Industrial Fabrics (gunny bags) and
RUCOM Ltd. (rural industries). Few services remain private except some of
the machinery and equipment suppliers, and the suppliers of agricultural
chemicals. In a landlocked country short of trained manpower, and with a
scattered population, many of whom are at or a little above the subsistence
level, it is not surprising that there has been difficulty devising suitable
mechanisms for extension, input supply, marketing and credit. Since In-
dependence some advances have been made, but much remains to be done to
develop really effective services to support increased production.

2. A simplified organization diagram of MRD is at Appendix 1. Ministry
HQ is composed of a Permanent Secretary supported by two Under Secretaries
for Planning and Administration and a number of coordinating Assistant
Secretaries, and an Economic Planning Unit and Financial, Personnel and
Administrative Departments. Implementation of Ministry polices are carried
out by five major departments -- Agriculture, Marketing, Cooperatives,
Veterinary and Tsetse Control, and Water Affairs -- a small central Training
Department, and two other bodies, the National Farming Information Services
and the Projects Division, which last manages pilot direct production schemes.
The established staff of the various departments is shown in Table 7.1.
In most spheres departments are up to establishment, though severe short-
ages exist in both the Veterinary and Water Affairs Departments, that have
less than 50% of the established professional staff. There are also a number
of vacancies in professional grades in Research, Extension, Land Use Serv-
ices, and-the Projects Division.

1/ These three boards formerly under MRD were transferred to the Ministry
of Commerce in 1974, after a Government decision to separate production
from distribution functions.
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3. A recurring problem is the shortage of qualified Zambians,
and even when some of the few graduates available are recruited, they tend
to leave because their conditions of service and work programming do not
compare with other sectors. Such frustrations are not conducive to build-
ing up a cadre of professional Zambians in the Ministry.

Research Branch

4. The Research Branch, headed by the Deputy Director of Agriculture
(Research) assisted by a Chief Research Officer, has its headquarters at
Mount Makulu south of Lusaka, and has fifteen specialist sections. These
comprise Plant Breeding (maize, oilseeds, pasture grasses and legumes),
Plant Protection, Weed Control, Agricultural Chemistry, Soil Science, Cot-
ton Breeding and Entymology, Pasture Research and Ecology, Tree Crop Re-
search, Micro-biology and Bacteriology, Farm Management, Farm Machinery,
Seed Services, and Stored Products Research. A specialist Irrigation
Research Station is located at Mazabuka, as is an Animal Husbandry Research
Station; while in the Provinces there are eight regional research stations
with ten substations.

5. Generally, Research Branch has produced abundant technical inform-
ation on various crops over the years, and certain branches have been built
up to excellent strength, most noticeably the Seed Services Department,
which is giving a good service to seed producers and is keeping abreast of
national needs. However, there are now serious staffing and funding problems
in consequence of which there is a danger that research will not keep ahead
of extension needs. At present the establishment is only 75% filled and
serious shortages exist in the fields of animal husbandry, farm management
and farm machinery research staff, as well as plant breeders and agronomists
for regional stations. A major problem is that most professional staff come
now on short contracts, and in consequence the essential continuity for
research program is lacking. Out of a total of 64 professional staff, only
five are Zambians, and the situation is unlikely to improve in the near
future. To restore continuity in research projects, it is thus essential
to encourage long term assistance to research programs to guarantee continuity
in staffing, such as the Norwegians are giving to the Soils Section, and
the West Germans for Irrigation Research.

6. In addition to the problem of staffing continuity, five other
problems are evident:

i) Although capital funds are being warranted for new
schemes or building development, cuts continue on
recurrent budget so that full programs can rarely be
carried out effectively and staff become under-
utilized and frustrated. A better balance between
the capital and recurrent funding, and funding for
multi-year programs is essential. This is a general
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feature of present government financing, but has
particularly serious effects on agricultural research.
In the face of shortage of funds there has been in-
adequate definition of research priorities.

ii) Research programs are still mainly geared to the
advanced commercial sector, and insufficient
attention is given to solving the on-farm problems
of the small farmer. More research is needed on
problems associated with lower than optimum levels
of input and management ability, and with regard
to small-scale whole farm situations and continuous
cropping.

iii) Greater decentralization is needed to give needed
attention to local problems. Regional stations should
spend possibly half of their time tackling specific
problems of the regions they serve, and half on national
programs.

iv) Present PEXCo (Provincial Experiments Committee
Meetings) too often become a rubber stamp for pre-
agreed research programs, insufficient attention is
given to problems raised by the extension branch.
There is also a need to translate research results
into useable extension advice.

v) More coordination is also needed between the various
bodies engaged in research, which include the research
branches of Agriculture, Veterinary, Fisheries and
Forestry, the University and the National Council for
Scientific Research. This latter parastatal,
ostensibly responsible for coordination, carries none
of the authority needed to coordinate research needs,
and decide on key priorities.

7. Some suggestions can be made for strengthening national agricultural
and rural research by making changes in both research organization and pro-
grams. An overall body, a National Rural Research Council, is needed to
ceordinate all rural research. It should have maximum possible autonomy
and hove control over the allocation of funds for research. It should pre-
ferably he chaired by the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Rural Development
with the Director of the Research Branch as executive secretary, and should
have hSih level representation from the Ministry of Finance and Planning.
,"lomhers should include producers and consumers of research in Government and
t'Le nublic ard Drivate sector. The task of such a body should be to define
r-search pr±orittes; to approve researnc -rograms within these prorities;
;o underta.ke aeneral coordination of the programs; to ensure that research
-est~lt. are mnde available to the extenc'on serv4ces in useable form; and
~--a ½ - sce '-'?. :rarm-'e-ve. ar« v:- ae-lev resul-s are continuously
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evaluated. To achieve these last objectives, and also to help in the definition
of research priorities, links between research and extension work could be
improved through the creation of a research/extension liaison unit, the
location and functioning of which should be decided by the Council. With
control over allocations of funds (for which full program or 5-year minimum
commitments should be sought from the Ministry of Finance), a feed-back
from the research/extension liaison unit, and given wide representation,
the Council should be able to establish research priorities that reflect
the long-term production and social needs of the country and are at the same
time realistic in terms of resource availability.

8. Given limits to resources available for research, Zambia should
focus on problem-solving and adaptive research which can help accelerate
agricultural and rural development. Agricultural programs should have a
commodity orientation rather than the present disciplinary emphasis. A
gradual move in this direction should be planned, along with increasing
efforts to frame research programs and apply research recommendations to
Zambian farm systems through the development of economically viable package
programs the scope of which should be geared to the capacity of extension
staff. Reorientation will not be easy because the established organization
and procedures must be changed at a pace which will not interrupt the con-
tinuity of existing commitments, but on a trial basis a start could be made
with a few key commodities immediately.

Extension

9. The extension branch headed by the Deputy Director (Extension)
with a full establishment of 15 superscale officers, and 8 vacancies from
an establishment of 62 professional officers is well staffed at senior
levels, although few posts are filled by Zambians. There are 34 vacancies
out of 158 technical officer posts, and 60 vacancies out of the cadre of
720 junior technical officers and agricultural assistant posts. The
140 agricultural demonstrators are at full establishment, and there are
an additional 757 commodity demonstrators on daily terms. There are thus at
present 1,640 technical and professional staff in the department, 94% of
an establishment of 1,742. This is about one member of the extension
staff for 365 families (or, excluding the three-month trained demonstrators,
one extension staff member per 680 farm families). This appears a good
ratio, especially as there are other extension staff in the Land Use
Services Division, Rural Information Services and TBZ, which have not been
included. However, for a number of reasons the situation is not as good
as the figures suggest, because:

i) the 100 vacancies are mostly in the experienced
technical middle level grades, and most of the
existing staff in these grades have not had diploma
training;
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ii) most professional officers are expatriate on short
term contracts, many with little previous experience;

iii) recurrent funds for travelling on duty and transport
have been so seriously curtailed over the period
1968-74, that many extension officers spend 80%
of their time behind their office desks, and extension
programs and supervision of junior staff suffer con-
siderably. 1/

iv) the situation is aggravated by an increasing number of
staff filling specialist posts at provincial level.
Lower calibre staff are then left to man agricultural
camps and, because of transport problems, receive little
supervision. In many camps there are only demonstrators
with an inadequate three month training, and there are
a number of derelect or empty camps;

v) few field extension staff work to specific work programs,
and often extension is neglected in favor of prompt
response to administrative requests, special surveys, or
agricultural show organization;

vi) the low pay and difficult living conditions of agri-
cultural field staff has contributed further to low
morale amongst departmental staff. Abler staff are
lost to more rewarding jobs and recruitment is dis-
couraged. Only six people with the requisite Form II
qualifications applied for 30 vacancies for demonstrator
trainees in N. Province last year.

10. Proposals to remedy the situation might include:

i) a decrease in the number of specialist posts at
national and provincial levels so that more competent
staff are available at farm level;

ii) an increase in recurrent expenditure for travelling
on duty and transport:

I For instance whereas in 1969, the ratio between staff salaries and
travelling on duty expenditure for the Department of Agriculture was 3.1,
in 1973 it had risen to over 4:1; in 1964 it was closer to 1:1. A
more direct comparison is that whereas in 1969 provincial staff had a
km allowance of 2400 kms per month, in 1974 it varied from 500 to 1500 kms
per month. For 3 successive years, 2/3 of requests for new vehicles
have been turned down. In one Province alone, for the Ministry as a
whole, 43 Land Rovers boarded between 1970 and 1974 had not been
replaced.
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iii) improved salaries, and conditions of service, with
consideration for special allowances, when staff
are posted (say) over 5 kms from an urban centre;

iv) specific terms of reference, and extension work
programs developed for all staff, with the extension
program their prime responsibility. All camps should
have data books with maps of the camp and ward boundaries,
and inventories of villages, farmers, crops grown with
yields of cash crops,'as.has already been developed on
a pilot basis in.Eastern Province.

v) improvement in training at all levels. There should be
in-service courses for senior staff in program planning,
management and staff supervision, extension methods,
farm management and marketing. These should be at
national level at NRDC during student vacations. Staff
who man farm institutes and FTCs should receive training
in lecturing, extension and educational aids so that the
quality of teaching of all staff, commodity demonstrator
induction courses, and farmer training is improved.

vi) improvement in extension, techniques with more attentior
to teaching groups of farmers. Target groups of farmers
should be identified and a program to assist them be the
top priority. Instead of field staff planning work on an
ad hoc basis at the request of DAO's, various specialist
officers or in response to directives from Lusaka.

Land Use Services Division

11. This division deals with all land use planning matters in the
country. It has a Soil Survey Section, Land Use Planning Section, Con-
servation Working Account (a heavy machinery unit for land clearing and
conservation works), a Farm Management Section, an Engineering Section
(which includes Farm Machinery, Buildings and Irrigation) and a Drawing
Office. It is fully staffed at headquarters, but short of professional
officers to fill provincial posts as planning officers, farm management
officers and agricultural engineers.

12. The Farm Management and Agricultural Engineering Sections would
be more appropriately placed under the Extension Branch. The Farm Manage-
ment Section needs strengthening both in outlying provinces, and.to pro-
vide a Farm Management and budgeting Service for many of the Zambians
on large commercial farms, the majority of whom get little or no extension
advice. The role of the Irrigation Officer and the Division in relation
to Water Affairs needs clarifying; liaison will be strengthened by the
proposal for a National Irrigation Coordinating Committee.
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13. The Head of the Division chaiTs the Technical Planning Committee,
which vets all proiect proposals, ano contains representatives from all
departments, ministries and parastatals concerned. This Committee ful-
fills an important function effectively, but with greater decentralization,
there will be a need for parallel conmittees at Provincial level, meetings
of which appropriate members of the national committee should be invited
to attend.

Traini

14. A small training unit in the Ministry oversees the national
training institutions, and laises with farm colleges. Trained manpower
remains a scarce resource in Zambia, and the School of Agriculture at the
University of Zambia (UNZA) has produced only seven graduates to date,
although from 1975, 30-40 should complete their four-year course each year.
The Natural Resources Development College (NRDC) has classroom and hostel
capacity for about 600 students of which it fills 450 comprising 150
diplomates a year to graduate from 3-year courses: and 2-year training
courses for Agricultural Assistants are run at Monze and a new college
being opened at Mpika. There are three farm colleges with joint Government/
church sponsorship: Kalalushi Farm College, near Kitwe, Chipembi Farm
College at Chisamba and Zambezi Training Farms in the Gwembe Valley. The
Coverninent also runs a training school for Dairy Farmers at Palabana near
Lualka, and, with FAO assistance, training in irrigation for staff and
nrrnmers at Chapula at the Copperbelt. There is a training school for

Veterinary Assistants at Mazabuka; and a Cooperative College has recently
been opened in Lusaka. The Presidents Citizenship College at Kabwe
runs a variety of courses, some oni Cooperatives; and the National Institute
of Public Admlnistration (NIPA) ruIns courses in administration for all
branches of government.

15. The Department of Agriculture has a Senior Extension Training
Officer who oversees the running of t-he S Provincial Farm Institutes (PFIs),
.d 30 Farmer Training Centres (FTCs). PPIs conduct in-service training
of staff, 3-month induction courses for comiodity demonstrators and farmer
triining courses often for their >C.l 'Kc;7 r±ct. FTCs concentrate on
farmer training and gencrally serve uxe or *:wo districts.

16. Agricultural traininl s s-u, ue-ted by field days and group
lisctlssions run iy extens<on staff yo_nr< farnmers clubs, agricultural train-

cn .amps-run by the Zambia Nat2onal Service, and the curricula of primary
nmn secondary schools. In September, ,974. a conference was held under

tnhe auspices or FAO, ULO, UNE.SCO and 1iNZA to review agricultural education
.nd training. It drew attention to many of the present problems and made
a 11.i,'-er of recommTendations of which trhe main ones are:
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Higher Education in Agriculture:

i) UNZA should be overhauled to give improved
training for graduates, with assistance from MRD
for practical training, and should start post-
graduate training, and agriculture teacher training;

Intermediate Education

ii) intermediate education should be broad based,
and Monze and Mpika Colleges should be upgraded
to diploma status, for which improvements are
needed in the quality of recruitment;

iii) effective liaison between research, extension and
training institutions should be immediately
strengthened; and training be made more practical;

Vocational Training

iv) agricultural education should motivate people to
improve their living standards, skills, and incomes,
and make them aware of where to get advice and
assistance on different aspects of their daily life;

v) programs should be devised to raise skills, after
assessing the present level of attainment through
surveys;

vi) party workers, village and ward committees, primary
schools, adult education programs all have a role
to play in agricultural education;

vii) more care is needed in selecting applicants for
short and long courses in farmer training;

viii) an apprenticeship scheme with suitable commercial
farmers should be instituted for prospective
farmers or farm managers;

ix) much greater followup and evaluation is needed
for existing training;

x) after ten years of service, an Agricultural Extension
Worker should have the opportunity to take a gratuity
to set up his own farm, and thereafter be paid a small
retainer for work as an extension agent;
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xi) special attention should be given to agricultural
curriculi in schools, and the training of teachers
for this field.

17. The mission considers these recommendations sound, although
item ii) is premature as NRDC produces sufficient diplomates at present and
the immediate need is for trained agricultural assistants. Teachers at PFIs
and FTCs need better training; and should receive in-service refresher courses
at NRDC at least once every three years. They could also be made more
effective if essential equipment arnd facilities needed to keep them operating
efficiently and effectively were to be supplied. Three FIs and seven FTCs
are now being improved with assistance from the Third IBRD Education Project
but the remaining 5 FIs and 20 FTCs are also badly in need of improvement.
In general these institutions have inadequate workshops and laboratories,
particularly for women, who started actively attending courses only about
three years ago. The institutions also suffer from lack of hostel accommod-
ation, teaching aids and equipment and transport. In addition, the water
and electrical supply need to be upgraded.

18. The Natural Resources College has-classroom and hostel capacity
for about 600 students. Only 450 students, however, are admitted (para 14)
due to the lack of facilities for laboratory and practical work in certain
courses. Kitchen and dining space is also very limited having been built
for only 200 students. Although there is a need to expand training programs
for agricultural technicians and farmers, priority should be given to the
improvement of the existing institutions to improve the quality of agricultural
extension and farmer training.

19. The Conference drew particular attention to the national need to
devote more real resources to agriculture and to the rural farmer, and
to improve agriculture's status and image. It also recommended that a
National Council for Rural Education and Training be set up to be the
overall body to which all training institutions would be responsible in
terms of training offered, to assess training needs, to assess and recom-
mend improvements to existing institutions, to act as a resource centre
and to initiate teacher training programs. The proceedings of the
Conference indicate that Zambia is well aware of the problems facing
improved agricultural education, and is not short of good ideas on how
to improve it. The test will come in the effective followup and implement-
ation of its recommendations.

Economic Planning Unit

20. !RD's Economic Planning Unit comes under the direct supervision
of the Under Secretary Planning, and is headed bv a Planning Coordinator
assisted by 3 Senior Economists, a Senior Statistician and a Credit Spe-
cialist at superscale level, and 14 professional officers on the estab-
lishment. The unit is divided into five sections: Crop Development,
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Livestock Development, Budget Coordination, Perspective Planning, and
Statistics. In 1971 there were 22 staff in the unit, but at present there
are only seven; in addition the FAO-recruited Under Secretary Planning
has a Zambian understudy, and there is an FAO senior marketing adviser.
This staff is barely adequate to carry out existing duties, or to foster
closer liaison with the Central Planning Division of the Ministry of
Finance.

21. There is a need to strengthen the central unit, to provide effec-
tive policy guidance, as well as building up the Provincial planning capa-
bility. There is an urgent need to have one well trained agricultural eco-
nomist in each Province to work in the planning team under the PRDO together
with provincial land use planning, provincial farm management and other spe-
cialist officers.

Marketing and Cooperative Departments

22. The Marketing Department has an establishment with a Director
and Assistant Director at superscale level, 2 Principal Marketing officers,
9 Senior Marketing Officers and a further 24 Marketing Officers. Their
major role is to coordinate the activities of marketing organizations,
develop market outlets for crop and livestock enterprises, and supply
market intelligence. There are Marketing Officers in every province, and
in some Districts, but few have transport, which together with limited
training makes them ineffective.

23. As the major government marketing agencies have been placed under
the control of the Ministry of Commerce, and as the Cooperative Department
is more concerned with marketing through multipurpose societies now that
most producer cooperatives have been disbanded, it would seem sensible for
the Marketing and Cooperative Departments to be amalgamated; alternatively,
the marketing department should be restructured in the Ministry of Commerce,
which is now responsible for marketing agencies.

24. The Cooperative Department, headed by a Director, has an estab-
lishment of 341 staff. In the agricultural field, with the liquidation of
most of the producer cooperatives, the movement is concentrating on setting
up multipurpose cooperative societies. Guidelines for these societies
suggest that they should not cover an area greater than 30 km radius, have
an expectation of at least 300 members, and at the outset have a minimum of
50 members selling produce with a combined value over K 4000. The main
functions of such societies are input supply and marketing. Credit provi-
sion, tractor hire, transport and retail trading may be added later. At
the apex of these societies are Provincial Unions, which exist in Eastern,
Northern and Southern Provinces, and are to be established in all Provinces:
first in Luapula, where multipurpose societies have already been fostered
under an FAO/SIDA Project.



25. There are two major problems here. The first is .o educate farr.c s
in the advantages of forming such societies without undermining the neec for
initiative from the grassroots, and to train competent managers for these
societies. This will necessarily be a slow process, and if matters are
moved too fast, the whole concept, which is an excellent one, could founder.
A start can certainly be made in Eastern, Southern and Luapula Provinces,
where viable societies already exist.

26. The second problerm is the role of the existing unions. The
Northern Province Cooperative Markezing Union (NPCMU) is completely out
of touch with member societies as such, and is looked upon by local fanners
as an inefficienrt government agency, which even lacks the advantages of
being a government body. It has been one of the biggest constraints on
agricultural deveLopment in the Province. In 1973/74 season a survev es-
tablished that only 10% of depots had sufficient fertilizer for farmers,
and only 7% had sufficient hybrid maize seed, while 37% had had no fer-
tilizer and 61% no seed. During the marketing season late opening of
depots and late payments to farmers are a regular feature, and the Union
has at times had no qualified accountant and few staff familiar with
farming problems. NPCMU should be disbanded and its functions taken over
by NAMB which, for all its failings, is a far superior organization.

27. The Eastern Cooperative Union (ECU, formerly EPCMA) has had a
more successful history. Many of its member societies still exist (al-
though the exact level of debts between societies and ECU cannot be
agreed and are a bone of contention). However, the ECU has debts of
over K 12 million, is overstretched in its activities, and most provin-
cial farmers look on it as a government organization rather than their
own cooperative. NAMB is better qualified to operate such an organiza-
tion, has more expertise to negotiate overseas sales for groundnuts, and
to store and move surplus maize. The National Milling Company would also
be more qualified to set up and operate the ECU's proposed maize mills,
feed mixing and oil expressing plants.

28. It is thus suggested that NAMB should be responsible for all
marketing and input supply at national and provincial levels, including
Eastern Province, and initially where cooperatives are not operating down
to district and depot levels. Some rationalization of depots will be
required, especially in Northern Province, which has 473. At the same
time both individual traders and multipurpose societies should be encour-
aged to undertake farm level input supply and marketing. Societies, de-
v.:loped within Rural Growth Areas, would probably serve farmers around
fouLr to seven depots, and could start as informal farmers associations as
a natural extension of the Village Productivity Committee. In time parent
unions should be encouraged, but at District level, not Provincial, to
bring them into closer contact with their member societies. This will
necessarily be a slow gradual process, due to the need to gain farmer
confidence, and to ensure that sufficient trained manpower is available
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to run District Unions effectively. Over a twenty year period, NAMB
responsibilities could become confined to operating entirely above
District level.

Credit

29. Agricultural Finance Cim2aEy. The major credit institution is
the Agricultural Finance Company (AFC), which is a subsidiary of the Rural
Development Corporation, and was incorporated after its predecessor, the
Credit Organization of Zambia (COZ) was wound up in 1970 with over K 26
million in debts. AFC provides credit nationwide, and has 9 provincial
and 41 district offices: it has 340 staff, including three expatriates
and 32 with NRDC diplomas. It is run by a General Manager responsible to
a Board chaired by the Permanent Secretary MRD with the General Manager of
RDC as Vice Criairman, other Board members include officials of MRD, Treas-
ury, Cooperatives, and two from the private sector (a farmer and an account-
ant). It has capital funds of 12.8 million, and in 1973 made loans of
K 9.4 million of which K 2.6 million went to the Tobacco Board of Zambia
as a block credit. Of the remaining K 6.8 million, 40% went to large-
scale commercial farmers, the remainder to medium-and small-scale. Ninety-
five percent of all loans were in seasonal credits, only 5% in medium and
long term. Over 70% of loans went to farmers in Central and Southern Prov-
inces. The Government subsidies to uneconomic rural offices total K 500,000
per year. AFC has had to write off 12% of the value of loans granted over
the first 2-1/2 years, though recent improvements with lower default rates
reflect AFC's growing operational experience and greater selectivity in its
lending.

30. Eligibility for AFC loans has been entrusted to District Loan
Committees, but in 1974, as a trial in one District in each Province, Ward
Loan Committees were set up on the assumption that members would have much
better knowledge of loan applicants. This worked in provinces where Ward
Committees were well established, less well in others, but the experiment
was considered sufficiently successful to warrant moving over to this system
over the next two years.

31. AFC is fulfilling only a limited role in agricultural lending
and there remains a substantial need for additional lending particularly
over the medium and long term. At present AFC has substantial weaknesses
in the caliber of its supervisory staff at branch level and in its m'anage-
ment of financial resources; and if it is to play a major role in the devel-
opment of agriculture, it will need to have clearer guidelines and consider-
able technical and financial assistance. A three year contract for tech-
nical assistance is being drawn up with the Finnish Government to commence
in 1975, which would provide four experienced staff to improve procedures
both for the selection of borrowets and for the determination of the nature
and quantity of credit extended; suggest modifications to credit delivery
and collection; assess the effectiveness of credit policies; carry out fi-
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nancial planning; staff an Agriculcural B3usiness Management (ABM) Course
at NRDC; and organize and conduct in-service training cqurses for personnel
of AFC.

32. The Commercial Baiks. The five commercial banks, especially the
two largest with greater rural representation, all make loans to farmers,
generally seasonal as floating overdzafts. Agricultural lending has in-
creased from K 1.5 millior, in 1964 to K 3.2 miLlion in 1970, and K 6.5
million in 1974, at interesr rates rangiwg from 8--/2 to 12% depending on
the bank managers' rating orf te borrower and its purpose. Most of the
loans go to large-scale coxamercial 'farmers, but over the past four years
an increasing number of mediuim-and small--scale loans have been made to
emergent commercial farmers, es;pecially to those on settlement schemes.
A deposit by the farmer of 33% of Lhe loan is generally insisted on. Re-
payment rates have been excellen:. 'IThe banks are naturally more selective
in their loans to farmers than AFC, but nevertheless are fulfilling a use-
ful and expanding function in this sector, which Government supports. In
the recent budget, Government has also opened bark lending to expatriates
for agricultural purposes on the same basis as Zambians.

33. Cattle Finance Company. The Cattle Finance Company (CFC), a
subsidiary of RDC since 1969, runs the Grazier Scheme. This scheme has
played a vital role in suppotting the commercial beef industry by making
cattle available to farmers on loan. In the case of steers, repayment
is made at the time of sale, and all such cattle must be sold to the
Cold Storage Board (CSB); in the case of breeding beifers, the loan is

id over a five year period. The Grazier Scheme was originally an
;:m of CSB, with a declared objective of maintaining an even supply of

:!e! to the abattoirs; it kept the commercial beef herd together after
Independence, when many expatriate farmers would otherwise have been
tempted to sell out. The amount outstanding in the Scheme in 1972 was
K 2.8 million, involving roughly 55,000 head of cattle. This was nearly
one-third of the commercial cattle herd. Virtually all the borrowers
at that date were commercial faanners on State Land on the line-of-rail.
CFC is now considering setting up operations in outlying provinces, and
is beginning to participate in the National Beef Development Scheme aimed
mainly at emergent farmers.

34. The Development Bank of Zambia. The Bank commenced ope :1ions
in January 1974 primariiy to make available equity capital as well as
long and medium term loan fundLs to development enterprises in the indus-
trial, commercial and agricultural fields. It provides a source of credit
for large-sicale individual or corporate farms and ranches. Tt will not
normally finance more than 50% of an en:erorise, and the minimum loan is
K 25,000. Out of its first 11 loans, 4 ware for agriculture.

35. Other Sources of K,redlc. The ftrsc Credit Union was registered
in Zambia in 1966, and in 1969 the Credit Union Societies Association (CUSA)
was set up un.d cr the aegis OL c}ie Coo-,)erarive Department. There are now 51
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registered societies, 42 study groups, a total membership of over 20,000
with K 2,500,000 share capital and loans of K 1,400,000. Three-quarters of
these are rural unions, and the movement is particularly strong in the rural
areas of Monze District. These unions seem an admirable way of fostering
savings, and retaining funds from crop proceeds prior to requiring them for
inputs for tne following seasons, and could well be encouraged among farmer
associations in Rural Growth Areas.

36. The next step would be for multipurpose Cooperative Societies
to become involved in credit. Such societies could obtain block credit
from AFC and on-lend to members. This would aid AFC's problems with
lending to small-scale farmers, but proper procedures would nave to be
evolved, and societies should be well established before they take on
this role, particularly in view of the poor record of credit repayments
in rural Zambia.

37. To facilitate individual savings, and the operation of credit
unions, the Government should consider subsidizing postal agencies at
ward levels, in Rural Growth Centers and major villages, which could
offer their usual savings bank facilities, as well as the communication
benefits of a postal service.

38. TBZ with a block credit from AFC runs its own credit operation
for all its scheme farmers. This works well with all assisted tenants
and settlemert farmers, but causes some problems with burley tobacco
growers in,reserve areas, where AFC credit is also available to farmers
for the same enterprise, except where there is very close liaison between
TBZ and the local branch of AFC. TBZ extends credit to its growers for
their whole farm operation, and so thus also finances tobacco farmers
maize or other crops in their rotation. It is preferable that only one
agency supply a small-scale farmer with his seasonal credit needs.

39. The Agricultural Department occasionally runs small credit oper-
ations for pilot projects, such as providing oxen or breeding stock to
farmers in outlying provinces. Generally these should only be pilot
schemes, and once viable should be handed over to the appropriate credit
institution as the Agriculture Department is not properly equipped to
handle credit, and it is desirable extension officers do not appear in
the role of debt collectors.

Projects Division

40. The Projects Division operates within MRD, and is now directly
responsible tco the Under Secretary Planning (until mid-1974 it came under
the Head, Lanc Use Services Division). It is responsible for the imple-
mentation of cirect production projects and settlements initiated by the
Ministry. When fully viable these usually are handed over to RDC. At
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present it runs 29 schemes, including 8 Dairies or Dairy Schemes, 11
Ranches or Grazing Schemes, and 10 Production Schemes, which in addi-
tion to mixed farming, also involve crops such as coffee, bananas, irri-
gated fruit and vegetables, Kenaf and Wheat. It has not been very success-
ful partly because Government has never been prepared to pay salaries which
would attract capable managers. It seems advisable to phase out this divi-
sion, closing down schemes such as Cooperative Ranches and the Tractor
Service and jutting most settlements, experimental farms and ranches under
Provincial control.

41. Projects Division also runs seven pilot agricultural mechaniza-
tion schemes, established in 1964, which operate in each Province (North-
ern/Luapula is a joint scheme). Table 7.2 gives some measure of perform-
ance during this period.

Table 7.2: Pilot Agricultural Mechanization Service
1965-74

1965 .1966 19.67 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

No. of
tractors 212 204 202 200 200 212 212 162 138 90

Acres Ploughed
'000 17 38 44 36 32 26 48 23 21 7

Productive
Hours '000
worked 26 54 6-7 53 50 40 72 34 31 11

Average hours
per tractor 1-22 265 33.2 265 2-50 188 339 210 225 122

Source: Projects Division.

The K 4.50 per tractor hour charge is highly subsidized. High costs were
caused by insufficient working hours per tractor, 1000-1200 hours a year
is about minimum, aggravated by long distances between farmers fields,
often only 1 to 2 acres in size, and in some cases poorly stumped so
damaging implements. COZ used to allow credit for ploughing, but repay-
ment-was .poor, and most operations are now done for cash. A tractor
service is useful to farmers to enable them to increase acreage, but
too often it merely replaced hand labor, and yields were insufficient
to cover costs. In areas, where farmers are in close proximity, the
service can be effective (profits have been made by units in Mpika for
instance operating on the many farms close to the boma) and it has spe-
cial relevance in areas where tsetse prevents oxen use. However, it
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should be done only on a profit-making basis. It would seem best to
discontinue the service, and leave private enterprise to provide such
a service where demand warrants it.

Other Services

42. Though NAMB and the Cooperative Unions stock many of the small
equipment needs, heavier machinery is supplied by parastatal or private
suppliers. Agricultural chemicals are also supplied by three private
companies, though all fertilizer purchase and distribution is handled
by NAMB. There are distinct advantages in private participation, pos-
sibly with Government partnership, in this field rather than Government
monopolies, as farmer benefits from competition among suppliers, and from
the extension services which some of them provide. NAMB should arrange
credit for local retailers in the rural areas to act as stockists for
supplies, and multiservice cooperatives, when firmly established, should
also become agents and distributors for supplies.
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ZAMBIA

AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL SECTOR SURVEY

AGRICULTURAL MARKETS AND PRICES

Background

1. The Republic of Zambia inherited an agricultural marketing system
in which statutory boards played an important part. It has added prarastatal
processing and retailing firms to achieve a sort of vertical control of internal
marketing that could not be achieved by marketing boards alone. The Zambian
marketing boards are almost exclusively concerned with commodities that are
produced or imported for domestic consumption (tobacco and, to some extent,
groundnuts are exceptions). Therefore, unlike export marketing boards, the
Zambian boards, parastatal processors, and retailers face the discipline of
price competition only as they are importers. They also differ in another
critical way from export boards elsewhere--they are not expected to generate
revenues for Government, but are instead the recipients of subsidies from it.
By appropriate use of its revenues from copper, the Government of Zambia
has up to now been able to set both consumer and producer prices as it thought
expedient, without overmuch concern about the relationships between these
prices and the costs of production, processing and marketing.

2. The first objective of the Zambian agricultural marketing system is
to provision the mining sector and its ancillary industries, and at this it
is reasonably competent. But a marketing system devised essentially to assure
a one-way flow of product to the Copperbelt is ill-equipped to serve the more
general goals of economic development, and prices that can change only as a
result of political decisions are poor guides to the allocation of resources.
The patchwork quilt of subsidies and ad hoc price changes that have evolved
since 1964 is beginning to show strain, primarily manifested in shortages
of such essential foodstuffs as cooking oil and maize meal, in heavy losses
by the parastatal companies, in violations of price ceilings, and in widespread
smuggling. These stresses will increase unless the price structure is adjusted
so as to lead to a better balance between what is supplied and what is demanded.

3. In the pages that follow, the essential dimensions of the economy are
first examined as they affect agricultural marketing. Attention then turns to
a description and evaluation of the present marketing structure, both public
ard private. This is followed by analysis of some of the more critical agri-
cultural pr'ces. Finally, suggestions are made for changes in the marketing and
pricing structure that would permit Zambia to move more rapidly toward improved
economic well-being of the rural population, lessened reliance on imported
agricultural products, and increased agricultural exports.
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Agricultural Production, Sales and Consumption

4. In economies where the change from subsistence production to pro-
duction for sale is far from complete, as is the case in Zambia, the performance
of the marketing system is greatly influenced by the proportion of the farm crop
that is marketed and by the proportion of food consumption that is purchased.
Where government agencies are important factors in marketing, it also becomes
important to know what share of marketed output passes through their hands.

5. Production and- Sales. Production and sales of major food crops
(excluding sugar) and of meat animals (excluding poultry) in 1970-71 are shown
in Tables 8.1 and 8.2. 1/ It is clear that traditional farmers--small farmers
of African descent--are deeply involved in the market economy and also that
they provide a major part of the marketed supplies of maize and other staples.

6. The situation is different when the share of the marketing boards
in total sales is examined (Table 8.3). The marketing boards control a very
small part of the sales of staple foodstuffs other than maize, and their share
of the maize market varies considerably with the size of the crop (see Appendix
I, para 17).

7. In 1961, the Central, Southern, and Eastern Provinces accounted for
83% of the maize produced and sold by traditional farmers (excluding maize
grown in urban districts). The Northern Province accounted for 60% of the
millet that was grown and 38% of sales; and the Southern and Western P'rovinces
accounted for 70% of the cattle slaughtered by traditional farmers (see Tables
8.4 and 8.5).

8. Consumption. Zambian consumers purchased about half of their food
supply in terms both of calories and value. They also purchased half of their
cereal consumption, a very high proportion for a tropical African country. The
transition from a subsistence to a market economy has gone a long way, but it
is very unbalanced geographically. The Copperbelt population is largely urban
and almost completely market-oriented, while there are still communities in
some of the outlying provinces that are largely self-sufficient. Nevertheless,
the high percentages of foodstuffs purchased confirm that there is an internal
market of good size, and suggest that it is growing.

1/ Production data are derived from the Census of Agriculture 1970-;71 (May
1974), First Report and unpublished summary for 1971. The Census figures
frequently conflict with standing estimates, and their margin of error is
not known with certainty. There is good reason to believe, however, that
they are much better estimates of production and sales of many products
than were available before.
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Table 8 .1: ?RODUCTION AND SALES OF MAJOR
FARM CROPS, 1970 and 1971

Proportion of
ProIction Sales Production

1971 1970 1971 19701/ 1971
---- thousand metric tori-------

Maize 738 943-/ 260 463- 35 49

Millet 1 / 85 195 17 29 20 15

Sorghuml/ 52 761/ 11 15 21 20

Rice n.r. h n.r. 1 - 25
1/

Sweet Potatoes 30 n.a. 13 n.a. 3-

Cassaval/ 158 n.a. 31 n.a. 20

Drybeans1/ 28 29-/ 9 n.a. 32 _

Peanuts-/ 72 561/ 22 25 31 5

n.r. = not reported
n.a. = not yet available
1/ Traditional sector only.
T/ Of this 183,000 ton were grown on commercial farms.
3/ Of this 172,000 ton were sold by commercial farms.

Source: Zambia, C.S.O., Census of Agriculture 1970-71 (First Report),

(May 1974), and unpublished sumnmary for 1971.
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Table 8 .2: LIV3STOCK SLAUGHTERED AND SZE OC
HERDS, BY TYPE OF FARMER, 1970-71

(Thousand Head)

Traditional Farmers Commerc-ial Farmers
Percent Percent

Herds!/ Slaughter Offtake Herds2/ Slaughter Offtake

Cattle 2,600 206 7.9 170 22 12.9

Sheep 77 5 6.h ) ) )
) 7 ) 2 )28.6

Goats 573 45 7.9 ) ) )

Pigs 245 18 7.3 16 18 112.5

'/ Held in rural and peri-urban areas during July-September. Stock held in peri-
urban areas of Southern Province was not reported.

2/ Held on 1 September 1971.

Source: Zambia, C.S.O., Census of Agriculture 1970-71 (First Report),
(May 1974), and unpublished summary for 1971.
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Table 8.3: TOTAL SALES OF SELECTED AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS AND
SALES TO PARASTATAL BOARDS AND COMPANIES
(Thousand tons unless otherwise indicated)

'otal liarketing 6cld to Percent of
Farastatal Comi)any Total 'ales

1970 1971 1970 1971 1970 1971

Maize 2O0 463 125 3 372 48 80

14111 et 17 27 n.a. n.a. - _

3orghum 11 1 v 1 . . . 9

Sweetpotatoes 13 _

Ca ava 31 n.a. 0 0 - -

Beans 9 n.a. n.a. na.

Peanuts 22 25 3 6 11" 24

Cattle (thousand head) 228 2/ 36 29 13_16

Yi > (thousand head) 36 2 21 17 47-58

r, triot. available.
.' .=riot, reported.

... ic»s thla 0.5.

1/' Traditional only.
'970-1971.
F From traditional.

OUre!: 'Table 8.1 and Zambia, Ministry of Rural Development, Quarterly
Agricultural Statistical Bulletin. (June 1974).
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Table 8.a: PRODUCTIulJ AIM SALES OF FJiJOR CROPS
IN TIE; TRADITIONAL SECTOR, ST P>?O1 CE;S, 1971

(Thousand Tons)

Province Maize Millet Sorghum Beans Groundnuts

Central
Production 172 9 14 2 5a
Sales 118 2 6 2

Coppeeroelt
Production 7 ... 13 1 6
Sales 2 2 ... 3

Eastern
Production 1h7 14 h 2/ 21
Sales 20 4 ... 8

Luapula
Production 13 20 ... 2/ 6
Sales 7 5 ... 3 2

Northern
Production 39 100 6 8 I
Sales 21 11 3 2

Northwestern
Production 20 6 11 3 1
Sales 13 1 2 1

Southern
Production 217 1 9 2 7
Sales 102 ... 2 ... 5

W,qestern
Production 26 15 7 2 3
Sales 7 6 3 ... 1

Total urban and
peri.-urban
Production 643 166 65 25 56/
Sales 289 29 16 9 25

Urban (estimated)
Production 112 29 11 4 6

Total Zambia
Production 755 195 76 29 56

== Lssthan00tors.
1/ Includes urban.
P/ Error in recording.

SoaLrce: Preliminary printout of 1971, Census of Agriculture.
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Table 8.5: LIVESTOCK HERDS AND SLAUGHTER IN THE
TRADITIONAL SECTCR, BY PROVINCES, 1970-71

(Thousand Head)

Province Cattle Goats Sheep Pigs

Central
Herds 387 118 19
Slaughter 26 9 1

Copperbelt
Herds 2 3

Slaughter 1

Eastern
Herds 367 152 16 171
Slaughter 21 7 ... 15

Luapula-
Herds 27 32 7 20
Slaughter ... 2 .. -

Northern
Herds 140 29 8 14
Slaughter 9 10 1 -

Northwestern
Herds 71 58 14 7
Slaughter 3 10 3 ...

Southem
Herds 1,401 177 14 26
Slaughter 85 6 ... 2

Western
Herds 219 5 - 6
Slaughter 60 ... - 1

Total Z-ambia
Herds 2,615 573 77 245
Slaughter 206 44 5 18

... Less than 500.

Source: Zambia, C.S.O., Census of Agriculture. 1970-71 (First Report)
(May 1974). Herds are as of July-September 1971, p. 32.
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International Trade in Agricultural Commodities

9. The Census figures indicate that Zambia produced as much maize as its
population consumed in both 1970 and 1971 and probably in later years as well;
if no maize had been imported in 1971, Zambia's imports of foodstuffs would
have yielded 335 calories per caput, or 17% of total consumption. The principal
imports, other than maize, expressed as a proportion of total food calories,
were wheat and wheat flour, 6.7%; fats and oils, 3.7%; sugar, 1.5%; and fresh
meat, 0.1%.

10. The value of imported foodstuffs represents a considerably larger
share of the total value of food consumed. Table 8.6 displays the total value
of food imported from 1964 until 1973, with the value of recorded agricultural
marketing. It shows the cost of food imports, which represent a large
proportion of total marketing, to be very high, but official statistics of
farm marketing are likely to seriously understate actual marketing. For
example, based on Census data, inclusion of maize marketed by the traditional
sector in 1970, other than to NAM Board, would make the figure for total
marketing for that year K 5.6 million greater than is shown in Table 00.6;
and use of the Census records of cattle slaughterings would further increase
the total by K 13.3 million.

11. Food imports were valued at K 24.9 million in 1973, or 7% of total
commodity imports, and over the ten years of independence, the value of
imported food has averaged 8.6% of the value of all imported goods. Food
imports tended to be a higher proportion of total agricultural imports
during the latter half of the decade, but there was no clearly defined trend
(Table 8.7).

12. Principal Imports. The largest items in terms of value, year in
and year out, were wheat and wheat flour, which increased from K 1.1 million
in 1964--or 8%--to a high of K 5 million--or 13%--in 1972; beef and veal,
and cattle for slaughter, which rose erratically from K 589,000 in 1964
to K 7.0 million in 1972, then fell to K 3.8 million in 1973; edible fats
and oils, which stood at K 3.7 million in 1972; dairy products, which were
valued at K 3.3 million in 1973, and sugar, which has gradually fallen with
the development of domestic production to K 1.5 million in 1973 (Table 8.7).
Little wheat is grown in Zambia at present, and it will require the introduc-
tion of new varieties and new farm practices, as well as a change in farm
prices, if domestic supplies are to replace any significant part of present
wheat imports. But small amounts of oilseeds and large amounts of cattle
and dairy. products are produced within Zambia, and their production is very
much affected by the marketing mechanism. The same is true, of course, for
vegetables, but the absolute value of vegetable imports is much smaller
(K 505,000 in 1972). The official figures show net imports of maize in
various years, but probably underestimate exports for most recent years.
If Census figures are roughly accurate, the marketing aspects of maize
production should be considered along with those of other agricultural ex-
ports like tobacco, groundnuts and day-old chicks.
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Table 8.6: VALUE OF FOOD IMPORTS AND RECORDED AGRICULTURAL MYARITING
(K11 million)

Estimated gross
value marketed

Value of domestic agricultural Value of
Year food imports production maize marketed

1964 14.3 21.8 7.6

1965 16.5 23.8 10.0

1966 19.8 30.0 14.0

1967 21.4 30.1 13.0

1968 24.1 39.0 8.3

1969 30.4 33.4 9.6

1970 30.4 31.3 5.21-/

1971 48.2 48.2 17.8

1972 37.1 63.1 29.3

1973 24.9 54.7 2/ 17.6 2/
1/ The Census of Agriculture indicates this is a severe underestimate.
2/ Preliminary.

Source: Republic of Zambia, Ministry of Planning and Finance, Economic Report, 1973,
(January 1974).



Table 8.7: NET IMPORTS (+) OR EXPORTS (-) OF MAJOR AGRICULTURAL COMMODTTIES 19b4-7-i
(in thousand Kwachas)

Commodity 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

Wheat & Wheat Flour 1111 1467 2325 2428 3133 3115 4241 4478 4957 3927
Rice 1/ 180 297 447 577 607 754 736 1090 951 649
Maize 1/ 785 -1969 -1611 -8741 -2738 2825 1379 18122 3114 -2290
Sorghum - 474 455 242 229 136 12 93 112 31
Other Cereals & Cereal Prep. 751 533 514 648 446 675 759 834 732 75
Prepared Cereals 120 125 113 156 81 120 274 184 384 -
Malted Cereals 226 312 707 668 600 565 1323 1068 1359 850
Pastas 2/ 56 64 74 67 78 98 43 86 73 16
Fruits & Vegetables, Fresh &
Processed 1272 1589 2040 2230 2411 2303 2183 1944 1533 987

Potatoes, Fresh 122 147 261 213 322 308 256 109 86 84
Beans 3/ 128 204 240 289 354 558 521 476 680 397
Sugar and Sugar Preparations 2287 3034 2322 2694 2305 1793 2213 1836 1550 1515
Beef 4/ 589 6/ 629 1864 2118 4016 4509 2674 2815 6865 3835
Pork 237 192 350 239 188 621 233 282 276 260
Mutton & Lamb 5/ 264 264 306 268 368 363 179 196 322 116
Other Meat & Meat Preparations 6/ 812 932 1257 1507 2020 1298 1559 1463 1768 1263
Fats & Oils (Animal and Vegetable) 789 1196 2219 2318 1902 2814 4018 4430 3676 4137
Day-old Chicks 98 98 10 43 11 -43 -110 -136 -26 103Milk & Similar Products 918 1151 1651 2065 1657 2063 3552 3978 3517 3256
Fish, Fresh and Processed 302 -368 999 1469 1653 2994 2703 2456 2663 1537
Bran, Pollard & Sharps - -178 -208 -142 -170 146 162 91 116 2
Peanuts 7/ 64 52 66 46 46 64 31 60 47 24
Cotton, Lint Seed, Waste etc. -169 -67 -469 -312 -86 43 57 -151 -433 n.a.
Tobacco, Burley -605 -639 -322 -57 -39 -56 -3 -11 -1 -

Virginia -4845 -4055 -4190 -3526 -2689 -2415 -2326 -3056 -2355 -4754
Other 1291 1257 1666 129 78 -535 -390 -191 172 64

Total Note Imports of Major
Agricultural Commodities 8/ 6783 6741 13086 7631 16783 25116 26217 42566 32141 16084

Total All Food Imports 9/ 15042 17814 22384 23675 26031 33225 34784 52623 40815 29847
Food Imports as % of Total Imports 9.6 8.5 9.1 7.7 8.0 10.3 10.2 13.2 10.1 7.6

Total All "Agricultural" Exports 10/ 8981 9193 9425 14958 8220 6014 5254 7017 5429 n.a.
Ag. Exports as % of Total Exports 2.7 2.5 1.9 3.2 1.5 0.8 0.7 1.5 1.0 n.a.

1/ Ingrain, ground or otherwise prepared
2/ Macarone, Spaghetti and similar products
3/ Fresh, dried, split, frozen and preserved
4/ Includes cattle for slaughter
5/ Includes-goats-and&goat_meat - -

b/ Includes veal, poultry and other live animals for slaughter
7/ Includes cashew, and Brazilian nuts etc., 

t 8/ Includes manufactured tobacco, cigars and cigarettes: Major Agricultural Commodities refer to the above listed items. C>9/ The sum of SITC Section 0 (food and live animals) and Section 4 (animal and vegetable oils and fats), but excludes group 43, (animail and vegetable waxes)
10/ Includes SITC Sections 0, 1, 2 and 4, excluding Group TI of Sect on 1 (beverages); 27 of Section 2 (crude fertilizers and minerals) and also Group 28 of

Section 2 (metalliferous ores and metal scraps).

Source: Republic of Zambia, Central Statistical Office, Annual Statement of External Trade, 1964-1972 and 1973 Computer Printout
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13. Exports. Exports of Virginia and Burley Tobaccos stood at K 5.7
million in 1964, but fell steadily to a low of K 2.3 million in 1970 and 1972.
In 1973, however, with a sharp rise in prices, exports reached K 4.8 million,
or close to the 1964 level, although in terms of quantity, tobacco exports
in 1973 were less than half of what they had been in 1964. Groundnut exports
fell drastically from a high of K 1 million in 1968 to K 583,000 in 1972,
but showed a remarkable recovery in 1973 to K 1 million. This was partly
because of a rise in price: volume was about 60% of the 1968 peak. Exports
of day-old chicks were at their highest values in 1972 and 1973; milling
offals reached K 208,000 in 1966, but have fallen gradually since then.

14. Export Prospects for Maize. In 1974, Zambia offically exported
72,000 tons of maize to Tanzania and 25,650 tons to Zaire. An unknown, but
large, amount of maize and maize meal was also smuggled into Zaire and
possibly into other neighboring countries. Maize is a major foodstuff
throughout east and southeast Africa, where the varying geographical incidence
of poor rainfall makes intra-regional movement of maize a normal method of
countering local shortages. The great purchasing power of populations in
the copper-mining areas of Zambia and Zaire adds another dimension to the
market demand for this crop.

15. In the 1950's, the two copperbelts could be regarded as a more
or less unified market, and they probably are today to a much greater degree
than official statistics indicate. In a much earlier period, Lubumbashi
and environs had been a recognized market for European farmers in the Southern
and Central Provinces, but by the late 1950's, Lubumbashi was drawing approxi-
mately 90% of its maize meal and 48% of its maize from the area lying more
than 500 miles to the northwest between Port Francqui and Kamina. The
breakdown of internal security that followed independence in this part of
Zaire resulted in mass relocations of the population and flight to the towns.
As a result, the Kasai no longer produced surpluses for shipment to the
southeast and, in 1970, Lubumbashi drew over 60% of its supplies of maize
from even more distant parts of Zaire and imported 38% from outside the
country. The population of the Katanga Copperbelt is estimated to purchase
about 75,000 tons annually, and the rest of the country perhaps 80,000-90,000
tons, or a total in 1969 of 164,000 tons, more than 50,000 tons of which were
imported. 1/ It has been estimated that the total amount of maize marketed
in Zaire will increase by 40% to 50% (170,000 tons to 204,000 tons) between
1970 and 1980. 2/ And there is every indication that Zaire will continue to
be an attractive market for Zambian maize farmers for many years to come. 3/

1/ IBRD', Agricultural Sector Survey, Republic of Zaire, (mimeo., 1972),
Vol. II, Annex 4.

2/ Zaire, Ministry of Agriculture, in collaboration with Messers. P. A.
Lambert and J. C. Beaudoin, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,
Office for the Development of Agricultural Production, "Agriculture
in Zaire, 1966 to 1971."

3/ Zaire also imports large amounts of beef, some by air from Chad.
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16. Consumer Incomes and the Demand for Food. Estimates of expenditure
elasticity of demand for major categories of imported foodstuffs, which are
shown in Table 8.8, imply that domestic demand for these commodities grows
as consumer income grows. They also indicate that most of these imports--
vegetable oils are an exception--are destined for upper-income consumers.

17. The elasticity of demand for maize meal was not calculated from a
constant elasticity function like those used in Table 8.8, but from a log-
log inverse function so as to reveal the shift in elasticity with income
level. It is notable that in the lowest level of wage earners and rural
people a coefficient of 1.09 was found. This is undoubtedly a measure of
the movement from own consumption to purchased supplies.

The Marketing System

18. Controlled marketing of agricultural p.roduce in Zambia is not new.
In fact, almost from the beginning of European settlement, maize marketing has
been dominated by Government agencies. The cause is to be found in the nature
of market demand for maize and in the condition of the rural population at
the time this demand began to make itself felt.

19. Contrary to popular belief, the people of Zambia were not strangers
to commerce before the coming of the white man. The historical evidence
establishes three facts that are important in considering the development
of agricultural marketing in Zambia (see Appendix II):

(a) In most parts of Zambia, there is an ancient tradition of
vigorous participation in economic exchange. This is due in
part to the mineral deposits in and about the Copperbelt,
but it also stems from other regional specialization, such
as the cattle herds of the Lozi and the fisheries of Luapula
and the lakes.

(b) African farmers provisioned the long-distance trade of an
earlier period, and farmers of the Southern Province, notably
the Tonga, responded vigorously to the market opportunities
brought by the railroad and the development of the copper mines.

(c) There were probably no established markets and market places
when the European occupation began, except possibly at Kazembe,
and internal marketing in most places had been badly disiupted
by raids and marauding and a general breakdown of internal
security (Appendix II).
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Table 8.8: EXPENDITTEF, ELASTICITY OF DEMAND FOR SELECTED FOODSTUFFS

Foodstuff CoeaficientL/

*Jneat Flour O.`3

Rice 1.1

Sugar .81

Fresh Peef .77

Poultry 1.06

Eggs *99

Dried Milk 1.25

Vegetable Oil .4it

Margarine, Cooking Fats .95

1/ Coefficient shows percentage increase in purchases of the comrodity
that is associated with an increase of one percent in total consumer
expenditures.

Source: UNDP/FAO, National Food and Nutrition Programme: Zambia:
The Food EconoTy of Zambia, ESN: DP/ZAM/69/512 Technical
Report 1, (Rome 1972).
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The Origins of Controlled Marketing

20. Three principal events, which date from the beginning of the 20th
century, led to the development of commercial farming in southern Zambia:
the discovery and development of important mineral deposits, mostly copper,
in the Katanga and the Zambian Copperbelt; the extension of the railroad
north from Livingstone to Ndola and eventually to Port Francqui; and the
immigration of European farmers who settled closed to the railway line. From
the beginning, maize was the major crop. In 1925, maize accounted for 36,000
of the 60,000 acres that had been brought under cultivation by the 300 or,
so European farmers then operating in Zambia. But African farmers responded to
the same market opportunities, modifying their farming methods in imitation
of the Europeans and in response to the extensive activities of the missions.
With the development of the Zambian copper mines in the twenties, maize
production, and cattle production too, rose rapidly. Local supplies were
unable to keep up with the increase in demand, however, and the former exports
to Katanga were replaced by imports from the south. 1/ At the beginning of
the 1930's, the Great Depression brought an end to expansion. Many of the
mines closed, world maize prices fell to very low levels, and the very ex-
istence of the European farming industry seemed to be threatened. African
farmers, whose fixed charges were low, continued to produce maize for market
at prices that sent European.farmers into bankruptcy, and the better
established Rhodesian farmers to the south paid the same rates as Zambian
farmers for transporting maize and cattle to the Copperbelt.

21. In these events lay the origins of controlled marketing in Zambia.
European farmers were particularly alarmed at the growth of African competi-
tion in maize markets. Sales by African farmers were growing more rapidly
than those by European farmers, and there was a real possibility that maize
production might be taken over entirely by the low-cost producers. "So,"
S. M. Makings says, "the concept of managed prices linked to the cost of produc-
tion was introduced, starting a long and widening trail of repercussions in the
agricultural economy." 2/ The main weakness of the cost-of-production approach
to managed prices lies in its failure to take into account variations in
production costs--from farm to farm and place to place--which result from
different technical and managerial skills, factor endowment and distance
from market. This naive concept is one of the root causes of Zambia's
agricultural problems today.

22. It should be pointed out that concern about the welfare of the
European farmers (numbering by this time some 500 to 600) was not the only
reason for the Government's action. Equally, perhaps even more important,

1/ S.M. Makings, "Agricultural Change in Northern Rhodesia/Zambia: 1945-1965,"
Food Research Institute Studies (1966), Vol VI, No. 2, p. 198.

2/ Ibid., p. 200.
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was the critical concern about providing basic food supplies for laborers
in the Copperbelt, and the widespread belief that only European farmers could
be relied upon to do this. 1/

The First Maize Board

23. The obvious way to meet these difficulties (and a very popular way
in the 1930's) was to establish monopoly control of production and price
and to allocate quotas to producers. The Committee recommended: "A Maize
Control Board....to purchase and market all maize offered for sale, the final
price to the prqducer being determined by the quantity sold at the controlled
local price and exported at the low world price ... The remunerative local
market was divided between European and African producers on ... an equitable
proportion based on sales over the three previous years". 2/ European farmers
received individual quotas in the local market out of their joint share of the
local pool, but African farmers got an average price for local sales and exports
from which was deducted a contribution to a stabilization fund.

24. In 1936, the first year of controlled marketing, African farmers
were alloted 25% of the total of 234,000 bags, although, in fact, their share
tended to be higher than this allocation. Total sales of maize to the Board
grew only slowly and erratically through the 1940's, more rapidly in the 1950's
(Table 8.9). By 1954, it has been estimated that between 25,000 and 30,000
African farmers were engaged in the commercial production of maize. 3/ The
Census of Agriculture reported that 256,000 "traditional farmers" sold crops
of some sort in 1970.

25. Reliance on controlled prices and marketing boards was strongly
reinforced by the experiences of World War II. The Maize Control Ordinance
required European farmers to surrender to the Board all maize in excess of
their own requirements, and the Board was sole exporter and importer as
well. Buyers and sellers of cattle, however, were free to negotiate among
themselves, as they are today, although the Cattle Marketing Board fixed
minimum prices for slaughter cattle that were well below the market.

1/ William Allan, for example, speaks of the African farmers as selling
only their "normal surplus:" that is, the reserve they grow each year
against crop failure. There were at the time about 17,000 African
farmers growing maize for sale. William Allan, African Husbandman
(Edinburgh, 1965), p. 42.

2/ Ibid., pp 38-39.

3/ William Allan, African Husbandman (Edinburgh, 1965), p. 39.
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Table 8.9: NORTHERN RHODESIA: QUANTITIFS OF MAIZE MARKETED, 1933-57
Cthousand bags of 200 Ths)

Areas Served by Rail Eastern Province
European African (Race of Producers

Year Total Producers Producers Not Specified)

1933 128 91 37 ...
193)4 313 213 100 ...
1935 169 132 37 ...

1936 274 ...
1937 440 240 200
1938 282 156 126
1939 217 153 64
1940 320 202 118

1941 158 120 38 ...
1942 197 146 51 ...
19)43 204 144 60 ...
1944 327 212 115 ...
19)45 475 273 202 ...

1946 451 268 172
1947 264 190 54
1948 650 343 296
19L9 397 283 61 53
1950 851 447 344 60

1951 761 391 290 80
l 9'>? 663 389 173 101
1953 1,166 602 435 129
195)4 1,357 661 595 101
195.5 1,069 615 320 i334

1956 1,641 893 600 148
1957 2,082 1,176 822 83

Source: Northern Rhodesia, Department of Agriculture, Annual Reportl, (Lusaka),
various issues; reproduced from M. P. Miracle, Maize in Tropical Africa,
(Madison, Wisconsin, 1966), p, i6i.
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26. During the period of Federation with Rhodesia and Malawi, the
system of boards and controlled marketing was expanded, and on the eve of
independence Zambian farmers were faced with a Federal Grain Marketing
Board (successor to the Maize Control Board), a Federal Dairy Marketing Board
and a Federal Cold Storage Commission. Theoretically, prices were linked
to production costs and adjusted at annual price reviews. Subsidy costs
for some of these activities had been heavy--in 1958 losses on maize exports
pushed subsidies up to E4.5 million, the equivalent of K 9 million. As a
result, a new agreement under which losses on exports would no longer be
made good by Government was worked,out, and the old quota system was
dropped. The cost-price system for milk was also modified and a limit was
placed on the amount of subsidy. 1/ Nevertheless, the devotion to controlled
marketing and managed prices linked to cost of production persisted.

27. In 1974, agricultural marketing was carried on by a mixture of
public and private merchants and processors. Powers of the public agencies
(the parastatal companies and marketing unions) ranged from authorization
to trade to complete monopoly of trade to supervision of production. The
activities of the private sector ranged from farmers who sold their produce
(illegally) from door to door or in small rural markets to modern milling
companies and prosperous cattle merchants. Some of the largest trades--
maize, dairy products, vegetable oils--were by statutory monopolies; others--
beef, fish, groundnuts--were primarily the province of competitive private
merchants.

28. Government-controlled agricultural marketing agencies are of four
types:

(a) The marketing boards,

(b) the processing companies,

(c) the retail distributing companies, and

(d) the cooperative marketing unions. 2/

The Marketing Boards: A Description

29. There are five marketing boards: National Agricultural Marketing
Board (NAM Board), Cold Storage Board (CSB), Dairy Produce Board (DPB),
Tobacco Board of Zambia (TBZ) and Zambia Pork Products, Ltd. (ZAPP). The
first three are under the Ministry of Commerce, while the latter two are under
the Ministry of Rural Development.

1/ S.M. Makings, "Agricultural Change," Food Research Institute Studies, (1966),
Vol. VI, No. 2.

2/ In theory, cooperatives are owned and controlled by their members, but the
three cooperatives of Zambia partake much more of the character of
parastatal, if somewhat independent, concerns.
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30. The National Agricultural Marketing Board. Most important of
the Government-owned marketing agencies is the National Agricultural Marketing
Board, popularly called NAM Board, which was set up in September 1969 to
take over the duties of the Grain Marketing Board and the Agricultilral
Rural Marketing Board. This Board is the sole legal buyer and seller of
maize. 1/ More generally, the Board's functions are:

(a) to buy, store, transport and sell at fixed prices a specified
group of agricultural commodities. In 1974, the Board was the
monopoly buyer. only of maize, but the buyer of last resort for
sorghum, groundnuts, Bambarra groundnuts, various dried beans,
soybeans, sunflower seed, sunhemp, and perhaps also for others
not in fact offered to it;

(b) to import and export designated products; and

(c) to offer for sale to farmers various farm inputs--principally
fertilizer and seed in 1974, but including chicken feed,
pesticides and sprayers, and a wide range of hardware and
farm tools, including wheelbarrows, shovels, rakes, hatchets,
hoes, harrows, barbed wire, chicken wire and hand corn-
shellers.

The Board also operates cotton gins at Lusaka and Chipata. It is charged
with an obligation to serve all farmers, both by providing them with a market
for their produce and with a source of supply for productive inputs. These
services are performed in the Northern Province by the. Northern Province
Cooperative Marketing Union (NPCMU), and the Eastern Province Cooperative
Marketing Association (EPCMA) and NAM Board both have depots in the Eastern
Province. NAM Board has slightly less than 1,000 depots, 37 of which are major
stations. The NPCMU has nearly 500 stations, but they are mostly just spots
along the road with a local dignitary serving as manager. EPCMA has 250 stations
in village markets that buy produce to be resold to NAM Board, while the Board
also has 7 main depots and 86 temporary rural supply points in the Eastern
Province. The NAM Board depots and 250 EPCMA depots serve an area:of 590,000
Km2. NAM Board employees speak of having depots about 15 km apart, or located
so that every farmer is within 15 km of one, but this kind of coverage is, of
course, not achieved, and there must be many farmers who still find themselves
a long way from a NAM Board depot.

1/ The Act establishing the Board reads that any controlled product grown
in a prescribed area shall become the property of the Board as soon
as it is harvested (CAP 35, Section 29). Maize is, of course, a
controlled product, and the entire country is a prescribed area.
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31. The volume of business done by most of the rural depots must be
very small. In Mazabuka District, a major maize-producing area, farmers
delivered 201,409 bags of maize to the main depot in 1974, but only 35,616
to the 17 rural depots, or an average of 2,095 bags (188 tons) per depot.
In the North Western Province, with 5 main depots, 21 permanent rural depots,
and 48 seasonal depots, total purchases of maize in 1974 were 30,000 bags,
or 405 bags (36 tons) per depot.

32. In 1973, NAM Board had assets of K 39 million. It received K 34.2
million from the sale of controlled and uncontrolled products and spent
K 37.4 million on purchases, K 16.1 million of which were imports. Trading
losses amounted to K 7.6 million and total loss to K 21 million. These
were offset by a trading subsidy of K 21.1 million to show a net profit
transferred to the equalization account of K 121,000. In addition, a de-
preciation subsidy that is a claim on Government funds amounted to K 0.9
for that year.

33. The Board's principal activities are to assemble maize at line-of-
rail depots and to hold it there under waterproof tarpaulins until it can be
sold to mills in the Copperbelt and Lusaka, or until it can be moved into
concrete storage silos. In 1973, the Board purchased 386,000 tons of maize
and sold 460,000 tons, whereas it handled much smaller quantities of other
farm crops (Table 8.10). In some earlier years, purchases of groundnuts,
sorghum and sugar beans had been more substantial but very far from
rivalling maize, either in tonnage or value. The Board also had a brief
flurry in the fruit and vegetable trade, but this operation was not
successful and is now very modest.

34. The farm supply side of the business is dominated by fertilizers;
imports totalled 143,000 tons in 1973 and sales 69,000 tons. Sales of seed
maize amounted to 3,400 tons, almost entirely from local production. Details
of the trading accounts are shown in Table 8.11, but it should be noted
that sales figures include subsidies, mostly for maize and fertilizers.

35. The Cold Storage Board (CSB). The Cold Storage Board's responsibilities
were described by its chairman in 1973 as "the buying and slaughtering of cattle,
processing and storage of carcasses and by-products, and the distribution of
meat to the Zambian markets." He went on to say that "many aspects of the
Board's activities are non-profitable but are carried out with the object
of providing services to people." 1/

1/ Cold Storage Board of Zambia, Report and Annual Accounts for the Year
Ended 31 December 1972.
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Table 8 .10: PURCHASES OF CROPS BY NAM BOARD, 1973

Crop Metric Tons

Mvlai ze 386,000

Sorghum 258

Groundnuts 150

Sunflower 322

Other 1/6

1/ Cowpeas, sugar beans, velvet beans, soybeans, and sun hemp.

Source: Fourth Annual Report of the National Agricultural Marketing
Board of Zambia for the Year Ended 31st December 1973. Con-
verted from bags to tons at appropriate weights.
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Table 8.11: DETAILS OF NAM BOARD TRADING ACCOUNTS
(Thousand Kwacha)

Purchases

Commodity Local Imports Sales -

Maize 18,56o 2,979 33,903

Sundry crops 103 527 443

Fertilizer, seeds, pI2,509 17,90
and implements , ,

Produce 700 55 1,302

Cotton 8.9 1,780

1/ Includes Government subsidies.

Source: Fourth Annual Report of the National Agricultural Marketing Board
of Zambia for the Year Ended 31st December 1973.
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36. At the end of 1974, CSB had abattoirs operating at Livingstone,
Lusaka, Chipata, and Kitwe. A new abattoir at Mongu was just beginning
operation, and there was a small abattoir at Mbala. Head offices were at
Lusaka. There were depots at Kasama, Mansa, Solwezi, Mpika and Mbala. The
Board's retail shops had all been closed in 1972, but it sold prepackaged
meat to supermarkets and other retailers. Recorded slaughtering of cattle
by CSB and private butchers, 1964 to 1972, is shown in Table 00.12. These
figures do not include the large number of cattle which were slaughtered
in rural areas where records are not kept--a number reported by the Census
as amounting to 160,000 bead in'1971.

37. The share of private butchers and cattle buyers in recorded slaughter
may have been much larger in 1974 than in previous years. CSB expected to
buy only 1,500 head from commercial farmers and 32,000 head from traditional
farmers as compared with 50,000 head in 1973. Increases in retail prices
of 37% in January 1974, the first in five years, that were accompanied by
a smaller increase in the Board's buying prices, made it possible for private
butchers and traders to offer cattlemen much more attractive prices. The
Cold Storage Board offered 38-40 n/kg live weight for choice cattle at its
buying stations, less 3% average condemnation, while private buyers were
paying 44-50 n/kg at the farm, with no deductions. A 2,000 kg choice animal
that dressed out at 1,146 kg.(52%) cost the private buyer K 198 to K 227,
plus K 12 for slaughter, plus transport costs. For this, the buyer obtained
beef cuts worth K 239 at wholesale, K 263 at retail, plus offals worth not
less than K 25. (CSB is said to require a 20% markup on imported beef to
break even.)

38. The Board is the sole importer of beef, almost all of which is
carried by air from Botswana. Such imports amounted to 13,500 tons in 1972
and 6,250 tons in 1973. Along with Zambia Pork Products, the Board also
imported pig meat.

39. CSB had sales of K 14.7 million in 1972, the most recent year for
which figures are available, and showed a profit on trading account before
allowance for adminsitrative expenses and finance charges of K 2.8 million.
When these costs are taken into account, the Board would have reported a
loss of K 200,430 had it not been for a subsidy received to cover losses
in 1971. Losses were probably much greater in 1973, when closure of the
frontier with Rhodesia necessitated air transport for carcasses imported
from Botswana and Swaziland and the world increase in beef prices was not
reflected in Zambian retail prices. In 1973, an administrative subsidy of
K 1.6 million was paid to CSB. Some of the loss was, however, incurred in
1972 (Table 8.13). With the 29% price increase recommended for 1974, it
was expected that CSB could operate without subsidy, except for that paid to
cover the added cost of air freight. The actual price increase granted was
in fact 37%.
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Table 8.12: RECORDED SLAUGHTERING OF CATTLE BY COLD STORAGE
BOARD AND PRIVATE BUTCHERS, 1964-74

(Thousand Head)

Year Coll Storage Board Private Butchers Total

1964 45 26 71

19`5 40 29 69

1966 29 34 63

1967 23 31 5

1968 21 26 47

1969 22 27 49

1970 36 32 68

1971 29 39 68

1972 29 43 72

1)73 50

197h 31t/

1/ Preliminary.

Source: Zambia, Ministry of Rural Development, Quarterly Agricultural Statistics
Bulletin, (June 1974).
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Table 8.13: AGRICULTURE-RELATED CONSUMER AND PRODUCER SUBSIDIES

(thousand kwacha)

1973
Actual

Tractor Hire 5cheme 
50

TBZ: Administrative Subsidy 
800

Virginia Tobacco Growers (Guaranteed 
Price) 198

Production Department 
_

RDC: AFC - Administration Expenses 
50o

AFC - Agency Funds Administration

ZCDL - Operation Expenses 
1,000

Bonus to Zambesi Cooperative Dairy 
8

Zambesi Tobacco Co-op 
11

NPCMU 
344

EPCMA 
230

SPCMJ 
70

NAMB:1/ Trading Losses on Seed 
200

Fertilizer Trading and Storage Losses 
2,730

Cotton Ginneries 
405

Fruit and Vegetables Trading Losses

Maize Export Subsidy 
1,000

Rural Maize Transportation Subsidy 18)

Administrative Subsidy 
5871/

Maize Prices 
7501/

Grain Bag Costs 
430f/

Maize Stock Losses 
1,5001/

Maize Stock 
7,19 h9

CSB:,.' Administrative Subsidy 
1,6?0/

Cost of Imports

DPB:3 Milk Subsidy 
B94L

Maize Consumer Subsidy- 
10,059

National Milling Company 
253

Millers' Subsidy3/ 
8961/

Rucom Industries-V 
250

Total 
32,884

1/ Subsidy for loss incurred in 1972.

2/ Subsidy for loss incurred in 1972 
and 1973.

3/ For 197h, these subsidies were charged to Min97try 
of Commerce.

7! For 197h, these subsidies were charged 
to Ministry of Mines and Industry.

Source: Zambia: Financial Report for the Year Ended 31 December 1973.
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40. The Dairy Produce Board (DPB). The Dairy Produce Board is the
lineal descendant of Cooperative Creameries of Northern Rhodesia Ltd., a
company formed in the early 1930's to supply milk to local residents in
Lusaka, and Copperbelt Dairies Ltd., established at about the same time
to supply the Copperbelt. These were combined in 1954, and taken over by
the Federal Dairy Marketing Board in 1962. Upon independence, the Dairy
Produce Board acquired the Federal Board's property and activities in Zambia.

41. The Dairy Produce Board is a monopoly purchaser and seller of fresh
milk along the line-of-rail, except in the extreme south where it shares the
market with the Zambezi Cooperative Dairy. It is the sole importer of butter
and cheese, and imports, processes and sells other dairy products in competi-
tion with the private sector. It manufactures and sells ice cream, recon-
stituted and 'long-life' milk from local and imported ingredients, and provides
a door-to-door retail milk delivery. It also operates a number of milk bars.
In the areas of its operation, the Board is the sole legal distributor of
milk. Its purchases of milk in 1973 amounted to 14.8 million liters, valued
at K 1.5 million, of which 71% came from private dairies and 29% from state
farms.

42. Purchases were about the same in 1972, which was the first year
since independence that fresh milk intake had increased. Sales from private
dairies declined by 1.4 million liters in 1971, 1 million liters in 1972, but
only 270,000 liters in 1973. Increased production by state farms was just
about enough to offset the decline in private production. Purchases by Zambezi
Cooperative Dairies varies from 1.1 million to 1.3 million during these years.
The Board produced 22.5 million liters of reconstituted milk in 1972.

43. Producer prices for milk rose by 12% in the Copperbelt in 1972 and
by 22% elsewhere. This was the first price change since 1968 and there have
been none since then, despite the rise in prices of beef in 1974.

44. The Board had total sales in 1972 of K 8.4 million. It paid K 1.1
million for the fresh milk and K 4 million for imports, mostly dried skim
milk. With Government subsidies of K 67,608 for milk quality, a "producer
subsidy" of K 25,657, connected with the 1972 price increase to producers,
and a "consumer subsidy" of K 490,011, the Board showed a profit of K 326,000
and reduced its accumulated loss to K 521,000. Subsidies reported in the
1973 national Financial Report (Table 8.13) were K 894,000. Again, some
of the loss was incurred in 1972. DPB has factories in Lusaka, Kitwe and
KabTv., and distribution depots at Mazabuka, Ndola, Chingola, Mufulira and
Luanshya from which processed milk and ice cream are distributed. Its
activities obviously are directed primarily to supplying the Copperbelt and
Lusaka. Fresh milk is in very short supply and there is a lively black market
trade, with private merchants paying 22 n/liter at the farm, as compared with
9 n/liter paid by the Board.
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45. The Tabacco Board of Zambia (TBZ) The Tobacco Board of Zambia buys
and auctions the Virginia Tobacco crop and buys and negotiates the sale of
the Burley Tobacco crop. The Board supervises a number of Virginia Tobacco
production schemes, as well as its own training farms and centers. In 1973,
production for its sponsored enterpries amounted to 3.8 million kg, or about
55% of the total crop, 1.7 million kg of which was produced by tenant farmers.
TBZ organizes the supply of agricultural materials needed by producers,
operates a tobacco processing and packing plant, and manages the official
deficiency payment scheme for Virginia Tobacco producers. As agent of the
'Wfficial Agricultural Finance Company, the Board issues and collects credit
for tobacco production. It is also responsible for all extension services in
tobacco-growing areas, including those producing Burley Tobacco.

46. Because of the small volume it can offer buyers, the TBZ's auction
floor at Lusaka is maintained with some difficulty. Nevertheless, in 1974,
when sales of flue-cured tobacco amounted to K 6 million and Burley Tobacco
to K 379,000, the auction floor broke even. During this same year, the
packing plant, which was built to handle 18 million kg of leaf, lost K 150,000.
In 1974, arrangements were made to convert half of the Government's invest-
ment in the Board to equity, and it is expected that the plant can break
even with a volume of 9 million kg.

47. Zambia Pork Products Ltd. (ZAPP). ZAPP is a wholly owned subsidiary
of the parastatal Rural Development Corporation. Although ZAPP is the princi-
pal buyer and processor of local pigs, it must compete with private buyers.
Prices of pigs and pig meat are market-determined, and supply comes primarily
from commercial farms.

The Marketing Boards: An Evaluation

48. NAM Board. The National Agricultural Marketing Board is reasonably
successful in carrying out its major tasks of assembling, storing and trans-
porting maize from grower to miller and supplying seed and fertilizers to
farmers. It is reported to have suffered in the past from heavy losses due
to theft and manipulation of accounts by dishonest employees, but a newly
initiated, elaborate record-keeping system seems to offer adequate protection
against this kind of embezzlement. The system is costly, however, and has
introduced further delay in payments to farmers. (Each consignment must be
checked by an inspector from Lusaka before payment can be made.) Delay in
payment is a deterrent to sales to the Board, and contributes to the vigorous
black-market trade.

49. NAM Board is not as skillful at merchandising as it is in grain
handling, which essentially is not a trading operation. Supplies of fer-
tilizers and seeds usually arrive on time, but depot managers are not well
informed about the use of these products and are often ignorant of the nature
and even the availability of other products that are nominally handled by the
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Board. Nor are stocks of these other products well maintained in the depots.
(A fairly well-organized permanent rural depot near Monze, for example,
carried a sign warning farmers that "first come first choice," and NAMB
employees in the Copperbelt said that Lusaka sent them merchandise that
was not used at all in their area.)

50. The need to maintain depots in remote areas which handle small
quantities of produce and supplies also places a heavy burden on the Board,
both in terms of personnel and operating costs.

51. Because of price controls for maize, the Government has been
obliged to make regular subsidy payments to offset the Board's losses. As
a result, budget discipline has been seriously weakened. Subsidy payments
appear to be made after the fact, jnstead of being agreed upon in advance,
thus further weakening discipline.

52. The physical conditions under which the staff work at Kwacha House
(NAM Board headquarters in Lusaka, which is shared with CSB and DPB) are
poor: three or four clerks are crowded into a room barely big enough for
two; the lighting is inadequate; and the ventilation poor. Indeed, it is
often a scramble to find a spot where business conversations can be carried
on without disturbing others. These conditions further impair the performance
of employees who are not too well-qualified to begin with.

53. The difficulty of hiring and training competent personnel is a
matter of concern at all levels. It is extremely difficult to find managers
for the nearly 1,000 depots, many of which are seasonal and therefore do not
provide year-round employnent. To coordinate activities and prevent fraud at
all of these locations requires an elaborate record-keeping system, and this
places additional burdens on the headquarters office.

54. Concerns frequently expressed about storage capacity seem less
important, although storage at rural depots may be a serious problem in 1975
when premiums will not be paid for maize that is hauled to a main depot.

55. It is obvious, too, that administrators are seriously handicapped
by a lack of information about the size and location of stocks, about crop
conditions and prospects, about actual production, and about the magnitude
of domestic requirements. Stock reports reach Lusaka by mail and are at
least three weeks late in the dry season, a month or more late in the rainy
season. Because of frequent breakdowns of the telephone and telegraph systems,
moreover, administrators have difficulty communicating with stations.

56. The Other Boards. I'n 1974, the principal functions performed by
the Cold Storage Board were the import of beef and the purchase of slaughter
cattle from the rural areas. The Board's inability to compete successfully
with private buyers must be accepted as prima facie evidence that its trading
could be made considerably more efficient. CSB provides a useful service by
1-;ying at up-country points where marketing costs are higher and the trade
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is not as attractive to private traders as that nearer to the line-of-rail.
If efficiency is improved so that CSB can offer higher prices there, though
not as high as in the line-of-rail provinces, the flow of cattle into regular
commercial channels could be increased substantially.

57. No particular problems were reported with the other boards beyond
those resulting from controlled prices discussed in a later section.

The Parastatal Processing Companies

58. Most important of the parastatal processing companies are National
Milling and Ndola Milling, Refined Oil Products, Sugar Company of Zambia,
NAM Board as cotton ginner, Kafue Textiles, and Zambia Pork Products as
pork processor. All except Zambia Pork Products operate under a managed
price system of ceiling prices for consumer goods and some receive subsidies.

59. Milling Companies. National Milling Company, which is the exclusive
miller of wheat flour, has mills at Lusaka, Livingstone and Kabwe. Ndola
Milling Company has mills in Ndola, Mkushi and Mongu; and there are other
INDECO mills at Mansa and Kabompo. Private mills include those of Kabwe
Milling Company at Kabwe and Ndola, and other private mills at Kitwe,
Luanshya and Mufulira. The mill in Chipata is owned by the cooperative. In
addition to the roller mills, many hammer mills are scattered about the
country. These mills tend to be concentrated in the line-of-rail provinces,
however, and there may be none at all in some of the more remote areas. In
the Northern Province, for example, there is a clustering of hammer mills
around Kasama, where a small roller mill is also located; a second concen-
tration is to be found in the Mumbwa District, Central Province, along the
road to Mongu. Nearly all of the hammer mills are privately owned. National
Milling Co. is the exclusive miller of wheat flour.

60. Refined Oil Products (ROP) is a monopoly importer and processor
of vegetable oils. It buys oil seeds directly from producers as well as
from NAM Board, but by far the greater part of its supplies are imported.
In 1973, ROP purchased 700 tons of sunflower seeds directly, 240 tons from
NAMB and 65 tons from the Southern Province Cooperative Marketing Union.
Direct purchases of sunflower seeds in 1974 amounted to 3,300 tons. The
company was unable to buy any other oil seeds locally in that year. Imports
of crude oils amounted to 91% of total supplies.

61. Other Processing Companies. Sugar production and marketing are
completely integrated through wholesaling. NAM Board is the sole cotton
ginner, and Kafue Textiles the only cotton processor. National Breweries
monopolize beer production. They purchase their maize requirements from
NAM Board.

62. Problems of the Parastatal Processing Companies. The parastatal
processing plants show a considerable degree of managerial competence and
business skills. Formerly successful private concerns, they now operate
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under an increasing burden of price controls. Millers and merchants tend
to operate on a hand-to-mouth basis, maintaining no stocks either of maize
or of maize meal. With the mills operating at or near full capacity during
most of the year, even a brief breakdown can lead to serious, if random,
shortages.

63. The Government's decision to keep retail prices of such imported
products as wheat flour and cooking oil well below import costs reduces the
efficiency of the plants by distorting product flow; and when there is
uncertainty about subsidy payments,- as there was with Refined Oil Products
in November/December 1974, the entire operation can be halted because of
cash-flow problems. Product flow has also been seriously altered in maize
milling because the ceiling on the price of high-extraction mealie meal
causes retailers to stock uncontrolled low-extraction breakfast meal. One
consequence is that in some mills the total amount of meal produced from a
given amount of flour may be reduced. (There is probably an associated
decline in vitamin and mineral content of the meal.) At the same time,
excess cotton ginning capacity and unattractive producer prices for cotton
cause ginneries to operate only at 15% of capacity.

The Parastatal Retail Distributors

64. Most important of the retail distributors are the two large multiple-
outlet firms, Zambia OK Bazaar (ZOK) and Zambia Consumer Buying Corporation
(ZCBC). ZCBC has been under state control since 1966. It is the dominant
factor in the northern and northeastern part of the country, with large
departmental stores, 14 peri-urban stores in the Copperbelt, and 52 stores
in the up-country. Buying is concentrated at Ndola, where most stocks of
imported foodstuffs and prepackaged local products are held.

65. These multi-outlet, multi-product stores provide a national dis-
tribution system, but primarily for imported products or products supplied by
other parastatal merchants or processors. Each store does its own ordering
from an approved list of items and suppliers. Frozen foods are brought in
by an affiliated company, McConnell's, via Beira port, rail to Malawi and
their own fleet of trucks to Ndola. ZCBC does no packaging, and thus the
extent to which their stores can buy from small local suppliers is restricted.
Fresh vegetables and eggs, however, are bought by individual stores, although
mostly through NAM Board. ZCBC is unable to obtain fresh milk; instead, their
stores carry reconstituted, imported milk.

66. In early December 1974, the ZCBC departmental stores were thronged
with Christmas shoppers, and the shelves in food sections were filled with
Christmas sweets, frozen ducks, and other delicacies. The large store in
Ndola carried peanuts from Zambia, Malawi, China and the United Kingdom
in various packs. But, with the exception of large cans of olive oil
imported from Greece, there was no cooking oil and no mealie meal. Plenty
of low-extraction breakfast food was available, however. The smaller store
in Solwezi had no cooking oil and no mealie meal, but plentiful supplies of
wheat bread. At Ndola, cooking oil had been in short supply for two or
three years, but multi-outlet stores were reported to be importing small
quantities from South Africa to be sold at a loss.
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67. The multi-outlet retail firms provide effective distributing
systems with regional capacity. They would serve producers and consumers
better, however, if they could devise means to handle a larger volume of
domestically produced foodstuffs.

Private Trade

68. It is extremely difficult to form any sort of reliable estimate of
the proportion of trade in farm products that is handled by private merchants.
The problem of statistics of maize .and cattle marketing are discussed in
Appendix I, but for some products there are no annual estimates at all.

69. There is effectively no private trade in tobacco, cotton or sugar.
The parastatals control most trade in fresh milk, pork products, and vegetable
oil, and marketing regulations have inhibited the development of small two-
or three-cow dairies selling privately in the towns, particularly in the
Copperbelt. The proportion of the marketed maize crop that is handled by
NAM Board varies with price and size of crop. In 1974, a good crop year, it
was probably close to 80%, much higher than is typical of Kenya or Tanzania,
but this is no more than a guess. There is a large private trade in maize
meal, some of it illegal. The trade in domestic beef is almost entirely in
the hands of private butchers and traders. Confectionery groundnuts pro-
duced in the Eastern Province are a legal monopoly of the Cooperative
Marketing Union, but apparently a large part of the crop is handled by
private traders. The general groundnut trade seems to be almost entirely
private, as is the trade in millet, sorghum, sweet potatoes, cassava and
beans. Vegetables, too, are handled almost entirely by private traders,
although NAM Board handles a small volume. Trade in poultry, eggs, and
day-old chicks is in private hands.

70. The principal private trades to consider then are in staples other
than maize, including maize meal; beef; vegetables; and poultry products.
The dried fish trade is of interest because it may offer a potential for
trade in agricultural products. Consideration must also be given to retail
marketing in which organized market places with regular daily meetings are
very important to private butcher shops and to other small retail shops
dealing in staples.

71. The absence of organized market places over most of Zambia at the
beginning of European colonization was commented on earlier. In the African
quarters of the cities, the municipalities provided neighborhood market
places, usually enclosed, but with open-air selling space around them. Fresh
meat is typically not sold in such markets, but dried fish is plentiful. The
cities also have centrally located fruit and vegetable market places which
are patronized primarily by Europeans. Although the markets are not large
by West African standards--the "big" Luburma market in Lusaka has only 448
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stalls--they are the major source of foodstuffs for most of the urban popu-
lations (see Appendix III). Descriptions of the markets suggest that, except
for the fish trade, assembly of supplies is not very highly developed. They
are essentially "two-level" systems. 1/

72. By monopolizing the handling of maize, the Government has emasculated
the one trade that is best suited to provide a major crop distribution system.
A well-developed maize marketing organization, public or private, would provide
merchandizing, transport and handling infrastructure that could be used by
enterprising merchantz. to explore and develop new market opportunities. This
is most unlikely to happen in an organization like NAM Board, which is devoted
to performing a Service function, but which has no real merchant characteristics.

73. Within the gaps in the maize trade that are not filled by the para-
statals, there are opportunities for trade that have been seized by private
trader-transporters. There is smuggling of maize and maize meal--and bread
and wheat flour--across the borders with Zaire and Tanzania, and of groundnuts
arid beans into Malawi; private truckers take advantage of differences in
legal prices to move maize meal from the railway line to up-country points
at costs lower than those authorized by the Price Controller; maize is moved
illegally to areas paying the highest price rather than to designated buying
depots; and an unknown volume of maize is home-pounded or ground in local
hammer mills.

74. Although NAM Board officials assert that black-market (i.e., private)
trade in maize is prevented by the price structure (NAM Board bought maize
in 1974 for K 4.00 or K 4.30 a bag and sold it for K 3.90), there are various
opportunities for merchants to profit by trade in both maize and maize meal.
Traders may buy at the farm, for example, and then pose as farmers to sell to
the Board. In outlying areas, hammer mill operators, who can legally buy
maize to feed to their own employees, purchase directly from farmers at terms
which are more favorable than NAM Board's, put the grain through a hammer
mill, and then sell it to retailers at lower prices than those charged by
mills in their own area (Table 8.14). Not only do private traders pay more
than NAM Board, they also buy at points remote from NAM Board depots, and

1/ i.e., a system with only a "buying point in the country and a selling
point that is the urban market place." This is in contrast to a
multi-level or re-distributive system in which "wholesale merchants
iLn a few major market towns can possess knowledge about total system
supplies and total system demand and can regulate their purchases and
sales accordingly. In the two-level system, merchants know only what
supplies are in their own city (consuming center) and in the supply
area where they usually buy." -- W. 0. Jones, Marketing Staple
Food Crops in Tropical Africa, p. 111.
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T able 8 .1: -WHOLESALE AND RETAIL PRICES OF MAIZE AND MAIZE MEAL, LINE-OF-RAIL

Product Unit of Sale Wholesa_ ReteaJ/ 9

(kwacha) (kwacha)

Roller Meal (86%) 90-kg bag 4.95 5.31 7.3
50-kg bag 2.88 3.10 7.6
25-kg bag 1.48 1.63 10.1

Straight Run (100%) 90-kg bag 4.63 4.92 6.3

Breakfast Food 50-kg bag 3.52 4.40 25.0
(60%) 25-kg bag 1.80 3.10 72.0

lOx2½2-kg bag 2.20 n.a. -
10-kg bag n.a. 1.10

1/ Ex mill, minimum order 1,00O kg. The company pays rail transport for
orders of 20 tons or more.

2/ Within 10 miles of line of rail.

Source: National Milling Co. Price List, (January 1, 1973) and 1'rice Orders
issued under the Control of Goods Act of 1964.
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perhaps most important, they pay cash, whereas payment from the Board may not
come for six weeks or longer. (This is an added reason why most sunflower
seed is sold to ROP.) Private trade is reported between the Zambezi District,
North Western Province, and the Western Province, and, in 1972, the hammer mill
operators in Mumbwa District are reported to have shipped 100,000 bags of
meal to Mongu. But, although the volume of this trade is large, especially
in years of short crops, the organization is highly fragmented and there is
nothing like a national or regional marketing system. This is despite the
fact that a truckload of maize meal hauled from Mufulira or Ndola to Solwezi
or Kasempa, or Kabompo in the Ndrth Western Province or from Kapiri Mposhi to
Kasama in the Northern Province can return a tidy profit. 1/

75. The private meat trade appears to be somewhat more complex. Cattle
may be brought to the abattoir by producers and sold to butcher shops; the
butcher may go to the ranch to buy cattle directly; or the buyer may travel
from ranch to ranch to buy animals and distribute the meat to his butcher
customers after slaughter. There seem to be no very large factors in this
trade. The most prominent are a few large cattlemen in the Southern Province
and large butcheries in Lusaka.

76. The fish mongers are perhaps the most interesting merchants from
the standpoint of developing a more integrated national marketing system. A
very large and well-organized private trading system brings dried fish to the
urban markets, primarily from the Luapula River and Lakes Bangweulu and
Mweru, but also from the Kafue and Zambezi Rivers; and the trucks often
carry maize meal and other products on their return trips.

77. Little seems to be known about the trade in sorghum, millet, cassava,
sweet potatoes, beans and groundnuts. 2/ These staples appear to be available
in most marketplaces, but, as far as can be determined, they move from
producer to consumer through no more than one intermediary. This is not too
surprising for starchy staples: millet and sorghum have declined in importance
as food, though probably not for brewing; fresh cassava does not travel well;
and sweet potatoes enter the diet normally as a vegetable. It is surprising
that the bean and groundnut trades are not better developed, although there is
known to be a large movement of beans from the Northern Province to Lusaka.
The Census shows 72,000 tons of groundnuts and 28,000 tons of beans produced

1/ The 1974 price of a 90-kg bag of mealie meal was K 5.31 in Ndola,
K 6.50 in Solwezi, and K 8.00 in Kasempa and Kabompo. The distance
from Mufulira to Solwezi is 234 km, to Kabompo about 596 km; and
from Kapiri Mposhi to Kasama, it is about 646 km.

2/ Perisse et al. estimate that these crops contribute 38% of all food
calories for the rural population and from 25% to 28% of their
protein-UNDP/FAO, National Food and Nutrition Programme: Zambia:
The Food Economy of Zambia, (Rome, 1974). The Census shows that total
production of the four starchy staples is important: it amounted to
450 calories/caput/day in 1970; in 1971, production of the two cereals
alone amounted to 600 calories/caput/day.
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in 1970, with sales of 22,000 tons and 9,000 tons respectively. 1/ The
implication for farm marketing is that the internal commerce in beans and
groundnuts is by no means small, with internal sales of 22,000 tons of
groundnuts and 9,000 tons of beans, compared with exports of only 4,000 tons
of groundnuts. It is not clear, of course, how large unreported exports are,
but they too would be a part of the private trade.

78. Economic Responsiveness of Zambian Merchants. Despite the relatively
simple organization of private trade in most agricultural commodities,
particularly the starchy staples' an4 legumes, there is ample indication
that Zambian entrepreneurs are not only alert to market opportunities to serve
producers and consumers better, but that they also have the capacity to do
so. The completion of the all-weather road from Chingola to Solwezi in 1973
quickly sparked the development of a lively trade in cabbages picked up at
the roadside in Kulima for sale to the Copperbelt by trucks that had brought
fish from Luapula and maize meal from the Copperbelt, and a general movement
of people to the road. The high legal price at which the mill at Kabompo
insists on selling its mealie meal left it without customers in Noveniber 1974
as its market area was supplied by meal trucked in from the Copperbelt, possibly
by trucks sent to pick up pineapples at Mwinilunga. Shortages of mealie meal
in Solwezi were partially made good by privately owned maize moving through
the hammer mills of NAM Board. Truckers illegally deliver maize from Zambezi
District toward Mongu rather than Kabompo because the price is higher. In
places small farmers have developed regular, though illegal, milk rotutes
into nearby towns. The repackaging of mealie meal and rebottling of
cooking oil, also, evince commercial enterprise, as do the thriving private
cattle trade and the lively smuggling trade into the Katanga.

79. If a more lively, competitive trade in agricultural commodities is
to develop to serve Zambia, it will be based on Zambians of this type. Non-
nationals were effectively crippled in their participation in agricultural
trade by the Mulungushi Reforms of April 1968, and by the nationalization of
leading foreign-owned companies, although they are still important in the
cattle trade.

The Marketing System: An Overview

80. Zambia does not have an integrated national marketing system for
agricultural commodities primarily because the Government has frequently
hampered and rarely assisted the development of indigenous, privately operated

1/ This implies a much larger consumption of these two protein-rich crops
than is reported by Perisse, and would raise total consumption of protein
from legumes to 14.6 g/person/day from P4risse's estimate 3.1 g/person/day.
The proportion suggested by the Census seems reasonable for diets in
which maize is so important.
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commerce. The parastatal marketing agencies are mainly concerned with provision-
ing the major cities of the Copperbelt and Lusaka, an effort which involves
an essentially one-way movement of commodities either from abroad or from the
major commercial farming areas within the country. Except for the line-of-
rail provinces, producers and consumers are rather poorly served, and the
present system for marketing foodstuffs, other than maize, is particularly
underdeveloped.

81. The present system of parastatal agricultural marketing boards and
processing and distributing concerns does perform functions that are essential
to the economy. But, by preempting marketing of certain major commodities--
most notably maize, dairy products, cotton, tobacco, and confectionery
groundnuts--the parastatal organizations have severely crippled the develop-
ment of small, independent marketing enterprises. For this reason, any move
to transfer more of the marketing burden to private hands, as was done with
the Cold Storage Board's butcher shops, would have to be no more rapid than
the growth of the private sectors' ability to carry it.

82. Normally, in instances where there is direct competition between
marketing boards and private merchants, it is the boards which require
significantly higher marketing margins. The cattle trade is one example,
but this also appears to be true for certain parts of the milling industry.
(The legal milling margin for maize is large enough to suggest that it might
fall if subjected to competitive discipline.) Private merchants enjoy
advantages in some instances because they can evade price controls, but it
is also clear that they are able to carry on their activities at lower costs
than the boards. Expansion of the areas in which private merchants can
operate legally would reduce national marketing costs and increase national
production.

83. The large subsidy payments received by the marketing boards result
in considerable part from the Government's pricing policy (see the following
sections), but they are also occasioned, to an unknown extent, by the
inefficiencies of the boards.

84. The Dairy Produce Board is essentially a monopoly importer and
converter of processed milk: marketing and distribution of fresh milk is
a secondary activity, and it is not conducted in a way to serve the interests
of either dairymen or producers. This is primarily a result of governmental
pricing policies, but the consequence is that the Board's principal efforts
have been diverted from its original objectives.

85. There is capacity in the private sector to grow into an effective
national marketing system operated by Zambian merchants. This can come
about, however, only if Government alters its behavior toward independent
merchants from one of restriction and distrust to considered encouragement
and cooperation. It seems certain that this could lead to the evolutionary
development of a much more efficient agricultural marketing system than
exists at present.
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Pricing Policy

86. Producer prices for crops are reviewed annually, the intention
being to announce in April or May the prices for the next planting season.
Reviews of livestock prices are supposed to be carried out every two years
or so. Changes may be made at other times, however, as in 1973-74 when fear
of a maize shortage led to a major upward adjustment in September 1973 of the
prices that had been announced in May of that year. The September adjustment,
which brought the maize price to the same level in force elsewhere, did not
affect the higher prices that had been set in May for Eastern Province cotton
and groundnuts--prices that were designed to offset the lower price for maize.
Generally, adjustment in producer prices of both crops and livestock are
accepted or rejected by the Cabinet en bloc.

87. Consumer prices are decided separately. The Government may change
a price because of worries about expanding subsidies, or fail to do so because
of fear of consumer reaction. Sometimes, the producer of a processed good
may appeal to the Office of Price Control for an increase, using rising
costs as a justification. Early in 1974, vegetable price controls were re-
moved because of the disappearance of "legitimate" vegetables and the appear-
ance of a black market in which prices were higher than those in force before
controls were imposed. But a decision in November 1974 to bring retail prices
of imported wheat flour and vegetable oils in line with costs was reversed
a few days later, apparently in response to political pressure from t:he Copper-
belt.

Producer Prices

88. It is Government policy to set minimum producer prices for most
commodities. Vegetables, pork and poultry are major exceptions. The producer
prices set for maize are the sole legal market prices, and floor prices for
other commodities are the effective buying prices paid by the parastatals.
They are therefore the only legal price for commodities purchased solely by
parastatal bodies: cotton (NAM Board and Eastern Province Cooperative
Marketing Union), groundnuts in the Eastern Province, milk near urban areas
(Dairy Produce Board), and oilseeds for oil (NAM Board and Refined Oil
Products). Producer prices of tobacco, however, reflect the prices realized
on the auction floor. The tight control over imports and exports of, agri-
cultural commodities, all of which require licenses, ensures the effectiveness
of the moopolies as well as a successful separation of domestic and world
prices even for those goods, like pork, for which the domestic market is free.

89. The origins of control of farm prices, which date back to the Great
Depression, were described earlier. The rationalization for changes in these
prices is almost always in terms of production costs. Prices were formerly
arrived at each year after a general review within the Marketing DiviLsion of
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the Ministry of Rural Development in which representatives of farm organi-
zations participated. Until NAM Board was transferred to the Ministry of
Commerce in 1974, the process of review was essentially performed within
the Ministry. The final decision was made by the Minister after due consult-
ation with his colleagues in the Cabinet. The decision is always in some
sense a political one, but it was and is informed by the best data that can
be collected by MRD's Planning Unit about production costs of both large and
small farmers. The Planning Unit also attempts to estimate supply response
from the production cost data. While the system sounds rational and expert,
it should be borne in mind that 'those making the decision about maize prices
for the coming year do not know within 20%, perhaps within 50%, the quantity of
maize produced the year before.

90. Prices of major Zambian agricultural commodities have not tended to
move very closely with world prices, although maize and groundnuts did not
depart widely until 1973 (Table 8.15). In some instances, the comparison is
misleading, as for cattle in 1974 when the actual producer price was consider-
ably above the legal minimum price. Undoubtedly, there are other deviations
that could be partially explained, but the overall impression from the table
is one of insulation from external market forces.

91. Price Variation With Location. NAM Board is required to buy maize
and sell fertilizer at uniform prices regardless of location. In addition,
it is must stand ready to purchase and supply these commodities everywhere,
irrespective of the distance the commodity must be transported and the value
of merchandise handled by the depot. This policy has become of increasing
importance during the 1970's. For maize, it has involved lowering prices
in deficit areas, such as Mongu, where the price was K 5.00/bag in 1971 and
K 4.30/bag in 1974 (Table 8.16), and raising them in the village markets of
the Eastern Province from K 3.20/bag to K 4.00/bag over that same period.
For 1974, there is a national price of K 5.00 irrespective of location.

92. Seasonal Price Variation. Virtually no attempt is made to set
prices so as to reflect seasonal variations in supply and cost of storage except,
to a small extent, for beef and milk. This means that cost of storage of most
marketable maize is borne by NAM Board. The Board acquires 85% of its maize
stock between June and September, and this creates heavy pressure on admin-
istrative facilities and transport. There might be advantages to paying
producers to store, either directly or by permitting a seasonal price increase.
On the other hand, knowledge about the size of marketable stocks is enhanced
by keeping as much as possible of the marketable crops visible.

93. Subsidies of Farm Inputs. Although most farm inputs are sold at
market value, there are major exceptions. Fertilizer, the most important pur-
chased input, for example, has always been subsidized to a certain extent--
presumably to encourage its use. In 1974, the subsidy for fertilizer, most
of which is imported, grew enormously: urea, for example, now costs K t80/MT
to K 200/MT, but is sold everywhere in the country for only K 81/MT. This
level of subsidy on fertilizer is not the result of conscious planning. Faced



Table 8 ,15: INDEXES OF ZAMBIAN PRODUCER PRICES AND FOREIGN PRICES OF SELECTED PRODUCTS, 1964-74

7/
Maize Beef Cattle Cotton Groundnuts Tobacco Urea

____ Foreign-~l Z 21ia F3aba r 2/ 14/ 6/ 8/
Year Zambia F / Zambi/ Zambia Foreign Zambia- F Zambia Foreign- Zambia Foreign-

1965 100 105 122 110 98 95 99 110 117 110 - 208

1966 107 107 140 123 119 70 110 101 132 114 - 194

1967 90 102 151 124 97 86 107 96 189 110 - 172

1968 95 91 ]87 130 104 78 109 89 131 114 - 141

1969 94 100 189 146 109 74 110 111 152 124 - 121

1970 103 116 180 151 119 76 116 123 156 121 - 104

1971 119 111 187 161 128 95 133 133 158 131 100 100

1972 127 109 191 186 128 69 132 140 174 139 127 129

1973 116 191 191 238 178 151 169 210 167 150 145 206

1974 115 238 153 164 1147 227 318- 167 178 145 684

1/ U.S. No. 3 yellow CIF UK.
2/ Minimum producer price.
3 U.S. Farm price.

Nigerian shelled, CIF, European parts.
§/ Average of January-June. X

t/ U.S. Flue-cured, Type 11-14.
7/ 1971 = 100.
8/ FOB Europe, bagged.
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Table 8.16: GAZETTED PRODUCER PRICES OF FARM CROPS) 1971 to 1975
(Kwacha per 90-kg bag except as indicated)

Crop Delivery Pointi/ 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Maize Main line-or-rail or
EPCMA depots 4.00 4.30 4.30 4.30 5.00

Mongu 5.00 5.00 4.30 4.30 5.00
Kabompo 4.80 5.00 4.30 4.30 5.00
Floor price and EPC0U
village markets 3.20 3.50 4.00 4.00 5.00

Grade A 2/ NAMB line-of-rail
Groundnuts- depots 10.20 10.20 12.60 17.00 17.00

NAMB and NPCMU
District centers 9.60 9.60 12.60 17.00 17.00

EPCMA main depots 10.80 10.80 12.60 17.00 19.00

Sugarbeans Main line-of-rail
depots 14.00 14.00 14.00 14.00 17.00

NAI4B and NPCMU
District depots 10.20 10.20 10.20 10.20 17.00

Haricot beans Line-of-rail depots 10.50 10.50 10.50 10.50 -
District depots and
main depots 9.60 9.60 9.60 9.60 -

Sorghum Malting grade and
line-of rail 4.70 4.70 4.70 5.00 6.00

Sunflower Line-of-rail 4.62 4.62 6.64 6.85 9.40
Seed3/ R.O.P., Lusaka - - 7.50 9.80 -

Seed
cotton, hand-
picked,
Grade A/ Lusaka, Chipata 17.07 17.07 17.07 25.00 32.00

machine-picked Lusaka, Chipata 15.05 15.05 15.05 22.00 29.00

1/ Where no delivery point is shown, price was that at the main depot less
transport costs of about 0.6n/mile.

2/ 80-kg bag.
3/ 50-kg bag
i/ per 100 kg.

Source: Planning Unit, Ministry of Rural Development.
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with a large increase in fertilizer cost, Government decided to fix farmer
prices at their previous level and make up the difference. NAM Board is re-
sponsible for administering this expensive operation for which subsidies of
K 32.8 million are budgeted in 1975. A subsidy of K 6/50-kg packet of im-
proved seed is also given in the rural areas. Losses are projected at about
K 800,000.

Consumer Prices

94. The Control of Goods Act of 1964, under which retail prices are
controlled, derives from Federal Acts of 1954. 1/ It has had a much more
profound impact on production, consumption, and subsidies than the regulation
of producer prices. Price ceilings are specified for almost every conceivable
kind of consumer good, described in detail, from fresh catfish to Crosse and
Blackwell Scotch Herring with Tomato Sauce and including petrol, tailor-made
suits, charcoal, and chibuka beer. But price schedules by no means include
all consumer goods, or even substitutes for those listed. These are intended
to be controlled on an ad hoc basis by the Price Controller or by reference
to prices issued at an earlier date. In fact, little attention is paid to
non-specified goods: the Price Controller's 74 inspectors concentrate on
the listed items. They also seem to pay most attention to larger concerns
and to multiple-outlet retailers. Half of the inspectors are assigned to
the three line-of-rail provinces. The inspectors are not idle, and retail
price control is real--there were 1,700 successful prosecutions in 1973.
Pressures to avoid price control are also very real.

95. Retail ceiling prices of some of the most important foodstuffs
have not changed since 1967-68. Legal prices of fish, both fresh and dried,
sugar and maize meal have not changed in at least six years. In 1974,
however, the retail price of beef was raised by 37%. (This increase largely
explains why commercial cattlemen are as pleased with the market as they are.)

96. Price Variation With Location. Retail prices of maize mea:L are
permitted to vary with distance from the railway line. The original price
order specified wholesale and retail prices only for the area within ten
miles of the line-of-rail, and tied other wholesale prices to those charged
during January 1966. Retail prices were to be the wholesale price plus
transport cost not to exceed 1 n/bag/mile (approximately 11 n/ton mile),
plus a 10% markup, plus set amounts per bag. Maximum retail prices recognized
by the Price Controller at various locations in 1974 are shown in Table 00.17.
Opportunities for profit by arbitraging between the line-of-rail and up-
country towns are obvious, and they probably are legal. Equally attractive
illegal opportunities exist for trading in maize and meal in remote areas,
like the Western Province, where NAM Board bought maize for K 4.30/bag and
roller meal sold for K 8.52/bag to K 9.92/bag.

1/ This Act also regulates quality, labeling and advertising, and imports.
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Table 8.17? MAXIMUM RETAIL PRICES OF ROLLER MEAL AT SELECTED LOCATIONS, 1974
(kwacha per 90-bag and ngwee per kilogram)

Distance from Price per Price per
Location Line-of-Rail bag kilogram

(kilometers) Ikwacha) Fngwee)

Line-of-Rail - 5.31 5.90

Chipata 567 5.3 01/ 6.37

1/
Katete 492 5.20-/ 6.50

Petauke 411 5.401/ 6.75

Solwezi 173 6.50 7.22

Senanga 693 6.70 7.44

Kasempa 390 8.00 8.89

Lundazi 748 8.00 8.89

Mongu 583 8.52 9. 47

Zarribezi 690 9.50 10.56

Mongu/Katongo/Sefula 600 9.72 10.80

Mongu/Namushakende 61o 9.92 11.02

1/ 80-kg bag.

Source: Price supplied by the Price Controller; distances estimated from
highway map.
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97. Consequences of Retail Price Controls. The unorthodox way in which
price ceilings were imposed has produced some strange, although not irrational,
consequences. Kellogg's Corn Flakes, for example, may not be sold for more
than 21 n/250-gram box or 39 n/500-gram box, but no price is specified for Post
Toasties. The result: not a box of Corn Flakes in town but plentiful supplies
of Post Toasties. If the four-ounce can of a product appears on the list, it
will disappear from the shelves, while an unlisted six-ounce can of the same
product remains in plentiful supply. More important for the staple food
trade, the retail price of a 90-kg bag of mealie meal (86% extraction), which
the retailer buys for K 4.95, his been firmly specified and firmly controlled
since 1967 at K 5.31, while the price of Breakfast Food (60% extraction) has
not (Table 8.14). As a result, the mills report an almost insatiable demand
for "Breakfast" which retailers buy for K 1.80/25-kg bag and sell for K3.10/
25-kg bag, and many stores and communities find mealie meal to be in short
supply. This is true even in Lusaka and Ndola.

98. The pressure for ceilings on consumer goods comes most strongly from
the influential Copperbelt electorate where the Government has its greatest
strength. One consequence is the heavy subsidization of the consumption of
wheat flour which is an imported staple of upper-income families. Wheat flour
is in plentiful supply, but a reduction in the subsidy in November 1974 caused
an outcry loud enough to persuade Government to reverse its decision, while a
shortage of cooking oil resulting from similar price distortions apparently
was of little concern. But then, olive oil was on the shelves of all Copper-
belt stores.

99. There have been further consequences to the policy of catering to
the pressures of urban consumers: discouragement of domestic production of
certain products, most notably milk; discouragement of orderly marketing of
maize, groundnuts, and perhaps beef; encouragement of consumption of more
expensive imported foodstuffs; encouragement of smuggling of both domestically
produced and imported goods into neighboring countries; and an increasing
burden of subsidies on the national budget. A strange side effect of it all
is that imported fertilizers are being sold in large quantities to Malawi
farmers because the Zambian Government chooses to subsidize the cost of
fertilizers rather than raise the price of farm products. 1/ "Oh what a tangled
web we weave!"

100. It is the avowed intention of Government to hold down the costs of
co-modities that take the largest part of the budgets of low-income house-
holds. When beef prices were raised in 1974, prices of the cheaper cuts
like flank and ribs went up only 15%, while the choicer fillet, porterhouse,
and rump steaks increased by 75%. But Table 8.18 shows that this policy
has not, on the whole, been very successful, and low-income families appear
to have benefited little from the food price policy.

1/ And then the NAM Board buys back maize smuggled in from Malawi and pays
K 3.50/bag to ship it to the Copperbelt.
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Table 8.18: INDaX OF RETAIL PRICES OF FOOD, 3EVERAGES, AND TOBACCO,
AND OF ALL ITEMS, 1963 TO MAY `974, BY INCOME GROUP

(1962 = 100)

Food, beverages,
and tobacco! All Items

Income Group Low Low High

1963 101 100 101 102

1964 104 102 104 106

1965 113 106 113 111

1966 128 113 124 1]6

1.967 134 118 131 122

1968 146 130 145 133

1969 148 133 148 138

1970 151 137 152 145

1971 161 146 161 154

1972 168 159 170 16

1973 178 171 180 175

197h

January 192 187 191 184

May 195 191 193 188

1/ Food only, 1963-69; after 1970 food, beverages, and tobacco were weighted
.6)47 in low-income index, .309 in high-income index.

Source: Republic of 7ambia, Central Statistical Office, Monthly Digest of
Statistics, Vol. X, No. 6, (June 1974), pp. 48-49. Index after
1970 converted to 1962 base.
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101. Prices of agricultural commodities in Zambia have behaved just as
prices usually do under controls. When control is imposed, prices and price
relationships are frozen. Thereafter, they change in response to changes
in political pressure, not in response to changes in supply and demand except
as they generate political pressure. They therefore change infrequently
and erratically with the changes in the relative strength of producers who
want higher prices and consumers who do not.

Cost-Based Pricing

102. It has already been pointed out that cost of production is a poor
basis for setting farm prices, principally because it fails to take into
account variations in production costs that result from differing technical
and managerial skills, factor endowment, and location. When cost-plus pricing
of farm products is pursued regardless of world prices, it further dist:orts
domestic production by valuing various alternative outputs and inputs at either
more or less than they would cost or could be sold for in world markets. This
has the further consequence of reducing a country's foreign exchange earnings.
Farmers will use more and produce less if inputs and outputs are underpriced
than they would for maximum net production (and the converse is true with
overpricing).

Border Prices

103. The degree to which farm prices have been permitted to depart from
their optimum values in Zambia can be estimated by comparing them with prices
that would have to be paid for imports or at which exports could be sold.
When domestic prices depart markedly from what they would be if equivalent
to these "border prices," the comparison provides a measure of the implicit
tax or subsidy on the production of each commodity. The comparison also
suggests whether the production of a commodity might be expected to rise
or fall if farm prices were brought into consonance with border prices. Of
course, it does not indicate how much production will rise if prices rise;
that depends on the number of farmers who will find it profitable to increase
the resources employed in producing a particular commodity, either by trans-
ferring them from other farm production or by obtaining additional resources
from outside agriculture. There is ample historical evidence, however, that
the production of both traditional and commercial farmers responds positively
to changes in profitability.

104. Border Prices and Farm Prices. World prices of most agricultural
commodities and major farm inputs rose sharply in 1973 and 1974, while Zambian
prices changed slowly, if at all (Table 8.15). The relationship between
border prices and Zambian producer prices shown in Table 8.19 is therefore
indicative only of the present and not of earlier or future periods. The
nine commodities included in the table make up about 70% of the value of
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Table 5.19: BORDER PRICES, DOMESTIC PRICES, AND EFFECTIVE PROD'UCER TAXATION, 1974

Virginia Total
Beef Ground- Milk Sunflower 5/ Pork Flue-cured Excluding
c,d.w.l/ Cotton nuts Maize (per liter) Seed Su8arg c.d.w. Tobacco Total Sugar

Estimated Border Price 4/
Equivalent (K per MIT) 740 340 33B 71-t 0.14 260 622 78 0Q6/ 8217.1

Actual Producer Price
(K per MT) 650 250-/ 213-/2 48 0.10 200 100 600 950-"

Total Marketed Production09/ 1 3,
(MT) 16,0001°/ 5,600 5,000 540.000 17,0001 / 3,500 60,000 1,800- 7,160

Value of Production at
World Prices (K '000's) 11,840 1,940 1,690 38,640 2,380 910 37,320 1,404 5,878 101,966 64,646

Value Production at
Domestic Prices 13/
(K '000's) 10,400- 1,400 1,065 25,800 1,700 700 6,000 1,080 6,802 54,947 48,947

Implicit Producer Tax
(K '000's) 1,440 504 625 12,840 680 210 31,320 324 -924 47,D19 15,699

(Implicit Producer Tax
Rate)14/ 127. 267. 377. 33% 29 /. 23% 84% 233% -16% 46% 24%

Value of Inputs in World
PrccesjŽ/ .. a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 37,000 33,000

Value of Inputs in
Domestic Pricesl/ na.. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 30,000 27,000

Effective Protection Rate n.a. na. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 64% 29%

11 This assumes 21% choice, 57% standard, and 227. commercial.

2/ Grade A hand-picked Lusaka and Chipata.

3/ Grade A main depots.

4/ FOB equivalent approximating prices at which Government sold to Zaire and Tanzania in 1974. Much below level implied by retail prices in
Zaire. See Appendix TV.

5/ Uses world free market CI? equivalent. The Swaziland contract would give K 150. This is for raw sugar.

6/ Arbitrary estimate of margin required by purchasers. See Appendix IV.

7/ Of the K 3,338,000 total subsidy to TBZ. only K 800,000 administration subsidy is chargeable to producers. The guaranteed price subsidy
should be unnecessary, and the K 2,138,800 subsidy to the Production Department is essentially a capital subsidy on sunk costs.

81 The product price is the FOB price net 3% TBZ commission.

9/ Provisional and rounded to avoid spurious accuracy

IO/ Recorded slaughter only. Converted from 90,000 head (1973 figure) at average slaughter weight of 181 kg.

11/ 1973 level of production in '000 liters.

12/ Conv-rted from 36,000 head (1973 figure) ar average weight of 50 kg which is very approximate.

131 At CSb buying price; most cormercial cattle price 18% to 25% higher.

14/ DefLned as (Domestic Value-World Value) /World Value.

15/ Ihe value of inputs is taken from the 1971 Input-Output Table, adjusted to the new estimated value of inputs of K 30 million. The shadow prices
(b.order price equivalents) are taken from M.A. Parsonage, "Employment, Wages and Shadow Wages in Zambia," (unpublished no., Nuffied College,
Oxford) post 1971, except for fertilizers (chemicals, chemical products) where an estimated shadow price ratio for 1974 of 1.95 is applied.
because of the large increase in the world price, and agricultural goods where 1.30 is used from above, excluding sugar. Food manufacturing
is 0 968 (miscellaneous food products); non-metallic minerals is 0.953, fabricated metal products is 0.946 (miscellaneous manufactures);
coost-o. it-n Is 0.838, distribution is 0.799; rail transport is 0.831; road transport is 0.797, other transport is 0.8; post and telecom-
vUsirations Is 0.822, financial institutions is 0.835; and business services Is 0.826.

16/ This is a i-ry rough escimate. From the 1969 and 1971 Input-Output Tables it appears that the value of intermediate inputs into agriculture
is 601 of the value of commercial sales--or, to be exact, 60% and 58%, respectively. It is assumed that this ratio can be applied to the
702 of the value of agricultural sales represented above. This is equivalent ti a Gross Value Added in commercial agriculture of approximately
K 29 silIon.

NOTE Thi figures are all rough estimates and cannot easily be refined. The results should be regarded as rough approximations. The items
analyzed here account for roughly 70% of the value of marketed production. The major omitted items are vegetables (6% of marketed value),
ibi-keos (12%0), and eggs (9/.). Chickens and eggs are freely traded domestically, and can be regarded as son-traded internationally; thus,
there is no tam in their market value. Vegetables were subject to pricr control in 1974, but insufficient evidence is available to calculate
border price/domestic price relationships for the large number of varieties. In any case, vegetables are largely non-traded. Allowing for
these Items, the implicit producer tax rate falls to 17%.

Source: Appendix IV.
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marketed farm products as reported by the Ministry of Rural Development. 1/
The figures are estimates only. Maize prices, in particular, are open to
question. Those showr. in Table 8.19 are based on estimates of border prices
made by the NAM Board. They are far below prices reported unofficially
from Zaire (see Appendix IV).

105. Table 8.19 shows producer prices to have been below border price
equivalents for all of the nine commodities except Virginia tobacco. 2/ If
farm sales of these crops had been priced at border-price equivalents, their
total value would have been K 47 million greater, or K 16 million if sugar
is excluded. 3/ By setting farm prices so far below border-price equivalents,
the Government in effect levied on producers of the nine commodities a tax
of K 47 million or a tax on producers of commodities other than tobacco and
sugar amounting to K 16.6 million, and it subsidized consumers in the same
amount. This is 28% of the value of the seven products at border-equivalent
prices.

106. Agriculture is frequently taxed in order to transfer resources to
an infant industrial sector. This would be doubly inappropriate in Zambia:
firstly, because the copper sector is available for that purpose; and,
secondly, because, given the level of achieved "easy" import substitution,
Zambian factor endowment, the recent performance of industry, and some of
the projects that have been proposed, it is extremely probable that further
industrialization will be impoverishing (i.e., give negative economic returns),
unless supportive of agricultural development.

107. Deviations from world prices are inevitable, given the criteria for
pricing that are actually used, but they need not always be negative. That
they are reflects the relatively greater political power of nonagricultural
groups. Deviations in any one year are not, of course, crucial, and during
times like 1973 and 1974, are likely to be larger than usual. When the
general level of farm prices has been changed, it has usually been in the
right direction. Farm prices for maize, cotton and oilseeds were all raised

1/ The equivalents have been calculated using market costs of distribution,
transport, labor and so forth. To the extent that these exceed s.hadow
costs because of taxes and other distortions, the border price equivalent
is underestimated.

2/ Actual producer prices of cattle are about at border price equivalent
if the added cost of air freight is ignored.

3/ At world free market prices the value of domestic sugar production was
K 37 million in 1974, against a value in domestic prices of K 6 million.
The world market price was 300% above the price of present imports from
Swaziland. The retail price of sugar was increased 25% in Jauary 1975,
but the full amount of the increase will be captured by Governmeht
as tax.
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for 1974-75, and the increase in the retail price oL beef in 1974 resulted
in a considerable rise in the price of slaughter cattle. However, further
increases can certainly be justified for milk and groundnuts, and if Zambia
is ever to supply a significant part of its vegetable oil requirements, the
price of oilseeds must be permitted to rise.

108. Border-Price Equivalents for inputs. In 1974, the domestic cost of
inputs for commercial agriculture, excluding poultry, eggs, vegetables and
sugar, was about K 27 million, while the foreign exchange cost was K 33 million,
at ruling exchange rates. Farmers paid K 8.5 million less than fertilizer really
cost in foreign exchange, and K 2.5 million more than the cost of all other
inputs. The fertilizer subsidy was of little benefit, of course, to dairymen
and livestock producers. 1/ This is not the final word, however, since the
cost of goods farmers buy for consumption is influenced by the Government's
system of taxes, subsidies and price controls. Working out a pricing structure
that would leave farmers as well off as in free trade with any given income
and indirect tax structure is clearly extremely complex. It would be much
simpler to let the market solve the equations.

Uniform Pricing

109. The policy of setting uniform prices of products or inputs leads to
distortions of production that are similar to the distortion of national
prices examined in the preceding paragraphs. Uniform pricing, which transfers
income to the non-line-of-rail provinces and rural areas from farmers located
closer to markets, is both inequitable and inefficient. It is inequitable
because it requires one group of citizens, the low-cost producers of the
commodity in question, to bear the burden of what is in fact a welfare payment
to the high-cost producers. When a marketing board is asked to render services
at a loss (e.g., to buy or sell in remote areas where volume of trade is small)
because private agencies will not undertake them, or to offer services at a
cost lower (to buy at a price higher) than private merchants can afford, the
cost should be met from general revenues of the state, not by taxing only the
lower-cost producers of a commodity. In this way, the burden is distributed
equitably according to the general taxing philosophy of the nation. Uniform
pricing is inefficient because it negates inter- and intra-provincial com-
parative advantage. The system provides a subsidy equal to 100% of transport
cost, and thus subsidizes most heavily those goods with the lowest value per
ton. This distortion can make economically desirable production financially
unprofitable. An example can be given from the Eastern Province. As is
shown in Table 8.19, prices of maize, cotton, and groundnuts at a national
level are all below border-price equivalents, and to a similar extent. How-
ever, because of uniform pricing, the relative price of maize in the Eastern
Province has been raised considerably above prices of cotton and groundnuts,
both of which can be profitably produced there and both of which have much

1/ An unknown part of the fertilizer subsidy went to benefit Malawi farmers.
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higher value-to-weight ratios than maize. 1/ The reported sales of groundnuts
fell from 6,480 tons in 1972 to 2,960 tons in 1973, although this probably
misrepresents total sales if only because of smuggling to Malawi; the marketed
production of cotton in Eastern Province fell from 1,500 tons to 400 ions over
the same period; and maize sales rose from 13,680 tons to 45,540 tons. It is
not clear, of course, how much of the increase in maize marketing through
legal channels is just a redirection of sales, but the change in cotton sales
must reflect a change in production and the change in sales of confectionary
groundnuts may do so as well.

Price Controls and Production

110. Because of low prices, the production of many items has grown little
or has declined. The Government's response has been state production, which
has often proved unsuccessful. The Dairy Produce Board, for example, 'pre-
fers this solution to that of raising the price of milk, largely because it
mistrusts commercial farmers and fails to recognize the production that might
be obtained from small farmers. 2/ In many fields of the economy, parastatals
have become necessary because the prices set make private production unprofit-
able.

Price Controls and Subsidies

111. The parastatals have frequently required Government subsidies either
because of price control or their own inefficiencies. In 1973, the Government
spent K 32.8 million on subsidies related to agriculture and food (see Table
8.13), and in 1974 it spent K 33 million, or K 9 million more than was
budgeted. The 1975 budget provides K 69.8 million, of which K 17.5 million
is for maize subsidies and K 32.8 for fertilizer. In 1974, food and agricul-
tural subsidies amount to 7.7% of recurrent expenditures; in 1975, they will
be 13.5%. Out of an increase of K 79 million (18.2%), subsidies account for
K 36 million.

1/ The cost of transferring maize from Chipata to Lusaka in 1973-74 was
58% of the producer price; for ginned cotton and groundnuts, it vas
12% of the producer price.

2/ A frequent Zambian objection to schemes to benefit cash agriculture
generally is that they cannot help but benefit the commercial farmer
(many of whom are non-nationals) too. This hardly seems a matter for
concern, given the high rate of personal income tax in Zambia and the
difficulty expatriate farmers must face in avoiding it.
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Beneficiaries of Subsidies

112. Subsidies to processors of imported foods, like wheat or milk powder,
clearly benefit consumers and may make producers worse off by reducing the
price at which they can sell competitive outputs, such as fresh milk. Part
of the subsidy to the millers (K 1.1 million in 1973) and the DPB milk sub-
sidy (K 0.9 million in 1974) are of this type. Subsidies to producers of
exports can only benefit them. The subsidy to NAM Board for maize exports
in 1973 (K 1 million) is explicitly of this sort and part of the subsidy to
the Tobacco Board should be so regarded, but this Board also requires subsidies
because the volume of its operations is below the break-even point.

113. That consumers were the principal beneficiaries of subsidies is
supported by Table 8.19. Consumption of sugar was subsidized at the rate
of K 7/person and consumption of other foodstuffs at the rate of slightly
less than K 3/person. (The heavy subsidy on sugar consumption is remarkable
in a country that expresses deep concern about problems of human nutrition.)
In addition, therewas approximately K 16.7 million in subsidies for inter-
mediaries such as NAM Board, CSB, and DPB. 1/ Subsidies to producers merely
offset, in part, the effect of the low prices for outputs. However, pro-
ducers were benefited by subsidies to export intermediaries, like TBZ.

114. Subsidies paid to the parastatal organizations for purposes other
than the subsidy of farm inputs amounted to about K 35 million. If this is
all thought of as accruing to consumers, and if the K 47 million subsidy
implied by Table 8.19 also accrued entirely to consumers, the total benefit
was about K 70 million. This is K 15/person, or more than 35% of the estimated
value of marketed production. 2/

1/ 1974 estimates. It should be remembered that the real economic cost of
many of these operations is below the financial cost because of labor market
distortions, taxes, and so forth. In a strict analysis, therefore,
part of the subsidies do not benefit consumers but simply offset these
discrepancies.

2/ Based on projections in UNDP/FAO, National Food and Nutrition Programme:
Zambia: The Food Economy of Zambia, ESN: DP/ZAkl 69/512: Technical
Report 1, (1974); converted to current prices.
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115. Rural and Urban Consumers. Most purchases of subsidized food are
made by urban dwellers, the proportion being 70% for maize meal if estimates
by Perisse et al. are correct and assuming a reasonable population distri-
bution. 1/ Moreover, those who purchase food in rural areas are far from the
worst off. Thus, the principal beneficiaries are the urban and better-off
rural populations.

116. Low-Income Urban Consumers. To the extent that supplies of mealie
meal are available at the controlled retail price--and they are most of the
time in most of the urban areas--lw-income consumers in the towns and cities
benefit appreciably, since maize meal accounts for a significant part of their
total budget. According to the Budget Survey, families with average monthly
incomes of K 14.9 spend K 5.6 on cereals, mostly maize meal; a group with an
income of K 75/month would spend K 9.6. But price ceilings that cause
essential foodstuffs like cooking oil to be available only at black market
prices, or that lower the price of foodstuffs such as wheat bread, meat:, and
milk that are consumed primarily by families with higher income, work in
the opposite direction. The cost of living figures in Table 8.18 make this
clear. The upper income group does receive some benefit, too, from the
subsidy on maize, although primarily because it lowers the price which mills
pay for maize that is used in the production of breakfast food.

Efficiency and Equity in Consumer Subsidy

117. If consumer subsidies have to be used as a means to redistribute
income, goods should be chosen which make up a large part of low-income
budgets and for which the elasticity of demand is low. A low-income elasticity
ensures that the total sum involved is controllable, and a low-price elasticity
ensures that the distortion in consumption patterns which inevitably follows
from the subsidy is small. On the other hand, if the aim is to encourage con-
sumption of a good it should be one for which the price elasticity of demand
is high.

1/ In UNDP/FAO, National Food Nutrition Programme:, Perisse et al. estimate
per capita consumption of marketed milled maize at 120 kg/annum by
African urban inhabitants, 96 kg/annum by wage earners in townships, 53
kg/annum by agricultural workers and 1 kg/annum by subsistence farm
families. lIe estimate the number in these groups to be 1.6 million,
0.5 million, 0.6 million and 1.8 million, respectively, on the basis
of the 1969 Census of Population. This gives a total annual consumption
of 282,000 tons, of which the groups consume 71%, 17%, 11% and 1%
respectively. Almost all subsidized milk and beef goes to urban area
through DPB and CSB.
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118. Maize meal is a reasonable commodity to choose, at least in the
towns, if the aim is income redistribution. In addition to bulking large in
low-income budgets, the income elasticity of demand is low in urban areas and
the price elasticity of demand for it may be quite high. Sugar, too, is price
elastic, so demand is relatively readily controlled by consumer price
manipulation.

Performance of the Pricing System

119. Many of the problems resulting from the present system for pricing
agricultural products and foodstuffs, and from the statutory marketing mono-
polies, have been discussed in the preceding sections. The following summary
provides an indication of the difficulties that these problems have created
for the Zambian economic order, including the erosion of moral and social
values.

Fixed-Farm Prices

120. Fixed-farm prices in Zambia have led to:

(a) Less than optimal production, particularly of milk, groundnuts,
tobacco and cotton. The consequences have been less severe for
export crops because the Government agencies responsible for
these crops must adjust to a considerable degree to the budget
discipline of competition on the world market. This does not,
of course, make up for excessive marketing charges by the mono-
polistic agencies. Pricing on a cost-plus basis is not
confined to farm prices; it also extends to the internal
costings of the marketing and processing agencies.

(b) Large-scale smuggling of maize and maize meal into Zaire;
smuggling, on a lesser scale, of wheat flour and maize into
Tanzania, and of groundnuts and fertilizer into Malawi. While
it seems likely that maize is also smuggled over other frontiers,
the extensive border with Zaire is the most accessible and,
because of its proximity to the powerful market demand of
Lubumbashi and environs, it is also the most attractive in
terms of marketing opportunities. For many of the people on
both sides of the border, the international boundary can
hardly be said to exist, and thus it would be extremely
costly, if not impossible, for either nation to establish
.effective control of trade across it.

(c) Sizeable loss of Government revenues as a direct result of
smuggling. Losses include uncollected taxes on smuggled
goods, misspent subsidies and loss of foreign exchange on
compensating imports.
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(d) Serious underestimation of the supplies of major commodities
because farmers and cattlemen often market their products
illegally in order to obtain higher prices than those paid by
the boards. This is particularly true of maize and milk,
and probably of confectionery groundnuts as well.

(e) Growth of black and gray marlcets because producer prices do
not properly reflect the availability of supplies relative to
requirements.

Consumer Price Controls and Subsidies

121. The system of retail and wholesale ceiling prices for certain food-
stuffs, largely unchanged since 1967, has reinforced some of the effects of
the fixed-farm price system, particularly a black market trade in controlled
items and illegal exports of subsidized ones. It has led to other problems
as well:

(a) Shortages of consumer goods, most notably mealie meal, cooking
oils and fresh milk, but extending to other products as well.
During the past two years, these shortages have become increasingly
frequent and severe, and merchants have preferred not to stock,
or found themselves unable to stock commodities which are priced
close to or below cost. Maize meal prices, for example, provide
no return for wholesaling (Table 8.14). Milling capacity in at
least one area--the Eastern Province--is only about 30% of what
it should be to meet local requirements.. Rising world prices
have not only raised Zambian import costs, but, at the same time,
have increased the attractiveness of illegal exports.

(b) Increased subsidy costs, which are likely to continue to grow
as Zambian prices depart more and more from world prices. For
1975, subsidies are budgeted at K 69.8 million, up K 36.1
million from 1974. Maize subsidies alone total K 17.5 million,
while fertilizer subsidies amount to K 32.8 million.

(c) Poorer control of parastatal budgets is still another con-
sequence of increased subsidy payments.

Uniform Pricing

122. Uniform Prices without Regard to Location. Extension of the system
of uniform prices has also stimulated black and gray market trade that takes
advantage of a distorted price structure. Uniform prices also add their own
peculiar costs:

(a) Transportation subsidies will become an increasingly heavy
burden in maize marketing in 1975 when farmers will obtain
no return for hauling their crops farther than to the nearest
seasonal rural depot.
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(b) Storage costs will rise as the amount of maize at rural depots
exceeds the existing storage capacity. In the past, most maize
was carried from the farm to the main depot by private transport.
Because private transport will no longer be employed, it is likely
that there will be longer delays in evacuating the rural depots.

(c) Productivity is lowered by distortion of relative prices among
producing areas that have caused smaller production of such
valuable products as cotton and confectionery groundnuts.

123. Uniform Prices without Regard to Season. Distortion introduced
by preventing prices from reflecting the normal rhvthm of the seasons alters
the distribution of costs and returns and reduces total product by lowering
efficiency in consumption. In particular, small farmers are discouraged from
investing in low-cost, on-farm storage, and those with storage facilities are
unable to benefit from them.

(a) Inefficient consumption results from the elimination of price
fluctuations which encourage consumption of goods when they are
plentiful and consumption of substitutes when supplies of the
goods in question decline and prices rise because of storage
costs. When the price of a preferred staple, like maize, declines
in the months after harvest, consumers can enjoy it in large
quantities; when it rises during the crop year, they usually
consume less-desired substitutes, like cassava or other roots.
In this way, total satisfactions, and total incomes, are enhanced.
Constant prices throughout the year deprive consumers of this
important choice.

(b) All storage costs fall on the marketing boards under this
system. This is only undesireable if poor motivation and
inefficient management cause storage losses and storage costs
to be higher for Government agencies (as they tend to), than
for private handlers and farmers.

(c) Market information is enhanced, however, by a system that
brings a large part of market stocks under one control so that
their magnitudes can be known. There are dangers though,
if stock records are inaccurate because of incompetence or
fraud, or if those responsible for distribution of a commodity
tend to identify stocks held by the Board with total stocks.
Both of these problems appear to have arisen in Zambia, most
notably in 1971 and 1974.

(d) Irregular movement of cattle to market has resulted from
inadequate seasonal variation of buying prices by CSB. In
1972, when CSB slaughtered 60% of its yearly total in the
first six months and 40% in the last, purchases by private
butchers were roughly the same in all quarters.
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(e) Transportation costs are inevitably raised because the crop
is moved in a shorter period of time.

General Effects of the Pricing System on Morality, Equity and Development

124. The artificial levels at which prices have been held have served
the nation poorly in terms of its long-term aspirations for improvement in
the conditions of the people and in their productivity. The following specific
consequences are disturbing:

(a) Weakening of Morality. Perhaps the most significant consequence
of the current Zambian pricing system is that as prices depart
further and further from market clearing levels, shortages and
surpluses (mostly the former in Zambia) are created, which
Government seeks to control by arbitrary orders that are backed
up by police action. As consumers and producers find themselves
under increasing economic pressure to evade price controls,
social behavior deteriorates--moral and ethical values become
less important, and there is more and more cheating and
dishonesty. Moreover, the ability of Government to keep
informed about changes in important determinants of political
and economic stability is reduced, and loss of respect for law
weakens the state's ability to govern.

(b) Increasing Inequities that Favor the Rich. The pricing system
must also stand indicted for its impact on the distribution of
income and on consumption levels. As far as can be determined
from price statistics, price controls have favored high-income
families at the expense of those with lower incomes. This is
clear from the nature of consumption patterns of the commodities
whose prices are controlled, the parts of the population most
effected by shortages, and the movements of the consumer price
indices.

(c) Increasing Inequities that Benefit Towns People. The system
has also benefited urban people at the cost of the rural population
by holding down the prices of the commodities that rural citizens
produce and sell to earn their livelihood. There has been no
similar pegging of urban-produced goods; indeed, insofar as these
are mostly former imports which are now produced domestically
under Government protection, these goods may be more costly
today than previously.

(d) Worsening of Nutritional Status. The alterations in the price
structure have also tended to worsen dietary habits by encouraging
the consumption of sugar and low-extraction maize meall and wheat
flour at the expense of more nutritious foodstuffs.
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(e) Inhibition of Economic Development. The privileges granted the
parastatals, together with the system of price controls, have
been effective barriers to the development of commerce and
industry and to efficient agricultural development. Men and
women who could contribute substantially to Zambia's economic
growth find it difficult to employ their talents, and political
ability is more important than economic ability in determining
who shall direct the use of the nation's productive resources.
President Kaunda has voiced concern about the dangers of
parastatal monopolies:

"The reforms have created a form of State capitalism
where tremendous power is thus concentrated in the
hands of a small managerial group who have their hands
on the important switches and whose elitist attitudes
set social patterns far beyond their realm of command." 1/

Agricultural Markets and Prices: Recommendations

125. One of the major problems and challenges in a participatory democracy,
both in the economic and political realms, is the effective mobilization of
the abilities, energies and desires of the citizens, without resorting to
authoritarian fiat. It is always easier to work out plans with a monopoly
processor or marketer than it is to deal with hundreds of small businessmen.
As a result, faced with complex economic problems, bureaucrats are often
tempted to take the easy way out and set up still another government corpor-
ation or parastal agency, instead of trying to work with smaller, independent
bodies toward the resolution of the problems. To guard against this tendency
on the part of well-meaning, but short-sighted, bureaucrats, statesmen and
legislators must be especially vigilant.

126. The recommendations for changes in the marketing and pricing systems
which follow are for the most part projections of changes already made by
Government to free agricultural marketing of its more serious constraints.
They are designed to promote the efficiency of the parastatal companies and
boards, stimulate the development of Zambian private enterprise, assure adequate
supplies of staple foodstuffs, and also reduce the burden of subsidies.
Numerous measures have already been taken: in 1972, CSB's retail shops were
transferred to private Zambian ownership and the retailing of meat was turned
over to Zambian butchers. In 1973, the retail prices of beef cuts were raised
to levels competitive with the costs of imported beef, less air transport
costs, and it was decided not to place poultry and pork marketing under
controls. In 1974, the control of vegetable prices was lifted, and NAM Board's
monopoly of the purchase of sorghum, millet, beans and groundnuts was also

1/ Kenneth D. Kaunda, Humanism in Zambia and A Guide to Its Implementation,
Part II, 1974.
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terminated. These measures have eased the strain on the marketing system that
was created by rigid prices and monopoly control. Much more is required,
however, to alleviate present difficulties and to achieve the goals of rural
development, reduced dependence on foreign supplies of foodstuffs and more
equitable distribution of income.

Prices

127. Appropriate adjustment of official prices can go far to eliminate
shortages of major foodstuffs, reduce the burden of subsidies on the national
budget, stimulate the expansion of agricultural production and improve the
level of living of the rural population. The basic strategy should be to
permit all prices--farm, wholesale and retail--to change in response to market
forces and improved market efficiency, avoiding at all times any tendency
toward monopoly or market manipulation. To this end, the following actions
are recommended:

(a) Adjustment of Retail Prices. Retail prices of commodities that
are in short supply or are subsidized should be raised gradually
until shortages disappear and subsidies are no longer required.
The prices should be increased more rapidly for commodities
with high-income elasticity (like wheat flour) and for commodities
which are consumed primarily by high-income groups. Major
commodities which are seriously underpriced at the present time are
maize, roller meal, cooking oils, sugar, wheat four and fresh milk.

(b) Modification of Producer-Price Policy. Producer prices should
be floor prices in fact as well as in law. This will require
different measures for different commodities. If the DPB's
monopoly of fresh milk along the line-of-rail is ended, producer
prices will rise. They will not reach the present black market
level, however, until retail prices are increased. Legalizing
private trade in maize will increase prices in remote areas,
like the Zambezi District, but it cannot have general impact
until export prices are raised or private export sales are
authorized. NAM Board will continue to be the major factor
in the maize trade. Its readiness to buy at the floor prices
will protect farmers in isolated areas against exploitation
and will assure all farmers against major price decline in
years of bumper crops. On the other hand, competition with
private buyers cannot be relied on to determine prices of cotton
and tobacco because of the structure of the industry, but a
second-best solution can be achieved if the parastatal monopolies
are subjected to sufficiently rigorous budgetary control. The
practice of announcing floor prices before the planting season
should be continued, but it is essential that the time schedule
be met.
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(c) Creation of a New Task Force. A small part of the Price
Controller's staff should be transformed into a task force
charged with searching for evidence of collusive pricing
by merchants or farmers either at retail, wholesale or
farmgate, and setting up procedures for initiating legal
action against such activities. Collusion among producers,
processors or merchants is always a possibility, especially
in such thin markets as those found in Zambia.

(d) Gradual Reduction of Fertilizer and Seed Subsidies. Subsidies
on fertilizers and maize seed should be lowered gradually.
When Government desires to offer certain farmers a reward for
the use of fertilizer or new seed, it can do so through a rebate
system, and thus avoid the heavy subsidies which are now paid
to commercial farmers who have long been accustomed to using
these inputs.

Marketing Boards, Cooperatives and Parastatal Processors

128. It should be a long-range objective to reduce the National Agri-
cultural Marketing Board's responsibility for remote rural areas, and encourage
Zambian shopkeepers and merchants to play a more active role in the assembly,
storage and distribution of maize, fertilizer, seed and other farm requisites.
An attempt should also be made to make NAM Board's remaining activities more
effective and financially viable. It is therefore recommended that:

(a) NAM Board's legal monopoly of maize marketing and fertilizer
imports be terminated. This will implement the recommendation
that floor prices be made so in fact.

(b) The number of depots maintained by NAM Board should be reduced,
eliminating those which show the smallest volume of purchases
and sales first, and eventually closing all that are much below
a break-even volume.

(c) NAM Board should be encouraged to transfer both the purchase
of maize and the sale of farm requisites in rural areas to licensed
agents who may engage in other commercial activities as well
and who will become part of the commercial cadres in rural
areas.

(d) A long-range goal should be the reduction of NAM Board's
merchandising activities; in the meantime, however, training
programs in merchandising farm requisites should be established
for depot managers.
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(e) A training course of six weeks or longer in grain handling,
stock control and supervision of employees should be initiated
for all NAM Board executives.

(f) The Cold Storage Board should be pressed to increase its buying
price in the traditional sector, while recognizing that prices
there cannot economically be as high as private buyers now pay
to farmers who are closer to the line-of-rail. Certainly, CSB
can operate on smaller margins for domestic cattle than it now
enjoys. Pressure to reduce marketing costs can come from the
Ministry though budget and management control.

(g) The Dairy Produce Board should be divested of its monopoly
on fresh milk, and the sale of milk through private channels
should be permitted. This, along with the progressive upward
adjustment in the retail price of milk and milk products, will
reverse the decline in production and also reduce dried milk
imports. It will also end black marketing of fresh milk and
make it easier to enforce legal hygienic standards.

(h) All boards should be required to conduct their commercial
activities so as tQ maximize their net returns, and Government
should pay the full cost of service activities that the
boards are now required to perform at a loss. There is no
justification for embarking on commercial activities that do
not cover their costs and yield an economic return.'

(i) The multiple-outlet retail chain stores should be encouraged
to devise ways in which they can buy from small local farmers
and merchants. This could be a powerful stimulus to production
for sale by small farmers of such crops as millet, sorghum,
sweet potatoes, cassava, beans and groundnuts.

(j) Efforts should be made to provide better working conditions
for the clerical employees of NAM Board, CBS and DPB, all of
whom are now quartered in Kwacha House in Lusaka.

(k) Frequent reports of inefficient operations of the cooperative
marketing agencies should be thoroughly investigated. There
is no economic reason why marketing cooperatives should be
continued if they are not self-supporting and competitive.

The Private Marketing System

129. In order to foster the economic advancement of Zambian merchants
and processors--farmers, too, for that matter--the Government must adopt an
attitude of interest and concern, and must demonstrate a willingness to respond
to the problems faced by these individuals. To this end, it is essential that
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Government adopt a program of positive actions, which will create the condi-
tions under which private merchants can render the greatest service to the
economy. Such actions might include:

(a) The establishment of regular market places and market meeting
places in areas where there is a sufficient volume of produce
for sale, so that buyers and sellers can meet. Commodities
of particular importance in this regard include maize (after
NAM Board's monopoly is ended), groundnuts, dried beans,
and possibly sweet potatoes and dried cassava; in certain
areas near urban populations, additional commodities, such
as chickens and fresh vegetables, especially onions and
tomatoes, might also be included. Opportunities for the
establishment of cattle markets can be found in parts of the
Southern and Western Provinces.

(b) The provision of support services for rural bulking markets in
rural growth centers, including locked stores, holding pens
for cattle, scales and weigh bridges, areas for loading and
unloading vehicles, accomodations for merchants, petrol
and mechanical services for trucks, telecommuunications,
packaging materials and credit facilities. These services
will encourage the growth of the bulking markets and their
integration into a national system; they need not be supplied all
at once, but may instead be gradually introduced as the
markets prove themselves and develop sufficient demand to
pay for them. The provision and management of these services
might be an appropriate undertaking for Rural Councils, which
could work in concert with local farmers, processors and
merchants.

(c) Fostering the growth of processing and manufacturing businesses
through training and systemized credit, which could be admin-
stered by a small industries program. The need for small
plants to clean, sort, process and package beans and groundnuts
for sale to retail chain stores has already been mentioned.
Opportunities also exist for small businesses to manufacture
certain farm inputs, such as carts, wheel barrows, and pumps.

(d) Zambian merchants could benefit from the same kind of assistance
recommended for processors and manufacturers. The private
agricultural market sector has a large number of men and
*women engaged in very small trade, and only a few--most notably,
fish traders--who carry on commerce over considerable distances
and in volume. To make the private Zambian trade in foodstuffs
truly effective will require wholesale merchants who are familiar
with the conditions of supply in numerous places and able to
send lorries to move foodstuffs from areas of surplus to areas
of shortages. At present, there are few wholesalers with this
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knowlege, and their ability to respond to opportunties is limited.
The Zambian private business sector was so long repressed by
the more experienced and better-placed Asians and Europeans that
it could benefit greatly from special attention now.

Maize-Meal Stocks, Crop Information and Internal Communications

130. The freeing of prices and removal of subsidies should make it
profitable for parastatal milling and wholesale firms to once again hold
stocks of maize meal, but it would be wise to examine interim measures
that might be adopted to guard against shortages of maize meal that are
caused by temporary interruption of milling.

131. In particular, the Government should explore the feasibility
of holding stocks of maize meal equivalent to about four weeks requirements
(about 24,000 tons) at Ndola, Lusaka, Livingstone, Kasama and Chipata.

132. A major problem of NAM Board is ignorance of the size of the,
maize crop, the volume of marketings, the amount of the crop that is exported
and the position of stocks. It is seriously handicapped, too, by poor
communication between depots. The private trade is also hampered by lack
of information about location and availability of supplies, but probably not
as seriously as the Board. Measures to correct this deficiency include:

(a) Overhaul and reinforcement of the existing crop forecasting
service in the Ministry of Rural Development to provide
reliable estimates of crop conditions;

(b) A sample census of agriculture, similar to those conducted
in 1970 and 1971, to confirm the earlier census and provide
a firm base line for annual crop estimates. If possible,
the new census should be conducted in the autumn of 1975;

(c) Every effort should be made to press through the improvements
in inter-urban telephone communications that are underway
at present.
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ESTIMATES OF PRODUCTION, CONSUIŽ1TION A-D SALES

1. This Appendix examines the statistics of production and marketing
of farm products and appraises their validity, and compares estimates of
requirements with supplies.

Sources of Data

Agricultural Censuses

2. Censuses of agriculture were taken in Zambia as early as 1950, and
repeated in subsequent years. These early censuses included only "commercial7f
(European) farmers, however. In 1966, the census included for the first time
farmers who held land under customarv tenure. In that census, 1,136 ques-
tionnaires were mailed and 763 were returned. 1/ The first sample census of
African farmers--now called traditional farmers--was taken in 1970 and, for
reasons not entirely clear, was repeated in 1971. In that census, enumerators
interviewed a stratified random sample of approximately 1%, or about 8,000
households. Commercial farmers were canvassed by mail in both years, but the
response in 1970 was so low as to invalidate the results. In 1971, completed
questionnaires were returned by 027 of the 1,090 commercial farmers to whor
they had been sent, and estimates of the "performance for the 273 non-
responding holdings had to be made' by the Central Statistical Office. 2/

Other Sources

3. Prior to the 1970 census, estimates of total agricultural production
were derived from records of exports. sales to the statutorv boards and mar-
keting unions, records of supervised slaughtering of animals and ad hoc sur-
veys of specific areas and schemes. Based on this information, the Food and
Aariculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) has pulblished its own
estimates of agricultural production in Zambia for the period 1961-72. A
census of livestock herds in the traditional sector has been taken each year
since independence (1964).

4. Confusion Between Production and Sales. There has been a general
tendency to equate sales to the boards andl cooperatives with total sales, 3/

1/ Republic of Zambia, Agricultural and Pastoral Production, 1966 (Lusaka,
1967), processed.

2/ Republic of Zambia, Census of Agriculture, 1970-71 (First Report),
(Lusaka, May 1974), processed.

3/ B. de G. Fortman, 'Zambia's Markets: Problems and Opportunities," in
Charles Elliott, ed., Constraints on the Economic Development of Zambia
(Nairobi, 1971).
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although it is recognized that an unknown amount of most farm products is
sold through private, sometimes illegal, channels. Less often, sales to the
boards are equated with production. 1/ This confusion is particularly dis-
turbing in discussions of supply elasticity.

5. COQparisOn of Estimr,ates. Production and sales of principal crops
and animal products, according to the 1970 and 1971 censuses, FAO estimates,
and records of sales to the boards and marketing unions in 1970, 1971 and
1973 are shown in Table I-1.

Supplies and Requirements

6. It is useful to set beside the different estimates of supplies,
some estimates of requirements for 1971 that have been provided in the
lNational Food Economy Study, carried out by J. Perisse, F. Stoces and C.
Paci, 2/ and the 1971 FAO Production Yearbook. Both sets of estimates, which
seem to derive in part from the same source--The Urban Household Budget_Survey
of 1967--are shown in Table I-2. Comparison of the estimates of production
and of available supplies requires statistics of imports and exports. These,
too. are given in Table 1-2 for major commodities, along with the magnitudes
of production they imply.

Maize

7. Maize Production. If the Census and the Urban l1ousehold Budget
Survey are correct, production of maize in the traditional sector alone was
more than enough to have fed the country in 1970, and the amount marketed
by the traditional sector was about the amount purchased by consumers. This
says nothing about production and sales by commercial farmers. Total maize
production in 1971, according to the Census, was almost twice the amount that
the Survey estimates was needed for food, and thus should have provided for
substantial exports. Instead, 1971 was a year for large maize imports
(Table I-3).

1/ A remarkable consequence of this sort of confusion was the statement made
by the Chairman of the Cold Storage Board in CSB's Report and Annual
Accounts for the Year Ended 21 December 1974 after the border closure of
January 1973: Our farmers succeeded in producing sufficient cattle to
enable Cold Storage Board to slaughter more than twice as many (cattle)
in the preceding year, and to increase national produiction as a whole by
over 70 percent." After expressing his appreciation for this athieve-
ment, the Minister goes on to say that in the second half of 1973 "the
position has not been nearly so healthy.';

2/ UNDP/FAO, National Food and Nutrition Programrne: Zambia: The Food
Economy of Zambia, LSN DP/ZAM/69/512: Technical Report 1, (Rome, 1974).
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Table I-1: ESTIMATES OF SELECTED CROP AND LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION AND

MARKETING IN ZAMBIA, 1970, 1971 and 1973
(thousand metric tons uinless otherwise indicated)

Production Marketing
1970 1971 1970 1971 1973

Census-" FAO MRD Censuis FAO MRD Census/ [ M-RD2 Census MRD-/ MRD-

Crops 3/
Maize 738 550F 943 500F 260 125 463 372 4.3-
Millet 85 70F 195 63F 17 n.a. 29
Shorglhunm 52- 188F 76 188F 11 1 15
Rice 4 1 1
ilananas 8 8
Potatoes 3F 3F
Sweet Potatoes 30 13F 14F 13
Cassava 158 143 145 31
Dry Beanis 28 74F 29 75F 9 1/
Peantuts 72 42.4/ 561/ 1034/ 22 3.8 25- 6.5 3.4
Suniflower Seed ni.a. n.a.
Seed Cotton 7 8
Stigarcane 322 331
Tobacco 5 6

§ ize of Herds Slaughtered
Cattle: Nu:nmber I 550F 1,413.. 2,615_/ 1.600F 1,627 68 228 6 906

Tons 12 41 12 16

S':eep: l,000 head 77 28 28 5

G,usats: 1,000 head 573 180 185 45

Pigs: 1.000 head 245 100 105 35 36 34 33

F - FAO estimate

a, =i not available

I, Traditional only.
2/ Sales Lo marketing board and cooperative marketing unions.
3/ At 180 kg cwd/head avurage for all cattle, 162 kg for traditional cattle.
4i In shell.
5/ 1970-71.
6/ Recorded, marketed cattle slaughtered.

t FE Ministry of Planning and Finance, Economic Report, 1973, p. 142, gives the following figures for maize marketed:
1970: 135,200 tons; 1971: 399,Q50 tons; 1973: 378,000 tons; peanuts, 1970: 3,270 tons; 1971: 5,970 tons; 1973.
2.784 tons; cattle marketed, 1973: 103,900 head; pigs slaughtered, 1970: 34 000, 1971: 34,000; 1973: 32,000.

Source: Cenlstus dat. and uinpublished material from Republic of Zambia, Central Statistical Office, Census of Agriculture
1970-71 ([irst Report) (Lusaka, May 1974), processed; 1970 and 1971 MRD data from Zambia, Ministry of Rural Develop-
sent, Quarterly Agricultural Statistical Bulletin, (January-March 1973); and FAO Production Yearbook 1972.
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Table I-2: REQUIREMiNTS AND IMPORTS OF MAJOR FOODSTUFFS, ZAMBIA, 1971
(thousand metric tons)

Requirements Net Implied Domestic Production Reported PruduL-o
Foodstuff Marketed Total: I Total: II Imports Marketed Total: I Total: II

Maize meal 1/ 241 488 215 2/ 26 283 811
Wheat flour'-I/ 57 57 59 0 0 0
Other cereals 0 58 17 0 48 275

TOTAL CEREALS 298 603 725 291 7 312 434 1,085

Cassava 4 154 4 154 158
Potatoes & Sweet 6 15 2 4 13 30

Potatoes 6 15 2 4 13 30
Other roots 3 3

TOTAL ROOTS 10 172 197 2 8 170 195

Sugar & Sweets 45 45 24 14 31 31 10
Pulses 4 10 2 2 8 28
Peanuts 2 12 (3) 4/ 5 i'5 72

TOTAL LEGUMES 6 22 97 31 (1) 7 23 98

Fresh meat 39 49 45 12 27 37 33 41 5/

Fresh milk 31 36 n.a. 0 31 36

Vegetable Oil 11 11 11 0 0

Animal Fat n.a. n.a. 2 0 0

TOTAL FATS &
OILS 11 11 14 13 0 0

n.a. = not available

1/ As meal or flour.
2/ Imports of maize were unusually high in 1971 because of a presumed shortfall of the dornestic crop in 1970. Sec

Table for import of essentials.
3/ Exports.
i Pulses, nuts, and seeds.

B/ Beef cattle. -

Source: Total Requirements: I and Marketed Requirements from UNDP/FAO National Food and Nutrition Program, Zambaa,
The Food Economy of Zambia (Rome, 1974), p. 139. Total Rlequirements: II from FAO, Production fearbook, 1971, p. 441,
based on 1964-66 survey and 1971 population of 4.42. Imports from FAO Trade Yearbook, 1972.
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8. Imports of Foodstuffs. Total imports of foodstuffs were valued at
K 49,160,000 in 1971, of which K 33,512,000 was accounted for by cereals and
K 20 million by maize alone, by far the largest maize import on record. In
1970, imports were valued at K 31 million, and in 1972 at K 37 million, but
use of the figures for 1971 permits comparison with the Survey estimates of
total consumption for that year. Foodstuffs imported in 1971 could have
yielded approximately 1.5 x 1012 food calories, or 930 calories/caput/day.
This is 47% of the estimated national consumption of 1,994 calories, 1/ but
maize imports account for 64% of this. Imports in 1970 amounted to about 450
calories/caput/day, or 23% of requirements. If these figures are reliable,
the Government's concern about dependence on foreign food supplies is under-
standable. But the figures are almost in total disagreement with the estimates
of supplies derived from the Census, and there are peculiar inconsistencies
between estimates of food purchases, particularly maize, and the amount mar-
keted through official channels.

9. Maize Production and Requirements. According to the Census, maize
production of traditional farmers alone provided about 1,700 calories/caput/
day in 1970, and total production of maize in 1971 by both traditional and
commercial farmers would have yielded 2,140 calories/caput/day. Total pro-
duction of starchy staples by traditional farmers in 1970 amounted to 2,101
calories/caput/day. Total cereal production of all farmers was 2,725 calories/
caput/day in 1971. It should be noted, too, that calculations by Perisse et.
al, based on a much lower import figure for 1971 than the official one
(124,000 tons as against 262,000 tons), indicate that the commercial supply
of maize meal in 1970 and 1971 was sufficient to provide a population of 2.2
million with 120 kg of maize meal/caput/year, or 1,200 calories/day (Table
I-4). This implies that approximately half of the population depended on
purchased foodstuffs for its principal calorie supply. It leaves 202,000
tons unaccounted for, the difference between "commercial grain supply" and
"local sales to millers and brewers." Presumably, this went to replenish
the stocks drawn on in 1970 (185,667 tons). If the imports were as large as
reported by FAO (Table I-3), the difference between commercial grain supply
and local sales to millers and brewers would have been 280,000 tons, enough
to have provided a year's supply of marketed meal.

10. Validity of Estimates. Clearly, there are great uncertainties
about the extent to which domestic production satisfied Zambia's requirements
for its most important staple foodstuff. The estimates of total food consump-
tion made by Perisse and his colleagues may be a bit low, but this deficiency
probably derives mainly from a defective rural survey in the cassava-eating
Northern Province, rather than from an underestimation of maize consumption.
It is in estimates of production and marketing that the greatest uncertainty
lies. If the Census figures are more or less correct, then total production
of cereals by traditional farmers is more than enough to supply the popula-
tion, and the traditional sector sells about as much maize as consumers buy.
Furthermore, crop production in 1970 was not much different from production

1/ UNDP/FAO, National Food and Nutrition Programme: Zambia (Rome, 1974).
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Table I-3: ZAMBIA, IMPORTS OF ESSENTIAL FOODSTUFFS, 1961-72
(thousand metric tons)

Cattle,
Wheat & Other Fats & Oils Fresh 1,000

Year Maize Flour_/ Rice, Cereals Vegetable Animal Mea-c. Head

1961 (1) 22F 2F 6 n.a. n.a.

1962 (1) 17F IF 6 n.a. n.a.

1963 (1) 22 2F 6 n.a. n.a.

1964 19 21 2 7 2 2/

1965 (47) 30 2 12 2 21

1966 (35) 45 3 11 21

1967 (20) 45 .4 6 7 3 7 .3

1968 (64) 63 4 4 7 3 11 .1

1969 18 48 4 10 2 12 .2

1970 31 107 5 3 13 2 9 1.7

1972 252 83 7 2 11 2 13 2.3

1972 92F 83 7F 2 12 2 15 2.0

F - FAO estimate.
n.?. = not available.

1/ As wheat.
{/ Less than 500 tons.

Source: FAO, Trade Yearbook 1967 and ibid, 1972.
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Table I-4: DISPOSITION OF "COMMERCIAL" SUPPLY OF MAIZE, 1961-71
(metric tons)

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Maize
Prod. cormmercial farms 1/ 120,780 191,610 232,380 229,680 155,160 135,220 99,000 225,630
Total comsmercial production 2/ 194,010 254,130 377,580 374,680 219,210 253,110 124 103/ I72,99027
Imoorts 20,900) 10) 1,,670 4' 2 o5, 63 '1,] , 16
Fxports -2,000 -47,300 -39,900 -198,23L -6h,000 -8,1 -43

Commu-ercial grain supply f/ 212,910 207,L20 312,350 176,589 185,262 270,335 150,96(-/ 5/s6 q86'
Local sales to millers, brewers 17110 196,560 203,580 229,320 263,620 2f7,910 3 2,3'0 'L)m, 5 
Implied change in stocks 38,a00 1O,,77 138,770 -52,731 - e8,258 -17,5C5 -1n8 5 2602 5

Cumulative 38,100 75,177 213 ,9 47 161,216 82,9563 65,403 -1260,264 82, >
Maize for feed c' 1,520 2,030 2,760 3,900 5,90( 8,150 8,950 0,510

Maize for chibuku 15,912 ,5,536 29,952 31,018 2,1,56 26,052 25,L20 ?6,9 
M'aize for meal / 157,070 177,99L1 170,868 19)1,376 230,1614 253,108 308,252 308,08

of which groats to breweries 7/ 1,385 1,530 2,790 3,125 3,000 3,200 3,500 3,015
of which for breakfast food 87 - - 5,000 7,500 10,300 10,803 2,8f00 2?, 70012/
of which for roller meal 139,293 157,900 142,096 159,000 187,193 207,067 252,97? 230,657

ComLmercial supply meal 9/ 139,293 157,900 147,o96 166,500 197,493 217,867 265,777 ?61, 5f

Implied popula tion in 000
assuming p.c. consurnption of
120 kg /person/year 1,160 1,316 1,226 1,388 1,646 1,316 2,215 2,178

a/ Apparent errors in addition--sums of lines 2 and 3 are 155,568 for 1970 and 519,717 for 1971.

1/ Non-African farms became "commercial farms" in September 1969.
2/ Monthly Statistical Bulletin Feb/Mar 1972, pp. 5,10. Annual quantities purchased by NAM Board relate to year

ending 30 April. The bulk of maize purchases occur between May and Dec.; therefore, the figures given for
1961-65 relate mainly to the year 1961.

3/ Including purchases made mainly by Eastern Province Commercial Marketing Organization 1395 (]970) and 27169
(1971).

4/ Estimation of sales provided by Ministry of Rural Development.
§/ Related to the marketed production of poultry and eggs.

60% extraction rate for processing of groats and breakfast food, 90% for roller meal.
7/ Estimate derived from processing of lager and sour beer.
8/ Data are underestimated because they refer only to production by National Milling Co.
9/ Roller meal and breakfast food.
10/ 25,700 for breakfast food in 1972.

Source: J. P6risse, F. Stoces and C. Paci, Zambia: The Food Economy of Zambia (United Nations Development Program,
FAO, P-ne, 1974), p. 108.
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in 1971, except that output of millet and sorghum was lower in the earlier
year. On the other hand, if reported deliveries of maize to the marketing
boards are reliable indicators of total output and sales, 1970 was a disas-
ter year, with commercial farmers producing only 111,000 tons and traditional
farmers 23,000 tons 1/, and the Government was well advised to undertake heavy
imports to make up for the deficiency.

Meat Supplies and Requirements

11. Beef. Estimates of meat supplies and requirements are similarly
contradictory, with the Census estimate of 228,000 cattle slaughtered in
1970-71 about three times that reported by the Cold Storage Board. There is
rather good agreement, however, between the Census estimate of slaughtering
and the Survey's estimate of total consumption.

12. Cattle herds in the traditional sector, according to the 1970-71
Census, are also much larger than those reported in the Annual Census of
Livestock--2.6 million as against 1.4 million. The figures from the 1970-71
Census imply a slaughter rate of 7.9% in the traditional sector. Assuming
that the offtake from the 200,000 head of commercial beef cattle reported in
1971 2/ was 10% (Census figures report slaughter of 21,870 animals from a herd
of 170,000 in 1970-71, or 12.9%) the CSB slaughter figures and the Annual
Census imply an offtake in the traditional sector of only 3.4%. The Census
figures on cattle herds and slaughtering certainly seem more reasonable than
those of the Annual Census of Livestock and the Cold Storage Board.

13. Poultry and Eggs. Day-old chicks come from only 20 hatcheries,
located for the most part in the Central Province, and thus it might be
expected that estimates of their sales would be fairly easy to obtain.
Table I-5, however, provides figures only for chicks exported, and the Census
reported total sales of K 9,317,920 chicks in 1970--71, or nearly 10 times the
amount exported (a decimal slip?), and hardly compatible with estimates of
total sales of chickens--3.2 million according to the Census, or 4.4 million
according to the Ministry of Rural Development. ThIe Ministry of Plarming and
Finance reported that sales of poultry and eggs in 1973 totaled K 12 120,000,
but it is not at all clear how this estimate was made. Reported production of
eggs, chicks and chickens for 1971 differs widely between Census and Ministry
reports.

Production in the Traditional Sector and in the Line-of-Rail Provinces

14. The Census figures for livestock and cereal production indicate
that farmers in the traditional sector play a much more important role in

1/ UNDP/FAO Agricultural Marketing and Pricing Policies: Report to the
Government of Zambia, FAO NOTA 3250 (Rome, 1974).

2/ Republic of Zambia, Ministry of Rural Development, Statistical Section,
Statistical Bulletin (January-March 1974).
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provisioning the population than had been generally realized, providing 85%
of all cereal production and 81% of all maize, 63% of marketed maize, and 90%
of all domestic cattle slaughtered (89% of all domestic beef). The Census
data also confirm the importance of the line-of-rail provinces in the produc-
tion of maize by traditional farmers (72% in 1970). On the other hand, the
Northern and Western Provinces accounted for 68% of the millet, and the
Copperbelt and Western Province for 48% of the sorghum. The line-of-rail
provinces accounted for 64% of cattle slaughterings, but the Southern amd
Western Provinces alone accounted for 71%.

Changes in Domestic Supplies of Foodstuffs Over Time

15. The only figures that purport to show changes in agricultura:L output
and marketing over the years are those of the official marketing agenc:Les, the
annual censuses of commercial production, and the annual censuses of the
traditional herds. Comparison of these figures with those returned by the
Agricultural Census of 1970-71 makes it clear that while the time covered
does not provide a very reliable measure of production levels for most domes-
tically consumed products, the figures may be useful as measures of change.
Table I-5 presents the official figures according to the Ministry of Planning
and Finance. (These figures differ in minor ways from those shown in Table
I-1). It seems likely that the marketing statistics for tobacco, cotton and
sugar are accurate. Almost kll tobacco is sold on the Tobacco Board auction
floor in Lusaka, and although it is conceivable that small amounts could be
transported across the eastern border into Malawi, there are few reports of
this happening. Seed cotton is delivered to NAM Board ginneries in Lusaka
and Chipata, and lint cotton goes entirely to local mills. Most sugar comes
from the parastatal Nakambala Sugar Estates at Mazabuka.

16. Cattle Slauhter. The series of cattle slaughterings may provide a
reasonably reliable record of year-to-year changes near the line-of-rail,
where most graded cattle are slaughtered; they probably do not provide much
indication of changes in the slaughter rates in the traditional herds, how-
ever. In this respect, the record of exports of cattle hides (Table 1-6) is
probably a better measure. The records are more variable from year to year
than might be expected, although this may simply reflect differences in the
timing of exports.

17. Maize Supplies. The direction of year-to-year changes in maize
marketings shown in Table I-5 is probably correct, but the magnitude of the
changes is undoubtedly exaggerated. The farm price of maize is fixed by
statute, but official price changes are not well correlated with changes in
output. As a result, the official price is often above the "equilibrium
price" in years of good harvest and below it in bad. This means that farmers
are eager to sell to official buying agents when crops are good, but 'reluctant
to do so when they are not. As a result, a considerable volume of maize moves
through private channels at prices that depart from official ones, and the
share of the marketed crop that is sold to the marketing board varies' considerably
according to the size of the crop in any given year. Moreover, fluctuations in
board purchases may greatly magnify fluctuations in actual supplies.
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Table I-6: EXPORTS OF CATTLE HIDES, 196)h-65
(Includes Calf Skins)

(thousand hides1

"ear Number Ye2r N2 r,1eT

1964 93.3 1969 142.4

1965 78.7 1970 73.3

1966 65.2 1971 61.0

1967 70.8 1972 77.0

1968 79.3 1973 221.3

Source: Republic of Zambia, Central Office of Statistics, Annual Statement
of 3xternal Trade, for the years 1964-70.
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18. In 1970, when marketed supplies apparently fell to 135,000 tons,
the Government urgently sought supplies from neighboring countries. However,
the Census of 1970 suggests that this anxiety was unnecessary, and it is
difficult to determine what actually did occur. To begin with, an unknown
amount of the maize imported in 1971 is said to be slowly deteriorating in
Government silos. Persons responsible for NAM Board record keeping say that
prior to 1972 the Board's records were extremely unreliable. Further, the
rejection of the mail census of commercial agriculture for 1970 makes it
impossible to determine whether there was a serious decline in yields on
European farms that was not matched on traditional farms. (This occurred
to a limited extent in 1974 when diplodia and fusarium were much more inju-
rious to the early-planted maize of commercial farmers than to the :Later-
maturing maize of traditional farmers.) There is some indication, moreover,
that import requirements rose in neighboring Zaire, Mozambique and Malawi
in 1970, and this could have exerted upward pressure on black market prices
in Zambia, and thus kept supplies away from the official agencies. There
are also rumors of manipulation of maize stocks for personal advantage.
Certainly, no hard evidence is available to establish whether the "great
shortfall of 1970" was real or imaginary. There is enough doubt, however,
to suggest that the situation was at the very least exaggerated (the Census
states that there was no shortage at all). In any event, this is the kind of
uncertainty that is all too likely to occur when production data are extremely
defective, and when the legal marketing of a commodity is monopolized by a
single agency. (For an account of similar problems in another African
country, see the Kenya Maize Commission of Enguiry Report, (Nairobi, 1966).
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PRE-INDEPENDENCE TRADE

Trade Before 1500

1. Evidence of commercial activity and trade in the area that is now
the Republic of Zambia dates back to the early Iron Age. Indeed, excavations
of sites dating from the first half of the first millenium reveal scattered
foreign imports. Brian Fagan says:

"The diffusion of more advanced metallurgical techniques
and artifacts, more sophisticated agricultural methods,
and the establishment of important chieftainships could
not have taken place without the greater mobility of products
and people caused by the informal trading networks between
countless Iron Age villages throughout South Central Africa." 1/

Still more evidence of long-distance trade was unearthed at the Sanga cemetery,
near Lake Kisale in Katanga. At this site, 56 graves, dating from the seventh
to the ninth centuries, contained a range of iron tools and copper ornaments,
ingots and crosses, as well as some glass beads and east coast seashells.
14th and 15th century burial-grounds at Ingombe Ilede in the Middle Zambesi
Valley, far from any mineral outcrops, were found to contain cruciform copper
ingots of a type found from Rhodesia to Katanga, along with seashells and
glass beads. Despite the importance of copper in intra-African trade, however,
Fagan believes that ivory was probably the staple of the east coast trade at
that time. 2/

Trade with Zumbo

2. In both the 18th and 19th centuries, according to Sutherland-Harris,
Zumbo, which is located at the junction of the Luangwa and the Zambezi Rivers,
had a lively trading frontier in the north:

"Many of the peoples in the great arc of Zambia to the
northwest of Zumbo--the Tonga, Lenje, Lamba, Ambo, Junda,
and Nzenga--traded with Zumbo in the eighteenth century.
This arc lies between the comparatively well-known trad-
ing areas of the Lozi on the one hand and Kazembe's Lunda
on the other." 3/

1/ Brian M. Fagan, "Early Trade and Raw Materials," in Richard Gray and David
Birmingham, eds., Pre-Colonial African Trade (London, 1970), pp. 37-38.

2/ Ibid., pp. 30-36.

3/ Nicola Sutherland-Harris, "Zambian Trade With Zumbo in the Eighteenth
Century," in Richard Gray and David Birmingham, eds, Pre-Colonial African
Trade (London, 1970), p. 231.
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3. While ivory was the main item of trade both then and later, there
was also some trade in foodstuffs and cattle to provision the long-distance
caravans and merchants and their servants who lived at the trading stations.
But the most useful archaeological clues to trading areas are copper, worked-
iron and, occasionally, gold. Cloth, beads, possibly firearms, and other
luxury goods were traded for these metals.

4. In southern and central Zambia, there was no sign of the emergence
of a local trading people, such as the Bisa and Yao in other areas, or of the
development of a great state to cqntrol foreign trade, as with Kasembe's
Lunda-dominated copper supplies. But Zumbo had a big trade in copper with
"Urenje"--probably the land of the Lenje in the Central Province. The main
copper workings for the Lenje were probably located in the Hook of Kafue,
where the Kaonde now live, but the Lenje may also have brought copper from
farther north. Sutherland-Harris states: "It is clear that the Portuguese
had trading connections with the Tonga peoples spread (on) either sid,e of the
Zambezi Valley and over the Plateau as far as the Kafue." 1/ The clearest
account of this trade was found by Sutherland-Harris in a report written in
1696, before Zumbo was founded. African merchants were also said to have
traveled to Angola from this area. Long-distance trade between the Northern
Province and the east coast passed far to the east of Zumbo. The Bisa, who
were the major factors in this trade, carried Kazembe's goods to Lake Malawi
and Tete, far downstream from Zumbo.

Nineteenth Century Trade

5. In the 19th century, Livingstone spoke of widespread salt trade
in the area occupied by the Tonga, and of flourishing regional trading net-
works between the plateaus and the Gwembe Valley. In colonial times, salt
traveled from Lake Mweru east to Kasama and south to Fort Roseberry (Mansa),
while dried fish was "carried to great distances," and mats and baskets made
by the Tabwa, were transported along with fish and salt. 2/ Accounts about
the area dominated by Kazembe display some confusion between tribute and
trade, but the Lunda of Kazembe were definitely involved in market-oriented
trade in the latter part of the 18th century. 3/

6. The commerce of this period seems to have been primarily concerned
with long-distance trade. Although it may have been conducted without regu-
larly scheduled market meetings, it is clear that there were designated places
where caravans assembled and disposed of merchandise, and where they stopped
for rest and provisions. The long-distance character of the trade helps to

1/ Sutherland-Harris, "Zambian Trade With Zumbo," in Pre-Colonial African
Trade, p. 2400.

2/ Christopher St. John, "Kazembe and the Tanganyika-Nyasa Corridor, 1800-1890,"
in Richard Gray and David Birmingham, eds., Pre-Colonial Trade, p. 204.

3/ Ibid., p. 212.
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explain why scholars who have studied the contemporary Tonga report, as Robert
Rotberg does, that "all anthropological research indicates an absence of mar-
kets or marketing activities before the arrival of Europeans." 1/ He summarizes
the evidence of a lack of markets, but not of "marketing activities," and it
is convincing. He also directs attention to the small population, "only about
500,000 to 800,000 ... before the arrival of Europeans," when many parts of
the country were completely empty. 2/

7. Elizabeth Colson believes that the ivory trade began shortly before
the first explorers reached the Tonga in the 1850's. But, she adds, "the
explorers also found the Tonga in a state of turmoil which ended only with
the 1890's, for the Tonga's lack of centralized organization left them fair
game to Lozi and Ndebele war parties." 3/ This disruption of normal trading
activity by marauding tribes from the west and east may explain the evidence of
a lack of markets described by Rotberg. The earlier records make clear that
the Tonga had been deeply involved in economic exchange, and Colson says that
the 19th century Tonga depended for iron implements on traders from the
Western Province "who imported hoes in return for slaves, cattle, ivory or
skins." 4/

Trade Under British Rule

8. When the Tonga came under direct British rule at the end of the
19th century, the new administration guaranteed the peace and provided protec-
tion to travelers. After the railroad was built in 1906 and the Tonga were
moved onto reserves, none lived more than 40 miles from the railroad, "and
the small trading hamlets that began to grow up along it." 5/ It was not
until the development of the Rhodesian Copperbelt in the late 1920's and early
1930's, however, that the Tonga of the Southern Province found an opportunity
for commercial agricultural production, principally of maize, but also of
poultry, cattle and other crops. As early as 1930, they had bought ox-plows
and carts, and adopted crop rotations. By 1950, some had trucks and a few
had tractors. The more agressive farmers expected to sell more than 100 bags
(10 tons) of maize a year, and had gross cash incomes in excess of K 2,000.

1/ R. J. Rotberg, "Rural Rhodesian Markets," in P.J. Bohannan and George
Dalton, eds., Markets in Africa (Evanston, Illinois, 1968), pp. 582-83.

2/ Ibid., p. 583.

3/ Elizabeth Colson, "Trade and Wealth Among the Tonga," in P.J. Bohannan
and George Dalton, eds., Markets in Africa (Evanston, Illinois, 1968),
pp. 607-609.

4/ Colson, "Trade and WeaXth," in AMarkets in Africa.

5/ Ibid., p. 610.
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ZAMBIAN MARKET PLACES IN 1974

1. A visit to several Zambian markets in 1974 proved to be both interest-
ing and enlightening. The township markets, which are the largest and busiest
markets in the country, are well represented by the Luburma and Matero Markets
in Lusaka and the Chimwemwe Market in Kitwe; in smaller towns, the Monze and
Solwezi Markets are representative. While all markets in Zambia are primarily
food markets, the two Lusaka markets also embrace a wide range of other
activities, including furniture-making and metal-working.

2. The Monze Market. Visited on a Friday morning in early November,
the Monze Market appeared to be a rather pathetic affair: a small, narrow
shed contained 15 or so women, and an equal number displayed their war,es out-
side. The women were selling small amounts of bananas, tomatoes, musuku
fruit, cabbage, pumpkin leaves and onions, as well as bambara nuts (Voandzeia
subterranea), malted finger millet, sweet potatoes, and a wild root us'ed in
making a local sweet beverage. Some charcoal was also available at Monze.

3. The Solwezi Market. The Solwezi Market, which was also visited on
a Friday morning, is much larger than the market at :Monze, with many of the
sellers tending stalls in the open air. The variety of commodities is also much
greater at this market: products for sale included malted finger milliet and
sorghum, sweet potatoes, fresh cassava, dried cassava, groundnuts, cowpeas,
maize (in small lots--possibly for brewing), tomatoes, onions, cabbage,
cassava, rape and pumpkin leaves, and musuku fruit. Large amounts of dried
fish from Lauapula, small quantities of palm oil from Zaire, and such non-food
items as rope tobacco, kaolin, and braziers from Zaire, as well as crude
metal combs of local manufacture were also available. But Solwezi Market,
although larger than the market at Monze, is small in comparison to the
township markets.

4. The Chimwemwe Market. It is noteworthy that in all of the markets
visited, maize was in very short supply. Maize meal was not, however, and at
the Chimwemwe Market in Kitwe, young men were busily repacking mealielmeal from
a 90-kg bag into 2-kg paper sacks, which they then sold at double the price.
Although this is an illegal activity, the procedure was conducted openly and
with the greatest propriety, each paper bag being carefully weighed so as to
give fair measure. Large quantities of vegetable oil, packed in small, old
bottles, was also available at the Chimwemwe Market; this was true of the
Matero Market as well.

5. The Luburma Market. By West African standards, the township markets
are not large. In March of 1974, Luburma Market had 448 stalls, 271 of which
were reserved for foodsellers, 66 for dried fish sellers, 16 for fresh fish
sellers, and 16 for chicken sellers. There were also 57 shops. Other stalls
were reserved for clothing sellers, tailors, barbers (20), metal workers,
carpenters and charcoal sellers. In all, it is estimated that 789 people are
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regularly employed in the Market. 1/ The market was busy when visited, and
large amounts of dried fish were being unloaded from trucks. Various shops,
including butcheries, face this market across the street. N.P. Tembo, who
has done a special study of the Luburma Market, says that while demand is
never a problem supply is; he also quotes an unpublished paper by Oberschall
in which the same thing is said of the small businessmen of the Mwaziona
Compound and Old Kanyama. 2/ Foodstuff at Luburma came from Malawi, Mumbwa,
and the Eastern Province; live chickens from Lusaka and Kafue; vegetables
from Makeni, Chongwe, and Kafue; and beans from Malawi and Mumbwa.

6. In writing of Zambian markets, Tembo says:

"The majority of the marketeers are full time, although
a few do it part time. To be a marketeer, knowledge of
sources of supply and establishment of contacts is very
essential. However, marketeers showed a very high sense
of humanism and did not like doing each other down very
much. They went in groups to Makeni, Chongwe or Mumba
to buy vegetables. They did not show capitalist tendencies
of making quick and exorbitant profits. They always
informed their colleagues about the sources of supply." 3/

To students of African market places, this all sound very familiar. Tembo's
description of the way in which merchants obtain supplies also suggests
that general assembly and distribution of agricultural commodities are not
very highly developed, and visits to the market tend to confirm this.

1/ N.P. Tembo, "Luburma Market: A Case Study of the Informal Sector,"
unpublished paper presented to the Economics Club, Lusaka, on August
20, 1974.

2/ Tembo, "Luburma Market: A Case Study of the Informal Sector."

3/ Ibid.
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BORDER PRICING OF MAJOR AGRICULTURAL COMIMODITIES

1. This Appendix first explains the concept: of using border prices
as a guide to producer - price fixing in Zambia, and then compares 1974
Zambian producer prices for major commodities (i.e., beef, cotton, milk,
groundnuts, maize, oilseed, pork, sugar and tobacco) with their relevant
import or export prices. The prices have been derived by using domestic,
and not shadow, prices for handiling and processing costs. In general, the
application of shadow prices would raise the border price equivalents.

The Concept of Border Prices

2. The higher the price set for an agricultural commodity the more of
that commodity will tend to be offered for sale. The increase may arise
from new farmers coming into production, existing farmers growing more (either
by using more resources or by diverting resources from other crops), or by
increased sales diverted from on-farm consumption or store, or a combination
of these sources. Thus, if Zambian farmers are producing less than is needed
to satisfy domestic market demand, it is logical to offer higher prices to
encourage production and sale. The level of such prices which will result in
the domestic market being satisfied needs to be gauged by experience, but the
policy can be continued and still remain financia:Lly beneficial to the country
up to the point at which it is cheaper to satisfy the remaining demand from
imports. To continue raising prices after the point at which they are equi-
valent to the landed cost of imports is to protect domestic farmers, and to
tax domestic consumers who could consume imports more cheaply (Some such
protection and taxation could, however, be justified to save foreign exchange--
See para 6). But, on the other hand, if prices to producers are set below
these "border prices" and domestic demand is still not satisfied, then the
balance has to be imported at the higher price and a subsidy is then paid
to foreign producers whilst domestic producers, and, probably, domelstic
consumers are in effect taxed either directly (through higher prices) or
indirectly (if this tax is offset by subsidies borne by the budget)I. This
clearly undesirable situation is the one which generally prevails in Zambia.
Government is prepared to incur the larger expense of paying foreign sugar,
dairy produce, wheat, rice, vegetable oil, and--to a lesser extent--beef
producers, rather than pay domestic farmers.

3. If the domestic market can be satisfied by offering producers less
than the border price, adjusted to farm level, and internal self-sufficiency
is the goal, then the lower price represents the correct level. But this also
sets up a presumption that the country--say Zambia--is a more efficient produ-
cer than, or has a locational advantage over, foreign producers. To use this
advantage it should therefore increase its price to encourage exportable
surpluses, and the economically efficient increase would be up to the point
at which Zambian produce delivered at the border of a deficit country, costs
the same as supplies from elsewhere. If producer prices are set below this



Table IV-1: ANALYSIS OF BEEF PRICES

(col . 1) il* 2' (CJi- O (-D . U' .. O

f.o -. + Ar +4 Rail Dornestic Ra-iK rer 100 %g c.d.w. Botswana,6 Freight Fretght Wholo-ale af 4. ?
Cnoica Standard _oz:nerc:a I O kg * 284ng!kg _/kg -,

Froajcer Price/1--Dre 1974 63.9 58.3 47.4 Pri,als
--1.1. 1974 73.3 67.1 52.2 Topsides 1.02-1.06 1.30-1.34 1.06 ,1 10 1.52 13-1 increase +15% +15% +10%' Silversides 1.01-1.06 1.29-1.34 l.05-1 10 1.52 115

Ranps 1.01-1.06 1.29-1.34 1.05-1-10 2.15 1b3Wholesale Price,2--pre 1974 70.4 61.6 49.5 Thick Flank 0.95 1.23 0.99 1.10 89--1.1. 197.'3 101.0 93.0 62.6 Striploins 1.03 1.31 1.07 2.15 164increase +43%, +51% +26%
Manufacturing

Retail Price/4--pre 1974 81.9 85.4 84.1 Forequarters 0.91 1.19 0.95 0.90 76
--1.1. 1974/5 111.3 116.8 114.1 Crops 0.93 1.21 0.97 1.5 0 123

% increase +367 +37% +36% Bone-in Briskets 0.64 0.92 0.68 0.90 98
Selected Trimming 0.86 1.14 0.90 1.10 96Old Wholesale Margin % 10% 6% 4% Beef Pieces 0.83 1.11 0.87 1.10 99New w'Aholesale Margin % 37% 38% 20%

Weighted
Old Retail M'argin % 16% 39% 70' Average Price n.a. n.a. Ia. 0.86/8 -
Ne. Retail Margin Z 10% 26% 8 2.%

Old Wholesale Margin K 6.5 3.3 2.1
New Wholesale Margin K 27.5 25.9 10.b

Old Retail Margin K 11.5 23.8 34.6
Ile4 Retai) Margin K 10.3 23.8 51.5

/1 Source - sheet "Beef Producer Prices 1965-74'.

/2 Source - paper "Beef Price Proposals", by Rodger Hughes, August 17, 1973, Appendix II, A.

/3 Source - CSB Wholesale Price List, for sides.

14 As /2, Sectiorn B. 
i

(D (U/5 iAs /2, Sections F-L, using updated list of retail prices from CSB. 
t

16 From CSB sheet "Comparative Prices of Ir.ports" at exchange rate P1 = K 0.96. 
c

/7 From "Beef Price .'roposals", ApDendix 'T, T and J.

/8 Based on 21% Choice, 57% Standard, 22% Commercial.
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level an export opportunity may be being lost. This is probably the situation
with maize in Zambia. 1/

4. Not only does a price policy which reflects border or import-parity
prices lead towards efficient import and export levels, but if applied to all
crops it is also the best available guide to the correct set of relative
prices of crops. This is a problem which has plagued Zambian planners and
has contributed to the fluctuating production of cotton, tobacco and ground-
nuts, the decline of dairy and beef production and the failure of wheat.

5. It has been emphasized above that domestic prices should reflect
border--and thus world--prices. The choice of words is intentional. 'World
market prices for agricultural production fluctuate according to changing
demand and seasonal supply situations. Obviously Zambia should not artificia-
lly create that unstable situation for its domestic market. Border prices
should be used as a guide in conjunction with fluctuation in domestic produc-
tion, taking one year with the next and with due allowance for prospects.
The task of price fixing (and it is not suggested that Zambia should abandon
its policy of setting minimum producer prices) thus requires anticipation of
changing international and domestic demand and supply and a study of market
trends. This is a formidable task, but no more so than that of accurately
estimating costs of production. The latter appears simple but is in fact
virtually impossible in a country of so many different forms of producing
units, and is economically unsound as a basis for prices. Its use is the
root of the unsatisfactory absolute and relative price structure found in
Zambia.

6. In the remainder of this Appendix the application of border pricing
as a guide to price fixing is demonstrated by calculations of the direction
and amount by which Zambian producer prices could be moved towards achieve-
ment of economic optima. The prices have been derived by using domestic and
not shadow prices for handling and processing costs, and refer to the, situa-
tion early in 1975. In general, use of shadow prices, would raise the border
price equivalents because they would put a higher value on imported produce.
This becomes of particular importance in Zambia in its current situation of
foreign exchange constraints. It means that domestic prices for commodities
currently imported could be justified above the general import level-.-which is
the equivalent of saying that if the Kwacha was devalued the import parity levels

1/ There will always be a gap between the level of import parity anm export
parity representing the costs of handling and transport between Ithe
domestic and foreign sources of supply and markets. For this relason it
may be relatively easy to reach a general level of internal self -sufficiency
in a commodity but difficult to expand beyond this into profitab le markets.
Also, because of this, in a situation of production fluctuations caused
by climatic and biological factors, the closer to self-sufficiency in
any commodity a country approaches the greater is the need to have a
national storage (or alternate-use) policy.
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(up to which domestic produce prices could economically be raised) would be
increased.

Beef Producer Pricing

7. Much of Zambia's imports of beef are flown in from Botswana at a
freight cost of 28 n/kg. Prior to the border closure in 1973, rail transport
cost 4 n/kg. No carcass beef has been imported since the closure; instead
imports have consisted of boxed boneless cuts. Table IV-1 shows the present
price FOB Botswana for these cuts. The ratios of domestic (Cold Storage
Board) wholesale prices to the import prices are also shown in Table IV-1.
They vary from 76% to 164%. The weighted average ratio would probably be
a little over one.

8. It appears, therefore, that wholesale prices at present are closely
related to CIF equivalent. However, two important points should be borne in
mind. Firstly, the present cost of transport is exceptionally high and not a
correct estimate of long-run trading opportunities: the CIF price should
allow only for transport costs excluding air freight. Secondly, the CIF price
should be "marked up" by an appropriate wholesale margin to obtain a correct
domestic wholesale price: present wholesale prices reflect some of the increase
transport costs caused by the border closure but provide only a slight markup
to CSB. On balance, they are a reasonable reflection of CIF costs.

9. Before January 1974, the wholesale margin of CSB had been 10%
on choice grade, 6% on standard grade and 4% on commercial grade--and CSB
suffered large losses. The new prices provided CSB margins of 37%, 38% and
20% respectively for the three grades, while the retail margins for choice
and standard grades fell. The decrease in retail margins provided additional
incentives. These new wholesale markups are high compared with CSB's costs,
which are also probably inflated. A 20% markup on average sales costs
seems more reasonable. Applying this would raise the producer price of choice
grade to K 84/100 kg cdw (up 14%), and of standard grade to K 78 (up 16%).
The price of commercial grade would not be changed.

10. While the level of wholesale beef prices currently in force makes
sense, producer prices are too low. Prices of K 84/100 kg cdw for choice
grade, K 78 for standard grade, and K 52 for commercial grade would be
justified. This would imply a weighted average increase of 12% over present
producer prices. A price of K 84/100 kg cdw is equivalent to 20 n/lb. live
weight, the minimum input being paid by private buyers in 1974. However,
there is a large element of regional cross-subsidization in CSB, through the
uniform price structure. This would provided a relative disincentive to line-
of-rail producers unless private butchers are, in fact, offering them prices
above the present average for CSB.

Cotton Producer Pricing

11. The border price equivalent of cotton has been extensively discussed
by NAM Board, which has recently halted its subsidies to Kafue Textiles and
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Refined Oil Products. Until recently, lint was sold to Kafue Textiles at
44.09 n/kg, when the import parity price was K 1.39/kg, and seed was sold to
Refined Oil Products for K 46/ton, while this company was paying K 196/ton
for sunflower seed. NAM Board was losing heavily on cotton trading (about
K 1.2 million in 1974), while still paying low prices to producers. In
1972-73, the price for A grade, hand-picked cotton was 17.7 n/kg, rising some-
what later to 25.0 n/kg. These low prices resulted in a rapid decline in
marketed production: 12,411 tons in 1971-72 to 8,130 tons in 1972-73 and
slightly over 5,000 tons in 1973-74.

12. Zambia is a net importer of cotton, at present, and, given the pro-
posed expansion of Kafue Textiles, this situation is unlikely to change for
some time. Although the world price has fluctuated wildly in the recent past,
it now seems to be set at about 87.5 n/kg 1/ of lint. With transport costs of
about 14 n/kg, the CIF equivalent price of lint is just over K 1/kg. (The
FOB price is, correspondingly, about 74 n/kg.) The proposed price of K 1/kg
of lint, together with NAM Board's world price equivalent of 11.7 n/kg for
cotton seed, can be used to derive the producer price. The CIF equivalent
price for seed cotton is 40.7 n/kg. The precise derivation, with the
producer price, is shown below:

1/ On December 15, 1973 the price was about K 1.33/kg.
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PRODUCER PRICE EQUIVALENT OF CIF PRICES OF SEED COTTON PRODUCTS

100 kg Seed Cotton K per 100 kg

33 kg lint at K 1/kg 33.0

66 kg cotton seed yields: 12 kg oil at K 0.41/kg 4.9
plus, 24 kg cake at K 0.16/kg 3.9
less processing at K 0.016/kg - 1.1

7.7

Total value seed cotton per 100 kg K 40.7
less overheads and ginning costs K 7.2
CIF equivalent producer price K 33.5(33.5 n/kg)

13. The price of 24 n/kg of seed cotton would apply to the line-of-rail
provinces, and would be 3 n lower in the Eastern Province. Strictly speaking,
however, the price estimated here is the minimum, since excess capacity at
the ginneries, especially in Chipta, 1/ makes marginal costs considerably
lower than average costs. The present producer prices of K 0.32/kg for
hand-picked A grade seed cotton in Chipata and K 0.30/kg in Lusaka are of the
right order of magnitude, although they could be reversed.

Fresh Milk Pricing

14. Total production of fresh milk has been virtually constant for
years (about 15 million liters a year), with state farm production growing
just fast enough to offset a decrease in production by independent farmers.

15. Producer prices of fresh milk were raised in 1969, and again in
1972. Yearly average prices were 8.3 n/l from 1969 to 1971, inclusive, and
10.0 n/l from 1972. Fresh milk is not imported, and thus a border price
equivalent can only be estimated by comparing its price with that of milk
reconstituted from imported dry powder. A growing proportion of the domestic
milk supply in Zambia comes from this source.

16. Milk prices are controlled at the retail level, and the Dairy
Produce Board has a monopoly in the urban areas. The average retail and
wholesale prices of reconstituted and fresh milk are shown below:

1/ Only one seventh of actual capacity was used in 1973.
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RETAIL PRICES OF MILK
(Ngwee)

To April 1972 April 1972 to Jan. 1974 January 1974 to Date
Fresh Reconstituted Fresh Reconstituted Fresh Reconstituted

1 pint 8 6 10 7 - -

1/2 pint 4 3 5 4 - -

1/2 liter - - 9 6 11 7
1/4 liter - - 5 4 7 4

WHOLESALE PRICES OF MILK
(Kwacha)

To April 1972 April 1972 to Jan. 1974 January 1974 to Date
Fresh Reconstituted Fresh Reconsti:tuted Fresh Reconstituted

18 x 1 Pt.
Crate 1.44 0.97 1.62 1.13

18 x 1/2
pt. Crate 0.72 0.49 0.81 0.65 - -

18 x 1/2
liter
Crate - - 1.44 0.96 1.86 1.15

18 x 1/4
liter
Crate - - 0.81 0.65 1.19 0.65

The difference between the fresh and reconstituted milk price/liter averages
about 7 n/l at both wholesale and retail. Despite the difference in prices,
there is a severe shortage of fresh milk.

17. The full (wholesale) cost of reconstituted milk in 1974 was 15.5
n/l, of which the costs of ingredients amounted to about 7.50 n/l ancl of packag-
ing to about 2.30 n/l; in 1975, these costs are expected to increase to 19.0
n/l, 10.56 n/l and 2.88 n/l respectively. The equivalent wholesale prices for
fresh milk are 22.5 n/l and 26.0 n/i. Working back, using the average costs
of processing fresh milk, gives an average producer price equivalent of 14.2
n/l in 1974 and 16.1 n/l in 1975. These prices are 41% and 59% respectively
above the current levels, but still well below the 22 n/l price which was paid
for illegal sales at the farm gate in November 1974.

18. The method outlined above gives a satisfactory minimum shadow price
for milk. It represents the value of the foreign exchange saved, given by
the cost of making reconstituted milk, added to a markup for the consumer
preference for fresh milk. However, it may not be a satisfactory equilibrium
base for the consumer price of fresh milk. If reconstituted milk were sold
wholesale at its current cost of 15.5 n/l, instead of 13.0 n/l, and fresh
milk at 22.5 n/l, instead of 20.0 n/l, the income effect might lead to a
switch from fresh to reconstituted milk, thus making it impossible to sell all
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that would be produced, and so lowering the differential. 1/ Alternatively,
the pent-up demand for fresh milk might be so great that all reconstituted
milk would be driven from the market.

Groundnut Producer Pricing

19. The current border price equivalent producer price per bag of
groundnuts in the Eastern Province is K 26.5, which compares with a price of
K 17 for Grade A units in 1973-74. Confectionery nuts sell in London for
about K 450/ton, which, after deducting transport, grading and handling costs
of K 125/ton, becomes K 325/ton, or K 26/80-kg bag. Groundnut cake is worth

K 300/ton and groundnut oil is worth about K 700/ton. Given expression ratios
of 37.5% oil and 60.0% cake, one ton of nuts in Lusaka is worth K 442 after
processing. Transport and processing costs per ton are:

K

EPCMA /1 handling cost at K 1/bag 12.50

Transport at 4-1/2 Ngwee per ton km 27.00

Processing by ROP 40.00

79.50

/1 Eastern Province Cooperative Marketing Association

The net return is K 362/ton or K 29/bag. Because of the exceptionally high
current price of oil, a more reasonable long-term estimate is K 26.5/bag.
On the basis of this analysis, a further price rise of 37% could be justified.

M4aize Producer Pricing

20. The analysis of the border price equivalent for maize is speculative.
In 1974, Zambia sold 25,650 tons of maize to Zaire at US$110 (K 70)/ton;
30,000 tons to Tanzania at the same price, and an additional 42,000 tons at
US$124 (K 78)/ton. This suggests that a figure of about K 7/bag might be
a proper estimate of the FOB price, but NAM Board uses K 8/bag in its cal-
culations, presumably because these sales were at concessional prices. On
the other hand, large amounts of maize meal and maize were leaving Zambia
illegally at much higher prices--perhaps as high as K 18/90-kg bag (20 n/kg)
for maize. Estimates of prices of maize meal range from K 5 for a 50-kg bag
(10 n/kg) at the border, to K 15 for 50-kg bag (30 n/kg) in Lubumbashi.

1/ The same could happen if tne supply response were so great that all the
-esh milk could not be sold at current consumer prices.
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M4aize meal sold for E 38.58/100-kg bag at Kinshasa in March 1974, or about
K 22/90-kg bag (24 n/kg) at the black market exchange rate. The'Chicago
spot price of number 2 yellow maize in February 1975 was about US$3.00/bu
or 7.5 n/kg.

21. Assume that wholesale and retail margins make up 30 percent of retail
prices, i.e., wholesales buy maize or maize meal at 70 percent of the retail
prices. This is much lower than the price ex-mill in Zambia where it is 92.7
percnet of retail or Nairobi where it is 91 percent, but smuggling is more
hazardous than legitimate trade ans obstacles to internal movement of merchan-
dise in Zaire are probably, greater than in Zambia. With this sort of margin,
border prices per 90-kg. bag for maize and maize meal based on retail quota-
tions are:

Retail Border
Quotation Price

Maize K18.00 12.60

Meal K22.90 15.40

Meal (K15.00 for 50 kg.) K27.00 18.90

Border-price-equivalent farm prices become:

PRODUCER PRICE EQUIVALENTS OF VARIOUS BORDER PRICES
(Kwacha per 90-kg. bag)

Maize Maize Meal Meal

Border price 8.00 12.60 15.40 18.90
Cost of bag .30 .30 .30 .30
Railage (Lusaka to Sakania,

Zaire) .18 .18 .18 .18
Handling and overhead 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08
Milling charges -.05 , !5

Total costs 1.56 1.56 2.61 2.61

FOB price, Lusaka 6.44 11.04 12.79 16.29

FOB price, per ton 71.56 122.67 142.11 181.O00

(Note that a border price of K5.00 for a 50-kg. bag of meal will work
out to a border price for maize of about K8.00 per bag.)

22. The NAM Board's border equivalent price is much below those! derived
from prices reported from Zaire, and it is the value used in calculations of
effective taxatio in text Table 16. If even the lowest of the other estimates
were used in that table, the implicit tax on maize producers would rise from
33 percent to 58 percent.
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23. The above analysis is concerned with averages. Uniform pricing
subsidizes transport from remote regions. Moreover, administrative costs per
marginal bag are certainly much higher in locations distant from the line-of-
rail.

Oilseed Producer Pricing

24. Zambia has an active oilseed development program in operation.
Apart from cotton and groundnuts, which are mentioned elsewhere, the most
important product is sunflower seed, the production of which rose from zero
in 1970 to 3,500 tons in 1974. At prices of K 9.80/50-kg bag, paid by Refined
Oil Products, the crop was worth K 686,000.

25. Sunflower seed yields 270 kg of oil, 450 kg of meal, and 280 kg of
hulls from one ton of seed. The world prices of these items have been at
record levels. In November 1974, sunflower seed oil cost K 730/ton CIF
Lusaka, and the CIF price of sunflower meal was about K 200/ton landed in
Lusaka. The CIF equivalent price of a ton of crushed sunflower seed can be
estimated at K 280. In September 1974, the prices would have been K 400/MT
for oil, and K 220/MT for cake, giving a value of K 226/MT for crushed
sunflower seed. ROP's costs are roughly K 16/MT, providing a CIF equivalent
producer price in September 1974 of K 264/MT, or 35% above the actual price,
and K 210/MT in September 1973, which was then only 7% above the price.

26. Since the world market in both oil and meal has recently exploded
and is expected to fall in the long run, the present level of prices may be
regarded as not unreasonable.

Pork Producer Pricing

27. The average price paid by Zambia Pork Products in 1973 was K 0.584/kg
c.d.w. The CIF price in 1973 for prime porkers was K 0.755/kg c.d.w., and
in 1974 it was K 0.93/kg. Thus, the domestic producer is certainly receiving
much less than CIF equivalent, although imports are continuing. Statistics
on handling and processing costs of Zambia Pork Products Ltd. have not been
analyzed, so it is assumed that a markup of 20% over the producer price is
required. 1/ In that case, the producer price was 8% below CIF equivalent
in 1973, and 24% below it in 1974.

28. The internal market for pork is free and might have been expected
to raise producer prices to CIF equivalent were it not for ZAPP's monopoly of
pork imports.

Sugar Producer Pricing

29. All sugar produced in Zambia is produced by an Indeco Company,
Zambia Sugar Company (ZSC). It is responsible for the distribution of sugar

1/ This is very generous.
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at a uniform price throughout the country, and is also the sole importer of
this commodity. Since production is determined by Government for import sub-
stitution, the producer price (which is implicit), is not important as an
incentive. It remains important to ensure the generation of funds for the
financing of investment and for dividend payments to shareholders.

30. At the 1974 controlled prices, 1/ average revenue from refined
sugar was approximately K 195/ton. In addition, there is a sales tax of
K 20/ton. This price provided an implicit price for raw sugar from the estate
of K 100/ton. 2/ Zambia imports sugar from Swaziland under a long-term con-
tract in which the price is well below the free world price. From January
through March 1974, ZSC imported 16,000 tons of refined sugar at a cost of
K 141/ton. The transport cost was K 41/ton, unusually high because of the
border closure. In September 1974, however, Zambia was importing raw sugar
only at a new CIF price of K 150/ton. At a CIF price of K 140/ton for refined
sugar, the import was slightly more expensive (5%) than the domestic implicit
producer price. However, at a price of K 150/ton for raw sugar, the imported
item is 50% more expensive than the implicit domestic producer price.

31. The world free market price CIF Lusaka for refined sugar would have
been K 650/ton at the end of 1974. Thus, assuming Swaziland would export no
more than recent levels at the highly deflated prices of the contract, the
value of additional Zambian production is over K 600/ton 3/ if it rep:Laced
imports, and about K 500/ton if exported to neighboring countries. The higher
CIF equivalent figure was relevant, since Zambia was an importer. Prices have
since declined and average forecast prices are about: half the 1974 levels, in
constant terms. Even at these levels, however, the present implicit producer
price is very low.

Tobacco Producer Pricing

32. Virginia tobacco accounts for approximately 95% of the value of
tobacco sold by Zambia. The price offered to farmers is the FOB price
realized on the Tobacco Board of Zambia's (TBZ) auction floor: K 0.80/kg in
1973; currently about K 1.02/kg. However, TBZ is very heavily subsid:Lzed
by the Government, for infant industry reasons. At the moment, therefore,
tobacco growers are receiving more than their FOB equivalent. In 1973, the
value of exports was K 5,348,000, and the total subsidy to TBZ was K 997,000.
In 1974, the value of exports will be approximately K 6,118,000 on a quantity
of 6,200,000 kg, and the subsidy is estimated at K 3,338,000. Thus, in 1973,
the farmer received 16 n/kg more than FOB equivalent if TBZ covered its
costs, and 54 n/kg more in 1974.

1/ The price was increased in February 1975. It had not been changed since
1968.

2/ See Table IV-2 for cost structure.

3/ See Table IV-2 for derivation.
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Table IV-2: ANALYSIS OF SUGAR FRICES

1974
(Kwacha/ton)

1. Average domestic sales price of refined sugar 195
less: profit 7

: administration 5
: railage to Ndola 5
: marketing 15
: refining and packing 35

Current implicit producer price 100

2. Fzree market CIF Dar es Salaam 615
plus: transport 35
CIF: Lusaka 650

less: refining 23
railage to Ndola 5

Free market CIF equivalent producer price 622

3. Free market CIF Dar es Salaam 615
less: transport 7

: profit 35
: administration 5
: railage to Ndola 5
: refining and packing 35

Free market FOB equivalent producer price in East Africa 500

Source: Zambia Sugar Company.
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ZAMBIA

AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL SECTOR SURVEY

- INCENTIVES TO ENCOURAGE PRODUCTION
BY EXPATRIATE CO}N ERCIAL FARMERS

Background

1. The number of expatriate commercial farmers in Zambia fell signi-
ficantly after Independence but since 1970 has stabilized at about 450.
Undoubtedly, the most important factors causing the exodus were fears of
unknown political changes and the alleged threat of land and property
expropriation. Expatriate commercial farmers still resident in Zambia are
reportedly disturbed by the possibility of future expropriation or conversion
of freehold and long leasehold arrangements into short-term leases and by
the fact that they are allowed to repatriate only K4,000 for a man and wife
(K8,000 if the man is over 50 years of age) plus K250 for each child upon
permanent retirement. It has been alleged that this uncertainty greatly
affects the behavior of the remaining expatriate commercial farmers who have
tended to shy away from large long-term investments in favor of the production
of those crops which offer the promise of quick returns on the basis of
relatively small amounts of investment. As a consequence, investments in
the production of Virginia tobacco, beef, and dairy products have suffered in
favor of maize and horticultural production. If so, there appears to be
scope for substantial increases by expatriate farmers in the production of
crops which would help diversify Zambian exports (e.g., tobacco) or substitute
for imports (e.g., beef and milk) if the proper incentives could be found.
Such a strategy would also open up greater opportunities for Zambian farmers
to expand their production of maize, fruits, and vegetables which require
smaller investments and inputs of technical skill.

Approaches to Incentives

2. It has been argued that expatriate commercial farmers could be
encouraged to undertake more long-term investment and expand their production
of agricultural output if incentives were given to them in the form of the
ability to repatriate their wealth. There is considerable controversy, how-
ever, over what restrictions should be placed on repatriations. If the
Government wanted to take advantage of the productive capabilities of
expatriate farmers, it would be risky to adopt a policy of unrestricted
repatriation. Such a repatriation scheme provides no direct incentive for
expatriate farmers to expand their production and given that considerable
uncertainty would probably remain about how long such a policy would remain
in force, substantial amounts of wealth held by expatriate farmers in Zambia
might be repatriated abroad hence reducing their productive capabilities in
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Zambia. Similarly for annual fixed sum repatriation allowances; such
allowances provide no direct incentive for expatriates to expand output and
in fact their production would probably decline over time as their Zambian
wealth holdings were reduced. Hence, schemes have been sought which would
tie repatriation allowances to the amount of production by expatriate
farmers. The various suggested schemes differ mainly in the manner in
which the amount eligible for repatriation is determined and in the timing
of repatriation. Thus allowable repatriations might be tied to the sales
of certain crops or to the income or wealth of expatriate farmers and might
be permitted periodically or accumulated until a specific event such as
emigration or retirement at a specified age. In the remainder of this
Annex, two possible repatriation schemes are analyzed--repatriation tied
to sales of specified crops and repatriation tied to reported taxable
income. The latter is similar to the scheme recently adopted by the Zambian
Government; the January 1975 Budget Address stated that henceforth expatriate
farmers would be able to remit annually 10% of their profits provided that
they support their exchange control applications with audited accounts, and
that an additional 10% of profits could be accumulated for remission at the
time of retirement.

Repatriation Tied to Sales of Specified Crops

3. This scheme ties the amount eligible for repatriation in any period
to a fixed percentage of sales of specified crops by expatriate commercial
farmers. Since the sales of such crops allow expatriates to accumulate more
wealth abroad, presumably they would be induced to shift productive capacity
away from other crops and into the favored crops; existing wealth (land and
improvements, skilled manpower) would be shifted to the fullest extent possi-
ble and the accumulation of future wealth would be biased toward investments
which increased the production of such crops. Since the sales would be to
Government marketing boards, accurate record-keeping would be quite simple
and repatriation not justified by production could be held to a minimum.

4. Unfortunately, the above description is too uncritical: first,
since repatriation rights are tied to total sales not to increases in sales,
a substantial proportion of repatriation allowances would be granted without
a compensating increase in the production of the desired crops. Since
commercial farmers already produce sizable proportions of beef, dairy
products, and tobacco output, a substantial proportion of repatriationl would
be allowed on the basis of production that would have occurred in any event.
Secondly, since the repatriation scheme applies to expatriate commercial
farmers b,ut not to African farmers, the easiest way for expatriates to
expand sales would be for them to buy the output of African farmers and
resell it to the marketing boards. Since greater sales generate larger
repatriation rights, an incentive is created for commercial farmers to offer
Africans a higher price for their output than the marketing boards are offer-
ing even though their sales of such purchased output to the boards would
involve a loss. Such transactions do not involve greeater production by
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expatriate farmers; over time the marginally higher prices offered by
expatriate commercial farmers might induce African farmers to expand their
production, but it is impossible to say wheather or not the foreign exchange
gained from any increased production would be greater than the foreign
exchange lost through increased repatriation. Admittedly such collusion
between expatriate and African farmers might be suppressed by adequate
policing, but since the success of policing depends on the accuracy and
honesty of records on areas planted (or harvested) and the yields obtained
by individual farmers, it is doubtful whether the policy could be success-
fully enforced. Thirdly, one must still ask where expatriate farmers will
obtain the funds to convert into foreign exchange for repatriation. Sales
to marketing boards do not in themselves create such funds since costs of
production must still be deducted; funds for repatriation can only be
obtained out of current savings or by liquidation of previously accumulated
net worth. The most painless way for expatriates to obtain the funds
would be for them to liquidate their net worth held in Zambia (up to the
amount allowable in any period); it is costless for expatriates since it
does not involve any reduction in their current consumption but merely a
conversion of assets held in Zambia (land, capital goods, savings accounts,
cash, etc.) into assets held abroad. Thus a likely result in the reduction
of productive capacity of expatriate commercial farmers in Zambia, hence a
reduction in their ability to expand production. The reduction in productive
capacity is more likely to occur the more uncertain expatriates feel about
whether such a repatriation policy will be continued in the future. Thus
the amount of repatriation that takes place will be greater the higher is
the return on assets held abroad relative to assets held in Zambia, the
greater is the degree of uncertainty about future repatriation, and the
higlher is the allowable repatriation rate.

5. On the basis of the three foregoing criticisms of repatriation
tied to the sales of specified crops, it is not clear whether the increases
in production of agricultural exportables or import substitutes induced by
the repatriation scheme would cover the foreign exchange lost through
repatriation; it is therefore not certain that the policy would be in Zambia's
interest.

Repatriation Tied to Taxable Income

6. Schemes of this type would tie the amount eligible for repatriation
to a stated percentage of income reported for tax purposes or after-tax income.
The scheme recently adopted in Zambia limits the amount eligible for repatri-
ation to 10% of before-tax profits provided that expatriate farmers support
their exchange control applications with audited accounts. Thus repatriation
would only be allowed on the basis of evidence that a given amount of taxable
income has been reported and that the correct tax has in fact been paid.
Since taxable income presumably results from labor effort or capital invest-
ment bv expatriates, repatriation allowances would be tied to their actual
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productive inputs; increases in income from greater labor inputs (eit1her in
hours worked or in skills) or from greater capital formation lead to a
greater taxable income and hence taxes for commercial farmers but also a
greater capacity to repatriate income. The scheme encourages expatriate
farmers both to report more income and to earn more income. The reporting of
net income from agriculture for tax purposes is notoriou8ly poor thro ughout
the world; Zambia is no exception. Since expatriate farmers presumably
desire more foreign exchange than they can now obtain, they would be willing
to pay some premium over the official exchange rate to obtain limited
quantities; the premium that would have to be paid in each case would be
greater the higher is the marginal rate of tax the individual farmer faces.
Hence some farmers would be willing to report more income for tax purposes
since they thereby earn the right to obtain foreign exchange. The Zambian
Government obtains more tax revenues and agrees to sell to the expatriate
farmer at the official exchange rate an amount of foreign exchange equal to
a stated proportion (10%) of the additional taxable income reported. Clearly
Zambia gains unless it values the foreign exchange sold much more highly than
is indicated by the official exchange rate.1/ A similar conclusion emerges
in the case where the repatriation allowance induces expatriate farmers to
earn more income by greater work effort and investment.

7. Nonetheless, this repatriation scheme is not without its drawbacks.
First, since the ability to repatriate is based on taxable income not merely
on increases in taxable income, some repatriation allowances would be granted
for taxable income that would have been earned and reported even had,there
been no repatriation allowances; clearly Zambia loses here. This loss could
be eliminated by tying the repatriation allowance to increases in taxable
income reported over some base date, but this administrative complication
may not be worthwhile since such losses are bound to be negligible given the
low levels of taxable income reported by farmers in the past. Second, it is
not clear that the repatriation allowance scheme will result in an expansion
of agricultural output; while it is true that a greater output is enc¢ouraged,

1/ This point may be stated more rigorously. For each additional kwacha
of taxable income reported, the Zambian Government receives additional
taxes equal to the marginal rate of tax (t) times one kwacha and agrees
to sell the expatriate at the official exchange rate an amount of
foreign exchange equal to the allowable repatriation rate (r) times one
kwacha. If the official exchange rate correctly measures the value the
Government places on a unit of foreign exchange, the Government'neither
gains nor loses from the sale of foreign exchange. However, given the
existence of tariffs and quota restrictions on imports, the kwalcha is
undoubtedly overvalued (the shadow exchange rate is greater than the
official exchange rate) and the Government should value foreigni exchange
more highly than the official rate by an amount p per kwacha. 'Then the
Zambian Government gains overall provided that t; pr and loses if t4 pr.
Given that the marginal rates of income tax are quite high and the
allowable repatriation rate (r=.10) is quite low, the exchange rate
would have to be highly overvalued (i.e., the value of p would have to
be much higher than is likely) for Zambia to lose overall.
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it is also true that the act of repatriation reduces the amount of productive
assets expatriate farmers hold in Zambia. On the one hand, the repatriation
allowances encourage commercial farmers to produce more to the extent they
have idle capacity, have been investing in low yielding but less risky crops,
or are willing to save more; on the other hand repatriation reduces the
productive capacity held by expatriates. To the extent that expatriates were
holding land idle, its sale to farmers willing to put it to productive use
would increase total production. However, to the extent that expatriates
would have used these real assets more effectively than the Zambian buyers,
total output would fall. It is not possible to determine in advance whether
agricultural output will rise or fall.

Conclusion

8. If the Government wished to reduce the rate of depletion of
expatriate productive capacity, the most straightforward procedure would
be not to allow annual repatriation but only repatriation at some future
date--say some arbitrarily selected future date or some designated retirement
age for the farmer (e.g., age 50 or 60 years). The latter procedure (similar
to the one recently adopted by the Zambian Government) seems preferable since
only a portion of expatriates would become eligible for repatriation in any
year, thus avoiding the bunching of repatriation payments. The amount
eligible for repatriation at that time could be limited to a proportion of
accumulated wealth, to a proportion of past reported sales of specified
crops, or to a designated proportion of past reported taxable income as in
the present situation in Zambia. Such schemes provide an incentive for
expatriates to expand production through greater work effort and investment,
in that it would add to possible future repatriation allowances. To the
extent the present Zambian scheme of tying future repatriation to a proportion
of reported taxable income is successful in inducing expatriate farmers to
earn and report more taxable income, more tax revenues will be generated over
the period before actual repatriation takes place. The success of such a
policy would, of course, depend upon how seriously expatriate farmers take
the Government's commitment to allow repatriation in the future; the greater
the degree of confidence that expatriate farmers have that future Government's
will not reduce or rescind this commitment the more successful the policy is
likely to be.
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ZAIMBIA

AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL SECTOR SURVEY

RURAL SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIES IN ZMBIA

Background: The Manufacturing Sector

The Growth of Mlanufacturing Industries

1. Zambia's manufacturing industries grew rapidly in the 1960's.
Between 1960 and 1970 the number of registered establishments doubled to
446; employment almost tripled to 41,000; and manufacturing's contribution to
Gross Domestic Product rose from 6% to 11% (in current prices). More than
half of the output in 1970 came from wholly or majority-owned public enter-
prises within the INDECO group. 1/

2. The rapid growth of manufacturing had few effects on the develop-
ment of other sectors -- particularly agriculture -- and it did not contri-
bute to alleviating the problems of rural/urban disparities. On the contrary,
manufacturing activity became more concentrated in the Copperbelt Province
in close proximity to the heart of the extractive industry and along the
"line-of-rail", thus increasing the migration to urban centers. Production
methods became more capital intensive and more dependent on imports of in-
vestment goods and raw materials; apart from some copper processing, exports
of manufactures did not develop which placed an even greater burden on the
foreign exchange earnings of the copper industry. The desired diversification
of the range of outputs also was not realized.

3. The failure of the manufacturing sector to achieve the Government's
expectations was the result of the policies pursued by the Government in the
mid-1960's. Production was oriented towards the booming, albeit limited,
local market for high income consumer goods and for intermediate goods for
mining and related industries. The Pioneer Industries Act 2/ passed in 1965
provided 100% exemption from tax on profits for a period of two to five
years to enterprises which produced novel products and satisfied other
criteria. Because of difficulties in administering the criteria, only 10
companies were granted such status. Other measures promoted increased capital

1/ INDECO (Industrial Development Corporation of Zambia, Ltd.) a 10% owned
subsidiary of the Zambia Industrial and Mining Corp. (ZIMCO), is the
parastatal with primary responsibility in manufacturing industries.

2/ Now repealed.
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intensity and a reliance on imported inputs: capital goods and many indus-
trial raw materials could be imported duty free or at minimal tariffs. All
companies were allowed to write off 40% of the initial cost of new industrial
buildings, machinery and equipment in the first year. Import restrictions
and high tariffs on finished goods further encouraged the production of
relatively capital-intensive consumer goods for high income earners.

4. Past development has resulted in a highly skewed income distribu-
tion pattern. Wage disparities among Zambians, especially between the urban
and rural sectors, are great. ,The highest average annual wages are Ln
mining (K1,491 - US$2,300) and the lowest in agriculture (K376 - US$600).
Manufacturing wages fall midway between with average annual wages of K853
(US$1,300). These comparisons do not include the subsistance level income
earners in urban areas and the population in the rural non-monetary economy
who have incomes far below the wage earners covered in registered employment.

5. The problems of bringing about a more egalitarian distribution of
income are receiving high priority in national devealopmedxt plans, which
include a program for creation of small and medium-scale manufacturing aimed
at providing employment in rural areas. This program, however, is tied in
with other often conflicting priorities, for example, to increase distribu-
tion of goods to rural areas and, at the same time, to provide opportunities
for Zambians to participate in trade. Also, the policies guiding the selection
of type of goods to be produced and choice of production techniques are
unclear. There is little indication as yet that policies are being pursued
to bring about a change from the tendency to encourage production of higher-
income consumer goods and use of capital-intensive methods.

Rural Industries

6. In 1973, 94% of Zambia's manufacturing establishments and 98% of
manufacturing employment were located in the urban areas. This is not sur-
prising as over half of Zambia's total population of 4.7 million and over
4/5 of its labor force in the monetized sector (0.4 million) is concentrated
in three of its eight provinces: Copperbelt, Central, and Southern. More-
over, the country is relatively highly urbanized, with more than two-thirds
of the population of these provinces living in urban centers, which run from
the center of the copper industry in the north in the Copperbelt Province
down the line-of-rail to Livingstone in the Southern Province (see Table 10.1).

7. Rural industries comprised 32 establishments employing a total of
991 workers. Of the total, found in the five "rural" provinces, only one
factory had more than 100 employees and four were units with between 50 and
99 workers. The range of type of rural manufacturing activity was very
limited for all size enterprises: food (21 establishments), textiles (4),
wood and wood products (4), non-metallic minerals (2), and fabricated metal (1). 1/

1/ See Tables 10.2 and 10.3 for courtrywide comparison on location, scale
and range of manufacturing activities.
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8. Not all of the very small manufacturing establishments are recorded,
but in contrast to some other developing countries, small handicraft and
traditional cottage industries do not seem to constitute a large group. Self-
employed artisans, perhaps employing one or two others from time to time,
exist in almost every village center and in the urban settlements, but appar-
ently not in significant numbers as a total in the manufacturing sector.

9. The lack of manufacturing and manufacturing-related activity in the
"informal sector" does not mean necessarily that Zambian entrepreneurship is
lacking or that it would not respond to opportunities if these occurred.
There is an active group of Zambian entrepreneurs in the trading sector; how-
ever, the economic reforms have had very mixed effects on the emergence of
small businesses.

Development Objectives

10. Government's aim is to achieve broad-based economic development,
with social benefits reaching all of the Zambian people. A series of
economic reforms, beginning in 1968, led to increased government ownership
of large segments of the economy and to greater participation of local
entrepreneurs in ownership of business through Zambianization. However,
there appears to be some conflict between the economic reforms aimed at
providing greater opportunities for small Zambian businessmen and the philoso-
phy of Humanism. While in principal Humanism denounces only profiteering
and the lack of social motivation in Western style capitalism, its applica-
tion has been a real threat to Zambian private enterprise. New and estab-
lished local entrepreneurs in manufacturing, construction, service industries,
and trade have to compete with public enterprises and, at the same time, often
depend on the same parastatal companies for development assistance. This
conflict appears to have been instrumental in the shift of policy downgrading
promotion of small private enterprises in rural areas.

11. In the Second National Development Plan (1972-76), expansion of
the manufacturing sector is given top priority as one of the basic goals
of the Plan period. Since manufacturing growth in the past did not result
in widespread social benefits, provisions are made to link industrialization
directly with the major social objective of the Plan: to attack the dis-
parities in employment opportunities, income, and quality of life between the
rural and the urban population. To this end, "Special efforts will be made
to establish industries whether small-scale or otherwise as far as possible
in areas which have not benefitted from industrial development" (SNDP, p.96).
Rucom Holdings, a subsidiary company of INDECO, is responsible for carrying
out programs of bringing industry to rural areas. Rucom Industries, which
aims at promotion of Zambian small- and medium-scale industries, is one of
the wholly-owned companies in the group.

12. In the SNFP the social advantages of the parastatal form are spelled
out:
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Parastatal organizations are best suited to the
reinvestment of profits, derived mainly from sales in
urbanized and higher income line-of-rail areas or by
exports, into industries scattered in lower-income
rural areas suffering from unemployment, without
hampering the principle of their economic viability.
This is another way in which the parastatal section
can serve the social needs of the community (SNDP, p. 195).

Companies within a parastatal:

...... are expected to show a greater consideration
for social benefit that would normally apply to privately
owned companies. They are nevertheless business
organizations, and as such must operate in a business-like
manner, become ever more efficient and profitable, and
stand on their own in a ruthlessly competitive economy. 1/

Efficiency and profitability criteria are thus considered applicable to pub-
lic enterprises, with the difference that the proceeds should be used to
achieve social goals. The transfer of funds to rural areas for small and
medium manufacturing, and the costs of promoting and assisting entrepreneurs
in relatively isolated areas, however, are confounded with the demand for
efficiency and profitability.

Institutions for Financial, Technical, and Managerial Assistance

Rucom Industries, Ltd.

13. During the Colonial period there had been a long standing concern
with creation and spread of manufacturing activities to rural areas (although
this concern was not matched with resources to carry through programs). The
Colonial Government's Report of the Rural Economic Development Working Party
distinguished six categories of rural enterprises:

(a) major factory-based industries "likely to be profitable from the
start";

(b) major factory-based industries "needing financial inducement in
early stages";

(c) major factory-based industries "necessary, but for one reason or
another unattractive to private enterprises";

1/ Zambia Industrial and Hining Corporation, Chairman's Statement for the
Period 31st March 1970 to 30th June 1971, Lusaka.
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(d) minor small factory-based industries "organized by groups of local
craftsmen or cooperatives";

(e) village or "cottage" industries; and

(f) "single craftsmen".

14. On the recommendation of the Working Party, in 1961, Rucom Indus-
tires, Ltd. was established to handle development of the last three groups
(the major factory-based industries were left to INDECO). Both Rucom In-
dustries and INDECO were largely'inactive on the rural side up to 1969, with
one exception. In 1967 Rucom established an industrial estate in Lusaka as
a prototype that, after a trial period, could be developed in rural areas.
The estate consisted of a single building with 19 bays to be leased out to
small entrepreneurs in such fields as joinery, furniture-making, and sheet
metal working. The experiment was not successful, reportedly due to the
lack of demand for such service workshops in a heavily industrialized area.
It would seem, based on the experience of such attempts in other countries,
that the failure of the experiment might have been due to other factors,
such as the precise location witi-hin the urban area, the cost to small entre-
preneurs of relocating or establishing themselves in such units, poor promo-
tion techniques, poor terms of leasing and financing, and so on. INDECO,
for its part, did not expand its activities to rural areas until 1967 when
Indeco Milling (now under Rucom Holdings) was incorporated and two mills set
up in outlying provincial towns. Thus up until 1969, there was little
activity in industrial development Ln rural areas.

15. In 1968 Rucom Industries was revitalized and starting in 1969, a
program aimed at assisting four basic categories of enterprises was imple-
mented:

(a) establishments that were planned, built and equipped by Rucom:
These include bakeries (average investment for each K40-50,000),
restaurants (average K50,000), dry cleaners (average K30,000),
and repair garages (average K30-35,000), of which there were a
total of 12 by the end of 1973. After the completion of buildings,
advertisements in the national and local press were published and
provision made for tenants to lease the units. Technical training
was provided, sometimes in larger companies in the country, and
some managerial advice given. The usual tenancy agreement was for
a three-year lease at a graduated rent, with an option at the end
of that time to purchase the premises. The cost of the Rucom ser-
vices were charged to the project itself, and according to the plan
would be paid off mostly during the first three-year lease period.

(b) development workshops that were established in each provincial
center: A workshop complex consists of four bays in one building
which are connected with power and water facilities. A Rucom
manager was responsible for bringing artisans into the workshops
and organizing them into cooperatives or limited companies. In
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addition to Rucom staff, volunteers from Denmark, Great Britain,
and the Federal Republic of Germany, assisted in these workshops.
The group of artisans were given technical assistance for produc-
tion operations and management and in making out loan applications
to receive financing from institutions. By 1972, seven development
workshops had been established.

(c) direct operations, consisting of factory-based industries fully
owned and operated by Rucom: the profits of these operations were
to be allocated tow4rds the subsidization of its other operations.

(d) industries receiving financing from INDECO: supplementary tech-
nical services were provided to assist these entrepreneurs to
prepare their projects for loan application.

16. In these efforts, Rucom Industries has received assistance from
UNIDO and bilateral volunteers in the areas of woodworking, metalworking,
fiberglass, brickmaking, gameskin processing, and marketing research. The
purposes of the UNIDO assistance project initiated in 1970 were as follows:
(a) identification of the possibilities for development of small-scale
enterprises; (b) preparation of feasibility studies; (c) provision of tech-
nical and managerial advisory services directly to Zambian entrepreneurs in
projects assisted by Rucomi (d) provision of technical and managerial ad-
visory reviews to other Zambian entrepreneurs; and (e) training Zambians
to perform functions (a) to (d). To these ends, UNIDO was to provide the
services of foreign experts, equipment, and fellowships for Rucom staff to
be trained abroad in developed and developing countries.

17. Rucom has had considerable difficulties from the outset:

(a) lacking a financing branch or a link with a financial intermediary,
and lacking also a good financial reputation, Rucom found working
capital and mortgage money for its clients difficult to arrange;

(b) it has lacked sufficient qualified personnel to staff its head-
quarters and direct operations and provide technical and managerial
training assistance to its workshops and service establishments as
well. As a consequence, it has not been able to provide any exten-
sion services beyond its own operations and projects nor has it
been able to provide sufficient-staff to take full advantage of
LIWDO counterpart training and fellowship opportunities;

(c) finding Zambian entrepreneurs to manage these establishmen'ts has
proved quite difficult. Apparently a sizeable number of Zambians
were absorbed by the take-over of the wholesale and retail trades
and there is a genuine-shortage of entrepreneurship to stalff new
ventures;

(d) the decision to locate workshops and service establishmentls in
the various provincial centers was made without the benefit of
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suitable market research or feasibility studies as a guide; hence,
it was never clear at the outset whether demand and cost factors
were such that these establishments could be expected to become
profitable within a reasonable length of time;

(e) significant portions of rental payments (usually in excess of 50%)
have been in arrears in the past and the turnover rate among
tenants has been high. As a consequence, Rucom has been forced to
take over direct operation of many establishments;

(f) the budgetary crises caused by the fall in copper prices during
1970Y and 1971 caused the Government to attempt to curtail all
subsidies from its budget, thus forcing Rucom Industries to con-
centrate its activities in areas of a revenue generating nature.
Rucom's financial position is now critical. Subsidies have fallen
from K400,000 and K300,000 in 1972 and 1973 to an expected level
of K200,000 in 1974. For the past two years Rucom has been oper-
ating under a government policy decision that subsidies would be
eliminated after 1974. As a consequence, Rucom has been forced to
suspend activities in the areas of entrepreneurial assistance
such as extension services and the development of prototype products
in order to devote its scarce funds and managerial skills to gener-
ating greater profits from its direct operations and existing work-
shops.

18. In summary, the brief history of the new programs and policies of
Rucom Industries falls roughly into two periods: 1969-71 and 1971-74. In
the earlier period the programs were to assist primarily "Small and Rural
Zambian Entrepreneurs." Certain services required subsidies: technical
and management training; market development; feasibility studies; and initial
investments that would eventually be sold to small entrepreneurs. The subsidy
was to be derived from profits of Direct Operations of Rucom (that is, fac-
tories fully owned and managed by the company) from INDECO in the form of
equity in the subsidiary company, and partly through allocations from the
annual government budget.

19. In the second period (1971-74), the basic objectives changes to one
of "Development of Small and Medium Industries" for direct operations. With
the economic reforms and takeover of enterprises, and the recognition of a
need for distribution services in rural areas, Rucom Industries moved more
heavily into trading activities as direct operations. In 1971, with the
fall in copper prices causing government budgetary problems, INDECO was
exhorted to apply even stricter commercial principles and to increase its
own and its subsidiaries' profits wherever possible. Rucom was cut off from
subsidies; it therefore adopted the policy of strengthening its own operations
with commercial viability and extending direct ownership to more profitable
projects. Only those tenants realizing profits and paying their rents could
continue to receive support as "private sector" operations. Future small-
scale manufacturing and workshops reportedly will be the responsibility of
managers employed by Rucom, not tenants.
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20. As assistance programs for private small entrepreneurs theoretically
are dependent on transfer of funds from profits of direct operations, it is
unlikely that the former programs will be reinstated in the near future.
Rucom's energies, according to current policy, will be devoted to establishing
its own efficient and profitable enterprises. Not surprisingly, the interest
of Rucom in seeking out profitable business ventures for itself conflicts
with assistance to the private sector.

Industrial Finance Company, Ltd.

21. The Industrial Finance Company (IFC) was established in 1969, out
of the earlier credit function of INDECO. As a fully-owned subsidiary of
INDECO, IFC was responsible for financing smaller INDECO projects. However,
shortly after this reorganization, the 1969 reforms calling for take-over of
retail businesses by Zambian nationals were implemented, and IFC, as the
only government finance company offering long- and medium-term loans to
smaller enterprises, became preoccupied with financing the take-over of retail
business. Activity in manufacturing enterprises was held in abeyance. In
1971, IFC was transferred to the newly created State Finance and Development
Corporation (FINDECO) for state ownership of financial interests. IFC
continued its activities in financing Zambian small retail businesses through
its Loan Department and retained and expanded its Hire Purchase Department
for financing motor vehicles and other types of equipment and machinery. It
has plans to increase lending to manufacturing activities, but primarily to
joint foreign ventures, so smaller enterprises are not likely to benefit.

22. The IFC has its office in Lusaka. As the Bank presently has no
branches, the distribution of customers reaches mostly along the line-of-rail.
While some assistance is given in meeting application requirements, no
management or technical services are provided. There is no limit on the amount
of loans, with loans up to K20,000 (US$31,000) being approved by the Credit
Committee and those above that amount going to the Board for approval. Loans
are made for a maximum of five years, at interest rates of 10% per year, to
Zambian nationals and Zambian companies (51% Zambian control) for existing
and new enterprises. The Bank considers security as vital, since it accepts
high risks, although its commission varies according to the risk. (One of
the complaints made about IFC, however, was that the security requirements
are too strict.) Loans for capital items are handled through Hire Purchase
at 8-1/2%.

23. Total IFC lending for the period 1970-73 amounted to approximately
K3 million (US$4.7 million). Up to now most of IFC lending has been to
retail businesses; perhaps 10%-15% of its lending through both departments
has gone to small manufacturing. Moreover IFC does not have the capability
to reach rural areas where the technical assistance program for smalL enter-
prises is located.
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24. The Bank is experiencing financial difficulties of its own. Arrears
have been very high, and in 1972, its problems were compounded by the in-
creased liquidity ratios introduced by the Bank of Zambia to curb inflation.
A Debt Collection Campaign was launched in 1972 and is supposed to have con-
tributed to easing the working capital situation and lessening the Bank's
losses. The profit and loss accounts show losses of K36,558 (US$57,000) in
1972, and K22,195 (US$35,000) in 1973. 1/ Many of the problems of IFC are
due to ambiguity in its own policies, difficulties in recruiting staff and
in training staff on a limited budget, and allegedly to the political nature
of its lending.

Other Institutions

25. When the National Commercial Bank was brought into the FINDECO
group, there was the promise that this bank would offer credit to the
"average Zambian entrepreneur", but until now no specific new programs for
small manufacturing have been implemented. FINDECO also plans to establish
branch banking throughout the country, but this scheme is only in the planning
stage.

26. The largest commercial banks are the foreign-owned Grindlays,
Standard, and Barclays. In January 1974, Barclays Bank initiated a program
for small Zambian enterprises called the Zambia Development Loans Scheme
(ZAMDEV). Loans between K500 (US$800) and K5,000 (US$8,000) are offered
at 9% for periods of five years for agriculture, and three years for small
business, including manufacturing enterprises. There are no specific security
requirements; the creditworthiness of the applicant is determined by the past
profitability and standing of the firm. The program is for lending to
established firms that are expanding, and not for new ones. The Bank has a
system of branches, located mostly along the line-of-rail, through which
ZAMDEV loans will be disbursed. There are no plans to provide what are
regarded to be relatively high cost management or technical services to
small enterprises, although the need for such services is appreciated by
the Bank staff.

27. There are no special programs, such as rediscounting facilities
or guarantee funds, to encourage private or public financing institutions
to lend to small enterprises, and the Central Bank staff reports that there
are no such programs under consideration.

28. The Development Bank of Zambia (DBZ) was created in 1972 to
provide medium- and long-term loans for industrial, tourism, transport, and
large-scale agricultural projects. The Bank also intends to promote its
business with foreign joint ventures. The lower limit of DBZ lending was
set at K25,000 as IFC and the Agricultural Finance Corporation (AFC) are
expected to serve small-scale enterprises. However, in view of the
ineffectiveness of both these institutions there is some pressure for DBZ

1/ Industrial Finance Company, Ltd. A Businessman's Guide, Lusaka,
ZIMCO Information and Publicity Unit, November 1973, p. 9.
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to move into financing of smaller businesses. DBZ is not currently equipped
to do this, but could possibly become so by absorbing IFC's industrial
activities. Here again, even if the transfer of functions were to take
place, DBZ does not yet have a branch network and therefore would itself have
very limited capability for directly reaching small rural entrepreneurs.

Plans for Industrialization and Development of Rural Areas

29. National planning of industrial development is in its early stages
in Zambia. The Ministry of Mines and Industry, for the most part, accepts
INDECO's plans for expansion and-new investments. There is a process of
application to the Ministry for permission to establish private sector
projects, but the procedure is more a formality than a regulatory measure.

30. A few studies have been carried out, and others requested, but
practical guidelines for an investment policy have not yet been formulated.
For example, a study has been completed to determine the type of projects
to be promoted to accelerate the process of import substitution. The
Ministry has made a request to UNIDO for a study of subcontracting possi-
bilities, which may incluae potential of linkages between small and large
firms. To date, apart from Rucom Industries feasibility studies of projects
for direct operations, no studies have been undertaken to determine the areas
of potential for small enterprises, in urban or rural areas. Rucom Industries
is not formally coordinated with any other program for rural development.

31. Additional programs in existence or in the planning stages that
relate to development of small manufacturing enterprises are found both under
the auspices of government support and among non-profit private foundations.
The Intermediate Technology Development Group (London) is operating a small
technical services program south of Lusaka on the line-of-rail. ILO conducts
courses to train teachers in the public school system to teach courses in
simple, basic business practices and management. These courses are designed
for retail enterprises, but may have some spin-off effects for small manu-
facturing. Some non-profit groups have programs in rural areas: for example,
an engineer on the staff of the German Mission offers technical assistance
to small enterprises in the mission area. The Economic Commission for Africa
attempted to establish a program for production of handicrafts that could be
exported to European markets. While market potential was determined, and
the project advanced to the stage of organizing artisans in a village known
for such traditional products, the Government reportedly did not follow
through on its commitment to provide support for the project. By 1974 the
project had come to a standstill.

32. The obstacles to the development of small-scale manufacturing
industries in Zambia are formidable. In general existing policies
discriminate against indigenous small enterprises in relation to large
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public enterprises and to joint venture projects. The stress on developing
public and cooperative ventures rather than private enterprises in practice
considerably complicates the issues. The role of Zambian small private
enterprises is confused because of the ambiguities arising in implementing
policies and programs to assist such firms in becoming established.

33. However, the outlook for small-scale rural industries is not
entirely bleak. UNIDO market research and feasibility studies have
identified potentially desirable projects in the production of wooden pallets
and vegetables boxes, egg trays, fruit juices, tea and coffee processing,
bakeries, cement blocks, school furniture, and some agricultural implements.
UNIDO will provide technical assistance to Rucom Industries until the end
of 1976 in wood and metal working, brickmaking, gameskin processing, and
food processing.

34. Rural industries are unlikely to make a substantial contribution
to either employment or income growth in the near future. The sector is
simply too small and the growth rates it would have to achieve too high
for a large contribution to be possible. The existence of high transportation
costs between the line-of-rail and rural areas (especially outside provincial
centers) means that rapid growth on the line-of-rail is likely to have only
minimal effects on the profitability of investment in rural industries. The
opportunity for profitable investments is therefore inevitably tied to the
performance of the agricultural sector; only rapid growth in agricultural
production can open up opportunities for resource processing industries and
only rapid growth in agricultural incomes can create sufficient demand for
local industrial production to substitute for imports from the line-of-rail.

35. Thus, if the agricultural sector in Zambia grows more rapidly in
the future than it has in past, opportunities for rural industrial development
will proceed apace. To facilitate such development, experience in Zambia in
the recent past would suggest that the Government might have a role to play
in the following areas:

(a) Technical Assistance. The Government should provide greater
assistance in entrepreneurial extension services not only
to Rucom tenants but outside businessmen as well. If the
provision of such services interferes with government policy
that parastatals (in this case Rucom Industries) must cover
costs, it would be advisable to entrust these extension
services to a government agency that is not bound by such
policy;

(b) Financial Services At present there is no credit institution,
private or public, with branches in rural areas and equipped
to satisfy small-scale rural entrepreneurs investment needs,
if more investment in this sector were to become profitable.
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The Government could help to break this bottleneck by encouraging
parastatal and private financial institutions to provide more
credit on reasonable terms;

(c) Strategy for the Development of Small-scale Rural Enterpr,ises.
The need for a more clearly articulated strategy for the
development of small-scale industry is obvious. A stragety
for rural development based on rural growth centers would
appear to open up promising opportunities for rural industries
in supplying building materials, agricultural implements, and
services. Should such a strategy be adopted by Government,
there is a clear need for greater integration of rural indus-
trialization policies with policies for the development of
the rural sector as a whole than has been the case in the past.
New efforts in project identification, and the establishment
of clear criteria for selecting African entrepreneurs for
lassistance are needed.

Scope for External Assistance

36. It is unlikely that external donors will be able to provide
effective financial or technical assistance to small enterprises until
Government has defined the future role of private small entrepreneurs,
small companies and cooperatives. At this stage, assistance could be offered:

(a) to define the roles of public and private small-scale industries;

(b) to suggest how established and new institutions could provide
management, technical and financial assistance;

(c) to assist in a review of overall industrial policy measures
to ensure that small firms do not face discrimination; and

(d) to identify further suitable products for small-scale
manufacturing.

37. Nowhere has experience with small-scale public enterprises and
production cooperatives been very promising. This does not mean that they
cannot succeed in Zambia, but it does suggest that it would be wise if
Zambia were to start with limited projects of these types to test the
feasibility of specific programs. The necessary framework of supporting
services for such small industries projects should be provided in selected
Rural Growth Centers.
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38. Small private entrepreneurs could be supported through lending
programs, coordinated with technical services, administered by a banking
institution. The geographical reach of such lending would depend on the
extension of branch banking to growth areas in rural provinces. Subsidy
measures and incentives to financial institutions to increase their lending
to small enterprises could be formulated. A detailed investigation would
be required to determine the most suitable institution to assume responsibility
of administration of specific government lending programs.



Table 10.1: 7AMBIA: PROVINCIAL DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION, TOTAL EMPLOYMENT
AND MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT

Share of Total Population Share of Total Employment Share of Manufacturing Employment
June 1963 August 1969 Mid-1973 Debember 1966 December 1969 June 1972 /a December 1966 Deeember 1969 October 1973 /b

Province 000's Percent 000's Percent 000's Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Central 505 15 713 18 867 19 86,820 28.6 97,970 29.8 110,650 30.4 8,715 28.8 10,708 31.0 15,808 38.9

Copperbelt 544 16 816 20 1,014 22 135,574 44.8 144,040 43.9 158,510 43.6 16,047 52.8 18,081 58.3 20,224 49.8

Southern 466 13 496 12 538 12 36,740 12.2 33,310 10.3 36,540 10.1 4,561 15.1 4,829 14.0 3,602 8.9

Sub-Total 1,515 43 2 025 50 2,419 52 259,134 85.6 275,320 84.0 305,700 84.1 29;323 96.7 33,618 97.3 39,634 97.6

Eastern 480 14 510 13 551 12 11,650 3.9 13,530 4.1 15,550 4.3 523 1.8 533 1.5 476 1.2

LAIApUl.a 357 10 336 8 364 8 5,920 1.9 6,710 2.0 6,770 1.9 108 0.3 87 0.2 176 0.4

Northern 564 16 545 13 592 13 12,470 4.2 18,070 5.5 16,000 4.4 267 0.8 178 0.6 175 0.4

North-Western 211 6 232 6 252 5 5,030 1.6 5,420 1.6 7,430 2.0 -- -- -- -- 78 0.2

Western 363 10 410 10 457 10 8,560 2.8 9,250 2.8 11,980 3.3 127 0.4 156 0.4 86 0.2

Sub-Total 1,975 57 2.033 50 2,216 48 43,630 14.4 52,980 16.1 57,730 5.9 1,025 3.3 954 2.8 991 2.4

Grand Total 3 490 100 4,058 100 4,635 100 302,764 100.0 328 100.0 363,430 100.0 0 100.0 34,572 100.0 403625 100.0

a/ There are seasonal variations in employment, from December to June, but from the available data the variation does not appear to be consistent within or among the Provinces.
The overall percentages remain approximately the same.

b/ There is some distortion in the data since the location of some firms is listed by post office box rather than location of factory. Corrections have been made where possible;
however, it is likely that the overall provincial pattern is not unduly distorted.

Sourcc-: M'initry cf Dvelopmer.t rl1anning and G.id-afce, Se.und NaLiunlal Development Pian, December ;971, p. 172. sor 1966 and 19b9 Total Employment and Manufacturing Employment.
Central Statistical Office, Monthly Digest of Statistics, Vol. V, No. 1, January, 1974. Population Census Data, Tables 1 and 2, pp. 1 and 2. Total Employment,

Ta6leB4-(), page 4.--
Ministry of Commerce, Manufacturing Companies and Employment at October, 1973.

a c,
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ZAMBIA

AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL SECTOR SURVEY

LAND TENURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT 1/

Introduction

1. It is.a striking fact that the system of tenure, administration
and law affecting rural lands in Zambia is virtually the same today as the
system inherited from the British administration at independence in 1964.

2. The history of land administration during the 65 years in which
the country was administered, first, by the British South Africa Company,
and, later, by Britain, is complicated. Suffice it to say that, as in
other former British territories in Africa with comparable rural economies,
the system was designed in large part to serve the needs of a small, non-
African community of large-scale commercial farmers, which, operating on
favorable soils located primarily near the line-of-rail, produced (and con-
tinues to produce) the major portion of the country's total marketed agri-
cultural produce. The lands available for this small community were vested
in the British Crown for sale or lease to individuals. At independence,
these lands comprised only about 6% of Zambia's total land area, but vir-
tually all land services, particularly survey and registration services,
were concentrated in them. Tenure of Crown Land 2/ was "statutory," and was
regulated by both the common law and statutes which prevailed in England on
17 August 1911, 3/ as well as subsequent locally enacted statutes.

3. To the remaining rural lands, the British applied a "protective"
policy similar to that adopted in other British territories in Africa: in
1928, certain areas were designated Native Reserves "for the sole and exclusive

1/ This Annex was prepared prior to the statement of H.E. President Kaunda
on June 30, 1975 as a result of which freehold titles were abolished and
converted to 100-year leasehold effected under the Land (Conversion of
Titles) Act, 1975. The change to leasehold was anticipated by the mission
(paras 5, 20 and 40) and the reforms are in keeping with the argument of
the Annex which has not, therefore, been amended except in footnotes.

2/ The term "Crown Land" is used here to include "private land," i.e., land
vested in private individuals prior to 23 March 1928. Since that date,
Crown Land granted to individuals remains Crown (State) Land within the
meaning of the Orders in Council which govern its administration.

3/ English Law (Extent of Application) Act of 1911.
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use and occupation of the natives of Northern Rhodesia;" in 1947, the remaining
area (with the exception of the Barotseland, now the Western Province, which
was accorded a separate status), was designated as Native Trust Land "for the
use or common benefit, direct or indirect, of the natives of Northern Rhodesia."
Both Reserves and Trust Land were vested in the Secretary of State for the
Colonies. Tenure in Reserves and Trust Land was "customary" and regulated by
customary, not statutory, law.

4. At independence, the three land categories--Crown Land, Native
Reserves and Native Trust Land--were retained and redesignated State Land,
Reserves, and Trust Land respectively. The area covered by each category
also remained virtually unchanged, although Barotseland was classifLed as
Reserve Land in 1969 (See Table 11.1).

5. Although land legislation has changed little since independence,
some new statutes have been passed. Perhaps the most significant of these
is the Land Acquisition Act of 1970, which was devised in part to deal with
the post-independence problem of farms abandoned by their non-African oxwners.
A further change in land policy and law has, however, been foreshadowed in
the 1973 Zambia Constitution. The philosophy of Humanism rejects the con-
cept of absolute ownership of land (freehold) by individuals or by groups.
In keeping with this philosophy, a draft Land Reform (Land Titles and Re-
strictions) Act, designed to convert freehold land to leasehold land, is
now under consideration. 1/

6. The absence of substantial change in land policy during ten years
of independence is surprising since in independent Zambia the continuing
distinction between the three categories of land no longer has real meaning
and is anachronistic. All land is for the use and common benefit of all the
citizens of Zambia. To have differences in the administration of the three
categories, particularly concentration of services on State Land, does not
appear to be in accord with the concept of "Zambia-One-Nation."

7. The Report of the Commission on One-Party Participatory I)emocracy
drew attention to the undesirability of retaining a constitution enshrined
in British legislation and recommended its re-enactment by Zambian|legislation.
It is equally surprising that land administration should still to a very
large extent be governed by British legislation, notably the Zambia (State
Land and Reserves) Orders in Council, 1928 to 1964, and the Zambia (Trust

1/ See footnote on pg. 1.
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Table iLL: LAND AREA BY TENURE CATEGORY 1963 AND 1970Y

Category Dec. 31, 1963 Dec. 31, 1970
'000 hectares '000 hectares

State Land:

Freehold 1,462 1,140
Leasehold 1,012 1,169
Townships 79 878
Forest reserves and

protected areas .1,049 945
Tribal occupation 510 570
Inundated by water 152 152
Unalienated 483 5

Total 4,747 4,859

Reserves:

Protected forest areas 391 3,883

Total 14,436 27,073

Barotseland: 12,6644 2/

Trust Land:

Forest reserves and
protected areas 2,672 4,401

Total 43,466 43,361

motal Land Area: 75,293 75,293

1/ For distribution of these categories see IBRD Map 11540.
2/ Included in Reserves. Shown as State Land (under tribal occupation)

in 1972 Report (unpublished).

Source, Annual Reports of the Lands Department 1963 (last pre- ndependence
year) and 1970 (last published report). Figures obtained by conversion
of acre toLaIs in each report.
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Land) Orders in Council, 1947 to 1964, 1/ particularly since for histotical
reasons this legislation contains certain anomalies. 2/

8. The need to revise land policy was formerly considered to be so
urgent that within a month of independence a Cabinet Land Policy Committee
an'd a Land Commission were appointed to "review all aspects of land policy
which was inherited on independence and to submit recommendations on a com-
prehensive Zambian land policy."

9. Although the Commission completed its report in 1967, few changes
have been implemented and a format announcement of future land policy has
no,t yet been published. In fact, the intentions of the Government on this
important issue must be gleaned from a number of references to the subject
in official reports or other documents and from the President's speeches.
Two contradictory reasons are given for this situation: (1) the existing
system of land tenure and administration is satisfactory and therefore there
is no immediate need for substantial change; and (2) while the defects of the
present system and the need tor urgent change are recognized, the difficulties
involved are believed to be insuperable. In order to exam.ne the merits of
the two arguments, It,is tirst necessary to discuss various aspects of the
present system.

The Present System,of Land Tenure and Administration

State Land

10. State Land is vested in the President who may make grants sub-
ject, in the case of land for aRric,ulture in rural areas, to the provisions
of the Agricultural Lands Act which establishes a Board with various
duties, including the approval of grants 3/ or leases and the control of
dealings. Grants and leases are made on,economic terms and are executed
on behalf of the President by the Commissioner of Lands. For purposes of
general legislation, individuals hoiding private land or alienated State
Land are "owners," and their tenure *is regulated or affected by applie,d
English land law and local statutes, such as the Town and Country Planning

1/ Referred to in Zambia simply as "Orders."

2/ For example, the Orders: (a) contain racially discriminative provisions
in the matter of grants of S,tate Land; (b) empower the President to
acquire" Trust Land;'this prFyision had' meaning when Trust Land was

vested in the Secretary of S'tate and the Governor was empowered to
acquire; now the P-resident must acquire from himself; and (c) "public
purposes: have different meanings in the Trust Land Orders and in the
Reserves Orders.

3/ i.e., grants in fee simple (freehold) to lessees having an option to
purchase.
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Act, the Natural Resources Act, the Land Acquisition Act, the Land and
Deeds Registry Act, and the Land Survey Acts.

11. The applied English land law of 1911 was substantially revised in
Britain in 1925. As a result, continued reliance on the original law pre-
sents problems in modern Zambia. Not only are certain of the concepts and
much of the terminology irrelevant to the needs and goals of the society,
but because the law is obsolete in England, the Zambian legal profession
often has difficulty obtaining works of reference and copies of repealed
statutes. Perhaps for this reason, the law has been described as "cumbrous,
archaic and expensive." 1/

12. The Deeds and Registry Act is a "hybrid" statute, resulting from
the grafting in 1964 of provisions for the issue in certain circumstances
of certificates or provisional certificates of title onto an earlier stat-
ute which provided merely for the registration of deeds. The purpose of
the amendment was to remove uncertainty and to simplify and reduce the
costs of dealings. These objectives were only partially realized, however.
Although referred to as "registration of title," the new system does not
offer many of the advantages of an orthodox system of registration of title.
IMbreover, the amendment does not provide for the systematic conversion of
the register of deeds to a register of title, and, where a provisional
certificate or no certificate has been issued, it is still incumbent on the
prospective purchaser or mortgagee to carry out what is often a lengthy and
expensive investigation of title, as he would under a system of private
conveyancing. Certificates cannot be issued in respect of sub-leases. Fur-
thermore, no guarantee is provided by indemnity against loss caused by
error or fraud. The time needed to register dealings, as listed in annual
reports of the Lands Department, does not compare favorably with registry
standards elsewhere, and the legal profession has complained about the sub-
stantial delays. Delays in carrying out surveys, due probably to the some-
what rigid requirements of the legislation and to the shortage of profes-
sional surveyors and technicians in both the public and private sectors,
have also been sources of complaint.

13. Despite the shortcomings in the system of land law and land regis-
tration, there is a high degree of security and negotiability of title to
State Land, which is highly esteemed by all classes of society. In general,
State Land, subject to limitations imposed by a shortage of trained staff in
the Lands Department, is efficiently administered, and efforts are made to
ensure that this land is used in accordance with the conditions of the grants.

Reserves and Trust Land

14. Administration of Reserves and Trust Land is largely governed by
the Zambia (State Land and Reserves) Orders of 1928-1964 and the Zambia

1/ M4inistry of Lands and Natural Resources Circular, 2/7/64, as quoted in
"Status of Cadastral Surveys and Land Registration Services in Zambia,"
paper submitted by the Government of Zambia to the E.C.A. Seminar on
Cadastre in 1970.
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(Trust Land) Orders of 1947-1964. Land in both categories is vested in
the President who is empowered to grant leases or, in the case of Trust
Land, rights of occupancy to Africans or non-Africans. The President's
title is, however, qualified by the customary rights of Africans, as mem-
bers. of various communities, to occupy and use such land. His powers to
gran,t leases and rights of occupancy are also restricted by certain pro-
visions of the Orders, including the requirement to consult the Rural Coun-
cils-. Thus, although in theory it is possible for any suitable applicant
to obtain a lease or right of occupancy, in practice, as indicated by tthe
very small numbers of such leases and rights issued per year, it proves dif-
ficult. (An avgrage of eight rights of occupancy and nine Reserves le;ases
were issued annually in 1968-1970.) In any case, it would not be possiible or
even desirable on technical grounds to issue large numbers of leases and
righ,ts of occupancy on a sporadic basis.

15. Land in Reserves can be "set aside" for public purposes by the
President without payment of compensation; this land remains Reserve Land.
Trust Land can be "acquired" for public purposes on payment of compensiation
and when so acquired becomes State Land. Apart from the exercise of the
presidential powers relating to acquisition of land for public purposes
and grants of leases and rights -of occupancy, there is little in the way
of control or formal administration. of Reserves and Trust Land. In general,
land legislation does not apply, although the President may make regula-
tions for purposes,of.:the Orders. In particular, no attempt is made by
the Government to control the customary occupation and use of land.

16. Reserves and Trust Land may be occupied and used by Africans in
accordance with custom without lease or right of occupancy from the'
President. The tenure of land-so held is regulated by customary law. Al-
though there is statutory provision for courts to apply customary law,'
there is no specific-definition or recognition of- customary law in the: laws
of Zambia. In describing the present system of customary tenure in Zambia,
it is difficult'to avoid making ,generalizations, both for reasons of brevity
and because custom varies between tribes, particularly between patrilineal
and matrilineal societies. There is,- moreover, no standard terminology of
customary law, and familiar terms-of-English land' law are used to desctribe
customary concepts which'may differ, if only'slightly, from English law,
concepts. The general observations..contained in the following paragraph are
based on the work.of C.MiN. White, formerly -African Land Tenure Officer, 1/
and on parts of the Report of the Land Commission, of which White, then Local
Courts Adviser, and W.T.' McClain, then Research Officer, Customary Lawl, were
members.,

1/ In particular, White'-s detai-led field study of customary land tenure in
each province, 1956-59. The Results of this study are contained Ln
unpublished papers and summarized-in the Repprt on a Survey of African
Land Tenure in Northern Rhodesia, Unpublished MIS., (1959).
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17. General description of customary land tenure:

(a) Legal title to land in all areas where customary
land tenure operates is vested statutorily in the
President.

(b) Arable land is operated on an individual, not
a communal, basis everywhere in Zambia; the tenure
of arable land, gardens and house land is similarly
almost invariabLy individual. 1/

(c) The grazing of stock, on the other hand, is a com-
munal operation; grazing rights, which apply not only
to vacant land but also to fallow land held by indi-
viduals, are held in common by all members of a com-
munity.

(d) Individual rights over arable land may be acquired
either by "direct acquisition" or from another person
holding such rights by way of transfer or transmission
upon death.

(e) Any person recognized as a member of a particular com-
munity and a resident in its area may "directly acquire"
land in that area by clearing and using it, provided
that no other person has a prior established and sub-
sisting right over that land. If the prior established
right has been abandoned, the land is regarded as avail-
able for direct acquisition. Direct acquisition is the
most common method of obtaining land rights in the less
densely populated parts of the country; in the more
densely populated areas, rights can usually be obtained
only from persons who already exercise them.

(f) Formal allocation or recognition by the President or his
representative is not required for direct acquisition of
land. It is, however, frequently asserted that such al-
location or recognition by the chiefs or headmen is required,
although there is no basis in customary or statute law for
this assertion. The term "allocate" must in any
case imply "reversion" in certain circumstances to the
allocating authority (as in the case of allocations by
the President of State Land). When rights over land

1/ "Lineages acting as corporate land holding units are very infrequent
in Northern Rhodesia"--White, Report on a Survey of African Land Tenure.
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directly acquired by an individual are abandoned by him,
there is no "reversion" in customary law to the chief.
This may be an academic issue, however, since in prac-
tice headmen are normally consulted as to whether a piece
of vacant land is subject to prior and subsisting rights.
Moreover, a person must be recognized as a member of a
particular community and be resident in its area before
he can "directly acquire" land. In the past, chiefs exer-
cised powers to grant or withhold permission to a per-
son to reside in their areas; 1/ refusal of permission
would disqualify the person from exercising his customary
right of direct acquisition. Although all Zambians now
have a constitutional right to reside in any part of the
country, it appears that this former power is still
exercised by chiefs and at least tacitly accepted.

(g) Once a person has directly acquired arable land, he
enjoys exclusive use of it and secure rights over it,
which can only be extinguished by abandonment or by
transfer by him to another person. (The rights are,
of course, held subject to the overriding legal powers
of the President to, for example, set aside or acquire
land for a pu'blic purpose.)

(h) Specifically, he can transfer the land outright by
gift or sale, 2/ or he may transfer it temporarily by
way of loan. 3/ Under present arrangements, he cannot,
however, mortgage his land as security for a loan from
a formal credit agency, since documentary evidence of
title and powers to sell upon failure of repayment are

1/ Under the repealed Native Authority Ordinance Native, authorities were
not given power to make orders regulating the acquisition or holding
of land.

2/ "The conception that Africans do not sell land cannot in my view be
sustained. A sale is merely an outright transfer for a valuable con-
sideration in the form of cash; a gift is an outright transfer in
which the consideration takes the form of goodwill between kinsmen
or neighbors. Sale is therefore a simple development of the latter
within a cash economy and not a new and revolutionary principle"--
White, Report on A Survey of African Land Tenure.

3/ The wording "temporary transfer by way of loan" is used rather than
"lease" because it is unusual for parties to agree on a fixed term
or payment of rent in such transactions.
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normally required. Pledging of land, a custom in many
African countries apparently does not exist in Zambia. 1/

(i) Inheritance of land is governed by the personal law of
the deceased right-holder. Succession under customary
personal law is not limited, as under statutory law, to
identifiable and distributable assets, but is concerned
with the whole range of roles formerly held by the de-
ceased; land rights are only one of such roles. Rights
to inherit, moreover, do not pass to specific persons on
the basis of a designated relationship to the deceased,
but instead are vested in his "descent group" as a
whole, which determines the succession to all the var-
ious roles of the deceased, including his land rights.
There are, of course, significant differences in custom-
ary inheritance rights, particularly between patrilineal
and matrilineal societies; in the latter case, for example,
when marriages are uxorilocal, the husband moves to his
wife's village and acquires only contingent rights to the
inherited land for the duration of the marriage.

(j) The degree of security enjoyed by "strangers," persons
who are not native to a local community but who have taken
up residence in it from another part of the country, merits
particular mention. In theory, persons accepted into the
community should enjoy the same customary land rights as
natives of the community. In practice, however, strangers
are sometimes prevented from acquiring land rights, and,
when hostilities have developed toward strangers who already
enjoy such rights, there is evidence that their rights
have been rescinded.

18. Although individual rights over land are recognized under cus-
tonary law, the President is the sole statutory owner of all Reserves and
Trust Land. While the Reserves and Trust Land (Adjudication and Titles) Act
of 1962 provides for the statutory recognition and registration of private
.'ownership" of Reserves and Trust Land, it has never been implemented. 2/

1/ "Pledging" is the process whereby in return for a loan the debtor
allows the creditor to take over and operate his land, which he can
reclaim when he has repaid the loan in full.

2/ The law provides for the recognition and registration of land by means
of grants from the President.
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Repeal of this law by legislation now in draft is currently under considera-
tion. 1/ In any case, the Act contains a number of features which work against
its successful operation: in particular, it permits sporadic adjudication
and survey; it imposes a necessity to adjudicate all claims--undisputed as
well as disputed; it gives Rural Councils the sole power to instigate adjudi-
cation; it does not provide powers for the essential demarcation and recording
technical staff (who can only be appointed if requested by Rural Councils and
then only in an advisory capacity); and its provisions for appeals are unsat-
isfactory.

Assessment of the Effects of the Present System of Land
Tenure and Administration on Agricultural Development

19. Briefly stated, the two reasons advanced for the retention of pre-
independence land tenure and administration policies in Zambia are, on the
one hand, that the present system is adequate as it is, and, on the other,
that the problems of altering the system are so great as to be insurmountable.
An examination of the effects of the present system on agricultural develop-
ment indicates, however, that neither line of reasoning is completely sound,
and that the real reason probably lies somewhere in between the two extremes:
to wit, problems do exist, but, for the most part, they are problems which
with careful planning and administration can be resolved.

State Land

20. By and large, agricultural development on State Land is not inhib-
ited by the present land tenure and administration policies. Securilty of
tenure on State Land is adequate and is buttressed by registration. While
there are admittedly serious and well-known defects in the system of law and
of registration, they cannot really be said to affect agricultural development
adversely. Nor, for that matter, would the proposed conversion of freehold
land to long-term leasehold land be likely to affect agricultural development
adversely; indeed, it could encourage development and enable controls to be
more effectively administered. 2/ A more serious matter affecting security of
tenure is the absence of a declared policy on the future of large-scale farm-
ing. Arrangements to meet the demand for new agricultural land are in general
satisfactory. Registry statistics reveal the existence of a fairly lively
market in land, although they relate mainly to urban transactions. 31/ There

1/ Repeal was effected under the Land (Conversion of Titles) Act, 1975.

2/ See footnote pg. 1.

3/ In 1970, private documents registered included 670 conveyances, 651
assignments, 737 mortages, totalling K 25,697, 454; 722 discharges of
mortgages, totalling K 8,902,029; and 630 leases.
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are complaints of soaring prices for land, but this is an economic problem
which is not attributable to the land tenure system. Allocations of State
Land are planned, and dealings in agricultural land are to a large extent
controlled by the Agricultural Lands Board. 1/ State Land, however, accounts
for only a very small portion (approximately 6%) of the country's total rural
lands. The assessment of the effects of land policies on agricultural develop-
ment in Reserves and Trust Land reveals numerous problems.

Reserves and Trust Land

21. On Reserves and Trust Land, four aspects on the present system,
in particular, may adversely affect agricultural development:

(a) Security of Tenure. If the degree of security of
tenure is such as to discourage investment of cap-
ital and labor in improvement of the land;

(b) Access to Land. If new farmers or farmers who wish
to expand their activities encounter serious obstacles
in gaining access to land;

(c) Regulation of the Land Market. If there is failure
to regulate the operation of any land market which may
exist;

(d) Fragmentation of Holdings and Related Problems. If
there are features of the system, such as fragmentation
of holdings and faulty holding patterns, which operate
against good farming practices and prevent the innova-
tion or acceptance of improved agricultural techniques.

22. Security of Tenure. Security of tenure will not by itself neces-
sarily cause a farmer to invest labor and capital in improvement and develop-
ment of his land, and it will certainly not transform him into a more ef-
ficient farmer. On the other hand, insecurity of tenure will almost in-
variably work against agricultural development by strongly discouraging the
farmer from improving his land. While security of tenure is difficult to
measure, there are certain situations which point to the possibility of
insecure features of customary tenure.

1/ The application of Part III of the Act, which covers approvals of
applications to assign, sublet, mortgage, etc., is restricted by
Section 10 and does not cover all freehold agricultural land.
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23. For example, there is frequently a correlation between increased
density of population and insecurity of tenure: competition for scarce land
breeds insecurity. Zambia's population is only some 4.7 million and average
densities in the rural areas are correspondingly low (about four persons
per km2); local variations are, of course, considerable, but even in more
favored agricultural areas near the railway average densities are only about
30 persons per km2. The effects of population density can of course, be
aggravated by large cattle populations, as among the Tonga in Southern
Province.

24. The volume of litigation of land disputes is a pointer to inse-
curity of tenure. Unfortunately, useful statistics of land litigation are
not available, but the Land Commission has indicated that although the
volume of litigation is small, there is evidence of an increase in disputes
over boundaries, particularly in the Southern, Central and Eastern Provinces,
and the Barotse Plain.

25. Development of cash crops, particularly perennial crops, may also
affect security of tenure. In the maize-growing areas of the Southern and
Central Provinces, proximity to State Land and competition with large-scale
farmers have in the past certainly engendered a fear of losing land to non-
African competitors.

26. The inability to use land under customary tenure as security for
a development loan from a formal credit agency is an inconvenience to agri-
cultural development, but should not be regarded as a serious obstacle in-
sofar as official sources of credit are concerned. There are other ways of
securing credit on crops or chattles, or through farmers' associations or
cooperatives. It does block credit from private sources, however, which
usually insist on land as security.

27. Although it cannot be said that insecurity of customary tenure
necessarily inhibits agricultural development, it seems fair to say that in
certain situations it leads to difficulties which are not conducive to such
development. Cases in point are the rather precarious situations of "strangers"
and of persons operating loaned land. For reasons of insecurity, these indi-
viduals may be reluctant to make improvements on their land. And, although
in many parts of the country, particularly in the areas where shifting culti-
vation is still practiced, security of tenure appears to be adequate for such
development as is likely to occur in the foreseeable future, this is not the
case for the country as a wnole. In a few areas, notably the maize-grxowing
areas of the Central and Southern Provinces, the Eastern Province (Chewa), the
Lake Tanganyika shore (Lungu), the Zambesi Flood Plain (Lozi), and the lower
Luapula Valley, customary tenure is not proving to be adequate for the needs
of development.

28. This fact is evidenced by the desire of the people in these,areas
for more formal and statutory recognition of their land rights. Thisidesire
is in part evidenced by the replies of Provincial Land Working Committees
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set up by the Government, to questions posed to them by the Land Commission.
For the most part, these replies supported changes in customary tenure as
well as the formalization and recording of land rights in those provinces
where population pressure is beginning to cause insecurity. It is also
evidenced by the attempts of individuals through their own initiative to
vary customary tenure by transferring land to their sons during their life-
times, for exampIe, or by resorting to written wills in order to avoid the
customary law relating to inheritance. 1/

29. Access to Land. In some countries, farmers often experience dif-
ficulty in obtaining land for cultivation or in increasing undersized hold-
ings. In Zambia, however, where there is an abundance of sparsely populated
land, it is not expected that this problem will pose restrictions on agri-
cultural development. Indeed, land of all categories has been made available
by Government for organized settlement without difficulty, although such
settlement has always been in a single chief's area and has been designed for
the people acknowledging that chief.

30. Exclusive or parochial attitudes to land by tribal authorities
or Rural Councils can, however, deprive would-be farmers of access to land.
Thiis problem has been encountered in many other African countries where the
tendency has been for the State to take over control from tribal or local
authorities. 2/ Examples of this exclusive attitude, particularly in regard
to access to land by "strangers" exist in Zambia, despite the constitutional
right of all citizens to reside where they choose and despite the many
references in Party documents to the land as a national asset. The obligation
to consult Rural Councils in the allocation of Reserves and Trust Land (see
paragraph 14) sometimes results in recommendations which are inadequate for
development. 3/ Government has the power to override such recommendations,

1/ Rosemary Ray, Aspects of Land Tenure and Land Usage in Chief Sianjilika's
Area of Mazabuka District, Progress Report, (1974).

2/ e.g., in Ghana, the State has assumed control and administration of stool
lands; in Uganda, district land commissions established by the independence
constitution were later abolished and their powers and functions were
centralized in the Uganda Land Commission.

3/ Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources Circular, 2/7/64, as quoted in
"Status of Cadastral Surveys and Land Registration Services in Zambia,"
paper submitted by the Government of Zambia to the E.C.A. Seminar on
Cadastre in 1970.
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however, and, in the interests of national development, there are probably
cases where it should exercise this power. In short, if the land is in
fact to be a national asset, it cannot at the same time be a tribal or
Rural Council asset.

31. Land Markets. In areas where a cash economy has developed, the
operation of a market in land can help to solve problems of access to land
asd can also facilitate necessary variations in the size of farms to meet
changing conditions, such as the age of the farmer, his labor supply, and
clianges in crops or methods of operation. A market in land is already coming
into existence in several areas. In one area in the Mazabuka District, for
example, virtually all available vacant land had been taken up by 1960, and
land could only be obtained by transfer through sale or gift, by transfer
on temporary loan or by transmission. The number of dealings of this na-
ture is increasing. l/

32. Operation of a land market in conditions of dispute or doubt as
to the rights of parties to deal will have the effect of increasing litiga-
tion and insecurity and inhibiting dealings which are essential to develop-
ment. Under such circumstances, regulation of the market is necessary, but
this can be exercised only through a system of registration of rights, which
is non-existent at present. From the Government's point of view, registration
would also provide machinery for control of land dealings which cannot now
be affected.

33. Fragmentation of Holdings and Related Problems. Direct acquisition
of arable land by individuals in Reserves and Trust Land is not planned or
controlled by the Government. Normally a rather haphazard process, direct
acquisition often results in poor patterns, with holdings that are either
too large or too small, inconveniently shaped for successful operation, or
inaccessible to roads and water. There is an obvious need to extend Govern-
ment's ability to plan and control allocations in Reserves and Trust Land,
in the same way that it does in formal settlement schemes.

34. In view of the low carrying capacity of the land and the result-
ing system of extensive grazing, and, in view of the herding practices
wnereby owners entrust their animals to friends and relatives for herding,
the system of communal grazing rights is a logical one. However, it is
often difficult to determine the membershiip of the community exercilsing
the rights, the number of livestock grazed by the community, and thIe exact
area over which the rights are exercised. As a result, the planning and
implementation of development schemes to improve water supplies, fencing
or dips, to regulate the number of animals to the carrying capacity of the

1/ Rosemary Ray, Aspects of Land Tenure and Land Usage.
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land, and to introduce new practices is often inhibited. Until it is pos-
sible to provide more formalized rights, perhaps by issuing leases to
graziers' associations, cooperative societies or traditional groups so as
to define group membership and rights, problems will continue to exist in
this area.

35. The stultifying effects of fragmentation (both in the sense of
sub-division of agricultural holdings into units which are too small for
econonmic operation and in the sense of dispersal of the various pieces of
lana forming part of one agricultural holding) are obvious. Fragmenta-
tion of the latter type exists in a number of areas in Zambia, but the
percentage of total holdings affected, the numbers and sizes of the frag-
ments involved, and the distance over which they are dispersed have not
reached the severe proportions that one finds in certain other African
countries. 1/ It should be recognized, nevertheless, that Zambia does have
a fragmentation problem which will almost certainly increase as time goes
on. Although certain social customs may speed up the process and increase
its severity, fragmentation is not a product of the customary tenure sys-
tem. In fact, in Europe, where tenure is statutory, fragmentation is
common. Consolidation, which involves re-laying out all holdings within a
particular area, is the only known way to correct fragmentation. It is a
complicated technical exercise, but one which will probably have to be
faced in the areas where frdgmentation proves to be a barrier to agricul-
tural improvement and development. To date, little attention appears to
have been given to this problem or to the possible technical and legisla-
tive issues involved.

36. Subdivision of land into units which are too small for effective
operation is perhaps a less threatening problem at this stage, but it is
likely to increase in the more densely populated areas over the years.
The only known cure for this situation is consolidation, involving the
enlargement of farms, which is a more contentious exercise than consolidation
of dispersed holdings, since it involves taking away land rights from indi-
viduals who must then be provided with access to land elsewhere, or who must
obtain employment in towns.

I/ In one district of the former Central Province of Kenya, for example,
40,000 customary landowners held 420,000 fragments of land, an average
of over 10 fragments per person. In a 1960 fragmentation survey in
Uganda, one landowner was found to posess 84 fragments scattered over
a distance of 15 miles; some fragments were only .06 of an acre (0.025)
ha).
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37. Fragmentation can be prevented only by removing its many and
varied root causes, including: population increase, restricted oppor-
tunities for employment off the land and uneven distribution of land
caused by boundaries of tribal spheres of influence. There cannot be a
quick solution. The only mechanical method of checking fragmentation
is by means of controls on dealings, usually carried out by local land
boards established for the purpose. However, this control can only be
implemented effectively through the machinery of a land register, which
does not exist at present in Zambia.

Summary

38. Over large areas of the country, particularly where shiftiing culti-
vation persists and only subsistence crops are grown, prospects for agricul-
tural development would not appear to be adversely affected by present tenure
arrangements to any serious extent. In other areas, mainly those of rela-
tively high population or cattle density, there are unmistakable sigins that
customary land tenure is not proving adequate for the needs of agrictultural
development and that the situation will worsen unless suitable measures are
taken soon. This inadequacy relates to security of tenure; the inability of
individuals, particularly "strangers," to obtain access to land owing to
restrictive attitudes of tribal or local authorities; uncontrolled develop-
ment of dealings in land, which are increasing in these areas; and various
factors affecting land use, such as planning and control of land "directly
acquired" on a customary basis, tenure of grazing rights, and fragmenta-
tion of agricultural holdings. There is a clear desire for change in such
areas on the part of the people, particularly on issues relating to inheri-
tance of land and the introduction of some form of statutory title. 'The
suggestion that this desire can be met by sporadic grants of short-term
rights of occupancy on any scale is unrealistic and is disproved by per-
formance. A right of occupancy conveys substantially less rights than
those already existing under custom.

Proposals

39. Among the stated objectives of the Zambian Government are the cor-
rection of the imbalance of economic opportunity between the urban ancl
rural sectors, the achievement of a more even distribution of income, the
attainment of self-sufficiency in foodstuffs, and the widening of the export
base through the marketing of agricultural surpluses abroad. Before these
objectives can be realized, however, it is clear that the use of land for
agriculture must be improved. As a first step, the land policies and sys-
tems of land administration which were inherited from the British and de-
signed to meet different objectives must be reappraised. Following this,
a comprehensive land policy, sound in principle and consistent with the
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political philosophy of independent Zambia, must be formulated and imple-
mented. Certain changes in land policy have already been proposed by the
Government, but these are relevant only to State Land. Other changes, which
apply to Reserves and Trust Land, are needed.

Land Policy Changes Already Proposed by the Government

40. Abolition of Freehold Land. In keeping with the philosophy of
Huinanism Part II, which emphasizes both national ownership and control of
national resources, the Government proposes that the absolute and reversion-
ary title of all land in Zambia be vested in the State (as it has been for
many years) and, further, that the highest estate in land capable of being
held by private individuals be leasehold from the State for a maximum term
(renewable) of 99 years. 1/ From the point of view of agricultural develop-
ment, there could be no objection to this change.

41. Land Control. The philosophy of Humanism also places emphasis on
the need for conservation and control of natural resources, including land.
In pursuance of this aim, Government proposes 2/ to institute more effective
control over land dealings. 3/ Provided that such controls can be efficiently
and expeditiously administered', these proposals should be beneficial. They
include, however, control of the consideration paid on transactions by means
of a valuation carried out by the -Government. It is doubtful whether esca-
lating land prices, which are governed by supply and demand, can be realis-
tically controlled in this way. A more common and perhaps efficacious way
of protecting the interests of society as a whole is through taxation on
increased land values. Control of dealings can, of course, be implemented
only through the machinery of the register.

42. Land Ceilings. 4/ It would appear that the philosophy of Humanism
supports the concept of a ceiling on the size of land holdings. The aim

1/ Humanism in Zambia, Part II, particularly Chapter 10, Land should not
"be owned by an individual or groups of individuals. An individual or
group of individuals may be leased land by the State ... " see also
"UNIP National Policies for the Next Decade, 1974-1984," pp. 36 and 37.
The proposal is now in effect. See footnote p. 7.

'/ Through legislation now in draft (see paragraph 5). See also "UNIP
National Policies for the Next Decade, 1974-1984," pp. 36 and 37.

3/ At present, control of dealings in agricultural State Land is only partial
(see footnote number 2, paragraph 20).

4/ The term "ceiling" means the maximum total land area, fixed by law,
which may be held by one individual or group. "Humanism considers that
large-scale ownership of any of these God-given resources by one man or
a group of men ... is a source of exploitation ... and is therefore
condemned"--Humanism in Zambia, Part II, p. 70.
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is towards small or medium-sized family holdings, with an implied eventual
reduction in the size and number of large holdings for commercial agriculture.
There are obvious difficulties in enforcing ceiling legislation, and the
Commission on One-Party Participatory Democracy decided to make no specific
recommendation on the subject. Ceiling legislation is, in any case, normally
associated with conditions of widespread land shortage and a high incidence
of noldings which are too small for efficient operation. This is not the
situation in Zambia. Ceiling legislation can only be effectively enforced
if the areas of holdings are known with some certainty.

Further Required Changes in Land Policy

43. Proposals which depend for their implementation on the existence
of land registration and survey can only affect State Land, and thus; offer
solutions for only a small part of the land policy problems in Zambia. To
solve the land tenure and administration problems which are proving to be
barriers to agricultural development in the present Reserves and Trust Land,
additional measures are needed. What follows is a discussion of these
measures.

44. Unification of the Administrative Land Categories. The continuing
existence of the separate administrative categories of State, Reserves and
Trust land is anachronistic and, by reason of some of the provisions of the
British legislation which still governs their administration, 1/ is itself
a barrier to development. The concept of Reserves and Trust Land is a relic
of the British Government's 'protective' policies, designed to protect an
economically less-favored and politically unrepresented indigenous population
by means of assurances enshrined in law against demands for further aliena-
tions of land to non-Africans. In the political philosophy of the Government,
all land in Zambia is a national asset for all citizens. The only real dis-
tinction between the categories which remains today (and must continue to
remain for some considerable time) lies in the differences between land
tenure on State Land, which is statutory, and land tenure on Reserves and
Trust Land which is customary. Alienation of land to non-Africans lies wholly
in the hands of the Zambian Government; there is no longer need for protection
by reservation or maintenance of a trust. Abolition of the three categories
by means of enactment of a single statute covering the administration of all
land in Zambia, on the lines recommended by the Land Commission, would set the
scene for uniform treatment of all citizens in the matter of land administration
in accordance with accepted principles of good land utilization. It would
enable a gradual extension of planning and control by Government of allocations

1/ e.g., restrictions on the grant of and on the term of leases and rights
of occupancy issued by the President. The incidents of a right of
occupancy are substantially less than the rights enjoyed under customary
tenure.
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of land in parts of the customary land tenure areas. It would also enable the
repeal of British legislation (i.e., the various Orders in Council) currently
governing administration in each of the three categories, legislation which is
in many respects out of date and which contains a number of minor anomalies. 1/

45. Statutory Title and Registration in Customary Tenure Areas. There
is ample evidence of the existence and growth of problems brought about by
the inadequacies of customary land tenure to meet the needs of agricultural
development in certain parts of the country. Yet no mention of the subject
appears in UNIP's policy statewent for the next decade or in other official
pronouncements, although for one particular aspect of the problem--customary
rules of succession--the policy is "to enact laws relating to . . . inheri-
tance based on those aspects of customary law which are good," and "to en-
force laws of succession to land to favor maximum improvement of the land."

46. Absence of legal title to land, evidenced by document and regis-
tered and guaranteed by Government, can lead to insecurity of tenure in
various forms and to increasing litigation. It also makes for uncertainty in
land dealings and hampers the ability of those affected to secure credit on
land. Moreover, it prevents Government from instituting a system of control
over land dealings. If land held on customary tenure is to be used to the
best advantage in a monetary exchange economy, statutory recognition and
definition of title is essential and a system of registering such titles is
highly desirable. No other solution is known to the type of problem now
faced in some of the more densely populated areas, at least in those countries,
like Zambia, where land is operated individually or by corporate groups of
individuals, rather than collectively by communities. The process of providing
documentary title for peasant farmers in developing countries is taking place
all over the world. 2/ In Zambia, desire for such titles has been expressed
for many years, and a number of Commissions have recommended that the Govern-
ment issue documented title. The gradual introduction of statutory title in
Reserves and Trust Land was, moreover, one of the principal recommendations of
the Land Commission.

1/ See para. 7 above.

2/ Examples in Africa include Sudan, Kenya, Uganda, Malawi, Morocco,
Tunisia and other countries.
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47. A formal statement of policy on this issue has not been made. 1/
Statutory recognition of customary land rights is effected by adjudication. 2/
The Government proposes to repeal its adjudication legislation, which, as
noted earlier, contains unsatisfactory features. The intention appears to
be to rely on existing provisions of the Orders to grant rights of occupancy
sporadically on request from individuals. This solution does not take into
account the size or urgency of the problem. If rights of occupancy are to
be issued sporadically, only a tiny portion of the persons farming in problem
areas could at present rates of issue hope to obtain grants during this
century. Moreover, if grants from the State are to be made in this way there
is a danger of infringing on or overriding existing customary rights, unless
a prior examination (i.e., adjudication) is carried out to determine whether
the land comprised in the grant is free of subsisting customary rights.
Adjudication on a sporadic basis is generally regarded as unsafe and unde-
sirable. 3/ It is, moreover, always more costly than systematic adjudication;
in particular, definition of boundaries by survey on a sporadic basis poses
particular difficulties and adds to expense. Under the existing Orders, a
right of occupancy is linmited in term and conveys substantially less rights
than those enjoyed under customary law. In particular, it has proved inade-
quate as security for credit for formal lending agencies.

48. If the Government intends to remedy the inadequacies of customary
land tenure in those particular areas where they are proving to be a barrier
to agricultural development and to meet the wishes of people in those areas
for statutory title, thereby reducing the present unjustified distinct'ions
in status between landholding on State Land and on Reserves and Trust Land,
an unequivocal announcement to this effect is required. The policy should
provide for the issue from the State of statutory (leasehold, in accordance
with national policy) title through adjudication on a systematic basis. This
would require new adjudication legislation, which should be capable of appli-
cation by the Minister to particular areas. The technical difficulties of
adjudication should not be underrated, but countries with financial and
manpower resources comparable to those found in Zambia have successfully
tackled this operation. In any case, the scale of operation can be tailored
to the country's resources. What is important is that a decision should be

1/ The Commission on One-Party Participatory Democracy, commenting on
petitions made to it for the introduction of statutory land titles in
customary areas, merely noted that "this matter had been covered by the
Report of the Land Commission," (Report 1972, p. 63).

21/ "Adjudication" is a legal process whereby a final ascertainment and
record is made of the boundaries of land holdings and of existing rights
in them.

3/ Dowson and Sheppard, Land Registration, Second Edition, (1955), p. 93.
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made and work started on a limited scale. Problems will not shrink by delay.
Fortunately, an abundance of experience and variety of technique, including
methods of survey and legislation on which to model a policy are available.

49. Reform of Substantive Land Law. It would be pointless, however,
to consider introducing statutory title to replace customary tenure in prob-
lem areas if dealing in these new titles is to be regulated by the outdated
land law which still applies to State Land. It must be accepted, however,
that a monetary exchange economy requires a more elaborate system of land
law than can be provided by customary law, even if it could be satisfactorily
coded, and radical departure from modern principles of English land law
would serve no useful purpose. The Land Commission recommended the adoption
of a conveyancing statute based on the English Law of Property Act 1925;
though the Commission's draft statute would modernize land law in Zambia, it
nevertheless contains some terms and concepts deriving from English legal
history which could be regarded as meaningless or unnecessary in Zambia.
The need to reform land law to make it a more suitable vehicle for land
dealing by peasant landowners has arisen in several African countries.
Legislation designed to simplify English land law and to provide a more
easily understood terminology has been enacted in these countries and has
been tested by experience. Such legislation might prove a better model for
Zambia.

50. Reform of Registration System. It would also be pointless to per-
petuate the present inadequacies of the system of registration now existing
on State Land. The Land Commission examined these inadequacies and rec-
ommended the adoption of a new registration statute, based on a "Torrens"
type of register, 1/ but with provision for general boundaries. Although the
innovation of guarantee through indemnity against loss caused by fraud or
mistake is to be welcomed, the inclusion in the draft statute of provision
for an assurance fund fed from registry fees is contrary to the general
trend in registry practice today. In an efficient registry system, payment
of indemnity is rare; such funds tend to become inflated and governments
have abolished and absorbed them into the general revenue, accepting lia-
bility for indemnity in the unlikely event of such a claim arising. Regis-
try practice also tends to favor loose-leaf registers rather than bound
registers, thus avoiding the necessity for elaborate referencing and the
preservation of "dead" material. Again, existing registration legislation,
waiich has been tested in other African countries, might provide a more
suitable model for Zambia.

1/ The different types of systems of registration of title are listed
in Land Registration, by Dowson and Sheppard, Second Edition,
(1955), p. 98.
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51. Advantages to Government of Registration. The advantages of
registration of title accrue largely to private individuals or groups. It
provides certainty, ease and lower costs in land dealings. There are also
considerable benefits accruing to Government. The principal benefit lies
in the ability provided by registration for the Government to control land
dealings in the interests of good land use. Control is a cardinal and
admirable element of Government policy. It can, however, be effected only
through the machinery of the register and thus at the present time must be
confined to State Land. Control is probably even more necessary in problem
areas of customary land. It can be exercised, in particular, to check sub-
division of holdings leading to uneconomical land units and dispersal of
agricultural holdings. It is usually considered beneficial to decentralize
control to local land boards established for the purpose. There is obvious
merit in local participation in this exercise. Statistics provided by the
register, particularly of holding sitss and land prices, are essential to
the planning of corrective measures and efficient operation of a land mar-
ket. Finally, registration provides a means of increasing revenue through
the charging of stamp duty on transactions. (Registry fees do not come in
this category; they are merely a charge for a specific service.)

52. Registration of Grazing Rights. It is sometimes mistakenly as-
sumed that only title to land of an individual or of a statutorily incor-
porated group of individuals (such as a company or a cooperative society)
can be registered. This is not the case, however, and in several African
countries existing legislation provides for the registration of land held
communally by traditional groups, lineages or families. It seems clear
that registration of grazing rights on a communal basis might well help to
alleviate some of the constraints to livestock production and development in
Zambia. A formalized registration system would enable the identification
of the group holding the rights and the exact area over which the rights
are exercised, thereby setting the scene for the planning and implementation
of development schemes. It might also facilitate the provision of credit
for livestock production, since both official and private credit agencies are
reluctant to make loans for range development without certainty of ownership
and exclusive land rights. Legislation for the registration of group land,
which is currently in use in other African nations, might serve as a useful
guide for the Zambian Government if it decides to formalize communal grazing
rights.

53. Planning and Control of Allocations of Customary Land. At pres-
ent, the Government does not attempt to plan or control allocations of
land in Reserves and Trust Lands, except in a few areas which have been
acquired or set aside for organized settlement. Haphazard, uncontrolled
acquisition of customary land by individuals often works against agricul-
tural development. The abolition of the existing division of Zambia's land
into three categories would facilitate a gradual extension of planning and
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control by Government of allocations of customary land. This planning and
control is particularly necessary if the proposals for Rural Growth Areas
(RGAs) are to be effectively implemented. Ideally, at least the broad allocation
of land close to and in RGAs should be on the basis of plans prepared by
qualified staff, with layouts surveyed on the ground, and Government assuming
direct responsibility for allocations, in accordance with the layouts. W4ith
the existing shortage of trained manpower in the Lands and the Survey Depart-
ments, this is unlikely to prove practical, however. In fact, at this time,
the Lands Department does not have any staff with professional qualifications
in land administration and planping. (The recent introduction of a university
degree course in land economy will eventually remedy this deficiency, but not
for several years to come.) In any case, there is a positive advantage in
associating the local community with planning and control of allocations, and
such association is an aim of policy. In particular, the association of chiefs
and headmen, who are already concerned in these matters, would smooth the
transition from present customary to more formal practices.

54. It is, therefore, suggested that:

(a) Government should take powers to declare particular
areas of customary land in which allocation will be
subject to formal procedures. Such areas should in-
clude Rural Growth Areas.

(b) Within these declared areas local boards should be
appointed by the Government for the purpose. The
composition of local boards could include chiefs
and headmen.

(c) Local boards would have power to allocate land but
would be required to operate on principles contained
in legislation or laid down by the Minister.

(d) Local boards would be required to maintain written
records of their proceedings which would be available
to the Commissioner of Lands.

(e) Local boards would be assisted and advised as far as
possible by Government staff, particularly agricul-
tural and lands staff.

It should not be beyond the capabilities of such local boards, if given
adequate directions and advice, to lay out parcels of suitable size and
shape, to cause the corners of such parcels to be marked in a manner which
will enable them to be "picked up" for survey at a later stage, to allo-
cate them to suitable applicants, and to keep records of such allocations.
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55. Resolving the Problem of Squatters. The problem of occupation
by squatters of some large farms on State Land abandoned by their former
owners should be faced now; delay will make the eventual solution more
difficult. Although the practice is illegal, it is unrealistic to attempt
to rely merely on legal action to dispossess the squatters. Powers exist
for the State to acquire such farms. When so acquired, decisions based on
agricultural principles should be taken as to whether the farm should be
operated as a unit and, if so, whether the squatters might be organized into
a farming cooperative. If this is not practical, the squatters can be reset-
tled at Government expense on land made available elsewhere. If it is not
essential that the farm be operated as a unit, it could be subdivided into
suitable small holdings for allocation on normal terms to the squatters.

Summary of Proposals

56. Some proposals for changes in land policy are already contemplated.
These proposals reflect the political philosophy of the Government on such
questions as the abolition of absolute ownership of land by individuals and
the control of land transactions. They would at present affect a compara-
tively small number of persons and a small part of Zambia's land area. The
inherited division of land in Zambia into three administrative categories
of State, Reserves and Trust Lands has no relevance today and should be aban-
doned. The only relevant distinction today is the difference in the law
governing tenure of land, which may be statutory or customary. If this
remaining distinction is eventually to be removed, the aim of policy should
be to convert customary to statutory tenure through a process of reg:istra-
tion of title. There is already need and demand for this process in cer-
tain parts of the country. A start should be made in these areas on a
modest scale, but on a systematic, not a sporadic, basis. It has long been
recognized that there is a pressing need to reform the substantive land law
of the country, which has been described as "cumbrous, archaic and expen-
sive." If conversion of customary tenure through registration is to be ex-
tended, the need to rationalize and "Zambianize" land law is even more pressing.
The existing system of registration does not provide the usual benefits of an
orthodox system of registration of title and should be changed. Consideration
should be given to group registration of grazing lands. An attempt should be
made to improve planning and allocations of land in certain areas of customary
land (particularly Rural Growth Areas) through establishment of loca]. allocation
committees, operating on defined principles laid down by Government. Early
attention should be given to solving problems created by squatters on abandoned
farms.


